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PREFACE

Last January three, of my foriner students, all
from my 1980 seminar on J.D. Salinger, stopped
me in the hall of West High School and asked if

they could audit the spring seminar on Ernest
Hemingway. One of the seniors, Cathy Freeman,
said, "We asked the counselor if we could take

one of 'your seminars again, but he said all

papers aloVd or having them posted on the

three sections are closed. And there's a waiting
list. So we wondered if weilould audit."

bulletin board.

Audit! Do they really want to write seven
papers in twelve weeks again, I thought. Don't

they realize that they /also must read a book
of short stories, three Abvels, a book of choice,

one hundred pages of biography or autobiography? For no credit?el reminded them of
these facts. "Cathy," I said, "it really doesn't
matter what author you study. It's the process
that counts. And you have already gone through
that process."

Cathy just smiled. "I know," she said. "But
we like the process."

Yet, literature was literature. And writing
seemed peripheral, not part of any dynamic
process. J was still correcting all the papers, still
carrying the load on the teaching' of writing.
In 1959, at Munich American High School in

-West Germany, I continued with captive audiences. But there was a differende: we had- no
required guidebook. So I revised the agonies of
chronology and began with the more familiar
twentieth century; their' I related present to past.
We also had in-depth itudies of novels with the

familiar tetm paper as a requirement. But bY
1962 I began to experiment 'with' what,' called

How could) I argue with that? I like the
process too, a dynamic process which came
from my search for a new way to teach bbth

`.`Making' Friends with an Author"; it was here
that I made an exciting breakthrough in relating
literature to writing.

literature and writinga search which led to
my NCTE publication, In Search of Ernest

authors like Thomas Wolfe, I asked my oollege

Hemingway.

er

anecdotes to liven up the class. I transformed
the formula, 49ok report papet into creative
topicstelegrartis to the Pulitzer Prize committee or student'film scripts of novels. Many of
these ideas seemed to work, especially when
students received recognition by reading their

My discovery of this process begah in 1957,
my first year of teaching. I had, a captive 'audi-.
ence at West High School in Waterloo, Iowa.
American literature was required for all juniors.
$o I took those summer-fresh students from the
delights of their jobs artd swimming pools and
started them with the colonial writers. As we
moved forward in our chronological survey, I
noticed

that my classes were beginning to

behave like tourists who had just completed a
fifteen day tour of fifteen European countries.
They were confused. Despite the required zourse
guidebook, I tried a number of experiments with
everything from choral reading to literary

Inspired by my own in-depth reading of
prep American literature class ;o select one
kuthor and theri read at least five works by that
author in preparation for a single position paper.

I also asked them to read at least 100 pages of
biography or autobiography to relate the writer
to his or her fiction. To my delight, I found my'

studentsafter they had recovered from the
shock of this ambitious assignfnenttelling me
that this was the most rewarding experience of
their school year. Even 14ter, after I returned to
graduate school, I still heard from those students

who did not forget that in-depth study with
the likes, of Willa Cather, John Steinbeck,
Pearl Buck, Ernest Hemingway, and even Henry
James.

Ple"'nf"--.

xiv

Preface

In 1968, I began teaching at West`High Sctiool

in Iowa City.i Now everything was elective.
American literature survey had been reducea to

a semesterthough later to two trimesters.Vith
the proliferation of electives, ones that often
overlapped, I became concerned with fragmenta-

ft

tion, ,with the problems of tightening already
tightened literary material in my survey course.
Then I remembered that experiment in Munich
with the in-depth paper. I thought. Why .not
develop a `class that works together in studying
one author? Why not develop a seminat where
students can share the territory of in-depth
studythe chronological discovery of an author's
basic style and themes, the relishing of Charac-

ters and quotable quotes, the sense of how
biography relates to fiction, the joy of expertise,

Then comes the most dynamic element of the
seminarDefense Day. Two papers are chosen
for photocopying so that the entire seminar can
prepare to eiraluate them, first overnight and
then for an entire class period. Every student is
guaranteed that he or she will be evaluated
twice on Defense Days. Peer grading, of course,

has its tensions, and we have used both teacherdirected evaluation (though the teacher does not
grade) and anonymous evaluation with a written
vehicle. The procedure, however,.is the same.
The student reads the paper aloud.
2. The, instructor asks in'dividual students to
1.

state 'the paPer's position. The seminar
arrives at what it. feels is the position, if
they can find, one, often referring to

-book by the same author?
It seemed'to me that I had a process. ThrOugh

specific lines in the beginning or ending of
the paper.
The writer Is asked if he or she agrees with

'reading and writing and discussion, we would
make contact with a good, Writer. This dynamic

The writer is asked to describe how the

the Nialue of seeing a good book and a bad

process 'could provide an opening wedge to all of

American literalure, the dream of all English
teachers, certainly of ming/IQ-haps microcosm
could become macrocosm.
The Hawthorne effect of that first seminar on

Scott Fitzgerald has long since ended. After
years of study of Hemingwa) Steinbeck,
Saroyan, Salingerall student chbicek, the
seminar is almost institutionalized at West
High School. Four sectjons from a junior/senior
total of around 600 have signed up for this year.

And sometimes I wonder why this demanding
course is so popular, especially when one cdn-

siders the course description in the student
handbook: "American literature seminar requires
that every student write and type seven positron
papers, each three to five pages in length."
When students begin the seminar, they learn

that the writing requirement is only part of a
total process, a process that/ builds upon itself.

For the first paper, they begin the process by.
reading shOrt stories aloud in class. We pool
,ideas about style and therhe; we discuss4he
.

concept of a single position which must be clear.
Students, are shown models of position. papers

Written by students in previous seminars. And
after they have read, the assigned short story for
written analysis, they are given suggested topios
for their paperswhich they are free to reject.

the class.

position is organized and supported.
The seminar has open discussion on organi-

zation and support. The writer responds
to questions.
6. Tne deminar goes page by page discussing

mechanics.

The seminar suggests a grade for the paper,
beginning with the first student who stated

the position. Each student explains his or
her grade.
r
8. The instructor Writes the consensus grade
on the paper. Or collects and tabulates the
grade from written evaluations which are
then given to the writer.

9. The instructor returns all position papers
to the seminar at the eiid of the Defense
Day or the last DefenseiDay, if more than
one is schethiled.

After the first Defense Day, the students
understand the -basic process reading aloud,

discussion, prewriting interaction with specific
goals and suggestions, Defense Day. They also

know that the required readings for position
'papers will be longer, and they know that their
work will be reinforced by, the study of maps
dealing with the geography of the novels, by
guest speakers and telephone interviews with
A

a

i

Preface

when things are going good, says Steinbeck.

people knowledgeable of the author, by Anec-

Write intriguing or outrageous titles, says
Salinger. You and they dissect prose dnd
punctuation, adjectives and adverbs, vo-

dote Day stories about the writer, and by
audiovisual materials. A demanding course.

Why then do our students take this course?

cabulary and nuance, even titles and
dedications. And the payoff becomes
obvious, especially when the students
take a whack at parody.

Why would Cathy and her friends opt for
auditing? My best guesses are these:
I. This is no survey, no mini-fragmentation.
This is the real, the total thing. This is

Ernest Miller Hemingway, rebellious teen-

.

ager, off to war and Paris, bullfights and
fishing, son-father-husband (four times),
simple, complex, creator of Nick Adams,
Jake Barnes, Lady Brett Ashley, Frederic
Henry and Catherine Barkley, Santiago,
P4tzer and Nobel Prize winner. This is
Jolp Ernst Steinbeck, big-earet child, shy
Californian always in search of his Arthurian dream, student .of prote.st and
biology, phalanx and teleology, Okies and
Danny, Lennie, apd Johnny Bear. Anil this
is Jerome David Salinger silent now on his
Cornish, New Hampshire hill, dropout and
. Zen, Holden and the Glass family, Franny
and Zooey, Buddy and Seymour, all those

italicized words, all tkit sharp' wit turned°
outward and then inward, unpublished
since 1965, and why?

t

This, course sharpens the skills. You read
the author. You discuss the author's

.writing. Then you reread and write, rewrite, and then your classmates read and
discuss your writing. And you get advice

from everyonefrom your teacher, from
your classmates, and even from the author.
Try repetition, says Hemingway. Stop

xv.

3.

4inally there i the total process of everyone working together. With a good deM of
both teacher and peer recognition, the.re
comes an emerging sense of'community, of
mutual discovery. And the process produces a prothict, something to be proud of:
seven position papers. There is the impact
of books and stories shared and digested;
the students feel that they know something

wellthat they have gone in deep with a
recognized author. The material sticks, the
proCess has an effect, and the student has
made a friendot an enemy.

The American literature seminar is probably
the most demanding writing course that I have
ever -taught. Surprisingly enough, my students,
who often groan \about writing assignments in
my survey course, ao not refer to the seminar as
a writing course. They call it the Hemingway
course ot the Salingtr courseor whatever
author we, have chosen. I like that. I like the

idea that writing is not a thing by itself but
instead a method of thinking about something
else, something very human.. Perhaps, this is
ultimately what Cathy meant when she
"We like the process."

INTRODUCTION'

do have such experience can expand upon

CHOICES

the suggested materials.

This handbook offers many choices. It is premised on the belief that American- English
teachers need choices in their search for a vital
method for teaching both literature and writirig.
It is the product of over twenty years of teaching American literature and over seven years of

4. The handbook describes a seminar fOrmat
with considerable interaction during classroom discussions, on the Defense Day
evaluations of the seven required position
papers, 'and the instruction of specific

writing goals for each Raper. But again
the students and instructor have con-

experience with in-depth seminars at West High
School in Iowa City, Iowa. Its design is intended

siderable flexibility to allow for variety and

interruptionsassemblies, special eventg,`

to be flexible to meet the seeds of different

snow dayswhich are part of a school's

schools, teachers, and students.
Let's consider the choices.

the handbook offers three semester designs
for discovering three famous Americun
writers, Ernest Hemingway, J.D. Saliqg
and John Steinbeck. Each "section.includes
a vhedule, lesson plans, material for
reproduction. and distributioqs and serviceable bibliographies. For those of us
who hal:7e never quite recovered from

reading books like A Farewell to Arms, k
Of Mice and Men, or The 'Catcher in the
there
selecting
Stembeck.
Rye,

of

is

the

delightful dilemma
or

Hemingway Sa linger,

While the time schedules cover ninety class
periods for eighteen weeks, the design c

be easily adapted to trimesters or e
quarters by choosing to eliminate certain
readings or in-class activities.
3.

The basic activities of the courses areaimed
at students who are interested in literature

and self-improvement, buttheiii-StrifcfoT-can structure the readings, writing, and
such concerns as literary criticism so .that
they will appeal to .gifted students. And
while schedules are designed for teachers
who have no special expertise or graduate
study with these three authors, those who

normal life. Instructors are encouraged to
use resource persong, telephone interviews,
an eighth paper, and formal testing. The

number of Defense Days can be varied;
there_neednot he_iust two for each paper
The sequence of writing skills is only
suggested, not absolute.
5.

k
Experience has shown that a successfül
seminar in terms of interaction and time
for eValuiting papers is between fifteen
and twenty :students. This is especially
important if.a studerit is tOrbe evalliated

at least twice by the class on befense Ddsys.
But if such class size are impossible, the

instructor may wish lp grade six -of the
seven ,position pape5s1 allowing only one
Defense Day for each,student.
6. ,Even e*itiation shquld involve choice.
While the hand book *iggests oral student
evaluation on Defense pays, .it _also contains a written vehicle for anonymous
evaluation., Normally, Defense Days have

delightful ihteractitynyridsaspmeTtur
sonietimes peer evaluatidn can prove to be

a burden for careful, thoughtful grading.
However, a good seminar is ;narked by a
cooperatiye spirit.

.

7. 'For the Instructors who, cannot or do not
wish to have such inIdepth Seminars, the

13
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handbook is a valuable teaching aid for

is the assignment and background notes, then a
time for reading, followed by Suggestions for
positions, and finally some focus on the required
skill, as well .as time for in-class writing. Some

individual works by the authors arid useful
as well for biographical and bibliographical
suggestions. I have used the position

paper/Defense Day system with my hu-

sections offer additional variety through oral
readings, audio-visual presentations, use of

manities classes with considerable success,

even with only one or two papers. The

resource persons, Anecdote Days, And follow-up
discussions of Defense Day.

handbook offers many, choices for teachers
who are looking for ideas.

No instructor should suffer from boredom in
this course. Nor should there The any serious
cbncern about the work load. The design builds
in a number of reading and writi9 daystimes
when a teacher can read and review, hold conferences, correct papers. Then, too,the Defense
Day evaluations can be seen as a nus time.
The instructional load of the semina t ould not
be any more burdensome than, foi example,

THE SEMINAR METHOD

The seminar is a process. First of all, the literary
content is essentially discovered in chronological

order so that students, can see each writer's
emerging style and themes. The choices of
works for the 'seven papers are intentional:
they are either recognized major works or

a literature survey course.

those which, initiate key ideas of Hemingway,
DEFENSE DAY: BACKGROUNDS

Salinger, and Steinbeck. After the first four
writings are analyzed in-depth, there is a shift
to biography or author profilea natural point
where students can respond to their evolving

This course design suggests seven typed papers,
three-to-five pages in length. Each paper is

interest in the writer as a human being, as well as
their discovery of how fiction and biography are

defined as a "position paper" because students

retated,---T-hen -thecourse_re_turns___to literature

This position is to be organized, supported by
concrete detail, and mechanically sound. Since
the readings are largely chronological, students
are encouraged to build upon their papers in

are asked to limit their analysis to a single focus.

and summation.

But the design is mote than fiterature and
biography. It reveals an intense writing process.
This process begins immediately 'during the
orientation period,' the time for getting acquainted. Since at least twenty-eight papers
will be evaluated by the students in` this course,
it is esseirtial to establish rapport and to foster
the critical skills for objective grading. The
first assignment in each section is a short story;
its brevity allows time not only for oral reading
of additional stories but also for ,discussion

successive assignments. There are also sequential
writing goals, ranging from concern with proof-

reading and clarity to the more complex skills
of documentation and synthesis. A model

student paper, which can be used before or
after Defense Day,- is provided for each of the
seven assignments.

Obviously, Defense Day is a time for tension.
For the student facing a peer audience, there are

expected in a Defense Day. As the seminar

the questions that all writers must face: Will
they understand my position? Is my position

moves into longer works, and the profile, there

supported by concrete detail? Is it mechanically

also be time for review and instruction

soundat least sound enough to satisfy my
readers? Will I be able to respond to their

of what makes a position paper and what is
will

of selected writing skills. Thcf impact is accumu-

lative_ -Reading and, _discussing _the author's
writing, reading and discussing student's writing
whether it be for Defense Day or for instructor
evaluation, discussing and practicing writing
skillsall these form a dynamic writing process.
It also should be noted that each section of ,

questions_ and aiticisin?___What_ will heAheir

the design has its own process. The process

should offer a dramatic focus for each assignment: It should not be Destruction Day. Since

involves variety and yet corisistency. First there

4.-

final assessment? And if the class load allows
more than one Defense Day for a student, there
is the natural concern that the second paper be
as good as, if not better than, the first.

But Defense Day should be rewarding. It

14

Introduction

everyone comes up for Defense Day, everyone
both evaluates and is evaluated. Thus, the spirit
of Defense Day should be one of cooperation.
After the initial shock of surpnse wift receiving
the copies of the position papers theslay before
each Defense Day, the students must understand

2. While students should have brought their,
copies of the papers for evaluation', as well'
as the works under diScussion for possible

reference, the teacher should haye classrbom copies of both fbr .those who have
forgotten them. Advance distributibn usually generates interest and prior' student
annotation of the position papers, but the
instructor is advised to _both read and
annotate the papers tO ,stimulate any

that their job is to work together to become
better students of literature and better writers.
They will learn from each other, as Well as from .
the instructor. With each 'Defense Day, students
will acquire more experience in discussing and
implementing the criteria of. good writing.
Indeed, the goal of each Defense Day and of the
entire writing design becomes obvious: The Next

Paper. The process should give each siudent a
better understanding of his or her own writing'.
The search for Ernest Hemingway or J.D.

lagging discussion. (However, you must be
careful notqo dominate any Defense Day!)
3. Ask each student to begin the Defense Day
segment allotted to them by reading his or
her,paper aloud. This provides a number of
benefits: a calming effect, a review or even
a

Salinger or John Steinbeck inevitably leads

4. Without comment, the instructor asks a
member of the class to state the writer's'
position. (If the. written evaluation form i0
used, the students should be asked to write
the position. Then the instructor can ask
a student to bread his or her position sentence..)---Tneinstructorshouldthenrepeat

time. The instructor also has a clioice of' oral or
\yr!

rtterev ThEigi-c>iiby the students. Experience

the student's response and ask if that is

has shown the oral method to be highly successful for open discussion and seminar ra'pport, but

it is possible that the group dynamics of some
seminars will dictate the written and anonymous

grading. Whatever the choice, the instructor
must not be actively involved in the grading
only in helping the class arrive at consensus.

5..

Otherwise, the students will become suspicious
that their opinions are secondary.

the position is not clear to many students.
The instructor may wish to ask students if
they see the position in particular lines, .
such as in the introduction or conclusion.

Defense Day begins with calm and some

This can be an important discover for

humor. The total experience should be
supportive for future writers and defenders,
as well as for the defenders for the day.
While you need not select .the best papers
for each Defense Day, your choices should
be generally strong papers. Conflicting
viewpoints, if equally well written, can\ be
very stimulating-for/lie discssions. Bul it
is advisable to hold off the weaker writers
so that they can profit from the instruction
and their peers.

what he or she has said. This technique is
important since many students may wish
to alter their wording; many students think
better aloud than they do silently.
Then ask other students if they agree with
the first student. This may involve some
classroom management to achieve consensus wording, though usually there is

general agreementor an awareness that

DEFENSE DAY: PROCEDURE
1.

first reading for some students, proof-

reading, a final, annotating, and a chance to
hear each writer's,inflections and stresses.

h ome.

As the preface suggests, Defense Day pro !
cedure is managed by the instructor. It. is the
instructor's job' to establish "and maintain the
spirit of cooperation, as well as to control the
time segments so that all major goals are accomplished and each defender is given ,equal

xix

future writers.
6.

Next ask the writer if the class o any
individual student has' stated his o her
position. Ask if there is any line i the
paper that was intentionally writte as a
position statement. By now, the writ r and
class have discussed the standard of c ritjd.
While the writer should be encouraged to
reflect on his or her position and to clarify

that position to those who found it un-

;
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Intr6duction

should not be an qi.eicise in nitpicking,
seminar members and. especially the in-

clear, the instructor and the class must be
alert tO the difference between. the paper's

clarity and clarity that comes from ideas
7.

'

structor should make clear that mechanical
errors distract from the paper's content. The
clarity of a "position is heavily dependent
on the writer's skill with mechanics.

10.

"and direct quotation to support generalizations. Thd instructor should encourage the

Begin the grading process by asking the
student who first suggested the writer's
positionand thus first p'osed the problem
of clarityto grade the ,paper, 'based on the
three criteria of clarity, organization and
support, and mechanics. While pluses or

to comment on the logic of the

minuses are- allowed, this triad should

organization; as well as the selection of
supporting detail. Reference can be made
to the handout, "Defense Day: Criteria for
Grading 'Position Papers," in dealing with
essential questions -about the- second

allow only one grade. Then move to other
students for grades and justifications.
Almost ,alway a consensus will emerge,
though, peer grading is difficult' for classroom friends (and enemies) who wish to be

criterion. Focus should 6e made on the

.objective. While you may feel that the

impact of the ttle, the ..reationlhip of

grades. for Defense Days are sometimes too

and support which are npt in the paper.
The second criterion is organization and

support., The writer should be asked to
describe the basic outline of the paper
(Introduction,

Body,

Conclusion);

the

procedure for developing a single focus,
anti the concrete use of plbt, characters,
class

introduction to anclusioe, and the importance of direct support for convincing
the reader.
8.

At this point, there may be some disagree. ment with the position. Here again is an

important point of resAnsibility for the

instructor.

the class should be
to air opinions about the
position and the writer should respond
While

encouraged

to these opinions, there should be a reminder that good writers have often. had_
their critics. If the position is well de-

fended, why do some Members of the
seminar continue to disagree with it? The
seminar should also be reminded that the
follow-up discuss,ion day will provide time
- for pursuing other positions, including
those of major critics.
9. Mechanics. Now the seminar goes page by

discussing proofreading errors 'and
mechanical problems that range, from
obvious errors in spelling, capitalization,
and usage to concerns that students often
identify as stylewordiness, awkward sentences, word choice that is imprecise or
repetitive, slang and colloquialisms. This
may- be a time for brief, comments about
writing in the first perlon, 'paragraphing,
page

transitiAs;winappropriate'tone, insensitivity
to nuance. While' this critical examination

high, this should not be seen as a diminution of "standards," for the total learning
experience of Defense Day is more important than any single grade. My experience
with seven years of Defense Days has

confirmed my faith in the method. However, if oçal grading creates problems with

the strppdrtive spirit of the seminar, the
instructor should consider using the written
form and arriving at consensus grades after

the period ends. Be sure to return all
papers, those for Defense Day and those
corrected by the instructor, at the erK1 of
the final. Defense Day. Remind students to
bring these papers to the next class period
follow-up discussion.

SEQUENCE OF WRITING SKILLS

While the papers and discussions- build Upon
themselves, the instructor maY wish to emphasize

a sequence of writing skills. This handbook
suggests the following developmental sequence
for the seven position papers; its schedule 1-;Ss
specific suggtstions and activities for review
and instruction.
Paper I
1.

Following directions is' important for
the initial paper: .3-5 pages, typed
'manuscript form.

Introduction
2.

The idea of a single ,clear position is
essential for the first .paper. Handouts
on the position papIr idea, as well as
a student model, are available for

While sentence variety was a goal of
Paper III, there, could be furtfiex
explorations- (1) -repetition, such as
repeating la line Or using the same

2.

beginning

students.
3. The Salinger seniinar aiscusses the
iireWriting process during this section..

Paper II
1. Emphasize the use of concrete ex-

to document and to give "flavor" to
the material.
Stress introddetion and conclusions.

What the reader reads first and last is
essential in the psychology of writing.
3. The StembeckN seminar will discuss the
prewriting process during-this section.

3.

").

double-spacedAext.
Be sure to stress carefuldocumentation:

the use of sic when the original source
is' in error; the differing editions and
copyrights of the same titles; the
difference between style sheet form
and that listed in the Reader's Guide to
Periodical Literature; the gap between
what is common knowledge and what is
technical material.
4,1

Paper VI
I. The Steinbeck seminar offers a choice

of readings for this paper, not just the
in-common work. This tequires a clear

copy.
I.

Since students are by now sensitive to
Defense Day discussions of varying
writing styles, it is time for an open
period review ans1 instruction on

for example, use
of "I" in a fofmal paper; the function
of special punctuationcolons, semispecific concerns:

colons, dashes, elipses; selecting titles.

Discuss plagiarism and the need for
footnotes and bibliography. Using a

when to incorporate them into the

be instructed on its use With a class
Paper IV

Students should know the meaning and
effect of standard Latin sh-iting abbreviations: etc., e.g.,

how to build a smooth transition from
the text to the direct quotation, when
to single space direct quotations and

variety. Are the sentences appealing
not all simple or compound, not all
beginning with subject-verb patterns.
Students will work with various sentence-combining patterns to prepare
copy of Roget's Thesaurus. They will

a

style sheet, review correct forms.
Discuss how to edit fa direct quotation,

definition in the conclusion?
Encourage students to work on sentence

for this paper.
3. Urge students to purchase a paperback

sentences in

formulating a profile position paper.

and paragraphs. Does the paper flow
logically? Do the connectives help to
unify it? Does the organization serve
to-elarify-the-single position?-Does-the
introduction suggest the body of the
paper? Does the position find its final

"LA

two

Paper V
I. Encourage students to use both biographical and literary material in

.Paper III
I. Stress transitions between sentences

2.

for

row; (2) variation, such as using a
tight, short sentence to follow a long
oneto catch the eye, to summarize,
to punttuate.

amples. Ask students to use at least
one direct 'quotation from the novel

<41
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plot summary and precise character
description since many Defense Day
4 evaluator& will not have read the wOrk
under consideration.
2.

Both sections encourage students' to
relate previous in-common readings to
the

assigued

work

for this paper.

CQmparison and contrast techniques
are discussed, especially ,since they are
valuable-for college-bound students.

mit

Introduction

3., Insist on careful proofreading and a

can be Sa linger's or Steinbeck's exaggerated style imposed on a simple
format, such as a childrerr's story like
"Goldilocks and the Three Bears" or on
another famous American writer., for
example, how Salinger would write a
Poe story.
N3. Since the final assignment is of an oral
nature, students should be encouraged
to read their papers aloud to themselves
until they are satisfied, not only with
their reading, but also with their
writingespecially wird choice and

minimum of mechanical errors.
Paper VII
1.

Encourage students to use ideas. from

their previous papers and those of Other
students since one choice of thivssignment is a synthesis position paper.
2. Review the satirical` technique of

parody, another choice for the final
paper. Use of student models in the
handbook is effective. Note that
parodies can be made of parts or the
entirety of an outlines work. They also

cadence.

4
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I. IN SEARCH

.

OF, ERNEST HEMINGWAY

ORIENTATION TO THE SEMINAR
DAYS 1-2
.0%

'favorite food, sports, music, travel, plans

DAY 1: GETTING ACQUAINTED WITH
THE COURSE AND EACH OTHER

To acquaint students with the nature of the
seminar and to introduce them to its method

for the future.
After five or ten minutes, ask each student
to intrOduce his or her partner to the seminar by summarizing tilt answers to the
interview questions. Now the Class has taken
its first step toward becoming a genuine

and-content.
To help students get to know each other.

seminar. These introductions may lead to
friendships, and they will certainly help to

.0

5.

Goals
1.

1.

establish the understanding and cooperation

needed in later discussions, especially the

Materials
1.

2.
3.

Handout 1: Semlnarin American Literature.
Handout 2: Tentative Schedule.
After you have taught the seminar, use evaluations from former students (see Day 90)
to interest beginning students. -

Procedure

Use Handout 1 as a brief introduction to the
tdea of an in-depth seminar.
2. Using Handout,2 as a guide, offer an overview ofk the course, noting particularly how
writing and reading activities are correlated.
Point out the variety in the course, the value
of studying an attthor in depth, the fact that
the course offers.an oppprtunity to improve
writing skills as well as opportunities for
individual exploration and grotif) discus?ion.
3. Stress that Tyou ,genuinely want to knowthe
studenis and to have them know each other.
1.

Everyone will be working together in the
cOUrse.

4.

Pair off students who do noI know each
other or who knoweach other only slightly.
Find a partner 'for yourself. Mk each,.student to interview his or her partner. without

taking notes,. asking questions that each
partner would like answered-family, job,

evaluations on Defense Day.

Additional,Suggestion
A classroom bulletin board orrErnost Hemingway
helps to develop interest: photographs, magazine

'clippings, a-Vin-531troltifra-gentne-trum. this
handbook Itir...froin a preykous, serdinar), maps
(Illinois, Michigm'florida, Idgho, France,Italy,
Cuba, Spain). Pethaps some' studenits have visited

the geographical settings of Hemingway's life
and. literature and have materiars to contribute
to an evolving bulletin board.
DAY 2: INTRODUCING HEMINGWAY
AND THE POSITION PAPER
GoalS

I. To preview Hemingway's life and work.

2. To intidduce the Position Paper.
Materials
1.
-

Handout 3: The Hemingway. Chronology.

You may also refer to the materials on
.Hemitigway's life and times and his family
in Appendix B.

2. Handout-4: The Position Paper.

3
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Procedure
1.

Distribute Handout 4: The Position Paper
and discuss the nature of a position paper.

3.

Referring to Handout 3: The Hemingway
Chronology, discuss the idea that the semi-

Stress the requirements of length and format
(typed, double-spaced, one side, unlined
paper) since clear, complete copies must be

nar will be one of discovery, of learning how
Hemingway's ideas and writing)developed.
The first of the seven position papers focuses.

distributed for Defense Day. At this point,
do not dwell on evaluation procedures since
a positive attitude, toward writing does not
begin with apprehension. about grades. Re-

on the Nick Adams stories of the 1920s. In
particular, the paper will formulate a posi-

tion about "Indian Camp," an early short
story that 'was written in Paris after World

mind students that typing is required by

War Fand appeared in a small book, In Our
Time.
2.

Note that Hemingway's life carried him from
his boyhood home in Oak Park, a suburb of

Chicago, to a summer honie near Petoikey
in upper Michigan, the setting for "Indian
Camp." The family enjoyed the change of
scenery and fishing (a life-long enthusiasm
of the author), and Dr. HeMingway carried
on his medical practice there by treating the
local Ojibway Indians. Go on to observe that
Hemingway moved out into the world after

he graduated from high school: a cub reporter in Kansas-City, World War I service

1

most.college teachers and that it is wise to
improve their typing now. Tell them that
you will provide position,papers written by
high school juniors and ieniors for them to
examine; assure them that they will be given
considerable class time for reading and writ-

ing. Useful backgroUnd material and even
suggestions for topics.will be given as specific
papers are assigned.

Additional Suggestions

Some students may already have read books
by or about Hentingway. Encourage them to
v.
share their initial impressions.
2. Use Peter Buckley's Ernest for photographie
1.

Italy, newspaper work in Toronto, exin the 1920s, trips
accoun't of, Hemingway's early years (see
throughout his life to Spain, KeyWeitTtBib'
in

pat:late :fife in Paris

Africa, Cuba, and Ketchum, Idaho.

444'

Handout 1

HANDOUT 1
SEMINAR IN AMERICAN LITERATURE

Have you ever read an author in depthM you have, you probably iilade anumber Of discoveries:

You became acquainted with the writer, his or her basic themes and style.
2. You felt the deliciousness of expertise which includes a sense of chronology, favorite characters, a knowledge of major and minor works, a
delight in quotable lines.
3. It was as if the writer became your friend. You may liave wanted toiearn
more about the person, his or her life. )i'ou m4y even have hungered to find
other writings or eagerly awaited new books to be 'published.
1.

So the seminar will go in depth, while the survey course that yoll just took has
skimmed the surface. And as a small group, you will share your discoveries with
the seminarin discussion, in your papers, on Defense Day, informally.
kept in focus: This seminar is not concerned with making
One thing must
you an expert on one author (though you may be). Our concern Is with ihe
process of studying any author. In fact, this is really a Basic Skills (sound
familiar?) course: Reading, Writing, Speaking, and Listening.
Your reading will involve threenovels, seventeel short stories,
a hundred or so pages of autobiography or biography. You
also will read at least twenty-eight position papers.
You will write sei,en position papersthree to five typed (skill)
Writing:
'paget.'You Will be stUdying other peofde's writing;.the seminar
will discuss good writing.
0
Speaking: You will defend two of your position papers before the
seminar. You will also be reading aloud and discussing what
you have readshort stories; position papers.
Listening: You will hwe to listen carefillly because Defense Day requires
that everyone listen carefully to what is said and read. You
will be involved in Defense Day grading.
Reading:

5
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HANDOUT 2
TENTATIVE SCHEDULE FOR SEMINAR IN AMERICAN LITERATURE:
ERNEST HEMINGWAY -

Orientation to the Seminar
Getting acquainted with the course and each other
Introducing Hemingwayiand the Position Paper

'Da); 1.
Day 2.

Paper I: "Indian Camp" (1925)
,

Readirig aloud and discussion of "Up in M chigan" (1923) and "The
Doctor and the Doctor's Wife" (1925)
ASSIGNMENP. Position Paper on "Indian Camp"

Day 3.

Due.

pay 4.

Reading aloud and discussion of "The End of Something" (1925)
Reading aloud and discussion of "Three-Day Blow" (1925)
Suggestions for Position Paper on "Indian Camp" and in-class writing
Reading aloud and discussion of "Ten Indians" (1927)

Da}/ 5.

Day 6.
Day 7.
Day 8.
Day 9.

In-class writing

Day 10.

Reading aloud and discussion of "The Battler" (1925)
Position paper on "Indian Camp" due
Film: My Old Man (story published 1923)

Paper II: The Sun Also Rises (1926)

Dyi

ucjan-toThe Sun-Also Rises; begin-reading
ASSIGNMENT: Position Paper on The Sun Also Rises
Due.
Day 12. Reading
Day 13. Discussion: Life in Paris in the 1920s
Day 14. Reading
Day 15. Reading
Day 16. Reading and/or distribution of Defense Day papers
Day 17. Defense Day: "Indian Camp"
Day 18. Follow-up discussion: students and critics
Day 19. Film: Hemingway's Spain: "The Sun Also Rises"
Day 20. Reading
Day 21. Suggestions for Position Paper on The Sun Also Rises and reading or
writing
Day 22. Film: Hemingway's Spain: ."Death in the Afternoon"
Day 23. Reading aloud and discussion of "The Big Two-Hearted River" (1925)
Day 24. Reading aloud, and discussion of "The Big Two-Hearted River"
Day 25. In-class writing and proofreading
Day 26. Reading aloud and discussion of "In Another Country" (1927)
Position paper on The Sun Also Rises due
.

n
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Paper 1M:A Farewell to Arms (I29)
Day 27. Introduction to A Farewell to Arms; begin reading
ASSIGNMENT: Position Paper on A Farewell to Arms
Day 28.
Day 29.
Day 30.

Due:
Reading
Reading

Reading alou and discussion of "Now I Lay Me" (1927) and "A Very
Short Sto ' (1927)
Day 31. Suggestions for Position Paper on A Farewell to Arms and in-class
reading
Day 32. Discussion: World War I and Hemingwiy, Dr. Hemingway's suicide,
Key West

Day 33. Reading; distribution of p'apers for Defense Day
Day 34. Defense Day: The Sun Also Rises
Day 35. Follow-up discussion: students and critics
Day 36. Reading
Day 37. Reading aloud and discussion of "Soldier's Home" (1925)
Day 38. Reading
Day 39. Reading and writing
pay 40. Wilting
Day 41. Writing and proofreading
Day 42. Reading aloud and disciission of "Fathers and Sons" (1933)
Position Paper on A Farewell to Arms due
/
Paper IV: A Profile of Ernest Hemingway
Day 43.

Review of the Hemingway biography and introduction to Profile Paper
ASSIGNMENT: Profile Paper developed from 100 pages of reading in
Hemingway's biographers
Due:
Film: Hemingway
Reading antl research for Anecdote Qa,N,
Reading and research for Anecdote Day
Anecdote Day
Anecdote Day
Reading:distribution of papers for Defense Day
Defense Day: A Farewell to Arms
Follow-up discussion: students and critics
Reading aloud and discussion of "A Clean Well-Lighted Place" (1933)
Reading
Reading, research and.writhig
Writing

Day 44.
Day 45.
Day 46.
Day 47.
Day 48.
Day 49.
Day 50.
Day 51.
Day 52.
Day 53.
Day 34.
Day 55.
Day 56. Writing all

---"*.

u.
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Day 57.

Reading aloud and discussion of "A Day's Wait" (1933) and`The Old
Man at the Bridge" (1938).
Profile Paper on Ernest Hemingway due

Paper V: Your Choice..
Day 58.

Consideration orreading choices for Paper V
ASSIGNMENT: Position Paper on Hemingway \vizi...of student's
choice

Due
Day 59.
Day 60.
Day 61.
Day 62.
Day 63.
Day 64.,
Day 65.
Day 66.
DaY 67.

Day 68.
Day 69.

Reading
Reading
Reading
Reading; distribution of papers for Defense D.ay
Defense Day: Profile Paper
Defense Day: Profile Paper
Follow-up discuision: students and critics
A
Reading and writing
Writing
Writing and proofreading
Reading aloud and discussion of "On the Blue Water" (1936)
Ypur Choice Paper due

l'aper VI: The Pld Man and Me Sea (1952)
Day 70.

Day 71.
Day 72.
Day 73.

Day 74.
Day 75.
Day 76.
Day 77.
Day 78.
Day 79.

Introdu'ction ta The Old Man and the Sea; begin reading
ASSIGNMENT: Position Paper on Thee Old Man and the Sea
_
.
Due.
Reading
DiscuSsion: Hemingway and the Nobel Prize
Suggestions for Position Paper on The Old Man and the Sea
and reading
Reading, writing, and distribution of papers for Defense Day
Deense .Day: Your Choice Papers

Follow-up discussion students and critics
Writing

Writing and proofreading
Previewing the Summation Paper
Position Paper on The Old Man and the Sea due

Paper VII: The Summing Up

a

Day,80.

Reading, re-reading, research, and writing
ASSIGNMENT: Summation Paper and/or a Humorous Paper On
Heiiiingway and his work
/1
Due:

Day 81.

Writing

0
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Day 82. Writing and distribution of papers for Defense Day
Day 83. Defense Day;....The Old Man and tlie Seas
Day.84. Follow-up discussion: students and critics
Day, 85. Writing and proofreading
Day 86. Re'ading aloud of final papers
Day 87. Readin&aloud of final papers
Day 88. Reading aloud by instructor
Day 89. Final discussion`
Day 90. Evaluation of seminar

.11.11110
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HANDOUT 3
THE HEMINGWA"/ CHRONOLOGY

Born in Oak Park,-Illinois, the second 'of six children of Dr.
Clarence HemingWu and Grace Hall Henfingway.
191Graduates from Oak Park High School. Rejected by U.S. 'Army
because of eye-injury from boxing. Works as cub reporter for ,
the Kansas City Star.
1918 Goes to Italy as Red Cross arnbulance driver. Legs severely injured by mortar fragments and heavy machine gun fire near
Fogsalta di Piave at midnight, July 8,1918, two weeks before
his nineteenth birthday.
.
.
1920-1924. Reporter and foreign correspondent for the Toronto Star and
Star Weekly.
.
1921 .Marries Hadley Richardson. Le.aves for Europe.
1923
Three Stories and Ten Poems published in t ris; volume includes "Up in Michigan," "Out of Seagon,' nd "My Old Man."
1924' in our time, with thirty-six pages of miniattires, published in'

.

A1/4.

189

_

Paris.

1925

1926

1927

' 1928-1938
1929
0'

1932
1933

1935

1936-1937

In- Our Time, U.S. edition, published by Boni & Liveright. Pour2
teen short stories, plus tife miniatures of theparis edition,
Which are used as interchapters.
The Torrents of Spring, publiskd by-Charleg Scribner's Sons,
New York publisher of all his subsequent books. The Sun Also
Rises is published in October.
Divorces Hfdley Richardson._ Marries Pauline Pfeiffer. Publication of Men Without WoMen, fourteen short stories, ten of
whin had appeared,in magazines.
Lives in Key West, Florida. Suicide of his father (1928).
'A Farewell to Arms, Hemingway:s first commercial success:
80,000, copies sold in fotir months.
egth in the Afternoon, a nonfiction book about bullfighting.
inner Take Nothing, fourteen short stories. Publishes first of
t 'rty-one articles and stories to appear, in .4'sguire during the
ne t six years.,
Greeh Hills of Africa, a \nonfiction book about hunting.
Writes, speaks, raises money for the Loyalists in the Spanish
Civil War.

1937

1938

1940

Covers the Spanish Civil War for the Norlh American Newspaper Alliance. To Have,and Have Not, three interconnected
stories,- two of which had been published separately:
The Fifth Column and the First Forty-Nine Stories, which
contains a play, short stories from previous collections, and seven
short stories previously published in magazines.
For Whom the Bell Tolls, his best-selling novel. Divorced by
Pauline Pfe,iffer. Marries Martha Gellhorn.

I
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Men at War, a collection of war stories and accounts with an
introduction by Hemingway.
1943-1945
Covers the European theater of war as a newspaper and magazine
correspondent.
1944
Divorced by Martha Ge1lhorn. Marries Mary Welsh.
1945-1959
Lives in Cuba at the Finca.
1950. Across alp River and into the Trees, a much criticized novel.
1951
Death of Grace Hemingway, his mother.
1952,, The Old Man and the Sea, first published in Life magazine.
Awarded Pulitier Pfize.
1954
Wins the Nobel Prize, cited for "forceful and style-making
mastery of the art of modern narration."
1959
Buys hunting lodge near Ketchum, Idaho.
1961, 'Death on July 2 of self-inflicted gunshot wounds; buried near
Ketchum.
1964 A Moveable Feast, Paris essays and reminiscences.
1970 Islands in the Stream, an unfinished sea novel begun in the fall
of 1950.
1942

s

/
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HANDOUT 4
THE POSITION PAPER

The position paper is just that: you adopt a single position about what you
have read, a narrowed focus that can be developed by using concrete examples from the reo.ding or from supplements to the reading. The position is
your position.
The position paper must be three to five typed pages. The papers must be
typed because at least two papers will be chosen from each assignment,
reproduced, and evaluated during Defense Day by members of the seminar.
3. The possibilities for positions are near6f unlimited. you may want to develop an impartant quotation from.a work, an important symbol, a character
or a comparison of two characters, the author's style, his or her ideas about'
love, death, maturity, society, nature, money. You may wish to ekplore the
author's use of names, choice of title, brand of humt5r. Suggestions for positions will be given with each assignment.
4. The paper must be your best writing. It will always be read by the instructor. At least two of your papers will be discussed and-evaluated by theentire seminar.
5. Do not use the title of the work for your paper. Instead: your title should
suggest or reflect your position.
6c, Present your position logically and support it with concrete materialquotatiOns and examples from what you have read as well as your own observations about life and literatUre. Don't neglect the plot or ignore the names of
the characters, yet assume that your reader is your seminar classmate, ikho,
is also familiar with the work.
7. Writing aoodpapers is hard work. It requires a clear outline. Your paper
needs sharp first and last sentences, transitions between solidly developed
paragraphs, varied sentences-2,not all beginning with pronouns, not all simple on compound constructions. It requires your sharpest and most mature
language. Good writing is correct writing: don't lose your reader by failing
to proofread. Read your paper aloud befdre typing the final draft. Finally,
a good paper uses psychology: work hard on introductions and conclusions
the first and last things that the reader reads.
8.
Do
not rely on critics. While there will be student position papers for you
.
to examine, take your own position.
9. Do not be afraid to adopt a position that seems "way out," fanciful, outrageous. If you have a strong position, one that may be challenged in the
seminar discuSsion, just be sure th4 you have the material to defend it.
10. The writing of seven position papers is a cumulative experience. Each paper
builds. upon, its predecessors, so do not hesitate to refer to previous papers
or ideasyours or those of other classmates. Through-your own writing and
by studying the works of other students, you will make discoveries about
your reading and writing. New -ideas will come to you. You will become
aware of your style as you consider the writing of others. And, while each
paper will not necessarily be better than the last, your final production will
speak for itself. You will be impressed!
.

3

PAPER I: "INDIAN CAMP"
DAYS 340,

this point want to deal with "Nick" (evil-

DAYS 3-5: READING THREE NICK ADAMS
STORIES ALOUD

devil) and "Adams" (Adam of the Garden of
Eden). Nevertheless, the Michigan landscape
provided the setting for the awakening.

Goals
I.

To introduce the Nick Adams stories by

2.

reading aloud and discussing on Day 3 "Up
in Michigan" (1923) and "The Doctor and
the Doctor's Wife" (1925); on Day 4 "The
End of Something" (1.925); and on Day 5
"The Three Day Blow" (1925). .
To 'provide a background for an independent

of a young innocent, a common theme
2.

the sexual encounter between Jim and Liz,
which may suggest certain parallels in the
relationship between Nick and Marjorie, sub-

kitute an oral reading of "The Doctor and
the Doctor's Wife," which appears after
"Indian Camp" in In Our Time. Divide the

reading of "Indian Camp" (1925) and for
writing the first Position Paper.

story into sections of two or,t,

Materials
1.

comes to mind about plot development,
style, sentence length, dialogue, word choice,

In Our Time, which includes all but "Up in

characters, names, the title, and the relationship of the story to Hemingway's life.
Comment particularly on the relationship
between Hemingway and his parents, the
doctor-hunter father and the cultured Grace
Hemingway who was not above using "illness" to get her way. It was his mother who
inOsted Ernest play the cello; it was his

Assignment

2.

Read "Indian Camp" and write a three-tofive-page Position' Paper on that story.
Insert the DUE date for this paper on the
Schedule. In addition, note the date of the
first Defense Day and explain to students
that topies of the position papers chosen
for defense on that day will be given out on '"
Day 16.

Procedure
1.

Remind students that Hemingway's first

published writings were about a young boy
named Nick Adams, who, like Hemingway,
went .up to Michigan in the summer with his
family. Suggest that the boy's name has been

seen as symbolic, though you may not at

para-

section aloud to the seminar; then summarize what they have read, observing whatever

The .Short Stories of ,Ernest Hemingivay,
which includes all of the short stories for
Michigan."

I.

,.hree

graphs. Ask individual students-frread a

Days 3-5.
2.

in literature.
Read "Up in Michigan" aloud for immediate
reaction. If you are uncertain about handling

3.

father who gave him his first gun.
As students read aloud these three stories on
three consecutive days, they should begin to

see the autobiographical nature of Hemingway's work, his emerging style, his use of the

opening to mold the story, his ideas about
what a boy learns. (What has Nick learned
about his parents and himself in "The Doctor

and the Doctor's Wife'? Why does Nick
reject Marjorie yet accept the responsibility

for hurting het? How does Nick's view of
life differ from Bill's in "The Three Day
Blow"?) A question for you: Do the stu13

3 i)
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dents relate readily to these stories? If not,
what can you do to helii them "connect"?
A final question for the class: Suggest for
each story at least one position that might

_:.

hqstile world with grace and courage will
bear fruit throughout the seminar.

You may wish ta" use the model paper for
"Indian Camp" at this point. You might post
it on the bulletin board for student reference or make multiple copies for individual
study. Note particularly the instructor's

4.

be established in a three-to-five-page paper.

\

DAY 6: CHOOSING AND LIMITING TC)1,CS
FOR POSITION PAPER I

5,.

Goals
1.

To distuss appropriate topics for Position
Paper I.

2.

comments which follow the student paper.
If time-remains, students should attempt to
define individual positions, review the short
.' story, and begin writing.

To demonstrate how to narrow a topic:

DAYS 7-10: COMPLETING PAPER I,
READING, AND VIEWING A FILM

..

Materials

Goals

Handout 5: Suggestions for Position Paper I.
2. Handout 6: Student Model for Paper I.
1.

1.

To provide in-class writing time for the
completion of Paper I.

2. To read and discuss two additional Nick
Procedure
1.

By now students have read "Indian Camp"
and are beginning to understand Heming-

Adams stories: "Ten Indians" (1927), "The
Battler" (1925), or "The Killers" (1927).

3. To view a film version of "My Old Man"
(1923).

' way's early life and writing. Do not, however,

discuss this story until after the position
papers are handed in; but the concept of a
position paper is probably incomplete and
further clarification in class is needed.
Before
suggesting suitable topics and how to
2.
narrow them, you may want to provide more
background for the students. Useful sources:
a. "Life" in Arthur Waldhorn's A Reader's
Guide to Ernest Hemingway, pp. 6-10.
b. "The High School Years" in Marcelline

c.

Hemingway Sanford's At the Hemingways: A Family Portrait, pp. 122-46.
"The Michigan Years" and "Indian
Camp" in Constance Cappel Montgomery's Hemingway. in Michigan, pp. 41-

18, 57-64.
d. Carhos Baker, Ernest Hemingway: A Life
Story, p. 160.
3. Distribute Handout 5 and discuss 'these suggestions for position papers on "Indian

Materials-)
1.

The Short Stories of Ernpt Hemingway.

2.

Film: My Old Man (27 min., color), En-

Britannica Educational Corporation. Note: a brief follow-up discussion
by critics accompanies this excellent dramatization of the story.
pProcedure

cyclopaedia

1.

be developed throughout the semester, can

be handled briefly on Day 9 before the
papers are collected.

,

2.

Camp." Since one of the suggestions deals

with Hemingway's Code, his concept of
"grace under pressuie" in a world where
ultimately one afways loses, you will want to
take time to develop this concept more fully.
.....-

The idea of the Hemingway Hero facing a

'

Days 7 and 8 should be used for in-class
writing. Proofreading, a concept that must

3.

4

"Ten Indians,4' another initiation story set
in Michigan, can be used for oral reading
and discussion since it suggests that Nick is
beginning to mature but still has the protec:
tive shell of "Indian Camp" that keeps his
heart from being broken.
Paper I is due on pay 9 (Day 10 if you wish
to allow more tithe). Allow time for a final

proofreading before collecting the papers.
Students may INen read aloud a final Nick

,

Days 7-10

and intensely to the painful ending where
the boy' tries to find the truth in a world
where "when they get started they don't
leave a guy nothing." Suggestions for dis-

Adam.s story. In either "The Battler" 2r
"The Killers," an older, more independent
4.

Nick now encounters evil in new forms. t
Choose the papers for Defense Day as soon

cussion: (a) List the names of the characters
on, the board and write a description of each.

as possible and make multiple copies. Re-

view the Defense Day procedures in the
introduction in preparation for this discussion/evaluation

period.

The schedule

allows time for you to grade the remaining
papers before Defense Day (Day 17).

5. My Old. Man is a superior film, beautifully
acted with excellent timing. It retains the
Hemingway ending that defies the formula
story of mass media. Although the central
character is named Joe, he iS still Nick
Adams, now abroad, finding life "funny"
and puzzling. Students react immediately

15

4

(b) Ask students what they know that Joe
doesn'tabout his father, about the prostitute. (c) Ask them about the title, its shades
oPmeaning. Why did his father "betray" the
gamblers, the bad guys? (d) What is Heming-

way saying about life, about fathers and
sons, about love (that pat on the knee on
the train), about growing up? (e) Note that
as in "Indian Camp" and "Ten Indians" no
mother is present. Why does Hemingway
leave the mother out?

16
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HANDOUT 5
SUGGESTIONS FORPAPER I: "INDIAN CAMP" (1925)

Consider the central 9hara'cier, the young Nick'A.dams. What is his furiction-in the story?'Why did Hemingway give him that name rather than Joe
Smith or Archibald Beauchamp?
'
2. Note the title. The stor5; is not called "Doctor and Son." but "Indian
Camp." Why?
3. The story involves two groups: the whites on one side cif the lake and the
Indians on the other. What cotild this mean?
4. viAat is the function of Uncle George? 1 .

.5. How do you see Nick's fatherthe wise scientist, the-all-knowing father,
the defeated man?
6. Hemingway believedin "grace underpressure," in Biting with reality in a
world of pain, of good and-bad luck. Who shows "grace under pressure" in
7.

8.
9.
10.

11.
12.

this story?
Note Hemingway's style. Does any one aspect:Impress ybu? Why dov he
write in such short sentences? Why has he omitted the usual adverbs,Or
other descriptions after the word "said"? Why does he use the variant name
forms "Nick" and "Nickie," "Dad" and "'Daddy"?
Use a key line or passage, such as the last two paragraphs, as the central
idea for a position paperi
What is the meaning of the husband's sufcide in the story?
Should the story have been longer?-Should it, for example, have ended with
the boy and his father returning home and discussing what had happened
with Nick's marl:ter?
Critic Arthur Waldhorn says that the Nick Adams stories'are aboUt "the-terror of learning to live with the terrible:: Is that what this-story is about?
Hemingway was nearly killed in Italy during World War I. The theme of
death haunted him for a lifetime. What does this story say about.death?

-

I

e-

Handout 6

HANDOUT 6
STUDEN:f MODEL FOR PAPER I
r

;

s>

DIVIDED WE FALL
by Mark Champe

In 44 storY "Indian Camp.,'i Ernest Heminguray depicts the comple;
t

social interactions of ttle whites ancHindians in Upper Michigan without
seeming to take a definite stand.
apparent from the beginning.
son, have to cross a bay.

The Segregation of theltwo grocups is

To get to the Indians, the doctor and his

This kuggests that the white and Indian settle-,
-

ments are far enough apart by land to make the bost trip practical.

By

- separating them With water, Hemingway creates a much more vivid impression'
of the division than if he had:put the Indian camp "just down the road" or
-

on "the other stde.of town."
as a geographical one.

The- water acts as a social barrier as well

This is not to say that the barriex,prevents

free ftowof people between the two communities but rather that it constitures a social f4nring of the Indians by reducing their'status.

Those who

are.caged in are helpless; their status is automatically reduced by living
in the camp and they cannot raise it while living there, but neither can
theY expect to go anywhere else and be acceRted.

They are far down the '

ladder.

Their physical separation as a group makeb them more visible and less

Mkely to be treated well by the majority.

Throughout history, whenever

(me group of:people is set'off from.the rest, either by its oWn choice or
against it, social tensions between.the two-groups develop.

The group in

the majority likes 'lining iHi.minority inne place so they can be watched

17
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,0
easily and kept in line.

Having them together also would eliminate

guilt felings some members of the group might have about the mistrea ment
6

of the smaller group and would make their presenwless diffiCW.
accept.

Any such feelings of guilt could be rationalized dWay by telling

oneself that those in the minority are quite content with their Own kind.

This situation creates the impression of,socitl balance:although the
underlying requirements for primucing it have a great potential for dis0

sonance.

When Uncle George given cigars to the two'Indians, it seems to

be a friendly act.. It izmore of a reward for being "good boys" than a
show of courtesy, more like gi4

a sugar cube to a horse than'offering

soineone,a cigar.

The effect of separation and consequent pseudo-balance is the steady
dehumanizing and demoralizing of the minority.

Por t1p3 to Work properly,

the opPressors must beyery:C'areful to bring about,their injustices as
slowly as one would create,a tolerance to poison, gradually 'increasing the
dosage.

The thing most counter7productive to the oppressor's cause is to

aggravate the people enough to incite rebellion and possibly revolution.
The United States today. still might be a subservient colony of Great
.

a

Britain had King George been more judicious with his leVying of taxes.

Fortunately for all of ehe would-be oppressed, this type of tyrannical
equilibrium is very hard to attain because of the fairly strong human will.
The Upper Michigan example, however; comps quite close to this
perfectly balanded imbalance.

The stability of the 'system comes from the

fact that the Indians don't neem to be on the verge of-revolution, but
;rather they have alrrived at a state in which their desperation is so great
,that they%are completely iosensitive to furthdr action against them.

When

Uncle Georgeis bitten in the arm by the Indian woman, he yells, "Damn
squaw hitch!"

Another Indian in the room just laughs at this, seepingly
1

"-
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not at all offended.
does to people.

This is a good example of'what effedlive oppression

If the Indians had had any pride at all left, the

response would have been a grim silence after the remark.

Another indication of the oppression is the decay of group soli
darity.

Had the Indian settlement existed before the white man came,

the difficult birth would be everyone's concern and everyone's pain.
The birth of a baby, es-pecially a boy, was a very important event and if
it was not going well the whole community would be empathetic.

Instead,

these Indians try as hard as they can to get out of range of the mother's
cries.

Only an old woman, who may remember the pain of her own childbirth,

helps at all.

The Indians still may have enaugh compassion to _send for

the doctor, but that is about as far as it goes.
a'

What gives meaning to the story is the way Hemingway presents the
two sides of the struggle.

He never condemns either the whites nor.the

Indians for being the cause or the maintainers of the problem.

Some bad

and good points about each group are given, and the reader is left' to
decide who is right.
and the Indians good.

Hemingway doesn't preach by making the-doctor evil
The doctor is just a m'an who has found his own way

of defiling with what he feels is an unchangeable reality, and the Indians
are far from being saints.

By examining the issues in the story, the

reader can better understand the extent to whi.cti raCism is'a problem and
0

6

why it probably will be around for same timetoocome.*
..t

o

t.

.
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Instructor's Comments

1.

Strengths.

This is a good first paper.

a

.

The six paragraphs worK

together to define a clear and strongly personal position.

More

4 A
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sensitive than Hemingway's first readers were to civil rights, this
student theorizes about social barriers and defines how Hemingway
artistically defines racism in
language of this story.
2.

Weaknesses.

He rel

While the p

lack of extension.

While the

erms of the geography, plot, and
es literature to life.

s clear, the paper suffers from
rizing is more than adequate, un-

developed lines such as "Some had and good points, about each group

are given" suggest that more specific details could be given to
support the position.

3

PAPER

THE SUN ALSO RISES

DAYS 11-26

\

World War I. This book may seem 'slow to
students ,("Nothing really happens!"), but
remind them that it shocked and intrigued
the new generation of Americans who
emerged from the high-blown idealism Of
the war. The style captures the mood of life
in Paris. Ask students to note the biblical
source (Ecclesiastes) of the title as well as
the quote by Gertrude Stein, then living in

DAYS 11-12: BEGINNING A HEMINGWAY
NOVEL
Goals
1.

To orient students to The Sun Also Rises

(1926).
2. To begin reading the novel in class.
Materials

Class set of The Sun Also Rises or Three Novels:

Paris.
4.

The Sun Also Rises, A Farewell to Arms, The
Old Man and the Sea.
Assignment

Note the DUE date of Paper H on the Schedule.
Procedure
1.

Remind students that the first Defense Day
will be coming up in about five days. Copies
of the papers for defense will be handed out
the day prior to Defense Day.. All papers will
be returned at the end of Defense Day.

2.

Ask students to review The Hemingway
Chronology (Handout 3), noting that Hemingway has shifted to writing novels. Torrents

of Spring, a minor work, was sa parody of
novelist Sherwood Andersona rather nasty

publishing event since Anderson had befriended young. Ernest, who was still an
unknown. More can be .said about this on
Day 13. Pass out copies of The Sun Also
Rises and help students to identify the
names in the dedication (Hadley, the first
3.

Before students begin reading, tell them that

some students of Hemingway believe that
the central character, Jake Barnes, is just
Nick Adams,abroad and wounded.
5. Use the rest of Day 11 and all of Day 12 for
in-class ?leading.

Additional Suggestions
1.

Brief reference to Kiaps of Paris, France, and

Spain may be made at this point, as well ak
to books containing photographs of Hemingway at this time.
2. You may wish to use Hemingway's A Moveable Feast, pp. 11-31, to introduce Gertrude

Stein ("Miss Stein Instructs") and to note
Hemingway's scorn of the Lost Generation
label ("Une Generation Perdue").
DAY 13: LEARNING ABOUT PARIS
IN THE 1920s
Goal

To provide biographical, literary, and historical
background for The Sun Also Rises.

wife;John or "Bumby," the.first son).
The Sun Also Rises is a portrait of wounded
people living in Paris, much as the wounded

Materials

Hemingway did after serving as an ambulance driver on the northern Italian front in

Hemingway lived in ,Paris from 1921 to 1927,
and numerous background accounts of the Paris
21
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expatriates are available. The following are readily obtainable and are suggested for baCkground
discussion and reading:
1.

"Life" in Arthur Waldhorn's A Reader's
Guide to Ernept Hemingway, pp. 10714.

Z.

"Hemingway in Paris" in Malcolm Cow-

ley's A Second Flowering: Works and

Additional Suggestion

Slides or resource persons (students if possible)
can bring Paris 'alive. Even school-made slides
from books on Paris and Hemingway can enliven
the discussion and help students to visualize the
locale of the novel.

Days of the Lost Generation, pp. 48-33.

.3. Carlos Baker, Ernest Hemingway, pp.
153-55. A useful account of the background of the plot and title of 7:he Sun
Also Rises.

Goals

Procedure
1.

Using maps, 'readings, and photographsi describe the excitement of Paris in the 1920s

where life was inexpensive and culturally
exciting for writers,

DAYS 14-16: READING THE SUN
ALSO RISES AND PREPARING
/.
FOR DEFENSE DAY

1. To provide time for students to' continue
reading The Sun Also Rises.

2. To prepare students for the first Defense
Day.

painters, musicians

(from Gertrude Stein to Picasso to George
Gershwin)-a marked contrast to the more
puritanical, Prohibition America. Paris was
discovered by World War I soldiers, young
Americans fed up with the slogans of the
oast. Expatriate writers especially gathered
et Stein's salon to look at her collection of
pai'ntings, to discuss art and writing, to be

free of Oak Park conventions. In Paris,
Hemingway met a number of writers who
influenced him: Ezra Pound, James Joyce,
Sherwood Anderson, Stein, F. Scott Fitzgerald-the last three later getting rough

Materials
1.

Defense Day.

2. Handout

7: Defense Day:
Grading Position Papers.

Feast as a lesbian, Fitzgerald in The Snows
of Kilimanjaro as `a drunk.
2.

reporter (note Cabelese in the Cowley chap-ter), living with Hadley and Bumby, losing
his manuscripts, (see the account in Baker,
Ernest Hemingway, pp. 102-3), boxing,
going to Sylvia Beach's book store (Shakespeare and Company), visiting the race track,
traveling south to the bullfights in Pampldna
and Madrid. Real people emerged as characters: Lady Duff Twysden as Lady Brea

Ashley, Harold Loeb as Robert Cohn. In
Paris, Ernest met Pauline Pfeiffer, and his
first marriage fell apart.
3.

for

1. Two full days, 14 and 15, will give students
time to read a good portion of this medium.length novel. Hopefully, the previous discusiion of life in Paris will motivate this reading.

2. On Day 16, hand out copies of the papers
you have chosen for discussion on Day 17,
1

3.

For Hemingway, Paris meant writing as a

Criteria

Procedure

treatment from Hemingway through parody,

Anderson in The Torrents of Spring as a
romantic primitivist, Stein in A Moveable

Copies of the position papers on "Indian
Camp" that you have chosen for the first

the first Defense Day.

Give each student a copy of Handout 7:
Defense Day: Criteria for Grading Position
Papers. This handout can be instructive for
the oral grading after each paper has been

evaluated by the seminar. (Prior to class,
review the discussion of how to conduct a
successful Defense Day in the introduction.)
Students can use this handout during Day 18

as,they read and annotate their copies of
thae--papers so that they' will be able to
remember:their initial reactions.

4. Some instructors may wish to develop a
system of anonymous grading, using this
handout with each Defense Day"paper.

Use maps to locate scenes in the novel as
well as to identify important literary locations:the Left Bank, the Stein apartment
at 27 rue de Fleurus, Notre Dame.

3

5. Encourage students to annotate their copies

of these papers so that they will be able to'
remember their initial reactions to content
and mechanics. Remind
them that Defense
-

,

.
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the defenses with positive summation. Al-

Day is not DestrUction Day. It is a tittle to
learn about the positions of others, to clarify

what is not clear, to agree and disagree, to
study organization and supporting evidence,
to work on mechani-cs, and to defend what
one has written: The word "criticism" implies twp responsibilities, for critics try to

Days 19-22

!

ways the goal is ithe next paper.
4.

Return the other position papers at the end
of the period without comment. The next
'class period 'yidl be given over to these

3.

Follow-up, Day 18, will allow others in the

papers.
class

understanda what a writer has written as well
as to react to the writing.,
6. Students whose papers have been chosen for

to state their positions., There are a'

number of optiOns for this day:
a. Review the positions taken by the papers
defended on the preyious day. You may

.

Defense Day should prepare to read them

,

have taken notes on the positions of the
remaining students and can, therefore,

aloud.

'call on Itudents who have similar or con-

trasting positions. Or each student Can
be called upon to state his or her 'posiyou 'may ask other students to
ion.
ead all or selected portions oF their
papersagain, excellent models but ones

DAYS 17-18: PARTICIPATING IN DEFENSE
DAY ANDFOLLOW-UP
Goals

ot chosen for Defense Day.

To conduct a first \Defense Day that will

1.

b. You may wish to dAcuss the successes

provide a useful model for the remaining si,x.
2.

To provide a follow-up that offers Other
students the opportunity to express their

3.

To help students examine the positiOti of

positions.

(and failures)- of the first Defense. Day.
Clear,the air. Ask students hoW Defense
Days can be improved. If some students,

.

argue that the grading was too high or
too low, ask them to formulate a fair
standard, taking into consideration the

critics.

pressures of such close examinatieVRemind them that learning to write is more
than just a letter grade.

Materials

Extra copies of 'the position papers ibr students who may have lost or forgotten 'them.
2. Prior to class, review the discussion of how
I.

c.

evaluation of the Nick Adams stories
of "Indian Camp." Suggestions: (1) pa*s

to conduct a successful Defense Day in aft*
introduction, The Seminar Method. Write
the three criteria for evaluating papers on
the board: Clarity of Position; Organization

27-33 of "Initiation Experiences"

A Review" by D. H. Lawrence, pag s
93-94, or portions of Philip Young's

The corrected copies of the remaining posi-

"Adventures of Nick Adams,1' pages 95111, both in Hemingway: A Collection

tion papers ready to give out at the end of
the period.

of Critical Essays, edited by Robert P.
Weeks.

Procedure
I.

It is important that you choose good models
for the first befense bay and that you allot
the discussion time equally. Remeinber, the
students, not you, are to do the evaluating.

PAYS 19-22: SETTING THE SCENE FOR
THE SUN ALSO RISES ANb CHOOSING
TOPICS FOR PAPER II

Too much direction on your 'part will destroy the spirit of Defense Day; instead, en-

Goals

courage discussion, restate or clarify .Student

.

in

Joseph DeFalco's The Hero in Hemingway's Short Stories; (2) "In Our Ti

and Support; Mechanics.
3.

You may wish to read aloud a critic's

positions, work for a balanced disaission

I.

To provide background for and igsight into

(call on everyone, ask students who suggest
grades to justify their choices),,and conclude

2.

the novel through films. ,
To:suggest topics for Paper II.

4
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Two-Hearted River," one of his most famous

Materials
1.

'stories. Theltory tells of a wounded man

Films: (a) Hemingway's Spain: "The Sun
Also Rises," McGraw-Hill/ABC, 1969 (17

who returns to Upper Michigan after WOrld
War I. The man is Nick ,Adams, not NiCky
Adams. Nrck is like the land he visits-burned

min., color); (b) Hemingway's Spain: "Death
in the Afternoon," McGraw-Hill/ABC, 1969
(15 mM., color).
2. Handout 8: Suggestions for Paper II.
3. Handout 9: Student Model for Paper II.

out-and is looking for peace and quiet.
Hemingway himself returned home to Oak

Park a hero with medals, but then he too
went back to his childhoodummer home to

recuperate and write. The story ties itself
tO The Sun Also Rises immany ways-the
wound, fishing, the search for oneself. It is

Procedure
1.

The two films on Hemingway's Spain can be
shovin on whatever days therare available.
Both are very fine films picturing the landscape of Spain, the setting pf the novel, and
bullfighting. Rod Steiger and Jason Robards
narrate, using Hemingway's own words. The

famous for its style.
2.

paragraphs, your role being to piece together

the plot, comment on the kyle, encourage
student reactions.

he story is unforgettable

and will in
ttudents throughout the
course
ee Handout . 21). Take the full
tw. ays.

first film sets the scene of the nov,p1; the
second uses material from the 1932 nonfic-

tion book on bullfighting but is excellent
background for The Sun Also Rises since

ou may want to read thC.account in

Joseph DeFalcb, The Hero in hiemingway's
Short Stories, pp. 144-51.

bullfighting is so important to its theme.
2.

Ask students to read the story aloud by

Tillie to complete the novel may be p
vided in class ifriecessary.

3.

Handout 8 may be used in identifying positions for the second paper. The student
paper for this assigninent may be posted
on the bulletin board for individual re-

DAYS 2S-26: COMPLETING PAPER II AND
READING A BACKGROUND STORY FOR
A FAREWELL TO ARMS

ference or copies
and discussion.

Goals

made for 4istribution

I. To complete the writing and proofreading of

DAYS 23-24: READING-A-LOUD ANOTHER
HEMINGWAY STORY
Goals
1.

TheSun Also Rises.

2. To discuss Hemingway's style through "The
Big Two-Hearted River."

opies of The Short Stories of Ernest

Hemingway.
Pro cedure

.,

Copies of The Short Stories of Ernest Hemingway.

Procedure

Day 25 should be given over to writing and
proareading. Since students saw that voofreading errors,detracted from the papers read
on the first Defense Day, they will now be
more concerned about careful proofreading.
2. Remind students that Paper II iS due at the
beginning of the period on Day 26. On that
1.

Materials

1.

preparation for A Farewell to 24).ms.
MaterialS

To read out loud "The Big Two-Hearted
River" (1925) and to relate its theme to

Class

Paper II.

2. To read "In Another Country" (1927)

Remind students that Hemingway took Nick
Adams through a series of initiation experi-

ences:\Then, in 1925, he wrote "The Big

4

day . the class should read aloud, without

comments, "In Another Country," the genesis for A Fare'welt to Arms, Hemingway's

Days 25-26

-)

i

next novel and the reading assignment On
which Paper III will be based.

You may wish to preface the reading with

3.

Carlos Baker, Ernest Hemingway, p. 190, an
account ofAlow this story led to the novel.
Again, refer to the map of Italy.

4.

25

Immediately select the papers for the seco
Defense Day and have them reproduce n-

class time for grading the other papers is
provided while the class goes on to read A
Farewell to Arms.

i

1.

...

4

,

',.....4'

..

..)
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'HANDOUT 7
DEFENSE DAY: CRITERIA FOR GRADING POSITION PAPERS

Clarity of Position

Does the paper pursue one position?
2. Can you sTate this position? If so, write it,bejow:
1.

Organization and Support
,

1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

6.
7.

Is the position clear b,ecause it is logical?
Is it clear because it is supported by concrete material, such as direct
references and quotations?
Is it clear because it pursues an obvious, even minor, position? Consider
if the position is coalplex or original?
Is the position support d by the proper language, for-example, a
humorous positiod u s humorous images and words?
Is there coherence in the paper: transitions between sentences and
paragraphs to enhance the'organization?
Are the introduction and conclusion effective in clarifying the position?
Does the paper suffer from irrelevancies or over-emphasis of a minor
point?

Mechanics

Do many proofreading errors detract from the paper's position?
2. Are there over ten basic mechanical errorsspelling, punctuation,
capitalization, fragments, run-on sentences, usage, misplaced modifiers,
parallel structure, words often confused, pronoun forms, verb forms?
3. Is the paper smooth reading? What about awkward sentences, imprecise
or redundant word choice?
1.

Grade_

USE THIS SHEET AS YOU EXAMINE EACH POSITION PAPER.

a.

3

Handout 8

HANDOUT 8
SUGGESTIONS FOR PAPER II: THE SUNALSO RISES (1926)

3.

Examine the quotations from Gertrude Stein and the Bible. Can one of
these be developed? Perhaps you should do more background reading on
Stein and the passages from Ecclesiastes.
The first words of the novel are `.`Robert Cohn." What is his function in the
bpok? Should he be truly despised or is he the other side of Jake Barnes?
Is Hemingway a racist? Are his remarks about Jews and blacks evidence of

4.

prejudice?
Hemingway uses the Word "funny" a good deal. What does this word mean

I.

2.

in the book?'
5. Consider Jake Barnes. Is he a hero, a man with "gyace under pressure"? Or
is he pathetic, an emasculated man?
6. Why is so much a the book about bullfighting and the fiesta?
7. Hemingway once said, "A writer's job is to tell the truth." What truth is he
telling in this story?
8. Is th4 novel a love story? Why can't Brett and Jake fall in love and get
married like characters-do in roinantic novels?
9.- Why does Hemingway use the first-person narration in this novel?
10. What does Paris mean in this story? A beautiful, exciting city? A different
city at night compared to the day?
11.
12.

13..
14.

15.

Is Jake Barnes just 'Nick Adams grown up?
Hemingway is said to have a Code: a man must try to impose meaning
where none seems possible, he must have courage and not quit, he must
have discipline and control his death, he must belpve with digni . Is the

COe in this novel?
se a key line, such 8 the last one of the novel, for a paper.
hat is the meaning of religion in this novel?
ome scholars say this is a topical novel, one about the 1920s and expatriates. If so, what does it say about them?

"f*
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HANDOUT 9
STUDENT MODEL FOR PAPER H

THINGS THAT GO BUMP IN THE NrGHT
by Pat Chong

At night people find themselves, perhaps for the only time in
their lives, alone, completely alone.

The normal distractions of the

day have gone home, to bed, or off the air, and all the reassuring
objects of reality are hidden or rendered indistinct by the darkness.

In

the dark a person is left to ,confront himself, and he must do it honestly.

The characeers in The Sun Also Rises continually try, with varying degrees
of success, to avoid facing themselves.. Their primary methods.of escape
are drinking and being with their friends for most, or all, of the night.
Still, none of them can totally avoid the effect of the night.
As Jake Barnes is the narrator of the story he is able- to give a more

detailed account of what influence the night has on him.

At the start of

the book it is night, and Jake is sitting in a cafe, then picks.9p a
prostitute, attends a party, meets Brett, and then goes home.

When he is

with the prostitute, he tells her he is "sick," referring to his war
;

wound.

Later, while in the taxi with Brett he tells her, "What happened

to me is supposed to be funny."

Both times he refers to his wound; he

does so in a matter-of-fact tone, seemingly jaded to,the changes it has
brought to his tife.

When alone in his aPartment, he starts thinking

about "the old grievance."

In the dark Jake candidly examines his

emotions;

I try and play it along and just not make trouble for
people
The Catholic Church had an awfully good way
of handling all that
. Not to think about it. Oh, it
.

.

.

.

.

1

Handout 9
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2

was swell advice.

Try and take it iometime.

Try and take

it.

Jake acknowledges the power the night has over him.

He says,,"It is

awfully easy to be hard-boiled about everything in the daytime, but at
night it is a different thing."

Jake repeats this philosophy later in

the book; then he says,he did not sleep without a light on for six months.

He uses the past tense in the sentence_to signify the fact that he is no
longer scared of the new perspective of life that the dark allows him to
see.

As he is not as afraid anymore, he does not rely on alcohol to help

him avoid the effect of the night.

He does stay up and observe his

friends trying to escape by drinking and baing with other people.
The night plays a significant rote in Brett's life.

Initially, she

tries to avoid the night, but at the end of the book she also learns of
the importance of the night.

In the beginning, Brett is able to show her

love to Jake only during the night, and even then she tries to avoid
expressing it.

The first night Brett gets extremely drunk and allows a

count to pick her up; tfien she goes to see Jake, in the middle of the

night, leaving the Count in the car waiting for her.
"Just wanted to see pou.
down?"

Want to get dressed and come

Damn silly idea.

This statement reveals the b

To Jake she says,

tle that is going on inside her.

One side is'fighting the night's effect on4her; the other side is giving
in and telling him she.,..wants to be with hii.

(A similar situation occurs the next evening when Jake, the Count,
and Brett dine together.

She again becomes drunk.

the Count away so they can be alone.

She offers to send

Then later she tells Jake not to

kiss her and she will not see him again.

Subsequently, she delays her

next encounter with Jake for three days by passing out on the train.

When she does meet up with him, she tries:eonce more, to avoid the night's

29
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effect on her.

'She drinks and keeps her mind occupied with MZ'Isaimpbell

and Pedro Romero.

She is more successful this tide as she fancies herself

in love with Pedro.
strdll.

She confesses this to Jake while they take a nocturnal

When she leaves Pedro, Brett.shows her new understanding of how

it is necessary.to examine oneself carefully to be happy.

During the meal

she shares with Jake", she tells him not to get drunk, that it is not
necessary.

This reveals her new maturity since getting drunk was once her

main way of combatting the dark.
rin the last scene of the book.

says, "Oh, Jake,

.

.

The final proof of her new awareness is
Brett rests against Jake in a taxi and

. we cóü1d have had such a damned good time together."

This is said when it is "very hot and bright" outside, when daylight is
'r

at im strongest and Brett can openly admit het-love.

It is interesting

to note that Brett and Jake at the start of the novel are in a cab at
night where Brett asks Jake to kiss her and draws as far away as possible.

At the end of The Sun Also,Rises she knows the value of honestly facing
up to herself.

Brett will not fear the night again.

A symbmgc incident involving Brett's growing awareness of the
importance of the night occurs during her infatuation with Pedro.. After

&bullfight Pedro is awarded the ears of the bull, and he, in turn, gives
them to Brett.

She wraps them in Jake's handkerchi9f and places them,

with several cigarette silbs, "far back" into her bed-table.

.

The bed-

table represents the night, and so everything,..she puts in it must be
truthful.

The stubs placed with the ears and handkerchief indicate,that

Jake and Pedro (in general, all men) are a vice to Brett, a fact established in the course of the book.

Wrapping the ears with Jake's hand-

kerchief shows Brett's desire to have both men in her life.
also defines their separate-roles.

That act

The ears are evidence of Pedro's

skill in the arena, a major patt of his allure, and so represent something

Handout 9
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special and unique, yet also transitory.

The handkerchief signifies

Jake's role as a'father figure, a protector.
can go to for help.

He is someone Brett always

The.symbolism As repeated in the novel.

When Brett

forces Pe4ro to leave, for the sake of his career, she turns to Jake for
comfort.

Bill, a fesser character in the book, has a revealing discussion with
Bill asks Jake if. he

While walking,,they pass a taIidermist shop.

Jake.

wants a stuffed dog.

Jake declines.

Bill pe'rsistsb aaYing, "[They] .mean

SimOle exchange of

everything in the world to you'after yoU bought it.
values.

You give them money.

presses a certain cynicism.
and blind love.

They give you a stuffed dog."

Bill ex-

A dog symbolizes loyalty, friendship, trust,

Unfortunately:all these qualities are negated by the
only the facade of these virtues.

dog being stuffed.

There is

the,suggestion that he has had a "stuffed dog",revealed to'him, when he ,
says they mean everything to the person who buys them.

By bringing in

money he degrades the value of the qualities a dog is supposed to possess.
Later, he paraphrases a well known'proverb:
unbought stuffed dogs."

"Road to hell paved with

He equates stuffed,dogs with good intentions.

People's intentions, though seemingly good, really have no genuine inspiration'.

Finally, Bill confesses to have always loved stuffed animals.

Again, this points to the fact that someone close to him may have been
--

revealed as false.

The nighttime brings Bill to the realization of human

falsity, though alcohol helps him live with this understanding.

Mike appears to be the person most affected by the night.

Three

different times during the night he becomes' drunk and attacks Cohn.
final time occurs in the evening of a foggy day.

The

Mike, whom Jake describes

as a "bad drunk," drinks to distort the view of life that night presents
to him.

His needling of Cohn, and to a lesser degree Pedro, shows that

et
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at nigtit Mike sees himsek5 in a totally honest light, hating himself

because he always is bAtkrupt and cannot hold on.to Brett.

The alcohol

serves as, an infuriator, an incentive to turn to othgr, weaker people,
and attack them to alleviate his self-hatred.

Robert Cohn'Ep fighting:

back and knocking out Mike can be seen as Cohn's Atempt to re-establish
some of his own ego.

.

Mike and even Cohn use drinking-as a.safety Valve

for releasing inner seeata,

Unlike the "good drunks," Bill and Brett,

they uae the same tactics but fail because drinking for them is nA an,
escape-mechanism.
,

Alf the characters in The Sun Alse Rises to some extent try to a6id
4

facing themselves honestly.

They reveal something of their chnracter by,

their method_of escape, by their self-awareness ln the night.

Perhaps

when'they.hear things that go bump,in the night, they are not so afraid
r

of their ghosts. ;They see that it ls themselves knocking in their brains,

wanting to be recognizea. 'Perheps it is the fear,of things thaego bump
in the

Lght that has driven them to escape into the world of alcohol, the

world of diitorted images.

Instructor's Commsnts

1.

Strengths.

What a-marvelou

title!

Not only has the author used it

to suggest the paper's position but also to tie together the introduction, the conclusion, and all the concrete examples--the quotations,
the four central characters--in her effort to defend a personal
position.

She has a sense of poetry, revealing to her clasim'ates

how a basic symbol was exploited in the novel and relating it as well
to our own lives.

A
1t

Handout 9

6

2.

Weaknesses.

While the paper may be flawed by wordiness, even by
1.

jery sentences that do not always flow with each other, this first
paper about a novel is ambitious an
reader cannot help but be sensitiVe

pins a full five pages.
thatfambition.

The

You might point

out the undocumented claim of the lastjp ragraph that "all the charac-,
ters" avoid themselves, but you should a
appreciate the larger success of t

o help the seminar to
er
o
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PAPER III: A FAREWELL TO ARMS
DAYS 27-42

who became a good friend, one of the first

DAY 27: BEGINNING TO READ
HEMINGWAY'S MOST SUCCESSFUL NOVEL

of the wealthy Pfeiffer clan to approve
of Ernest.

Goals

a poem by the English writer George Peele

1. To oiient students to A Fare Well to Arms

(1558?-1597). Read the poem (see the
Oxford Book of Verse) or post it on the

(1929).
2. To provide in-class time to begin the novel. .
Materials

.

2. Point out that the novel's title comes from

bulletin board.
3. Explain that, althougl A Farewell to Arms is

longer than The Sun Also Rises, its commer-

'cial success is partly explained by the fact
that it has more of a plot and a greater sense

Clais- copies of A Farewell to Arms or Three

Novels: The Sun Also Rises, A Farewell to
Arms, The Old Man and the Sea.

of movement than the first novel. It has

Assignment

to page 249 of the 1929 Scribner edition

.1

.

humor, memorable lines (turn, for example,
and note the linei beginning with "If people
bring so much courage. . . ."), and strong

Ask students to note the DUE date for the

symbolssuch as the weather. Its title is a

third paper on the Schedule, Day 42.
2. Remind students that Defense Day for Paper

two-edged sword, referring to both love and

II (The Sun Also Rises) will be Day 34.
Copies of the papers chosen for defense will
be handed.out on Day 33.
Procedure

1. Ask students to review The Hemingway
Chronology (Handout 3), noting that the
nekt book for consideratiop is the very successful A Farewell to Arrns. At this time,
Hemingway is re-examining his life and experiencing personal trauma. Hisfirst marriage
has broken up, he has remarried and moved

war..

4. Ask students to begin reading the novel
durink the remainder of the class period.
DAYS 28-31: CONTINUING To READ
A FAREWELL TO ARMS, SHARING
RELATED HEMINGWAY SHORT STORIES,
AND CHOOSING TOPICS FOR PAPER III
Goals

1. To provide

from Paris to Key West, Florida, where he

will live for the next ten years. While he
works on A Fareivell to Arms, his father
commits suicide back in Oak Park. The novel
becomes a coMmercial success, establishing

in-class

time for reading A

Farewell to Arms.

2. To read aloud two related war stories
"Now I Lay Me" and "A Very Short Story"

both written in 1927.
3. To suggest topics for Paper III.

Hemingway's reputation as a writer of unusual ityle and a man sensitive to the agonies

of war. Note the dedication to Gustavus A.
Pfeiffer, the wealthy Arkansas uncle of his

second wife, Pauline Pfeiffer, and a man

Materials
1.

2.

Class copies of A Farewell to Arms.
The Short Stories of Ernest Hemingway.
35
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3. Handout 10: Suggestions for Paper III.
4. Handout 11: Student Model for Paper III.

fngway's wound, his hospitalization, and
his brief love affair with the prototype of
Catherine Barkleya nurse named Agnes

Procedure

von Kurowsky.

1.

Use Days 28-29 for in-class reading of A
Farewell to Arms,

-. Day 30 can be used for the oral reading of
the two war stories ("Now I Lay Me" and

Procedure

Stress the fact that A Farewell to Arms is

I.

highly autobiographical; refer to Heming-

"A Very Short Story") set in Italy that can
be seen as background stories for the novel.
Again, suggest how these 'stories remind us
of Nick Adams growing up. De Falco's The
Hero in Hemingway's Short Stories, pp.
110-14, 162-63, is useful in preparing for

way's own war wounds, his recuperation in
Milan, his awful awareness that war was not
like the stuff of the romantic novels that he
had been raiSed on or jingoistic slogans (see
Cowley, A Second Flowering), and his own

love affair. In addition, the facts of Hemingway's life have their own death-in-life
(the end of the love affair, the later dissolution of his first marriage, the death of his

the discusSion.
3.

During Day 31. suggest positions for Paper
III, using `Handout 10 as,ô point of departure. You may also wis,i to introduce the
student model (Handou 1 1) at this point.

DAY 32: DISCUSSING WORLD WAlt I
AND THE HEMINGWAY BIOGRAPHY
OF THIS PERIOD

father by suicide, and even his wife Pauline's
Caesariannote also "Indian Camp").
2. The novel is in microcosm the story of many
young-men-and women-wholelt-betrayed by

the rhetoric of war vhen confronted by its
realities. They, like Hemingway, were anx-

To provide historical background for A

ious to go "over there," wear fancy uniforms,
and win medals. Other literary figuresCummings, John Dos Passos, William Faulkner-4
eagerly enlisted in foreign organizations after

Farewell to Arms.
elements of the Hemingway
biography to the novel.

the war began in 1914 and before the U,S.
entered in 1917. They were the ones who
later stayed in Paris and became part of the

Goals
1.

2. To relate

so-called Lost Generation.
Materials

A number of materials are useful for discussing
World War I and Hemingwaymaps, films,
records, filmstrips. The following books are very
useful:
1. "The Other War" in Malcolm Cowley's A
Second Flowering: Works and Days of the
Lost Generation, pp. 3-18, especially for
literary background of the period.
2. Arthur Waldhorn's A Reader's Guide to
Ernest Hemingway, pp. 14-16.
3.

Students will find much that is fascinating:
Hemingway's awful wounds, his love affair,

3.

his return to Oak Park High School as a
hero, his break with his parents after he goes

up to Michiga to heal his psychic 'wounds
("The Big Two*-Hearted River"). More can
be said about this break on Day 37 when
"Soldier's Home" is rad out:loud in class.
Certainly the death of his father by suicide
,

will spark discussion as to whether this event
is related to Hemingway's own suicide.
4.

Leicester Hemingway's My Brother, Ernest

Hemingway; pp. 97-100, on Hemingway

,DAYS 33-35: PREPANG FOR AND

in Key West and his father's death.
4. "It Was Great Fun".in James McLendon's

PARTICIPATING IN DEFENSE DAY
AND THE FOLLOW-UP DISCUSSION

Papa: Hemingway in Key West, 19281940, pp. 47-57, for hackgrounds of the
novel and the author's life at that time.
Carlos
Baker's Ernest Hemingway: A Life
5.
Story, pp. 44-52, for a discussion of Hem-

Goals

1:o To provide additional in-class time for reading A Farewell to Arms.

v

6,

Days 36-42

37

To conduct a Defense Day and follow-up, ,.Procedure
that offer students an 'opportunity to ex- J Days 36-38 should provide enough time
press and defend their positions.
to complete the novel and to read aloud
3. To encourage students to look ahead to the
"Soldier's Ho'ine." The stoFy suggests HeMthird paper, accepting again the challenge
ingway's state of mind as he returned home
of .how best to present a well-documented
-)

.

'to Oak Park (though the young man is Krebs
and he returns to Oklahoma) and correlates
well with A Farewell to Arms. The piece is

position.
Materials

also be used to discuss Hemingway's emerg-

I. Copies of the- papers you have chosen for
Defense Day.
2. Correctethpapers on The Sun Also Rises to

ing style (especially the idea of repetitions
taught him by Gertrude Stein). The story
also suggests. Hemingway's break with his
parents that took place in Michigan. You

Jeturn at the end of Defense Day.

may wish to supplement this discussion with
.material from Constance Cappel Montgomery's Hemingway in Michigan, pp. 172-82,
or Carlos Baker's Ernest Hemingway, pp.
56-74.
2. Days 39-41 should be used for writing, revising, and proofreading the third paper.
3. Use Day 42 to read out loud "Fathers and
Sons," a story which makes an interesting

Procedure

I. Do 33 is set aside for reading, though some
students may use the class time to examine
the position papers to be discussed during
Defense,Day.
Begin Day 34 by reviewing the Defense Day
procedures, although the seminar should

-,

now be familiar with the system. Be sure to
return all position papers on TheSun Also
.
Rises at the end of the period.
During the follow-up disc:ussion (Day 35),

3

transition between the war novel and the

a son-Bumby) who is reflecting on his
father's suicide-all materials related to
Hemingway's own life. This last of the Nick

Adams stories brings that part of Hemingway's writ.ing career to an end. It is also a
very moving story 'of a mature Hemingway,
no longer so resentful of his parents (as in
"Soldier's Hmile") and now aware of his
own mortality, of being a father as well as

Love in The tS'un Also Rises" .bef Mark Spilka
Hemingway A Collection of Critical
Essays, edited by Robert P. Weeks, pp.
in

127-38.

a son. The- prose is more mature as well, not
so experimental, though thde is the familiar
Hemingway deseription of nature,, the sharp

DAYS 36-42: COMPLETING THE NOVEL,
DISCUSSING RELATED STORIES, AND
WRITING PAPER III

dialogue, the repeat of earlier Nick Adams'

,
.

Goal's
1
1

.

To complete A Farewell to Arms,

2; To read and discuss

in class two related
"Soldier's Home" (1925) and
"Fathers and Sons" (1933).

stories,

3. To provide class time to write and revise

r-^

plots, and an awareness of life that high
school students understand (cf. "My Old

Ran"): life must be learned; not eveiything
, ,can be taught, especially intense experiences
such as Nick's childhood sexual encounter.'
4. Collect the third Position PaPer on Day 42.
Select.the papers for the next Defense Day
and have them reproduced.

Paper III.

Additional Suggestion
Materials

Copies of The Short Stories af Epest Hemingway.

I

grown-up Nick Adams, now an author (with

you might ask other students to read their
papers for class comment, discuss the student paper 41-landout 11), or present the
viewpoint of a critic, e.g., "The Death of

,

,

a marvelous artifact of the 1920s and may

The film version of "Soldier's Home" (see Bibliography) can be excellent for comparison with
the actual short story.

;) 3

a

,
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HANDOUT 10
SUGGESTIONS FOR PAPER III: A FAREWELL TOARMS (1929)

I:. Consider the title. Does it have more than one meaning? Use the poem, too.
Is this a war'novel, a romantic novel, or what?
3. T.he weather seems to play an important role in this novel. What do the
various types Of weather mean, especially the rain?
4. Is Lieutenant Henry another Code Hero? Are his flight from the war and
his seeming coldness at the end of the novel symptoms of a Hero gone
2.

wrong?
5.

What is the function of Rinaldi in the novel?

t

6. Is Catherine a rounded character or a stick figure? Does Hemingway under-

stand women?
7. Does HemingWay have a sense Of humor in this novel? If so, what kind of
humor doe's he use?
8. Try a contrast paper: Jake Barnes and Lieutenant Frederic Henry.
9. What is the function of the first-person narration?
fo. This might be ther time to do some research. Is this novel more biagraphy
than fiction?
11. Why did Hemiingway kill off Catherine Barkley in childbirth? Does anyone
remember Thornton Wilder's Our Town?
12. What is the truth in thispovel? Look at page 249 again, especially the line:
"The world breaks every one and afterward many are strong at the broken
places."
What about religion in 'thiS,novel? Why.doesilienry prey?
14. Whet is the function of food in the novel?
15. While Hemingway was revising his first draft of this novel, hisfather committed suicide. Can you tie these two events togetherT

or
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HANDOUT 11
STUDENT MODEL FOR PAPER III

ADOLEgCENCE TO ADULTHOOD
by Melody Myers

Ernest Hemingway's characters are strong individualse but he was
inclined to build his characters with similar,dispositions and reactions.
Nick Adams of "Imdian Camp" and Frederic Henry of A FareWell to Arms
endured a 'similar situation and reacted 6 it as if they were the same
person.

Instead of the innocent Onlooker that was Nick, Henry became

painfully involved and a sufferer of life.

They shered the same responses,

but a change can be detected from Nick the boy to Henry the man.

The dif-

ference between the two is that Henry represents a matured.Nick Adams.

Nick's first unpleasant exposure to the Indian camp was to observe a
s6".reaming Indian woman who had been in labor for two days but was still

unable to give birth to her child.

The purpose of his father's trip to

the camp was to deliver the child.

The doctor examined the woman and con-

cluded that a CaesarPan section must be performed to give relief to the
mother and child.

Nick's primary concern was the,woman's screaming.

He

even inquired if his father could stop her agony of pain.

"Oh, Daddy, can't you give her something to make her
stop screaming?" asked Nick.
"No. I haven't any anaesthetic," his father said.
Henry also was confronted with a woman in childbirth.

-6
his lover; Catherine.

The woman was

The situation was more, personal and emotional thad

Nick's, yet concern was shared by both.

When complications occurred and

,Catherine began screaming, Henry tried to comfort her by giving her gas.
Henry said, "I'll make it [the gas] work.

1

;

J

g

I'll turn it all the, way."
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Like Nick, Henry wanted to relieve the pain of childbirth.

Yet the

possibility that too much gas could result in death worried Henry.

Catherine's apparent suffering finally took priority over death.,
In "Indian Camp," Nick had the opportunity to watch his father
perform a Caesarian operation.

Even though Nick held the basin for his

father during he procedure, he preferred not to watch.

In fact, after

Dr. Adams invited Nick to observe him as he put in the stitches, Nick
did not watch.

"His curiosity had been gone for a long time."

Nick had his fill of childbirth.

Apparently

He had already endured more than what he

had anticipated.
4

Catherine's doctor also decided that a Caesarian section was the

easieit and safest way to relieve both the mother and child: Henry was
given the same chance to observe a Caesarian operation as had Nick.
"You can go in the other door and sit up there," a nurse
said to me [Henry].
There were benches behind a rail that
lookeZ dow7Q
at Catherine. The mask was over her face
and she was quiet now. They wheeled the stretcher forward.
I turned away and walked down the hall.
.

.

Henry also passed up the chance of medical observation.
responsibility and guilt were too much for him.

His sense of

As much as he hated to
"okoars

face the truth, he knew that Catherine was paying the consequences for
loving him.

He hated it all, but later he returned to the operating room

-to watch the doctors sew up the iilcision

Henry thought, "I do not, think

I could have watched them cut, but I watched the wound closed into a high
Welted ridge with quick skillful-looking stitthes like a cobbler's, and
was glad."

Henry, unlike Nick, enjoyed watching the final part of the

operation.

'The completion of the surgery proved the first step of

Catherine's recovery.

The final stitches seemed to verify ahe ending
-

of a traumatic ordeal.

Now that the baby had been delivered, it was only

logical that Catherine's recuperation would follow.

;:)6
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On the trip home from the Indian camp, Nick and his father discussed
the pain of childbirth, suicide, the difference between male and female
suicides, and death itself.
suffering.

Too early in life, Nick had seen too much

This had been Nick's initiation to pain, to'the violence of'
The story concluded, "In the early morning on the lake

birth and death.

sitting in the stern of the boat with his father rowing, he felt quite
sure he would never die."

After experiencing the unpleasantness of birth

and death, Nick refused to accept them as part of reality.
home he concluded that he would never die.

the burden of adulthood.

die.

But that

He was trying to cope-with life,

thought he could avoid death forever.

,

Perhaps.

By rejecting the pain he had 4een and felt, Nick

owas what he believed.

to carry.

Childish?

In returning

He had shouldered more than what he was ready

At one time or another, a young man may think he shall never

It is easier for a young man,tostand by and watch, for he is not

yet painfully involved; he is not a sufferer, only an onlooker.

0

Rather

than swallow the truth about childbirth and death, Nia Adams justified
them to suit himself.

,

Lt. Henry found himself confronted with the violenee of birth and
death, too.

Facing reality did not come easy for Henry either.

Hd

realized the seriousness of Catherine's.operation, but the possibility
of her death was unacceptable.
She's
Yes, but what if she should die? She won't die.
Afterward we'd say what a
tjUst having a bad time.
bad time and Catherine would say it wasn't really so bad.
She can't die. Yes, but
But what if she should die?
Don't be
She can't, I tell you.
what if she should die?
It's just nature giving her hell.
a fool.
.

.

.

.

r

.

.

.

.

.

'Henry had his doubts as to whether or not Catherine would live, but he
loved her and he tried to avoid the likelihood of"her death.

Henry's

reaCttot-Was human. -Nobod4 wants loved onel to die, Rather than confronting the alternatives of what could happen, Henry justifies Catherine's

Mo.
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comPlications as "nature giving her helf."

He felt that Catherine's

suffering would end when "nafure" decided to let her gO froft ihe grip of
'hell.

He implied it was only a matter of time before Catherine would be

relieved from her agony of pain.

His justification gave him the hope he

needed.

In "Indian Camp," Dr. Adams tells Nick, fathers "are usually the
worst sufferers in these litile affairs [childbirth)."

Frederic Henry was

the father of Catherine's child; he had suffered. ,Henry was numb from
death,'not from 'fears for himself--like Nick Adams, but from the loss of
his lover.

Henry had seen death in war, but it had never touched him the

way this single death would for the rest of his life.
As a boy, Nick Adams had a hard time accepting reality.
look at life objectively because he had not live4 life.
to take life in stride, but obstacles got in hiA
ienced war, death, love.

He bad lived life.

He could not

Henry also tried
Henry has exper-

Therefore,

cepting life's

consequences was easier for him as an adult than it was for Nick as an
adolescent.

Nevertheless, Henry was not untouched by life's misfortunes

because memories would be with him forever.

His pain Was real and lasting.

Instead of agoiding the facts of llfe as sick Adams has done, Frederic

Henry hadconfronted reality fact to face and accepted it for what it was.

Instructor's Comments

1.

Strengths.

This student tackled a difficult writing problem, com-

paring two characters from different works.

She is sensitive to

balance, to concrete documentation, and to the development of her
position abeUt the different perceptions of a boy and a man.

Be-

neath-the-prose is rig underManding of Hemingway's maturing concept
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of life and death.
maturity.

I also think she is reflecting about her own

In this writing design, she has obviously worked on

organizational structure, if not on ways to integrate direct quotations into the text.
2.

Weaknesses.

While considerable effort was given to structure and the

use of concrete.illustration, this paper can be seen as somewhat
flawed by its lack of sentence variety, a writing goal for Paper III.
Many of the paragraphs are stitched together with simple and compound
sentences, often beginning with a character's name or a pronoun.

ft

fr

,

PAP'ER IV: A PROFILE_
OF ERNEST HEMINGWAY
DAYS 43-57
,

per, review The Hemingway Chronology and
place the following outline on the board:

DAY 43: REVIEWING THE HEMINGWAY
BIOGRAPHY AND INTRODUCING THE
PROFILE PAPER

The Early Years, 1899-1921. Growing
up in Oak Park (family, high school),
summers in Michigan, Kansas City Star
reporter, ambulance driver in Italy in
World War I, reporter for the Toronto
Star, marriage to Hadley.
II. The Paris Years,921-1927.Foreign correspondent, life among the expatriates
(Stein, Pound, Fitzgerald, Anderson,
I.

Goals
1.

To review the Hemingway biography

in

b road ou tline.

To orient students to Paper IV, a profile of
Ernest Hemingway.
Materials
1.

Joyce), literary success, birth of Bumby,
bullfighting, divorce and remarri e
(Pauline Pfeiffer).

Assemble a class library of biographical and
au to b iographical materials (see Bibliography).

2.

Handout 1 2: Suggestions for Paper IV.

3.

Handouts 13 and 14: Student Models for

III. The Key West Period, 1927-1940. In=

terest in deep sea fishing, purchase of
the Pilar, birth of Patrick and Gregory,
Africa and big game hunting, father's
suicide, literary support of Loyalists in
Spanish Civil War, divorce by Pauline

Paper IV.
Assignment

,-

1.

Ask students to note the DUE date for Paper
IV on the-Schedule, Day 57.

2.

Paper IV should be based on at least one

and marriage to Martha Gellhorn, move
to Finca Vigia near Havana.

IV. The World War II Period, 1940-1945.

hundred p ges of reading from nonfictional
materials a out or by Hemingway. The one
hundred pa'ges may be taken from a single
source or from several sources. A bibliography and footnotes are required.

Sub chaser in Caribbean, war correspondent, "liberator" of Paris, divorce from
Martha and marriage to Mary Welsh.

V. The Cuban Period, 1945-1960. Critical
attack on Across the River and into the
Trees, death of mother, publication of

Procedure
I.

The Old Man and the Sea in Life, Nobel
Prize,

that they may use the fictional writings of

hunting lodge, work on memoirs.

Hemingway previously read in class but that
this material may not be counted toward the

VI.

one hundred pages of reading required for
the Profile Paper.
2.

purchase of Ketchum, Idaho,

In explaining the asSignment, remind students

inflicted gunshot wound.

Distribute copies of the model papers for
this assignment for subsequent discussion by

Ketchum, Idaho, and the End. Beginning of breakdown, hospitalization in
Rochester, Minnesota, death from self-

4.

Distribute Handout 12 (Suggestions for Paper

the class.

IV) for previewing now and for reference

Before considering ideas NI. the Profile Pa-

later.

-
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.5. Encourage students to examine the class collection of Hemingway materials and to seek

trigger a position. A single anecdote may be

usbd by a given student as the basis for a
profile paper or several anecdotes along a

out materials in libraries. You may wish to
distribute copies of portions of the Bibli-

similar line may suggest a tactic. Encourage

ography.

students to use each other's anecdotes and
to share source materials.

Additional Suggestions
1.

lio

You may wish to use the filmstrip-tapb_Ernest

Hemingway in The American Experience in
Literature: Five Modern Novelists, available
from the Encyclopaedia Britanilica Educational Corporation. See the Bibliography
for this and other filmstrip/record-cassette
suggestions.

The seminar may wish to contact resource
persons through, for example, the Bell Telephone leased phone system (see Appendix
A). Those who knew Hemingway or know
much abOut him, such as college English
professors, may be willing to be interviewed
by seminar members.
DAYS 44-48: LOCATING AND SHARING A
HEMINGWAY ANECDOTE WITH THE CLASS

Procedure
1.

Show the excellent documentary film on
Hemingway's life op Day 44. If the film is
not available, you might use the film striptape suggested for Day 43 or a slide show
made from photographs on Hemingway's life
prepared by your school's AN department.

2. On Day 45, announce the anecdote assignment. While some students may be capable
of independent research, others may require
a more directed approach. The following
suggestions will simplify the assignment and
help to ensure that all students find interesting "slice-of-life" anecdotes. A retelling of
the first seven anecdotes is included in
Appendix C.
a.

Morley Callagh n, That Summer in Paris,

Goals

pp. 97-100,11 -22.

1.

To help students locate interesting biographical information about Hemingway.

2.

To provide a range of anecdotal material
that will help students choose a biographical
focus for Paper IV.

Materials

"Zra

library,
research.

supplemented

by student

1.

Class

2.

Film: Hemingway, McGraw-Hill (54 min.,
b/w).

3.

Anecdotes from
Biography (Appendix C).
Seven

the Hemingway

Assignmen t
1.

Ask each student to find one concrete anecdote about Ernest Hemingway to share with
the class. (See the seven anecdotes in Ap.
pendix C.)

2. Anecdote

Boxing in PariV Carlos Baker, Ernest
Hemingway: Af Life Story, pp. 22-23;

days ,(47-48) should help to

b. A childhood accident: Leicester Hemingway ,My Brother, pp. 19-22.
c. Hadley loses.manuscripts: Carlos Baker,

Ernest Hemingway: A Life Story, pp.
102-3.

Key West, at Sloppy Joe's, fishing: Leicester Hemingway, My Brother, p. 164;
McLendon,,Papa, pp. 152-53.
e. Punches poet Wallace Stevens: McLendon, Papa, pp. 55-57.
f. African air crashes: Carlos Baker, Ernest
Hemingway: A Life Story, pp. 518-22.
g. Suicide attempts: Leicester Hemingway,
My Brother, p. 256; Carlos Baker, Ernest
Hemingway: A Life Story, pp. 199,55464 ; A. E. Hotchner, Papa Hemingway: A
Personal Memoir, pp. 264-304.
h. Average workday, Sloppy Joe's: McLendon, Papa, pp. 145-48.
i.
Fitzgerald referees a Hemingway boxing,
match: Callaghan, That Summer in Paris,
pp. 209-13.

o4

Day 52

Ernest wants father's suicide gun: Leicester Hemingway, My Brother, pp. 98-

j.

100.
k. Hemingway discovers new writing technique: Carlos Baker, Ernest Hemingway:
A Life Story, pp. 525-29.
Hotchner's last talk with Ernest: Hotch1.
ner, Papa Hemingway, pp. 296-300.

2. Follow the Defense Day procedures outlined

earlier. Return all papers at the end of the
period.

Erriest Hemingway: A Life Story, pp.
525-29. (Note: here the student or instructor may wish to use the record or
tape Ernest Hemingway Reading, available from Caedmon, which includes his
reading of his Nobel Address.)
3.

of other students, to evaluate the student
models (Handouts 13 and 14), or to con"Loser
sider a critic's point of view,
Take Nothing" bY Philip Young in 20th
Century Interpretations of "A Farewell to
Arms," edited by Jay Gel lens, pp. 28-32.
DAY 52: LEARNING ABOUT "NADA"
THROUGH READING ANOTHER
HEMINGWAY STORY

Goals
I.

Share and discuss the anecdotes on Days
47-48. You may wish to bring an anecdote
to share, too. Remind students that the
research reading for. Anecdote Day should

To read out loud "A Clean Well-Lighted
Place", (1933) and to relate its theme to
other Hemingway works and to the Hem- ingway biography.

2. To discuss the concept of Nada, an impor-

help to locate material for Paper IV; the
shared anecdotes should also provide a pool
of biographical information for the class to
draw upon in writing the Profile Paper.

-

3. Use the follow-up day to discuss the papers

in. Mary and Ernest Hemingway meet,
fight: Mary Hemingway, How It Was,
pp..121-31.
n. Winning the Nobel Prize: Carlos Baker,

47

tant term in Hemingway criticism.
Materials

Copies of The Short Stories of Ernest Hemingway.

DAYS 49-51: PREPARING FOR AND
PARTICIPATING IN DEFENSE DAY

Procedure

AND FOLLOW-UP

To help students refine their understanding of

At this point, introduce the concept of Nada
through "A Clean Well-Lighted Place." This ,
idea will appear in the biographical and critical reading being done by students for Paper.

how a position becomes warranted through clear
argumentation and "adequate documentation.

,understanding of Hemingway's Code Heroes.

Goal

IV and will add a new dimension to their
2.

Materials.
1.

Copies of the papers you have chosen for
Defense Day.

2.

Corrected,papers on A Farewell to Arms to
return at the end of Defense Day.

Procedure
1.

Use Day 49 for research reading for Paper IV
or for the study of the position papers to be
used on Defense Day.

Read the story aloud, asking students to
take turns reading and reacting. The relatively negligible plot deals with Hemingway's

poetic vision of despairperhaps darkest in
this storyof people trying to find meaning
in a world where none is possible. The story
reminds us that the lights go out for every-

one, and thus the parody of the Lord's
Prayer. Yet all people "need a light for the
night.1 (See pages 27-29 in Waldhorn's A
Reader's Guide to Ernest Hemingway.)
3. Use the remaining time for research reading
for Paper IV.
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DAYS 53-57: COMPLETING PAPER IV
AND READING TWO MORE
HEMINGWAY STORIES

Defense Day for the last paper: Do not,
however, discuss Paper VII at this time. The

number of papers you select for the fifth
and sixth Defense Days will, of course, depend upon the number ofs students in your

Goals

seminar.

I. To give students time in class to write, revise, and proofread the Profile Paper.

3.

aloud two very short stories. "A Day's Wait"
is an amusing story about a boy who thinks
he is dying but isn't. The story has biographical overtones: in '1932, the Hemingways
were in Arkansas visiting Pauline's relatives
when Bumby came down with the flu and a
temperature of 102. In this story, the boy's

2. -To read out loud "A Day's Wait" (1933) and
"The Old Man at the Bridge" (1938).
Materials

Class copies of The Short Stories of Ernest
Hemingway.

sudden maturity and then retreat back to
childhood are of special interest. "The Old

Procedure

Man at the-Bridge," set on an Easter Sunday
during the Spanish Civil War, not only suggests Hemingway's personal involvement in

I. Day 53 is the final reading and research day

for Paper IV. On Day 54 students begin
work on rough drafts of the Profile Paper,
completing revisions and proofreading on
1

Days 55 and 56.
The Profile Position Paper is due on Day 57.
You may wish to schedule two Defense Days

so that all students will have defended at
least 04 paper before Paper VII, the Summation Paper. At this point, inform the class

that something different will be done on

After collecting the profile papers, read

4.

that struggle, but also lends itself to a discussion of his theme and stylethe irony of
a man with no hope on a dry, desolate day
compared tO Christ's Easter, the use of
animals (who have instinct), the, awfulness
of innocence caught up in human evil, the
symbol of the bridge, the central, character
without a me.
SelectA reproduce papers for the coming

Defné Day.

1
-

,
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HANDOUT 12
SUGGESTIONS FOR PAPER IV: THE pROFILE PAPER

Can any one of the readings define a narrowed theme? For example, is
Morley Callaghan's observation about Hemingway-Ad boxing related to
what you have read?
7. Try to synthesize Hemingway the man into a single word. What would it
be? Then expand upon how Hemingway meets the definition of that word.
3. Who taugln Hemingway? Can you name three teachers? How did they mold
1.

him?

,

4. Hemingway had four wives. Were they at all alike? Why would a boy from a
proper Oak Park, Illinois, background lead such an unconventional life?
5. Is there a key event in Hemingway's early life that did a great deal to shape
him, for example, his World War I injury?
6. Is Hemingway a rnale chauvinist?
7. Do the early writing and 5iography suggest that Hemingway would later
commit suicide? Was his suicide consistent with his Code and his writing?
8. Hemingway loved boxing, fishing, hunting, the out-of-doors. Why?
9. Can you find a Hemingway quotation that seems to define him and his
'writing?
10. Was Hemingway a disciplined writer? If so, how would you define and illustrate his "'discipline"?
11. Would you like to have been a friend or relative of this famous man and
writer?
12. Ernest Hemingway seemed entranced with bullfighting. Why?
13. Relate Hemingway to Nick, Jake, and Frederic. Are they his mouthpieces?
14. Do some research on a friend that Hemingway_later-rebuffed--(Gtifiude-Stein, F. Scott Fitzgerald, Sherwood- Anderson). How do you explain the

4

--break?

15. Was Hemingway an American or a citizen of the, world, a kind of man without a country? What values did he hold? ,

,

.

.0
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HANbOUT 13
STUDENT MODEL FOR PAI'ER IV

THE ROMANCE AND TREACHERY OF HEMINGWAY'S EGO
by Dan Goldberg,

Celebrity status in America has traditionally been reserv4d for
performers and athletes.

Occasionally, political or soLl registers may

spawn such superstars, but only one author has ever'attained such prestie:
Ernest Hemingway.

Hemingway is the only Amer,ictin writer of modern times

whose fame has exceeded his litefary accomplishments.

He is the most

biographed, talked about, romanticized author in our literary heritage.
Hemingway's own energies were responsible for making him such a
newsworthy Item.

He was in constant motion, in public view, whirling from

one' romantic stage to another. .Everything he did was bigger than life.

For the press, he was a perpetual drama, always good for a scoop.
Hem's Aeath, Hemingway constituted the walls of a fort:

Aft

Hemingway ha

given the power to believe that he could still shout down the corri

a hospital, livenext to the breath.of the beait: accept his
dread each day.

p

rs of

ion of

Yet te greatest living romantic was also mortal.

The motivatifig force in Hem'ingway's life,

.romantic, was his own insatiable ego.

assert his masculine independence.
battling to prove himself.

that which mhde him so

He continuously sought ways to

There was never a time when he was not

Most of the battles were waged from within, for

fie rarely had trouble obtaining the respect of his peers.

Hemingway's reputation as a double-crosser was a result of such
self-liberating impulses.

Whenever he felt a benefactor edging in,

1

a
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friend expecting.thanks, he pulled the,rug from beneath them.
Anderson was a classic example of this kind of treatment.

Sherwood

He laad championed

-Hemingway's work and even helped the Younger author to obtain'a
The two men had been friends for a number of years when'Erne;t
do his number on him.

decided to

Hemingway devotea an entire book, The Torrents of

salaa, to satirizing Anderson.
Anderson's'own publisher.

He even had the gall io send it to

This came at a time when Anderson was a hot

item and considered to lie Ernest's mentor.
his sense ''of independence.

Ernest hated tha. 'It, withered

And that is why he attempted to mangle Ander-

son's reputation and dissociate himself from any previous connection he had
with the author of Winesburg, Ohio.

The Torrents of Spring Was not an entirely undeserved attack.

There

"re some indications that Anderson was taking credit for some of,Hemingway's
e

style.

That kind of thing vas just enough to tousle Ernest's pride and

ignite his paranoic ego.

He Aways wanted to give_the impression that

P

everything he had was self-acquiree: particularly his writing.
was hurt by Hemingwa;Os over-reac

Anderson

n, but he tight have had some of it

coming to him.

GertrUde Stein hada similar relatio.aship with Hemingway, and she'too
got hers in the end.

In his early years in Fokris in the 1920s, Ernest

spent a good deal of time in Stein's apartment,
art collection.
socially.
advice.

her also.

enjoYing her company and'

They had a close relationship professionally as Well as

He often consulted her about his-work and greatly respected'her
Yet, when she began to close in on Hemingway, the ax fell upon
There was method in this attack.

Stein was a powerful per-

sonality and demanded a certain amount of conformity from her friLds,
yet Hemingway's rebellion seems particularly cruel.

Much later, in A

Moveable Feast, he went so far as to insinuate that she was a lesbian.
Ironically, this attack was published long after she died.

SI
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Hemingway always resorted to dramatic measures to cut his imagined
apron strings.

He ,iiolated Stein's friendship wIth many personal barbs

that deliberately cut deep.
almost spontaneously.

In reerospect, his attack seems to have come

One moment he was congenial i;nd then suddenly he

tuned ferocious, a. type of behavior that repeated itself many times

,throughout Erneses life, especially after he had lived in one place for
a stretch of tide.

When he wasn't free to roaT, he thirsted for a

collision.

While writing, Hemingway also seemed to be battling.

.

Once he had

attained a degree of success, he often went to war with his critics.

From

the timerof For/Whom tihe Bell Tolls (1949) to the appearance of The Old

Man and the Sea (1952), every piece he published had a challenge to go
with it.

#

He loved to rage over reviews, for it gave him a cilance to prove

himself over and over. "He all bdtdeclared himself king of contemporary
American literature and glorified in his fights with pretenders to the

throne.
The Hemingway legend is packed with stories of fist fights and
bloodied noses.
ego.

The image of himself in conStant combat wps food fdr,his

He could obtain no linal victory, for such an event would leave him

viith nothing to do.

For Ernest, writing--as life itself--was an endless

marathon. 'Yet a person had to continue as if a finish was in sight.
"They Can't yank novelists like they can pitchers,

/Hemingway wOuld stutter.

"A novelist has. to go the full nine, even if it kills him" (Ross, 1962,
p: 18).

Even if it kills him.

In Ernest's Case, it,had to kill him.

Otherwise he would not have gone the full nine.
is always another battle to be won.

Pride dictates that there

There was never a final victOrious'
_

battle in his own ego war.

One conquest merely led to the next.

He.said,
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It is sort of fun to be fifty and feel you are going to
I won it in the twenties and
defend the title again.
defended it in the thirties and the forties, and I don't
mind at all defending it in the fifties. (Ross, 1962, p.
.

.

.

28)'

Hemingway put his pride on the line with every new book.

He devoured

-

every triumph and never acknowledged defeat.

In his own mind, every novel

was a prize fight, a champligglip, .standing proof that'he still could pack
t

a knockout punch.

of his size could not reconcile the fatigues of turning.sixty.
his body going bad and his words drying up.
defend.

An ego

When he lost that punch,' it was over for,him.

He fel't

There were no more titles to

Therein lies the reason for his suicide:

Ernest's last few months were spent in misery.
the Mayo Clinic for mental and physical examinations.

He was in and out of
Doctors perforated

this brain wi'th electric shocks, mechanical stimulants to exercise his *
titanic depression. ' Or maybe they were futile 4tempts to poke air holes

in his suffocating ego.

The outdoor world, which had tantalized Hemingway practically since
his birth, now turned gray on him.

What good were the beauties of nature

if there was no way to describe them?

The words wouldn't "come any more,"

and he grew thinner and weaker and more depressed.
There was no way for.a man of.Hemingway's beliefs to grow old grace.

fully.

In Hemingway's vernacular, tke day you could no longer write was'

the day you died.

There:was no "old" in the Hemingway ego system.

When

he created, he. was forever young; when he could:nO longer fight the battle,
he was done.

There was no middle ground.

He set about single-mindedly to

kill himself.

'It could be said that he died of strangulation, murder'ed by his,Own
pride.

He had always carried his own ego like a beast upon his back.

When it was well 4ed, it was docile; as it grew hungry, it was murderous.

--
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His majestic prAde gak him tfle,desire to create.
glowed, like the sun.befpre the-pub/1c.
A

I

4.'.
It had been glossy and

,

But the sun.also must set, says

Ecclesiast s, Hemingway'ê.pnly bible,,-,and his unsatisfied ego took bac
it s gift.
=

After such a richky dramatid life, his death was pains'takingly simple.'

Death was ehe very endk

He put tWo bulleCtl'Xn'his:Ilead and' that was all.

he had.alwayS made that. clear.

There was no need for romance afterward.

Ana there are nOt.chronidles of ,iitter grief at Erpest:s funeral.

that Cnderstood him knew there was no reason tor it.
he,had done All he'cpultd do:

'took their physical toil.

Those

When the end came,

He had splurged lifelong on pleasures thgt.'

HIS soul had been wrupg.,,forsall -the lessons it

could give the world, so there was.no more-left there either.
sovereign ggo, Hemingway was a mortaI'man.

D4spite his

He had reached his rimitations.
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,

r
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1.

Strengths',

This is a strong,ppaltion paper, one !hat 'is nor intereSted.

in a baianCed prOfile

The student has been aolloget' and 'back; he is

.

.:

)

--:

.,7'

.

,

."
'
well read, be Itnpws how.to use'langnage.and
-alrcdote.

,- ,

,

Thièpeiwtll
r-

,06.0

.

:.

Handout 13
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stimulate any seminar Mnd may irritate some instructors ("she too got'
hers in the end").
.

2.

It brings to flesh the cold faCts of most high

school reference 1;poks.

Weaknesses.

The 'startling generalizations ("There was no middle

ground") and th'e drmmatic prose ("his suffocating ego") often seem more
o

personal than documented. ,While thq bibliography it there, the footnotes are missing.

Perhaps the'paper woula have been more convincing

if one situation, such as his relationship wi'th Sherwood Anderson, had
been explo,ited in depth.

.16
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HANDOUT 14 ,
STUDENT MODEL FOR PAPER-IV

THE ULTIMATE QUESTION
by Amy Freeman

He was a map of prowess and did not want to live without
it:. writing prowps, physic/91 prowess, sexual prowess,
drinking and eating proweas.V.
..But if he could only be
made to adjust to a life where these prowesses werenot
do all important.
A. E. Hotchner, 1961
.

.

.

But he would nqt adjust.

.

During his last days at Ketchum, Idaho, and

IS

Rochester, Minnesota, Ernest Hemingway finally completed the ideas which
his characters had implied throughout his works.. Through the action and

the feelings that he exhibited durinkthis time, he composed his final
plot:.

a plot which answered the-essentdal Auestion of whether a man can

control his entire life, or whether destiny eventually will take command.

: HemingwayltIamous concepts about how people should live were fre-,
quently expressed in his writing, but in each case-these ideas.were not
really complete:

His well-establish'ed Code of "Grace Under fressure" and

the necesstty of accepting death were never quite adequate because they
'did not desiinate any course,of action by which one could extend control

over life into the control of death.
One of the earliest illustrations of thes deficiency lin his ideas

oteurred in the,short story "Indian Camp."

In this story, Nick Adams

accompanied his'father on a trip to an Indian village where Dr. Adams

planned to help an Indian woman with% difficult childbirth.

The woman,

who had been in labor for two days, was,very distraught and could have
died.

As Nick became awpre of his inability to control the situation, he

1

;

Handout 14
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became very uneasy though he didn't take any action'.

The woman's cries

heightened his anxiety about his uselessness until he begged, "Oh, Daddy,
can't you give her something to make her stop screaming?"

Nick's obvious

apprehension over the fact that he could not control this asiect'of his
life is interesting when one finds that Hemingway did not present any
solution to the problem.

In the novel, A Farewell to Arms, Frederic Henry encountered a similar
-

situation.

At the end of the book, as Catherine was'dying, Frederic

realized that destiny had taken control of his life; he could not control
whether Catherine lived or died.

.

z

Confused, upset by ihis actuality, he

ergUed with himself,
So now they got her in the end. You never got away with
It would have been the same if
anything. Get away hell!
we had been married fifty times. And what if she should
Peopledon't die in childbirth
die? She won't die.
Yes, but
That was what,all,husbands,thought.
nowadays.
what if she should die? She won't die. She's just having
The initial labor is usually protracted. She''s
a bad time.
bad time
only having a bad time. Afterward we'd say what
and Catherine woyld say it wasn'.t really so bad. But what4
if she should die? She can't, I tell you. Don't be 'a fool.
It's just nature giving her hell.
It's just a bad time.
(HeMingway, 1969, p. 320)

It was at this point that Hemingway began to Aevelop his final plot:
A man cannot rely on fate, but he must try to control his life and his
death.

Frederic's actions imMediately became more animated; and he even

found some comf/rt in regulating Catherine's anesthetic.

knew that the gas would not actually Prolong Catherine's i

though he
;

it was his

first attempt to control death--the beginning of Hemingway's final plot.
Near the end of his life, Hemingway repeated the idea that one should
control Ss much (4 one's life as possible.

In referring to hie friend

Antonio, who was considering retiring from bullfighting, he felt good that
the bullfighter could make

I

p.

own decision:
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No one can advise you on something as delicate as your own
machinery.
But
. when you're the champ, it's better
to step down on the best day you've had than to wait until
it's leaving you and etieryone notices. (Hotchner, 1966,
p. 262)
.

.

By retiring, Antonio would be controlling his life, rather than waiting

until somethineforced him to quit.

The author's repetition.of this ideit

was significant because he Would soon face the ultimate test:

Could this

control over one's life be applied to one's death, or would fate have thce'
final control?
The conClusion to Ernest Hemingway.'s final plot was composed, when he

'waS4forced to resolve his own Dpss of control over his life.

The despera-

tion which he felt over this loss was apparent in his conversations with
oe

his friend, A. E. Hotchner.

'In his biography, Papa Hemingway, Hutchner

referred to his talks with theauthOr, to one Of Hemingway's outbursts
.)

1

--

that foreshadowed Fits suicide:

Hotch, if I can't exist on my own terms, then existence
is impossible. Do you understand? That is how I've
lived, and Oat is how I must live--or not live.
(Hotchner, 1966, p% 328)
Hotchner suggested that Hemingway retir'e, but this failed to comfort the,
despair over his loss of control.

Hotchner realized the Problem:

.
unlike your basebajl player and your prize fighter
and your matador, how does a writer retire-? No one accepts that his legs are shot or the whiplash gone from his
reflexes.
Everywhere he goes, he hears the same goddamn
Iluestion,--What are you woriang on?
(Hotchner, 1966, P
.

298)

'

With the belief that(he wouldn't be allowedlto retire and his personal conviction that he could no longer write, Hemingway felt that his
opportunities for action were quickly diminishing.

He felt that his

control over his life was slipping. He then asked,
10

What does a man care about? Staying healthy.
Working
good.
Eating an4 drinking with his friends.
Enjoying
himself in bed.
I haven't any of them. Do you understand,
goddamn it? None of them.
(Hotchner, 1966, pp. 299-300)

041,1

7t
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Ernest Hemingway no longer possessed the ability to enjoy life.

His

marked loss of control over what he .could and could not do left hifs very

little reason to continue.
his personal Code:

A broken man who knew it, he refused to forget

"kman can be defeated, but not destroyed."

He would
I.

not resign the ultimate control to.destiny, so on July 2, 1961, Ernest
Hemingway completed his final plot.
the final act of control.

By =king his own life, he committed

He detersined his own death, resolving at last
How much of man's

the question which had puzzled him th'ioughout his life:
life can he control?
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Instructor's Comments

I.

Strengths:

This paper uses an interesting technique that can be a

useful model' to students:

a direct quotatiolv beneath the title which

triggers the first paragraph as well as the entire position.. The
S.

writer also was sensitive to two of the wxiting goals of.ihis

assignmentweaving together biography and fiction and experimenting

with direct quotationsincluding footnoting them. .Anivfinally, she
A

has a strong profile position from title to final senteece, one that
-

-

should intrigue,her readers since Hemingway's fiction is so auto-

.

4

biographical.
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2.

Weaknesses.

Long quota&ons, such as the one from A Farewell to-

Arms, can dilute the impact of a posl.tion.

quoting might have been more successful.

More editing and indirect
Perhaps even more biographi.

.

cal documentation of the agonies of Hemingway's final days, such as
his long list of physical*problems, might ,have been exploited in
describing the. "final plot."

4
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PAPER VLPAIPER OF CHOICE
DAYS 58-69

Green Hills of Africa (1935). Hunting with
Hemingway in Africa.
To Have and Have Not (1937). In a threepart novel, a Key West fishing boat captain
finds adventure smuggling Chinese, Cuban
revolutionaries, and bootleg liquor.
For Whom the Bell Tolls (1940). A major

DAY 58: CONSIDERING READING CHOICES
FOR PAPER V
Goals
1.

To suggest topics for Paper V, the paper of
choice.

To note writing problems special to this

work in which an American goes to the

paper.

Spanishl Civil War to aid the .Loyalists in
blowing up a bridge and dis&wers the spirit
of humanity.
Across the River and into the Trees (1950).

Materials

1.. Copies of The

Shit

Stories of Ernest

The critics attacked this novel of a fiftyfive-year-old American army colonel who

Hemingway.
2. Handout 15: Suggestions for Paper V.

goes to Venice during the last three days of

3.- Handout 16. Student Model for Paper V.

his life.

A Move-able Feast (1

Assignment
1.

Ask students to note the DUE date fdr the

2.

fifth paper on the Schedule, Day 69.
Remind students that tfie defenses of Paper,
IV (the Profile Paper) will begin on Day 63.

memoir in which
Paris, his people, a
was young.

Islands in the

tream (1970). Posthumous

sea novel.

Stories

Procedure
'41.

4). A posthumous
ingway remembers
the 1920s, when life

"the Undefeated" (1925). The story of
an aging bullfighter who refuses to quit.

This time students may select any book or
ong story that has not bdeii studied in class.
Assess the time rem4ining in the semester
and consider the interests and reading skills
of individual tudents in suggesting whether
a student should read another boo or a long
story for this asgignment. Briefly re iew the

"Fifty Grand" (1927). The story of a
champion boxer who bets against himself.

"The Gambler, the Nun, and the Radio"
(1933). The story of people's adjustments
to the world as len by the hospitalized
Mr. Frazer.

materials, giving plot summaries. Sugg stions:

"The Snows of Kilimanjaro" (1936)..The
story of a dying American' in Africa who

Books

,reflects upon death and a misused life.
"The Short Happy Life of Francis Macom-

The Torrents of Spring (1926). A minor
'work and a parody bf Sherwood Anderson.

ber" (1936). A hunting safari in Africa

Death in the Afternoon (1932). Heming.way's nonfictional study of the art and

becomes a drama of Macomber's search for
honor and manhood.

tragedy of bullfighting.
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2.

Distribute and discuss Handout 15: Suggestions for Paper V.

3.

Stress that this paper should be especially
clear about the basic plot and characters
since most readers will not 'have read the

Materials

Again, extra copies of the papers for defense
may be needed. .

Corrected papers to be returned when the
defenses have been completed.

Material.
4.

You may disteibute Handout 16: Student
Model for paper' V now or reserve it for
discussion later.

Procedure
1.

DAYS 59-62: READING HEMINGWAY
MATERIAL OF CHOICE AND PREPARING .
FOR DEFENSE DAY
Goals
1.

.

More than one Defense Day may be necessary if all students are, to have defended at
,least one Position Paper before the seventh
paper. The Profile Paper is a likely time.for
scheduling . consecutive days - Of discussion
because if provides interesting new information .and builds toward the Summation
Paper.

To provide time for students to read the

Day 65 is follow-up, and you again have the

Hemingway material of cho?ce.
2. To prepare for Defense Day on Paper IV.

options of discussing the papers of other
students, the student model papers (Hand-

Materials

literary critics. Suggestions for the ',latter

outs 13 and 14), or the observations of
.

include (1) Malcolm Cowley's profile, ."A
Portrait of Mister Papa," in Life (10 January
1949), which was revised and aPpeared in
Ernest Hemingway: The Man and His W6rk,
edited by John K. M. McCaffery,Pp.

,The Short Stofies of Ernest Hemingway.
2..

Copies of the profile papers chosen for
De fense Day..

Procedure

and (2) Philip Young's "The Man and His
Legend" in Ernest Hemingway: A. Recoil=
sideration, pp. 147-52, 170-71,

1.

Days 59-62 give students time to -read the
book or story. of their' choice and the instructor time to correct the profile papers.

2.

On Day 62, hand out the profile papers to be
used during Defense Day. If you will require

DAYS 66-69: COMPLETING PAPER V'
AND LOOKING TOWARD PAPER VI

more than one Defense Day, deOde which
students will be resPonsible for, defenses on
each day.:Do not return the corrected pagers

Goals

until all defenses are complete.

1. Tp provide time to- complete the' Writing,
revision, and proofreading ot Paper V.

..

2. To introduce Paper VI.
DAYS 63-65: PARTICIPATING IN
DEFENSE DAY AND FOLLOW-UP
Goals
1.

To allow students to defend the position

2.

To Consider, autobiographical insights of

taken in the Hemingway Profile Paper.
major Hemingway critics.

Proceaure
.

Use Dayg 66-68 for in-class time- to write
and proofread Paper V, which is -due' on

Day 69.
2. Collect the papers of choice and, as`socin 'as
possible, choose those that will be used duringeDefense Day.
,

,

Days 66-69

3., Remin students that faper VI will focus on
a short work, one that appeared in an issue
of Lif magazine. Yet, The Old Man and the

Sea is a major work, one that was instrumental in Hemingway's winning the Nobel

Prize. Many students may haves already read
it or seen the film on television. It is an im-

mensely readable book, a popular ,short

novel that students will like. It is a fish story

and much more.

4.

63

Like all Hemingway nOvels, The Old Man
and the Sea has its origins in the author's
life, although it is not so autobiographical
as some. The story does come from Hemingway's life in Key West, from his love of
fishing and the sea, from his years in Cuba.
To suggest its early origins, read aloud Hemingway's April 1936 Esquire article "On the

Blue Water: A Gulf Stream Letter" (see
Appendix D).

k.

1
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HANDOUT 15
SUGGESTIONS FOR PAPER V: PAPER OF CHOICE
Books

The Torrents ofSpring (1926)
Carlos Baker sees this parody-satire as Hemingway's first public, an-.
nouncement that he was on his own. Expand on.this idea.
b. What are the hazards of parody such as this? Should Hemingway have
written this book?
2. -.Death in theAfternoon (19321
. -a.
Why was Hemingway so drawn to the bullfight?
b. Deal with this book in terms of Hemingway's concept of the Heroa
man of action and an artist.
3. Green Hills of Africa (1935)
_a. Expand on Hemingway's affection for Mark Twain's Huckleberry Finn.
b. Hemingway wrote in the introduction that he attempted to write "an
absolutely true book." What.is truth in this book?
4. To Have and Have Not (1937)
Consider Harry Mbrgan as an American with his roots in American values, a nineteenth-century Man destroyed in the twentieth.
b. Deat with the two parts of the title.
5 For Wkom the Bell Tolls (1940)
a. How does this novel differ from previous works?
b. What is the significance of Maria?
c. Deal with a symbol, e.g., Donne's sermon (Devotions XII), the bridge,
the airplanes.
6. Across the Riverand into the Trees (1950)
a Review the background of the title and explain its choice for this post1.

a.

World War II novel.
b. Analyze wind as symbol in.the novel.

7. A Moveable Feast (1964)
How does Hemingway treat hiS fellow w riters?

Deal with the title in terms of the total impact of the book..
8. Islands in the Stream (1970)
a. Consider the book in terms of Hemingway's suicide.
b.

b. This sea novel -was written during the same time as The Old Man and the'

Sea. Why didn'eliemingway release Ifth-eiirSo m e critics said that it
needs revision. Do you agree?
Stories
I. "The Undefeated" (1925)

Can this,story be seen as more than a bullfighting story? Does it ay
sorneIhing about the young and the old today?
b. The title seems to relate to the Code. How?
a.

Handout IS

2. "Fifty Grand" (1927)
One critic says that this story is a portrait of an individual, who exemplifies the theme of the "adjusted" man. What does that'mean?
b. This is a story of irony. What is the essential irony?
3. "The Gambler, the Nun, and the Radio" (1933).
a. HoW do all three pIrts of the title relate tb the theme of the story?
s
b. What is the:meaning of the setting; the hospital?
a.

4. "The.Snows of'Kilimanjaro" (1936)
<a,

Ex..pand on a symbol, e.g., the leopard, Harry's death by gangrene.

b. Why would Hemingway say that this story was "about as gOod as le"
of his writings? (See Carlos Baker, Hemingway: The Writer asiArtist,
p. 191.)
.

"The Short Happy Life of Francis Macomber" (1936)
Analyze why Macomber's wife shot him.
b. .Examine the title. What does the word "happy" mean?
a.

a

-

a
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HANDOUT 16
STUDENT MODEL FOR PATER V

ONE'S RESPONSIBILITY TO HUMANITY
'by Emily Buss.

"For what are we living?"

This is one of the most serious 'questions

that plagues our minds throughout our lives.

live 6 ser4e a god.
selfish wants.

alternative.

Many believe'we ought to

Others feel we should live merely 6.gratify our own

In For Whom the Bell Tolls, Ernest Hemingway picks a third
He writes that, each one of us must live io; the good of

every'human being.

His belief in an,individual's'responsibility to the

whole is eXpressed in the passage by John Donne, from which Hemin'gway took
his title.

No man is an Island, intire of it selfe; every man is
a peace 'of the Continent, a part of the maine; if a Clod
bee washed away by the Sea, Europe is the lesse, as well
as if a Promontorie wa-e, as well as if a Mannor of they
friens or of thine owne were; any mans,death dimintshes me,
becauie I am involved in Mankinde; And therefore never send
to know for whom the bell tolls; It tolls for thee.
Hemingway expresses this idea of one's responbibility to Mankind through
1

several of his characters, particularly,the central character, Robert
Jordan.

For Whom the Bell Tolls is the story of a4oung.kmerican professor,
)(oiaertJordan, who is a dynamiter for-the Reptablicans in the Spanish

Ctvil War.

Jordan.is assigned to blow up a bridge held by the Fascists

as a part of a RepublAcan offensive.

,For three days, he lives behind

enemy lines with the guerilla band which will help him destroy the bridge.
Hemingiray's entire novel takes place during these three days.

1

O

While in

Handout 16
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the,moUntains, Jordan falls in love with Maria, a young girl once held as
a Fascist prisoner.

In addition, Jordan must deal with the cowardice and

mutiny of Pablo, the fallen .leader Of the peasant band; the strongminded

and even bitter natute of Pilar, Pabfes wife; and the gradual crumbling
of his support for tile attack.

At.the end'of the story, Jordan success.

1

fully blows up the bridge.
Pablo,

Several of the guerilla band are killed, but

and Maria escape unharmed.

Robert Jorden,does not goAtit'h
/

them for his badly wounded leg

tually immobilizes'him.

uloments of life, despite his unb

rable pain, Jordan prepares, to shoot a

In his laex

.Y'

Fascist officer.. In the short time he spends'in the aountains, Jordan
4'

learns a great 'deal about life., "I wish there was some way,to pass on
what I've learned, thoUgh," he said.

"Christ, I was learning test there

at the end" (Hemingway, 1940, p.,467).

Hemingway first expresses hiS idea that every person is obligated,t0
a cause greater,than himself,through Jordan's thoughtW about his father .5
and.grandfather:

Jordan's grandfather was involved in a g'reat deal of

'warfare which required a vast'amount of courage.

Such courage, Jordan

4

.
.1

feels, could Only come from a concern for humanity rather than for oneself.

L4e his grandfather, Jordan is making great sacrifices and risking his
own.life for a cause he believes in:

the liberty of the SPanish people.

TdJordan,'such an act

His father, on the other hand, committed suicide.

seems cowardly aneselfish.
[Jordan] realized that if there was such a thing as 0
hereafter] both he and his grandfgther gould ba eCutely
embarrassed by the presende,of his father. Anyone has a
right to [commit suicide, ?le thought].
But ,it isn't
a aood thing to do.
I understand it; but I do not approve
of it,
You have to be awfulry occupied with yourself
to do a thing like that.
(HemingwaY, 1940, p. 338)
.

.

r

ko

.

A

As the time of his attack draws neat and his tehsioa liounts, Jotdan's
bitternes; towacds those 4.,hp avoid war because of selfish fears increases.
,

"

1
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Dufriti [a Republican military leader] was good and his
:
Shol him because he wanted them
own people shot4lim:
. Theycowardly swine.
(Hemingway, 1940, p.
to attack.
,

'

.

370)

'

.r.

'Robert Jordan feels a similar disgust towatd Pablo when Pablo runs
,

0

away from tHe camp the night before the bffensive.

4-

ghroughout the story

PablO shows a great dislike for Jordan and his mission, for he reakizes
the.destruction of the, bridge will force hisrgang,from,the security of
...
/..

4

,

,

.

,their mountain'home.

Already a cowd, 'Pablo 'loathes koliert'Jordan who

r

- brings great dallger 'to his sband.

AS the attack on'the bridie becoMes

'

immlnent, Pablo oerceives nhe virtual impossibility of4ordan's mission.
e

Inge-selfish attempt to protect,himself and ruin the mission he detests...
.1

Pablo sneaksfrom the camp with some of Jordan's:eofiipment.
.

This self-

centered,act throws. Jordan into a tage.

Muck the whole treachery ridden countr;: Muck their
[the Spanish legders'reiOtism apd,tHeir selfishness and
their egotism and'their conceit and they treashery.
(Hemlngway, 194Q4-.
God muck rolb. pablo is all of.theM.
',

pp. 369-370
-."

utiny, he returns.

The moinint.following Pablo's

Heg.gturpsbecause he,
r

'

e

1

too, is learning that esti' man à,es his life EierVice to mankind.

,

.realitas it is not enough to ion

,

pahlo

Ons seleishcde&iret:',Ld upen'hia

"7

,

'

f

return he confesses to Pilar, !:"Hayjng dóne'such-a thing, [deserting his
-;.

ferlow Menf there is a lonelineas t

t cannot,-be'borne (Hemingway,

;

1940, p. 390).

'Hemingway'.s belice, that each indi*uhl must,contribiite' to a larger
community is°.'reVealed,to a lesser extent by hthen cHaracters., 'Andres,

f

a member'of Pablo's .gang Whom lord4n sendb, with an'emergency message to

Rppubhcan 'headquarters, realizes .thsx all he poisesses only has worth if

,

.

it is giVen away.

Reflecting sadly on his life,J'Aridres AiscoVeis.he is

worthless to himself: .:,,,
,

,.*

o

'

o

-. .

o

Handout 16
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4

You have tour grenades in your pocket, but they are only .
good to phrow away. You have a carbine on your back but it
Is only good to give away bullets. You haye emessage to
give away. r .
Everything you have is to give.
(Hemingwa*.
.

,

mamma

,1940,

.

Like Robet Jordan-, Maria expressesta desire to forget her selfish inter:

ests and takl her place iathe group.

As the gang prepares to leave the

e

moUntains towards the end'of the novel, Maria refuses to take a safer
,

i

positton in the line of retreating horses as, Jordan'tells her.to.

"'Nay,'

-

.

ahe

tIdhixn.

.

'I go in the Ayder,that I am to go" (Hemingway, 1940,
1

.p.

458).

The best expresston of Hemingway,tobelief that onemust cast, aside
4

selfish ideas to serve mankind is found in the last pasea of Fotlithom the
Bell Tolls, when Robert Jordan realizes he is about,to die. ,JOrdanlr.s

'lefc alone With a badly-fraCtured femur: not far from the enemy which is
unable to advance becauSe of the destroyed bridge.

Fully aware thaf his

.

f

death is near, he thinks ;lot of himself, but-of the cause and the,people.
'64

,to whom,he has devoted his life.

s-I poidan) hate to leave (lifel very much and I hope
I have done some good in.it.
I Wee tried to with what
talentalikhad.
(Hemingway, 1940, p. 467)
In,his,last moments of life, he is still able to struggle for the freedom,
.

of the Spanish geople.

,

As'the enemy begins to detour:sround the useless

bridge, it'enters Jordan's iiring rarlie.
useful up ;ID the list minutes of His life.

some.way where you will

be

He want's above all things to be '

"You better,get fixed around'

useful instead,of leanins against this tree

like'a tramp,",he thinks. (466)

However; the pain caused by Jordan',s Xeg

wound la almost unbearable, and he ii continuouslptemptpdto kill himselfto escape his agony.

,

As his life drawa to-a close, Jordan iefuses to

.gratify his selfish Wants as Long as he is stifl able to...serve the
,

a

Spanish peopre.

'
1:
7
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Because
ir isn't [all rightto kill yourself].
If you wait and
there is something you can do yet.
hold [the enemy] evena little while or just get the
officer that may make all the difference. (Hemingway,
1940, p. 470)
.

.

.

It would be unfair not to mention that Hemingway later commitvd
suicide.

ihis suicide clearly does nOt coincide with the idea's he ex,

n considering this.point

pressed in his novel, For Whom 01111 Bell

one must'realize that Ernest NemingwayflProtabl

was aitempting tc; deacribe

in ideal human trait whith he wished to atEain, notia.trait that he believed

j

'he had already.attained.

Through the attitudes of his characters, Hemingway

reveals tlis Own ideas on hot: our lives should be lived*, InTor Whom the
Bell Tolls, he tells as to 1live for one another and'not for ourselves.

Bibliography
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Insti.uctor's Comments
4
1.

Strengths.

This paper is especially successful.in the Clear descrip-

aon,of plot and character, a major goal of thefissignment since mlnY
students may.not have read the novel.

Her logical focus on Robert
0

Jordein, her organization oflhe,supporting characters, her use of?
'concre.te detail--all those document her title AndherlOsiiion..
2.

Weaknesses.
alone.

The concZuaion raises issues that might beet Iv left

While Hemingwayta suicide is an interesting aside, the writer

might! 'have been morf succeasful in keeping, her redder on.target by

either referring to matdial read'earliiir by the scminar or by
restatement.

0

to.

'PAPER IV: THE OLD MAN AND
THE SE
,
.

DAYS 70-79
4

DAYS 70-71: REXDING THE OLD MAN*
AND THE SEA'
Goal

To provide dass time to read The Old Man and
the
Sea (1952).
,

Additional Suggestion

°

If the budget allows, order the 195'8 Warner
Brothers proiluction of The Old Man and the
Sea starring Spencer Tracy, as Santiago. The
film is especially interesting since Hemingway

watched the filmmaking and later called it a
wastepf time.

Materials

Copies of 'the Old Man ahd the Sea -or Three

Novels The Sun Also Rises, A Farewell to
Arms, The Old Man and the Sea.

Goal -

Assignment.
.

Ask students to note on the Schedule the DUE
date of Paper VI, DaY 79.

1.. Texts of the Nobel Prize Citation and Notiel

Prize Speech (included at the end of the

Be.gin by eeviewing briefly the earlier discus-

sion of the gsquire article "On the Blue
.
Water."
Remind students that The Old Man and ,the

Sea, first published in Life magazine, won'

the 1953 Pulitzer Prize and 'Was instrumental
in Hemingway's winning the 1954 Nobel
Prize. More will be said about this on Day 72.
3.

J

-To provide background information on Hemingway's Winning of the Nobel and 'Pulitzer Prizekr"
'0
Materials,

Pro cedu re
1.

'. DAY 72: DISCUSSING HEMINGWAY AND
c__THE NOBEL AND PULITZER PRIZES,

outline for Day 7-2)."
4
2. 'You may wish to use two*referenCes: (a) W..
J. Stuckey's The Pulitz'er Prize Novels, pp.
165-70; (b) American Winners of the Nobel
Literary Prize, edited by Warren G. French V
and Walter E. Kidd, specifically the chapter

"Ernest Hemingway"' 'by Ken Moritz, pp.
L58-92. ;

Ask students* to note the dedication: "To
Charlie Scribner and to Max Perkins." Scribner. of course, was Hemingway's longtime
friend and publisher. Maxwell Perkins was
Hemingway's Scribner editor. and friend,"one

Procedure'
.1.

the River and into the Trees, Hemingway
wrote The Old Man .and the Sea, which restored his reputation. The 1952 novel had
been brewing Sol= a long.,,time. (Here you

of the most ramous editors in American
ially noted for his
literature, he was
woik with Thom

After the criticisni of his 1950 novel Across

Wolfe.'

4. Mok students will be able to complete the

might wish to read chapter 4, "The Boy and'
the Sea," in Hemingway and Jake by Wrnon

novel during these two days.'

ee'")

;

4
4

71'

4
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awards established in the 1895 will of
Swedish industrialist Alfred Nobel, the

"Jake" Klimo and Will Ours ler, pp 035-38.)
The noyel won Hemingway the 1953 Pulitzer
Pnze and was -instrumental in his being
chosen in 1954 as the sikth American writer
ever to win the Nobel Prize.;
2. At this point, review the two prizes.
a. The Pulitzer Prize. When Joseph Pulitzer
died in 1911, he left a fortune of nearly

inventor of dynamite. The prize "to,
the person who .shall have produced in

the field of Literatige the most distifi0

S19 million amassed Through his development of sensational journalism;'oWner of
the St. Louis Post-Di.9patch and the New
York World, he nevertheless felt his work

(from the accrued interest of Nobel's
original gift), a gold medal, and a diploma bearing the winner's name 'and field
of achievement. Like the-Pulitzer Board,
the Nobel judges may 'decide not to give
an award for a particular year.

to have inlegrity. So, in 1903- he convinced Columbia. University to enhance
the field of journalism by establishing a

,school of journalism-and he gave $'l
million for -the projecOpen, he was .

,The firs\ awards were given in 194,
but no American .,..writer received one
until 1930. Hemingway became the sixth
winner on the American list, which has
since increased to nine: Sinclair -Lewis,
1930; Eilgene O'Neill, 1936;13eart Buck,
F938; T. S. Eliot (then a British citizen),
1948; William Faulkner; 1949; Heminga
way, 1954; John Steinbeck, 1962; Saul
Bellow, 1976; Isaac Bashevis Singer,

persuaded to use half ofsnother milljondollar 'gift for, his et project: annual

cash prizes for journalism and' letters.
-Thus the pulitzer Prizps were established.
An advisory- board was pated in charge

"

of the S1000 prizes, including the cate-

gory of the best novel: "Annually, for
the American novel Published turing the
yea! which shajJ best present the wholeL

some atmosp ere of American life and
the highest andard of American manner$ and mnhood, $1000" (Stuckey,
The Pulitzer Prize Novels, p. 6). The
.

,

1978.
3. Present the texts of the.Nobel Prjze Citation

and No,Del Prize Speech (see below). Play
a

'n the Caedmon recOrd/tape, Ernest Hem-

prizes for novels began in 1917.
Through the years,-the7advisory board

in

ay .Reading, that includes Hemingway

wrestled with the. problern of the standards.for choosing a winner, especially

Background stories on Hemingway's Nobel
Prize may have been covered ,duringAnec;
dote Day;.nevertheless, review is adilis;ble.
See 'Carlos Baker's einest Hemingway:" A
Life Story, "The Bounty of. Sweden," pp.
525-29. Hemingivdy was tillable- to make
the trip to Stockholm for the award largely
because the fifty-five:year-old author was on
the mend from an airplane crash in Uganda.
He'had suffered a ruptured kidn,ey, dcracked
sktillim two cottipressed and one tracked

reading his Nobel Address.

the problem of "wholesome" since many

famous novels, such as The Sun Also'
Rises, challenged American life. The

wording wds changed aiid ,expanded,
though the concern for "moral" standards led to rejection of Hemingway's
,early novels. physical love outside .marnage .41 A Farewell to Aims disturbed
the judges; the rather explicit sex Of Fdr
Whom the Bell Tolls was-distasteful to

vertebra, and serichis burns.

the honorary chairman of the advisory
board, though the other meinbers voted

5. It is interesting `to discuss awards at this

point, since...many writers both want them,
and rear them. Fame, recognition, siidden
popularity can be time-consuming, -distract-

for the novel. But 1,11 1953 The Old Man

and the Sea was found to be'sufficiently

ing from one's work, the kiss of death:

WholesomeTo pass the test.
b.

'guished work of an idealistic tendency"
(French and Kidd,.eds., American Winners of the ,Nobel Literary Prize, p.'6) is
directed by the Nobel Foundation; the
annbal award includesea large cash gift

The Nobel Prige. The Nobel Prize for
Literature was one of five international

Writers like John Steinbeck,believed_that
little good ehaterial was written by Nobel

.

`..? '1

'

Days 73-76

Members oethe Swedish Academy, Ladies and Gen-.
'tlemen Having 'no 'facility for speechmaking nbr any
dominatign of rhetoric, I wish to thank -the adminis-

after they received their awards.
Some writers were even driven to suicide
winners

aiter winning the Pulitzer (see Leggett, Ross
and Torn: Two American Tragedies). The period might conclude with a discussion:

trators Of the generosity of Alfred Nobel for this
prize. No writer who knows the &I-eat writers who did

not receiye the -prize ,can accept it pthl than with

Wh; does a writer write? 'Why 'did_ Hemingway write?

humility. There is no need to list these writers, Every,

'one here may ,make his .own lisaccotding to his
Idowledge and his conscience. It woup be impossible
for me to ask the Ambassador of my-cauntry to read
a speech in which a writer said-all of the things which
are in his heart. Things may not be, immediately di.s.
cernible in what a man writes, and in this sometimes

'

Nobel Prize Citation

Hemingway's Nobel titation reads as follows:
FOr his powerful, style-forming mastery of the tut of
modern narration, as m.ost recently evinced in The

ortunate, but eventually they are quite cleat
these anS the degree of alchemy that _he
possesses he will endure or be forgotten. yriting, at
its best, is a. lonely life. Organizations for writers
palliate the writer's loneliness but I doubt if they
he, i
and

Old Man and the Steer

Swedish Academy

At the December 10 ceremony, knders Oester-,
ling, permanent secretary of the Swedish Academy.'expanded upon thp citation:

..

improve his writing. He grows in public stature as he
sheds his loneliness and often his work detehorates.
. For he does his work alone and ilhe is a good writer

..

so
Remingway's earlier writings display brutal, cynical
and callous signs.which may be considered at variance
with the Nobel Prize requirements for a work of ideal
.

he must fa'eternityor the lack ofil, each day. lor

.

a true writer each book shout(' be a new beginning
where he tries again for something that is beyond
attainment. He should always try foc something that
has never been plone,or .that others have. tried and
failtd. Then sonletimes,, with great luck, he will succeed. How simple the writing of literature Tat be

tendencies But.on the other hand,,he also possesses.a .
he ic pathos which forms the basic element of his
aw enes$ of life, a manly love 9f danger and adven.

ture, with a natural admiration of every individual.
who fights the good fighi in a world-of reality overshadowed by violence and death. . . [The central
thetre of courage can:4)e seen id the bearing c4 one
who is put to the tes4 and whnsteels himself to meet
the cold cruelty of existenoe without by so doing repudiating the great and generous moments.... [Heals]
one of the great wnters of our time, one otrthose who,

if it were only necessary to write in another way what
has been Ikell written. It is because we have had such
great writers in the past that a writer is driven far out

.

1-

.
.

past where he canto, out to where no one can help
him. I have spoken too long for a writer. A writer
should write what he has to say and not speak it:
Again I thank you. [Horst Frenz,. ed., Nobel Lectures:
Eiterature, 1901-1967, pp. 501-02.1

honestly and undauntedly, reproduces the genuine fea-d
tures of the hard countenance of the age... . [French'
and Kidd, eds., American Winners, pp. 158-59.1
r DAYS 73-76: CHOOSING A TOPIC FOR
+1...

PAPER VI AND PARTICIPATING IN
DEFENSE DAY AND FOLLOW-UP

The Nobel Priz.e Speech
In

73

1954 Ernest Hemingway was awarded the

Nobel Prize l'or Literature, an award that carried
a $35,000 check, a*gold medal (which he later
presented to Ahe Virgin of Care, Cuba's nation, al saint, and kept, in the shrine of Our Lady at

^ Santiago deCuba), and the opportunity to make
4a speech in Stockholm. Since he felt that giving
the spech woitld intprrupt pis work, invade his
privacy, and produce distasteful publicityand
because he was still recuperatg from hisAfrican airplane crasheshe sent along a speech with

the Am rican AMbassador to Sweden, John,-

. Cabot,
behalf:'

to accepted the'Vize on Hemirtgway's

Goals

1. To suggest topics for Paper VI.
.

2.

To complete the Defpnse Day and follo2w-up
discussion of the Papers of Choice,'
V

I

'Maiirials

4k

I. Handout 17: Suggestions fop,Paper VI.
vr.
2. Handout 18: Student Moder.for Paper.
3. Copies of papers for Defehie Day on Paper

v.
4. 'Corrected papers to distribute at the end of
Defense Day.

4,
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Procedure
1

Distribute Handout i1 on Day 73 and discuss positions for papers on The Old Man,
and the. Sea. Handout 18 may also be discussed at this time.

2.

Distribute the papers tO be considered on
Defense Day on Day 74. The day may be
given over to studying these:Papers or to'
beginning the drafts of Paper VI.

3.

Defence Day is.held on Day 75, following
the prpcedure outlined in tile introduction.

Return all corrected papers at the end of

4

.4.

the hour.
For the f011ow-up discussion on Dar 76, you
may., use the papers of, other students,' the
Studcnt Model (Handout 18), or the dismission of a critic such as Richard Hovey's essay

The Snows of Kilimanjaro: The Triumph
of Death,' in Hemingwqy: The Inward1
Terrain, pp. 127-3 I.
44'

On Day 79, collect the papers. As soon as
possibleselect anereproduce the papers to
be used in the final Defense bay discussions.
3. Orient students to the final paper by suggest-

ing that it offers a number of,alternatives:

a. If time allows, you 'may wish to assign 1
two papers-a serious sunimation of
Ernest HemingwaY and his work and a

parody assignment.
b. If tinie is short and spirits weai-y, you

m4y wish to be more ,flexible. Students
may elect to write either a s ous or a
humorous paper. Even-the length i
beshortened to three_pages.
c. Another possibility that has worked Very
well: 'agree tO give, a grade of A to any

fbal paper that is read aloud to the semi-'
bar. These.s prgsentatiops may take two
or three days, but they release final tensions. Thete isthen, no D,éfense Day foi
Paper VII; instead, there,is a chance for - `.

creativity and an opportunity to summarkze. In addition, everyone is justifiably
rev,carded for having cooperated"througlr

DAYS 77-79: COMPLETING PAKR VI ANI;
LOOKING TOWARD THE FINAL PAPER.

out the course. Note: still require that
Paper VILbe
4. Refer to Handout 3: The Hemingway Chro-

Goals

rrology for .a last time, noting Hemingway's
Oath and the posthumous Publications..You

.1. Tg provide time t complete Paper VI.
2.

To orient students to the final paper.

Procedure
1.

Days 77 and 78 should be given over to .

may also wish to refer to Hemingway's
funeral. An interesting account is folind
in. Leicester Hemingway, My Brother,
p.p. 11-13.

writing and proofreading Paper VI.

4.

4

ea'

a

0

'

0
,

o

Haddotut 17
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HANDOUT 17
SUGGESTIONS FOR PAPER VI: THE OLD ijiAN AND THE SEA (1952)
I

.

2.
3

4.
5.

6.
7.

Why was this novel so important in Hemingway's winning the Nobel Prize?'
Is the Old Man just an old man or does he represent something else? Try to
,
dene-him as a symbol.
-

What is the function of the boy Manolin?
Some ste this novel as a parable. Reviey thepeaning Of "parable" and try
to define your posittsrp in this way. .
..
Take a key line. sucli as the last one in 'the book, and try to mold your
position around that line.
",
.
Joe biMaggio is mentioned in thenovel more than once. Could this lead to
a position?
This novel also won the Pulitzer Prize. Do sOrne research on the prize and
the historical period.
Why 4o you think the bools wOn the award during the.
.
Cold War?

J

I

.

8. tontrast or compare this novel with another story, such as "The Big TwoHearted River". or the ..squire atticle "On the Blue Water::
9. Expldin how this later work is an extension.of earlier Nick Adams stories,

.
,

such as "The Big Two-Hearled Rier."
Is Santiago a Code Hero? Can he be contrasted with another'Hemingway
..
character?
11. "Does this novel suggest a religious comparison? Is it a Christian, tory?
12. Can this novel be seen in terms of biography, Of An aging and wounded
'
author beset by adversity, by critics?
.
.
13. One critic saidthal the book is7elated to the "American Dream." Can you
accept this? What dOes this,mean?
.
.
0
14. Examine the stylé. DoFs it relate to the theme?
15:= Consider the ending. Is this story tragic or basically triumphant?
10.

i

P.

.
ofk,

7

1

3.).

4.
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HANDOUT 18
STUDENT MODL FOR PAPER VI

DETERMINATION AND FAITH
by Anne Nusser

In Ernest Hemingway's 1952 novel, The Old Man and the Sea, self-

determination and'faith were the two forces which drove the old fieerman .
Santiago to be an achiever.

He was an achiever in the sense that his

goals were personal rather than materialistic.

His success wat in believ-

ing in himself and having the strength to hold up his head and be proud of
himseif even when society labeled him as a "failure" and "defeated."

This

strong bellef was one which he carried with him and used toshelp him
survive.

_Hemingwayjirst suggests this belief in self*.determination in his
description of Santiago.

He described tile Old man as having skin which

.was blotche4 frbm many years of fishing in the sul:

creased-Acars fro6handking heavy fish'on the cords.
scars were fresh.

,

"His hands had deeptut mine of these

They were as old as erosions in a fishless désert."

This description reveals a man who had lived a hard life.

The scars

showed the many hardships that he had gone through and that he had been
able to survive these hard times.
4

The words'"fishless desert" emphasized

the fact that Santiago had been labeled a "failure" by'other fishermen.
Even though hip body appeared defeated, his spirit was not.
eyes which phpwed his inner self.

It was his

They were "cheerful and undefeated."

This was the true spirit by which the old man lived.

C

0

1

I

41

. -

Handout .18

2

Santiago was an old fisherman who had.an unlucky,streak in fishing.
.It hod been eighty-fray 'days s'ince he had his last Zatch.

Everyone in

the Village except the boy Manolin believed get he was an unlucky .person;
they thoughe of hiM as an outcast.
never defeatedc

Despite this public opinion, he was

He believed that he would.catch fish again.

This is

statdd early ib the bbok when he and Manolin were,talking about the,lack
of faith that. Manolin"s father had in the old man,
-

/

"He hasn'temuch faith."'
the ord man said:

Haven't we?"

"But we.have.

This reaffirmatiorCof faith only showed this man's determination.

He

would wait any length of t:imk tq again'catsch fish.

It was when Santiago was struggling`with the marlin that he again
showed his determinatiiin and courage.

While fighting, he encountered

several problems which wo.uld have Oefeated must fishermen, but he held

strong.so that he could remain victOrious.

After the fish had "dragged

him out'to sea, his liack, which was anchoring the lines,

0

sore.

became stiff"and

To try and counteract this feeling; SAntiagb ialked himself into

feeling cOmfortable.

He wanted to.catcl this fish, and he was not Willing

to let his body be a factor against him.

After his back pains, his right hand became cut by the line when the
fish, lurched forward.

He was not happy that his, hand was hurt so.early

AL

in the strqggle.

However, he did not let it bother him because'he did not
Me

A short time

want to give the marlin any clues that'be had been injured.
later, his left hand bepame cramped.
open, but it would :lot relax.

sun's warmth heal it.

He tried to massage it to get it to

He decideCto leave it alone and let the

S'aCtiago knew that this hand had been through much

abuse and that was why it had become cramped.
he needed ip 1n an emergency he could open it:
w flatevet it c sts. u

He also felt sure that if

"I will open ie,cost

With two injured hands many men would have given up. '

j
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But with all of the old man's determination, he knew that he could count
on his inner strength to help him heal his hands if they were needed in
a crisis.

Struggling with the fish caUsed Santiago ;O become fatigued.

He

.

knew he had to sleep, but through the art of positive thinking he'convinced
his body that it was not necessary.

He received his strength from thoughts. ,

The first was about his hero, Joe DiMaggio.

He knew that in baseball thig

man had both youth and strength on his side.

That is what Santiago needed

now, and he drew those two. strengths into his body by thinking about them.,

The other thought was of his youth.

He had arm-wrestled a Black man for

one day, and jinally he drew up all his str'ength and smashed his oppotient's_.
arm to the table.

He enjoyed

For this he received the title "El Champéon."

this feeling; he wanted to be triumphant again.

the title again if he caught thikfish.

He knew that he cpuld have

This.gave him more incentiCie to

Finally,

The relief he rLeiveewas only temporary.

battle his fatigue.

it came to the point where he knew that he must sleep a 1ittLe. -Hewent'
to sleep and dreamt abdut,the qualities that he would need.to beat the
fish.

He dreamt of stren$th, youth, and happiness.

Through these dreams,

.

cabl to
he wasej

fill his psychological regervoir Which had been emptied.
a
I

When he awoke, he igain was ready to fight the fish,.

-

-

The marlin finally tired, and Santiago was able to kill him.

The

A

Struggle consisted of gains and losses on both sides. liowever, it was the'
old Ran who-was triuMphant over the fish.
return trip home.

Santiago now was faced with tha

Even though he had just,overcOme onb struggle., he knew

there would bq others.

This nexehattle was with'the sharks.

At first,

just a-few came and he was able to kill ,thei, but he knew that sOon they
would come in packs.

The sharks would try tor, defeat him.

said, "I am still an old man.

But I anCnot unarmed."

To this he'

With incredible

4

c.

'Handout18
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The sharks', however,,

determination, Santiago fought the* sharks all night.
viere the victors.

And

Whoa he arrived=on shdre,at last, he went to his shack to sleep.

Then he and ?lanolin discussed what

when he 6okef he saw the boy Manolin.
had happened.

.

he.said. ,"Th4 truly beaiaeA
Not che f ish."
"He' didn' e beatf you.
Truly..., It ewes afterwards."
t'No.
':They beat ie,

,,.

i_

ffiat, he realited that hehad

l defeAted

Altirugh Santiago seemed to

,

.

wen two victoriia.
himself. .

-

The first was ovet-Laa'qth: And the ather was for4,

He, knew that he had foughii,11 fo`wirr the 'fish, and he proved
-;

to himself, that he Skill had the4trieltibh tb do it.
:-

courage to try again.,

'This gave hito new .

4

fkg was' so Aadraiineci that he- apd kartolin began to
.

make plans to fiskagaia.whew:the old 'man had rioted:
',("

,

Sailtiago had ;Ieny ',thinga going againit him from the stait-. ' He waW

'otd, his body was *ot that 'strong anTmore,' and few people had faitiin him!
,tY

-

,

Although'he did not hay., the "phySical.,at'tributea to pro4e tc; the village
.

that he was ,nmt a failute,,, he Md his self-determinat4ton ind faith to prove
*.

to, the people that le wad ;lot defeated.
survive.

Th-ls belief in himself helped' him
.

Eventually; it helped 'him prove to the village that he ,ilas
.0

successful.

,
t
Instructor' k Comments
41,
,

;1 :§trengthe.

This paper reveai., a, strong- qutline, k0.6 observatiolt to

. ft,

develop each paragraph, and a, lellguage which matches!the personality
e

-

convinCingly toward sits logical

and emotion oA; kansiago?

conclusion.

It is'a Sound
position sincegt' Wines the triumphant
Pe

quality of the 41ovel.: Her use of .repet itions, Kay worde,, compound

"'"

'T
A

v
, p.

s.

^

-

,

.
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sentences with semicolons to tighen the line are all interesting
,

aspects in terms oi the writing goal for Paper,VI--to try new writing
lechniques.
2. ,Weaknesses

There is sotatt trouble with-P osition words--"determinat,ion,"

"self-determination," "faith," "courage."

Perhaps a sharper title

could have come from HemingwaY's own words in the novel.

Then, too,

even more use of direct quotation would strengthen the position Of the
~

paper and retlect the Eone of the novel.

oat

1

PAPER VII: THESUMMING UP
DAYS 80-90,

papers in class or ;continue to, work on
Paper VII.

DAYS 80-82: BEGINNING THE FINAL PAPER

'VD PREPARING FOR DEFENSEtDAy

,

4. To help students select a topic flor Paper VII.
'2. To provjde in-class time to begin writing the
finarpaper.
To prepare for Defense Day.
3

DAYS 83-84: PARTICIPATING IN
'DEFENSE DAY AND FOLLOW-UP
Goal

To cOmplete the Defense Pray and follow-up
discussion.

Materials
1.

Handout 19: Suggestions for Paper VII,

Extra copies of the ' final position papers for

Summing UR.

.

Milerials

2., Handout 20: Suggestions' for Paper, VII,

studfnts who have forgotten them.

Parody.
*,

3.

Handouts 21 and 22: Student Models for

Procedure

Paper VII.
4.

Copies of Paper VI (The Old Man. and the
Sea) tobe used on Day 82, Defense Day:

AssignMent

4.

established

procedures

for

,discussing other 'papers, the student rmodels,
.Or the,insights of a well-known -etitic such as

Carlos Baker in "The Boy and the,,Lions,"

VII on the Schedule.

1.

the

Deferfse DaY, Return all papers-at the end
of the period on Day 83.
2. The final follow-up (Day 84) can be spent

Ask students to insert the 'DUE date for Paper
Procedure

Follow

20th Century Interpretationsof "The Old
.Man and the Sea," edited by Katherine T.

,

Jobes, pp. 27-33.

Define the writing asSignment, using Hand-

outs 19 and 20 as a point of departure. -DAYS 85-87: COMPLETING THE FINAL
Encourage students to review materials in

the class library and to re-read their,previous

'papers in preparation for PaperVII. If time
allows, you may wish to assign both a sum-

Goals

.mation paper and a humorous paper.

1.

The model pipers may be distributed and
dNcussed on Day 80 or 81. The remainder
of the -time should be given over to in-class
Hand ou.t on Day 82 copies of the papers to
be

\

To provide, in-class time to complete Paper.
VII.

2.. To encourage students 'to share their final
paper wi,th the class and to respork+to 'the
papers of fellow students.

writing.
3.

PAPER AND SHARING IT IN CLASS

defended. Students may study 'these

3. To 'offer

a

Hemingway.

**

,

fiiai scholarly evaluatiOn pf
'

81

1.

*.

,

_

Hemingway Semink_

82

er vil

by William W. Watt and Robert Bradfofd,
*pp. 215-218 '(Ne* York: Harper and Row,

Procedure

I. Day 85 should be giVen over to the completion of Paper VII.
2. Days 86-87.can be set aside for all students
to read aloud their final papers. It you elect
to cut off the final pressure by granting a

uniform grade of A on Paper VII, the experience will be even more enjoyable, and
more students may 'elect a humorous approach. Although these readings do not,
constitute a Defense Day, the class shoulct
attempt to respond to each Paperand so
should the,instractor. ;

.

1966).

.

Procedure

enjoy hearing eititer or both of
The class
the parodies listed above (Day 88).
2. On Day 89 you may wish to ask seminar
1

members to giVe their final imprasions of
the course, what they feel they have learned;
or,the class may elect 'to have a kind of fun
day, such as a Twenty-Questions Day or a
Charades Day based on. Hemingway plots

Additional Suggestion

and .characters. One of my seminars even
planned a Hemingway partY, and each student dressed as a character from one of the

You may wish to re'ad a final critical evaluation

stories or novels. Some instructors may wish
to use this day'for a final examination.

of Ernest Hemingway. Sqgestions: "The Art
of Evasion" lay Leon Edel (pp. 169-71) or
"Heiningway: A. Defense" by Philip Young (pp.
171-73) in Hemingway: A Collection of Critical
Essays, edited bY Robert P. Weeks. ,

DAY 99: EVALUATING THE SEMINAR
GOals

1: To encourage students to evaluate the
seminar.

DAYS 88-89: ENDING THE SEMINAR
WITH A SMILE
.

2. To share your own evaluation of the course
with students.

CY.oals

Materials

.t`To'share "take-pffs" on Hemingway.
2. To end t seminafin high spirits.

handout: Seminar Evaluation (see Appendix E).

Materials

Procedure

1.

"For Whciiir the Gong Sounds" b'y Cornelia

Qtis Skinzir in American Literature

in

arody, editkd by R.P. Falk, pp. 241-44.
2. "the Kilimanjaro Device," by Ray Bradbury
I Sing the Bpdy Electric, lip. 3-=14.
3. "Across the treet an4 inTO the Grill" by
4.

E. B. White in *.4n E. B. White Reader, edited
-

4

1.

Without comment, ask the students to complete 'the evaluation anonymously. Collect

the evaluations.
2. You may wish to offer some fine summary

'comments and personal reactions to the
course. Comments on grades may be in
order.

Handout 49

.

HANDOUT 19
SUGGESTIONS FOR PAPER VII: SUMMING UP
9

.

.

83

I

1

I

1

Did Hemingway deserve the Nobel Prize?
2. Were his works consistent in theme, in character, in style? Does his writing
have a Code? Characterize Ernest Hemingway's world.
3. ilow did Hemingway treat nature?
4. Was Hemingway an American writer, even though most of his works are not
set in America?
5. How does Hemingway treat women in his writing?
1..

dir

7

Is he a clas c writer, one that is not bound to topical material, one that will
survive in he next hundred years?
7. Which work was your favorite?
9,
8. De lop a theory about Hemingway's style. What was his basic style?
9. W 1 rnest Hemingway was obviously not religious in the conventional
m aning of the word (attending church, an active church member), was he

\

6.

---

A

,

" ligious"?
10.
11.

12.

,

as Hemingway a poetic novelist?.
onsider his titles. Can you develop a theory aboul his choices? .
ome critics feel that Hemingway has little, if anything, to sayfew ideas.

I Do you agree?
Examine his Nobel Acceptance Speech. Can this lead to a position?
Hemingway have a "death wish"?
lit Did Ernest
,
.."
What is the meaning of "love" in his writings?
13

_
,

,

e
o
f
.,_

r
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,

i
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HANDOUT 20
SUGGESTIONS FORtPAPER VII: PARODY

If

Try a parody of a work by Hemingway.. Take a short story or passage from
a novel and distort the famous Hemingway style.
2. Try a parody of Hemingway by taking a simple plot and writing it in the
famous Hemingway style. For example, take a children's story such as
"Little Red Riding Hood,"
3. Write a "recently discovered" work of Ernest Hemingway.
4. Write an imasinary in terviewtviith Heiningway.
5. Dev'elop a series'of letters betWeen Hemingway and a member of this class,
6. Write a newspaper article about a prof.essor who has found an astonishing
piece of information that reveals a new side of Hemingway (for example, he
Nally hated to fish).
7. Develop an overblown Hollywood film (much like the film version of "The
Killers") About a Nick Adams story, inclading a cast of contemporary
actors from film or TV.
8. Write the first draft of Hemingway's Ncibel Prize address which he 'threw
away because Mary didn't like it.
9. Write a personal pssay on the agonies this class gxPerienced while studying
Ernest Hemingway.
10. Write a personal essay on "Ten Steps to the Understanding ad Enjoyment
of Ernest Hemingway"-:*ind of Robert Benchley approach.
1.

.

.

s

4.,

Handout21
,

HANDOUT 24
STIUDENT MODEL FOR PAPER VII: SUMMING UP

HEMINGWAY:

A SENSITIVITY TO LIFE
by Greg. Pope
`a.

Ernest Hemingway was known as a tough, masculine, crisp, objective
writer.

He.was all of these, yet he was more.

Hemingway was a writer of

He was deeply moved by the things he saw in life, more

great sensitiv.fty.

so than most people.

Life tluched his sensitive mind, and he, in turn,

portrayed what he felt.
t

Considering his background, one is not surprised that Hemingway had

St

,a sensitive mind.

His Mother, Grace, was a highly cultured wQman who

early taught him to 'appreciate the fine arts:

She wanted her children to enjoy life. To her this meant
above all an awareness of the arts. Sbe saw from the first
that they all had music lessops. As soon as they were old
enough, she bought them tickets for symphony concerts,
operatic performanceb, and the better p1Sys that came to
Chicago,and they were encouraged quite early to acquaidt
themselves with the paintings and drawings at the Chicago
Her own deep-dyed belief in creativity made
Art Institute.
her long to develop the talents of her children 6 the high(Baker, 1969, p. 9)
est Possible 'level.

Ernest's fathtvalso cOntributed to his young son's Percept'ive awareness
Dr. Hemingway took his family on trips to sylvan northern

of the world.

Michigan where Erne'sCdeveloped a love for nature that is evident in his
writing.

His initiation into the darker side of life during this time

deeply affected him, a boy with ,a sensitive mind.

As Ernest grew/Iilko manhood, he became a writer with a crisp, fresh
style that conveyed the sense impressions of a sensitive mind;

his words,

as Ford Madox Ford exclaimed, "strike you, each one, as if they were

1
A

.

.
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pebbles fetched fresh from a brook" (Hemingway, 1953, p. xiv).

This was

7'

'a writer who perused the paintings of Cezanne.and.aaw in watercolor what

he was attempting to paint in words:
,

What were the things in life that-tquched his,delicate mind, that
this mind,put into words?.

.
."

First, a profound sensitivity to natures pervades Hemingw"ay's work.

His description of a noble, grand naure is Odving:

&a- passed Oibugh a,t6Wn and,stopped in front of the posada
Then we started
and the driver took on se,Aral packages.
on again, and outside the town the road commenced to mount.
We were going through farming country with rocky 1411s that
sloped down into the fields. The grain-fields went up the
Now as we went.higher there was a wind blowing
hillsides.
the grain. Therroad was white and dusty, and the dust rose
The road
under the wheels and hung in Ole air behind us.
climbed up into,tht hills and left tile rich grain-fields
below. Nov there weie only patches of grain on the bare
Up
hillsides and on each s'iarreof the watercourses.
y
there the country was quite barren and the hills were r
and hard-baked clay furrowed by the r4in: (Hemingway, 1926,
p. 105)
.

These lines from The'Sun Also Rises Make the eternal earth the hero of the
In another Hemingway novel, A Far'ewell to Arms, there is also

r novel.

beautiful description of nature and weather whicil form an important total
effect.

In virtually all his works, Hemingway describes,man.in terms of

nature, sometimes struggling violent'ly aiainst its powerful forces.

In

his last major work, The Old Man and the Sea, he writes cleariy of man and
Santiago and the Iciarlin are

natuye, together and yet ityc conflict.

"brothers," yet one must die. -The'beautiful description,is there:"
The clouds over the land now rose like mountains and the
coast was only a long green line;:ith the gray hlue hills
The water was a dark 16e now, so dirk that it
behind it.
was almost purple. As he looked down into it he saw tile
red sifting of the plankton in the dark water and the
nothing showed on the
strange light they made now
surface of the water but some patches of yellow, sunbleached Sargasso weed and the purple, formalized, iri&descent, gelatinods bladder of a Portuguese man-of-war
It turned on its aide
floating cnse besIde the boat.
.

u

.

.

4
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It floatedApheerfully as:a bubble
anp then righted itself.
with itsdlong deadly purple filaments tralling a yard behind
in the water. ,Piemingway, 1952, p. 35)
4

Of course, Hemingway was concerned with man as well as with nature.

Notabrprisingly, his sensitive mind saw and portrayed s4fering as a
There is physical suffering in

major component of the human condition.
his work.

The childbirth Pains of ihe woman in "Indian Camp" are an

example from his early work.

A Faiewell to Arms is dominated by the

suffering of med in war, of Frederic Henry'who receives a terrible leg
wound, of women like CaCherine Barkley who dies painfully in childbirth.
In The Old Man and the Sea, Santiago undergoes\physical torture, an agony
that Hemingway compares to a crucifixion.

Psychological suffering can be even more painful than physical suffering.

Hemingway's work is permeated with the suffering of mind as well as
4

body.

In "Indian Camp," the psyche of youpg, innocent Nick Adams is
The Sun Also Rises is a novel

shocked by the brutal events he witnesses.

Of penple wounded psychologically by World War I, people who leid hedonEspecially poignant is the

istic.lives to cover their cleep melancholia.

.suffering of Jake Barnes and Brett Ashley, who liVe lives dominated by
frustrated love.

Frederic Henry of A Faredell. to Arms is nearly crushed

by the strain of war and the death of Catherine; Santiago calls upon'all
hii mental strength to conquer the marlin.

Perhaps Hemingway's fictional world was do filledwith sufferin
because his own life was one of pain.

Ltterary biographer Philip Young

chronicles Erpest's wounds:

e\

7

L.

,

His skull was fractured at least once; he sustained at
he was in/three bad
least a dozen brain concussions
PI the African jungle he was.
automobile accidents .
in two airplane accidents in the space of two days, during
In
w ch time he suffered severe internal injuries.
w fare he was shot through nine parts of the body. . . .
..0
(Y ung, 1965, pp. 25-26).
.

.

4

.

.

.

.
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Hemingwpy saw man in an adiSerse world, replete-Kith suffering, one ift
.

which man could not win.

.
.

4

.

'.

r'

But through this world of agony, HemingwaY' dih find some redeeming
factors in.lift.

Man can be great in the vay he reacts to a world ef

*
suffering.

If a man has courage and endurance, then he/is noble and dig/-

The life of Jake Barnes tn The Sun Also Rises is a frustrated,

nified.

circular one, but helrefuses to wallow in self-pity.
.

Henry has virtually.everything he values taken a a
not crack.

Sjmilarlx, Frederic
from him, but he does

But it is in The Old Man and the SeaUth t Hemingway's view of
0

man's nobility is best'developed.

Santiago, in hi4 pursuit of the maclin

and hi4 defeat by the sharks, remains unbeaten, strong in a world Of
suffering.

He acts in accordance with his maxims:

"a man can'ht destroyed,
*

but not beatenli.and "a man is not made for defeat."

Santiago is the epitome

of man's,tragic hetoism.,

Ih 'addition, Hemingway's highly developed aesthetic sdnse saw man's

relationshipe with fellow'quman beings as beautiful and deldcate.

At

ermes during "Indian Camp" Dr. Adams is insensitive to his son Nick, but
at the end of the story, as Dr. Adams rows Nick across the Ql.ake, there

also.is a strong and truqing bond between father and sons

In The Sun

Also Rises, Jake Barnes and Bill Gorton enjoy a deer, personal relationship.

In\A'Farewell to Arms, Rinaldi and Henry,.Catherine'and Henry, share mutual
As of great warmth and love; these relationships are among the few positi it, aspects of life in the novel.

In The Old Man and the Sea, Santiago

and tile boy Manolin are two human beings veryclose to each other.

Yes,

\

the world is a tpugh plps.ce, but human love and interdependence soften the
bFow.

'Thus, Hemingway was a man and writer of refined and delicate sensibilities under a tough outer veneer.

He was shocked by the terrible

Aro

Ns

...."'"

.10
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(Perhaps it was so shocking to him

violence'and sufatering in the world.

that he viZs fascinated by 1st, "le fascination, with the abomination.")

Hfh senottive mind saw the beautiful and the noble in life as well as the
brutality and the agony.

as impressed by man's potential of courage in an adverse

nature,
,universe.

He was touChed by the beauty and dignity ot

He saw warm human relationships as desirabre.

Ernest Hemingway

was a sensitive man, who lived in the Twentieth Century rand portrayed life'
I

*

as4le saw it, uncompromisingly.
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Iniaructor's Comments

This summation paper is a lesson *in synthesis.

Appreciative, it weaves

1

biography, research, the common seminai, readings, sharp (if rather
lengthy) direct quotations, and personal reflection together.

rememberswords, themes, characters.

The writer

He reveals the total experience of

the course, his sensitivity to literature, to the man and writer Ernest
Hemingway.

His ttfie, his introduction, his paragraphs and prose and

punctuation, his conclusion are all gratifying results of the seminar.
T1,

'11

1
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HANDOUT 22
STUDENT MODEL FOR PAPER VII: PARODY

THE MIDDLE OP SOMETHING
(A Nick Adams story)
by Louise Milkman

.14) in Michigan Nick, his mother, and his father lied a cabin.

cabin was a lake.
the lake.

There was grass around

In the stream were fish.

There was also a stream.

fishvwere trout.
4

Across the lake were Indians.

By the

Some of the

The fact that some of the fish were trout is irrelevant,

but a reader may wonder what'kind of fish some of the fish were and not

.

.knowing would upset the reader and he would be upset And feel ignorant and

wonder what k) d of fish was-in the stream, the 3rfeam which he didn't
even know th e name of but which was, by the way, le Big Two-Kidneyed.

'River, 'and the reader would lose his self-respett and know Ow the world
breaks everyone and afterward many are strong in the broken places and'
So Nick was always Sery happy and

besides, man is not made'for4iefeat.
satisfied to,fish or do anything'well.

Ane morning, it was morning.

This was,the case one morning.

The sun rose.

This did no; surprise

Nick beCause the sun often behsvsd that way in the morning.
used to such things.

The three boys ate,breakfast.

,
breakfast in the morning as the sun rose.
sun would rise.

Nick was

They often ate

They sat there eating and the

This uSually occurred in the morning.

Except when Nick

had seen an Indian cut his throat the night betore and he couldn't eat.
There were three boys:
Bill.

Vick, his friend Bill, and his other friend,

All Nick's friends were named Bill except one who was named Wemedge.
.444

,Nick was eating oatmeal.

He ate'oame'al every morning as the sun rose

1

1 1.
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(which it often did in,the morning).

The oatmeal was in a bowl which had

oatmeal in it. 'It was good oatmeal.

Nick reflecetd on the various oat:.

meals he had had and he knew good oatmeal when he saw it.
There was oatmeal and

tkre

was oatmeal.

Or tasted it.

Nick knew that., Nick'had a

spoon with which he ate the oatmeal. He used this spoon every morning as
the sun rose.

He put the spoon_in the bawl.

It went in the ostmeal.

It

,

was obviously a.Code Spoon sinee it could maintain grace under oatmeal.
However, as Nick knew, this spoon could never compete with bullfightsrs.

He pictured the spoon fighting a buil.
laughed and laughed.

Did he laugb.

bull ring chasing a bull.

He laughed.

It Was funny.

What is funnier than a spoon in a

He shared his humor with Bill and Bill.

couldn't share it with Wemedge becase Wemedge wasThot there.
laughed.

So did Bill.

He

He

Bill

.

"That's one for the medical journal, George,': said Nick.
he began toAtp. hungry.

been so hungry.
it.

He could not remember a time when he had
.

,

He lifted the spoon out of the bowl which had oatmeal in

Keeping the oatmeal in the spoon, he drew the spoon towards his

mouth.

He kept the round part level'so he.would not drop the oatmeal.

This took deep concentration on Niek's part and he iweated into the oatmeal.
But Nick did not mind salty dg&eal.

Usinglall the muscle's o

his right

hand Nick carefully lifted the spoon which had oatmeal,in. it up to his
4mouth!*

Thus, he had transferred the oatmeal from the bowl to his mouth.

Nick wag very proud.

It reminded him dblack grasshoppers.

"Speaking of black grasshoppells," Nick said, "-.1...saw
today.

sloatowneoekroarh

Boy, was he brown."

"Yes, I know what you mean," Bill said, "I saw a cockroach and it was
so brown."

"There's nothing like brown coOroaches," said Bill.

l''G
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"Except black grasslloppers," Nick said.

Bill got angry.

He said,

You just don't appreciate true brownness when you see it."
"Oh, boy," Nick excraimed.

Every once in a while Nick felt Iike

eXclaiming, "Oh, bor." -,

Bill went on talking to Bill.'

oughta see those brown cockroaches.

"Bill," Bill said to Bill, "You

They're quite brown and when there

are a lot of them thdY look very brown."
if we are going to brag, I knocked a. whole bunch

Bill said, "Well,

of ants off a log intd" a fire'once."

"No," Bitl said,
."Oh," said Bill.

'

'that was Frederic Henry:'

Wemedge didn't comment.

He couldn'4 'beCause

wasn't.. there.

Nick wanted action.

Bifl

He threw'some sweaty oatmeál.at-13ill.

said,"I'll kill you."
But in the early morning, sitting there by his oatmeal with his
.

father in the next room, Nick felt quite sure he would never die.

1

Instructor's Comments

This student writer had fun and wants'to sharer with the'seminar.

After

.

r

six papers and a great deal of seminar interaction, sheiis ready foryarody.

Her eynd ear have caughlt the Hemingway style--the plots, the characters,
the repetitions; the length of line, the dialogue, the simple sentence
with few adlectives or adverbs.

By twisting a title and corning a few

plots and characteripas well as adding a da.sh of absurdity and a hetvy
Hemingway theme, she hss also completed the seminar.
t

Was her parody, buiL

1

out of criticism?

Was it a chante at last to attack and yet be praised ,for
:4161

her skill?

Or wtM it arlexercise in creative skill?

parody writer leaves those 4uestionq unanswere

a

Her success as a

1.

.
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APP:ESDIk A
A TELEPHONE ALL
- TO MARY HEM NGWAY

S

,

Tuesday, April 29, 1975, 8:30 a.m. C.S.T.
It wasp Big Day for the first period American,literature semihar at West High Scho'ol in Ickwa City,.Iowa.
Mary Hemingway had-agreed to a telephone interview
from her apartment in New York City.
What's so exciting about a ,telephone interview? Well,
let's go back a month, to early Marcht when my twelve
juniors and seniors had, already..written their papers 9n

the Nick Adams stories and The Sun Also Rises. Afpr
tvo students had completed/their; oral defenses of their
position pacers on the latter novel, Stoney:-a bright
eager juniorsaid, "I wonder what Ernest Heifihigway
,s was really like. I mean,fafter we, finish A Farewell to
Ahns,we have, to write a paper on bo th .the writer and
the man. The stuff I've been reading in CarlOs Baker's

the questions be specific." She noted her private phone

number and snigested the best time and days of the
week for an interview.
When I told the seminar about the good .news, a kind

of frenzy broke out. "I don't believe it. Gosh, now that
we can ,really dO,it, what are we going to askl" said
,
Stoney.
"It
was
.your
idea
in
the
first
place,"_said
Connie.
.;-.
i
"1"ve had better know something about Mrs. Herniii"gway," said Dan.
\
"We had better know something about Hemingway!"

shouted Jeremy, who had just written a paper bntitled
I

"Grace Under Pressure."
We laid the groundwork for the interview. We decided

to hold off the paper on A Farewell to Arrfisl,' we would
'go
intb biographical material about the N6bel Prize winbiography is good but ... " .
Connid nodded in agreement. 'Wouldn't it be ne,at if, n'er. With this study and the interviewAe next paper,on
the writer would ,be especially meaningful. So we built
we could talk to somebody that knew him?" she said.
up
a class library of Herningway biography, as well as
c I thought for a moment as the rest of the class said

something about taking an extended field trip to Oak
Park, Key ,West, Ketchumand Cuba, If Castro were
wink*.
Mel!, let's see ...1we have some money in the audiovisual budget for telephone calls," I said. 'Tye never
' tried that."
The class laughed. "Not that much money," said Dan.

Mait a minute I said. "I'm referring to the telephone kit Cmr school has' !based from Ma Bell. It's "a
twd-way thing where the Whole class can both talk and
listen. We havethe kit up in the AN Center.n

"Great!" shouted Dan. "Des call someone. But
who?"
"How About Mary Hemingway?" said Stoney. "YOS3
know, 'his wife.. The ldsf. One. She has all the rights to
his books and everything. Ernest used to call het, 'Miss f
Mary.' "

"Hey, Stoney, you have been reading ahead," said

articles by and about Mary Hernjngway. In fact, the
next day we studied a calosule biograp y on Mrs. Hemingway which appeared in our library issue of Curre4tt
It was sooh obv,ious that Mary Hemingway was more
than just the- wife of an author.'A noted World' War II
correspondent, she had met Ernest in London in 1944;
he had proposed to her in a week:Ten years after their
marriage and two years after the Nobel Prize, Ernest
himself described his tife's many talents:
,

.

.

So we did. Or rather, I told the class that I had better
write Mrs. HeMingway a letter to see if she would agree.
On second thought, the class began to expect the.worst.
Someone famous talking to a high school class in Iowa/

Indeed! But I wrote anyway, and iri less than a week,
Mary Hemingway sent back my letter in the self-addressed'

envelope. At the bottom, she wrote, "OK." But "may
,

,

.

.

,,,

,

Miss Mary is durable. 'She-1s also brave, charming,
witty, exciting, to lool$:at, kpleasure-to be wit and
a good wife. She is also,an excellent 'fisherman, i'fair
wing shot, a strong swenmer, a really good cook, a'
gdod judge of wine, an 0;ccq1lent gardener, an amateur astronomer, a student of art, political ecOnomy,
S. Swahili, French and ltalilri and can run a boat or a
household in §panish. Shi Can also sing well. .

Dan.

i

Biography.

.

.

Finally, each student plitInecil one question to ask
Mary Hemingway; we, also 'added some cdnsensus class

questions. And when We were finished, about a week
before' the interview, we mailed her our questions as
well as a reminder of tfieNme and dateespecially the
time since we were- on Central Standard Time.- My as,

,
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sessment of our .questions:..she wo4..need about six
hours to answer them. Maybe more. Yet we had a
half-hour of budgeted telephone time.
But we were.ready. To we thoughi..

"Hey,,Greg, don't forget that Mary iaid that picking

The day of the interview was a comedy of frenzy,
errors, and delight. eThviously untrained in the science
' of interview, we hooked up the telephone kit in the
office conference room. Nervouswe called one student's home three times to make sure the phone was
working. About the only intelligent planning was A
last-minute discussion ot whether we should tape thet

,

the 1920s. And she loyed the way Ernest had dealt with
of. Spainand the bullfights

the beautiful scenery
in Pamplona."--

interview. Somebody, screamed something-about Watergate. Another Said he had checked with the A-V direct&
who said we mould need,a beeper as well as writtentpermission from Mrs. Hemingway. So no tape recording.

In tesieration, wanting to have some record, some
eicpert note:taking, we asked a school secretary to take
shorthand notes. Later, we discovered that she had been
so flustered by the obvious excitem'ent and tension in
the conference room that she did not get one sentence
on paper!
Aside from this, the interview went perfectly. Everybody asked a question; everybody spoke to "Miss Mary."
Each student was absolutely satislied with her responses
always to the point, never ducking an issue, complete
with anecdotes, kind, and so very alive and intelligent.

During the intervievi, I looked across the room with
delight as everybody seemed to be nodding and smiling
and taking notes.

When our half-hour was up, everybgiy shoutedoh,

her favorite book is" asking a mother which of her
seven children she lilEes best," said Stoney.,

-

"Right," said Greg. "r guess you could sum' up ihe
whole point about literary criticism by saying that she
felt Hemingway Oas largely unconcerned about critics.
,He didn't write to prove himselfcertainly not with The
Old Man and the Sea. He was a writer who wrote about
-1
whavinterested him."
During out discussion, we bepn to piece together the
rest of the interview into a kind:of U.S. News and World
Report format:
Cheryl; "Why do you think many Communist countries like Ernest's writings?"
"I'm not sure. But the Ratsians compare him
to Shakespeare. Though we see the royalties piling up
in Russia, we can't take any money out. Of course,
they never liked For Whom the Bell Tolls."
Sioney: "What were Ernest's political and racial

oot

views?"

M. H.: "Ernest wai apolitical. He lived much of his
life outside the Unite,d :States. As for prejudices, he
had none. Our fridids included Orientals and blacks.
For example, one of our good friends was a black
boxer who used to live in our home in Cuba.",

4

so unsophisticated but oh, so natural_s oodbye! Good-

Charles: "Where did Ernest get his ideas for the socalled 'Code Hero,' the man who could endure the

bye ... and thanks!"

hardships of life?"

The next day° we pooled our notes, our memories..
"She really answered my question about how she felt

when she and Ernest were in those two airplancgashes
in Africa," said Marzia.

"What did she say?" groaned Dan, who had missed
the interview because of the flu.
"She said,."Try it sometime.-And, you'll, know,' "
laughed Marzia.

"Did anybody ask my question about what Ernest's
routine was down in Cuba and whether she ever talked
with him about his writing when 'he,was working?" said
Dan.

"I did," said Will. "She said he was at work fairly
steady, usually from seven to twelve in the mo,ming. She

said he didn't talk much about his writing even though
she typed the manuscript of The Old Man and the Sea.

But she did 'say that she had told him she hoped he
wouldn't kill off the Old Man at the end."...
Then Greg, a serious National Merit winner, began to
review what Mary had said about literary criticism. "She
said she wasn't a critic, but she did say she had a fondness for The Sun Also Rises because it seemed like a vital

and true book about the special craziness of Paris in

11

M. H.: "I think he lived the life of the Code Hero
because be believed in grace under pressure, in courage. Those important values were taught to him,by
his Vietoriair background back in Oak Park, Illinois."
Connie,: "I read that one of the most important assets
that a woman friend of Ernest Hemingway tan have is,
durability. What, were some of the things about him
that made this true?"
M. H. (laughing): "Oh, that was sometging I had said
as kind of a joke. We had been down in Peru doing
some fishing under pretty rugged circumstances. The
weather and the ocean were rough. I had said something about hoW you had to be 'durable' to go fishing
with Ernest. Later, he repeated that line."

Janie: "What were Ernest's personal tastes in such
things as favorite writers, clothing, food, automobiles,
and movies?"

M. H.: "Ernest had lots of favorite writersoh,
Tolstoi, Twain, Balzac, and Shakespeare's King Lear.
He wasn't much on clothing, though he was sensitive

to texture. That's something that's not been noted
about him. He especially loved texture in food, espe:

A Telephone Call to Mary Hemingway

daily Chinese food. And

e loved spicey foodz

es, .always had one. He
. . he loeed 4Ver
saw few movie!, though I do remember how much he

too .

liked Around the World in 80 Days.:
Class:,,,..`Are you planniag.to releasq' any more of his
unpublished writipsg?"
-

$

M. H.: "Maybe. But it must always be up to his best
standards. Nothing must be added. We still' are con

97

sidering "Dangerous Summer" and a 'long amorphous
hook called "Garden of Eden."
As we sat there, transcribing our notes and heading
into the next Hemingway paper, a kiad of euphoria settled over the room. A special kind of-confidencethough

adniittedly bolstered by only a brief and fragmentary
telephone callprevailed. But it was a telephone call to
remember for the rest-Of your life.

,
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APPENDIX BTHE*LIFE AND TIMES
.

OF ERNEST .HEMINGWAY.
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Ernest Hemingway

The Times

THE EARLY YEARS, 1899-1919
1899

,

gemingway born on, July 21 in Oak Park, Illinois,
second of sd children of lir. Clarence' and Grace Hall

U.S. population: 75,994,575. McKinley administration

Hemingway.

duqed (1909).

(1897-1901). Taft (1909-1913j. Model T mass pro-

1914-1918
World War I (1914-18). Wilson administration*(1913-

Summers at Windemere in Northern Michigan.

1921). Panama Canal opens.
1917

,

Graduation from 0 lc' Park High School. Reporter for

U.S. in World War I. Caporetto campaigns begin in Italy..

Kansas City Star. Rejectedby U.S. Army for bad eye.
1918

Red Cross ambulance driver in Italy. Wounded near
Fossalta' di hive, July 8. Love affair with Agnes Von

Armistice, November 1918, ending World War I. Wilson's Fourteen Points.

Kurowsky.
1919

In Petoskey, Michigan, the "Big Two-Hearted River"
country, writing.

Treaty of Versailles. Sherwood Anderson, Winesburg,
Volstead Prohibition Act.

THE PARIS PERIOD, 1920-1927,

1920-1924

Reporter for Toronto Star and Star Weekly. Life in
Paris. Meets Gertrude Stein. Marriage to Hadley (1921).
-John ("Buinby") born (1923).

F. Scott Fitzgerald, This Side of Paradise (1920). The
Roaring 20s. Harding administration (1921-1923).
Sacco and Vanietti,trial (1921).

1921-1924

Foreign correspondent for Toronto papers. First war
correspondence, Graeco-Turkish War (1922).

Graeco-Turkish War (1921-1922). James Joyce, Ulysses
(1922). T. S. Eliot, The Waste Land (1922).

1923

Three Stories and Ten Poems, Paris. Contains "Up in
Michigan," "Out of Season," "My Old Man:"
1924

..
.

.

.

U.S. population over 105 million. Coolidge administration (1923-1929). Teapot Dome Scandal (1923-1924).

.

in our,ilime, Paris, thirty-two pages. Contains "Indian

Camp.'
98
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1925

Fitzgerald, The Great Gatsby. Anderson, Dark 'Laughter
.
Scopes "Monkey" trial.

In Our pme, first Hemingway book Rubli4ied in U.S.,
Boni & Liveright publishers. Adds fourteen short stories
to the miniatures, now interchapters, of in our time.

at

..

....,

,

1926
Torrents of Spring, parody of Anderson's Dark Laughter.
The
, Sun Also Rises (British title: Fiesta).

Transatlantic wireless telephone. Byrd flies over North
Pole.
.

..,

%.

1927

Charles Lindbergh flies from New York to Pa:ris in Spirit
of St. Louis.

Men Without Women, fourteen short stories (ten of

,

which had appeared in magazines). Divorce from Hadley,
marriage to Pauline Pfeiffer.

4

,

0 -.KEY WEST PERIOD, 1927-1940

1928 ,
Birth of son Patrick. Moves to Key West, Florida, Father
.
commits suicide in Oak Park.

Talking movies, first Mickey Mouse cartoon.

1

,

1929

Stock market crash. William Faulkner, The Sounii and
the Fury. Hoover administration (1929-1933).

A Farewell to Arms, first commercial success. 80,000
copies sold in four months.

..,1

- 4z

1931

.

.

Birth of son Gregory.

- 1932
1
I

U.S. population over 122 million. Ford's 20 millionth
car. FDR elected (1933-1945).

Death in the Afternoon, nonfiction work on bullfighting.

1933

Winner Take Nothing, fourteen short stories. Writes for

Depressinn. FDR's CCC, TVA, NRA,. AAA. Hitler,

Esquire, first of thirty-one artkles for magazine over

German Chancellor.

next sik years.

1

1934
.
Purchases Pilar, thirty-eight-foofcruiser, fishing.

.

Mao's Long March in China.
..

1935

.

Green Hills oof Africa, iAonfiction work ,about big-game
hunting.

Italy invades Ethiopia. sWPA. Regular transpacific air
service.

:

1936

Writes, speaks, raises money for Loyalists in Spanish
Civil War.

:,

.0

-k.

..

Spanish Civil War, Franco vs. Loyalists.
,

.0
k

1937
kr, Spain 'covering civil war for NortherriAmerican News-

paper Alliance. Film work on The Spanish Earth. To
Have and Have Nob three interconnected stories, two of
which had been published separately.

It ,

CIO sitdown strike. Japan invades China.
..,

,

.
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1938

The Fifth Column and the First Forty-Nine Stories. Contaps a play, stones froM previous collections, and seven

Thornton Wilder, Our Town. Pearl Buck wins Nobel Prize.
Hitler and Chamberlain meet at Munich Conference.

stories previously publiShed in magazines.

1939

Ernest and Pauline separate. Ernest moves to Finca Via
estate, fifteen miles from Havana, Cuba.
f.

THE WAR PERIOD, 1940-1945
1940

1

World War II begins; GermanY attacks Poland. John
Seeinbeck, The Grapes of Wrath.

s

"t-

.2-

For Whom the Bell Tolls, his best-selling novel. Divorced
by Pauline; marries Martha Gellhorn.

U.S. population 131 million. New York World's Fair
closes. Nazi bombing of Britain.

t

1941

Deoembei: 7, Japanese bomb Pearl Harbor. U.S. enters

Goes to China as war correspondent.

World,War II.

1942
hlar patrols Caribbean for U-boats. Men at .War,
tion of war stories and accounts.

1943-1.95

U.S. Air Force bombs 'Europe, naval battles in Pacific.

,

%.....

Covers European Theater of war as.newspaper and magazine correipondent. Divorced by Martha Gellhom
(1944). Marries Mary Welsh.-

D-Day, V-E, V-J Days. Atomic Age begins. U.N. Charter.
Death of FDR. Truman administration (1945-1952).

.

I

THE CURAN PERIOD, 1945-1960

1948-1949
Interviewed by Malcolm Cowley:IAllotvs first biographical study for Life.

Norman Mailer, The Naked and the Dead (1948). Berlin
Airlift (1948).

1950

Across the River and into the Trees, much criticized

Korean War begins. McCarthy era.

novel.
1951

Death of Hemingway's mother.

J. D. Salinger, Catcher in 'the Rye.

1952'
The Old Man and the Sea, first published in Life. Pulitzer Prize.

Ralph Ellison, Invisibte Man. Eisenhower administration
(1952-60).

1954
Nobel Prize for Literature. Cited for "forceful and stylemaking mastery of the art of modern narration." Injured
in two airplane crashes in Africa.

Supreme Court rules racial segregation unconstitutional.

/

1956

Filming of The Old Man and the Sea as Hemingway
observes.

Israpli-Egyptian War.

The Life and Times of Ernest Hemingway
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1957-1958
Woiks on Pans memoirs.
1959

Cuban Revolution and rise of Fidel Castro.

Buys hunting lodge near Ketchum, Idaho.
KETCHUM, IDAHO, 1§60-1961, AND POSTHUMOUS

1960-1961

.

Onset of breakdown.. Hospitalization .in Rochester
Minnesota, at Mayo Clinic (1960). Begins a bulifighti
stoxig, "The DangerousSummer."
1961

Fiist jet passenger service. Kennedy administrVion
(1960-63).

.

Death on July 2 of self-inflicted gunshot wounds.

Alan Shepard's suborbital space flight.

1964
A Moveable Feast-Paris memoirs.

441

1967

By-Line: Ernest Hemingway-selected news writings
1970
Islands in the Stream.
THE HEMINGWAY FAMILY

Ernest Miller Hemingway

Born-July 21, 1899, in Oak, Park, Illinois, the second
oldest child of Clarence and Grace Hemingway. Died
.Inly 2, 1961, in Ketchum, Idaho, of -self-inflicted
gunshots wounds.

I

Grandparents
Anson T. Hemingway
Adelaide Edmonds Hemingway
Ernest Miller Hall
Caroline Hancock Hall
Parents
Dr. Cgrence Edmond§ Hemingway: died of self-infli ted
gunshot wounds in 1928 in Oak Park, Illinois.

Grace Hall Hemingway: died in 1951 at the age of

Brother and SisterS-.
Marcellint (born 1898)
Ursula (born 1902)
Madelaine "Sunny" (born 1904)

' Carol (born 1911)
Leicester (born 1915)
Wives and Children

Hadley Richardson (marriage: 1921-19?)
Son: Iohn "Bumby" (born 1923)'
Pauline Pfeiffer (marriage: 1927-194Q)
Sons: Patrick (born 1928) .Gregory (born 1931)
Martha Gellhorn (marriage: 1940-1944)
Mary Welsh (marriage: 1944-1961)

seventy-nine in Memphis, Tennessee.

4IP
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APPENDIX C
ANECDOTES FROM
THE HEMINGWAY BIOGRAPHY

t,

The following seven anecdotes are included in this handbook to initiate the profile discussion. For those students

wish, others remember how bravely he bore with these
accidents, yls "grace under pressure." One of his earliest

and teachers who have difficulty locating reference

accidents was remember

materials in their school or community, these anecdotes
are offered as models, resources, alternates for a large

Leicestes.

group discussion, or whatever, seems most useful.
ANECDOTE 1

Ernest Hemingway liked boxing. Though his fatheNid
taught hnn to enjoy outdoor sports suclias hunting an
fishing, Ernest began to box when he was in high school.
When the coast was clear, he and his friends would engage in vigorous one-round bouts in his family's Oak
Park, Illinois, music room where he was- supposed to be
practicing on Kis cello. Even though his father had a
horror of physical violence, Ernest would take boxing
lessons at a Chicago gym.

Later in the 1920s, Hemingway would conthiue
boxing workouts in Paris. One of his most meihorable
matches was with Morley Callaghan, another American
expatriate author.
Ernest-and Morley would go the American Club:
At f4t, Callaghan was plenty worried, being4oly five
eight-and overweight, pins being aware of the story'that
Ernest had flattened the French middleweight champion.
Ernest became frustrated with Morley's poor style,.but
Callaghan gained confidence with each punch.

so#

y his younger brother

In the summer, the Jlemingway family would leave
their Oak Park home aM go' to northern Michigan near
Walloon Lake, the set ng of Ernest's "Up in Michig "
stories, They had a cot age where (Dr. Hemingway wo d
relax. The entire family vecl,the woods and the fishi g.
The children had errands too,.Ernest's being a daily milk
run to the Bacon fann about a half mile away. On one

of these &rands to bring home milks Ernest had a
bki accident.
OBrifi'orning as he ran off to get the milk, carrying a
short stick, he stumbled near a ravine and fell forward.

The stick was driven into the back of his throat into
both tonsils. Blood gushed forth as he rushed back to
the cOttage for treatment. As his 'father stanched the
blood, Ernest remained stoic though his mother was - p
horrified. The throat remained tender for some One,and his fathtfr told him to whistle whenever he felf Uke
crying. Leicester later remembered that he saw a photo.'
graph of Ernest at an Italian hoskital ieci?perating from
numerous mortar wounds:)'Ernest was whistling through
clenched teeth. -E,Soure:, Leicester Hemingway, My
Brother, pp. 19-22 1
ANECDOTE 3

One dark cloudy morning, Callaghan caught Ernest

with a solid left to the mouth. Hemingway's mouth
began to bleed. Then Ernest caught another punch,
which made him furious at the sight of his own blood.
He spat in Callaghan's face and on his shirt. Shocled,
Callaghan stopped fighting. They stared at each other.
Then Ernest said, "That's what bullfighters do when

they're Wounded. It's a way af showing contempt."
.

,

Then Hemingway smiled, was friendly and sweet again.
Callaghan always wondered about that match. Was ittall
pure theater? [Source: Carlos Baker, Ernest Hemingway:
A Life Story, pp. 22-23; Morley Callaghan, That Summer in Pdris, pp. 97-100,118-221
ANECDOTE 2

Ernest Hemingway was accident-prone all his life. While
amateur psychologists might call it part of his death

Ernest covered the 1922 Lausanne.Peace Conference in
Switzerland while his wife Hadley nursed a cold in Paris;
While at the conference, he kept pleading that sh,e fly
down and join him. Finally, Hadley agreed to cote by

train, rushed down to the station, and made a journey
that biographer Carlos Baker called "so horrible for

Ernest that neither of them was ever able to forget it." '
Hadley had decided to take all of Ernest's manuscripts
in a separate small valise so that he could get on with his

writing during the Christmas holiday. ExcEpt for two

stories, "Up in Michigan" and "My Old Man," she
brought all the fiction and poetry that she could find.
When Hadley left their Paris apartment, she took 'a
taxi to the Gare de Lyon and there secured a porter to
carry the luggage to the train scompartment: Somehow

the valiee with the manuscripts disappeared as- she
iboarded to travel south. The trip was one of hor or.
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When she arrived, Ernest listened to her tale of woeo.
amidst a vale of tears. He later wrote how he rushed
back to, Paris in hopes that the carbgns had been left
behincl But they had been in the vdise too. [Source: .
Carlos Baker, Ernest Hemingway: A Life Story,t pp.
102-3.]
ANECDOTE 4

In the mid-1930s, Ernest Hemingway was livir4 in Key .

West, Florlda, with his second wife Pauline. Besides
wnting, Ernest would hkig around Sloppy Joe's Bar or
take his Mob fishing for marlin ,with his thirty-eighttooter, the diesel-powpred Pilar. People began to call him
"Papa," and a kind of myth was built around him.
At least two good stories came from this period.
The first was at Sloppy Joe's where one of his drinking companions named George Brooks, a local attorney,
enjoyed making Hemingway miserable. Brooks's favorite

-Thick was with homosexuals who came in the bar in
search for sailors. One day he told a young man that
liemingwaY was "as queer as a three dollar bill." Then
he said, "Just go up to him and give him' a big ,kiss and
tell him you lave him." When the young man dld, Ernest
turned white as a ghost, then spat and knocked the guy
cold with a riAt punch. Turning to George Brooks, he
said, "I know you're behind this you conniving son-of-abitch, I know it.".George denied it, innocently insisting

the poor devil was a genuine fan, of the great Ernest
Hemingway.

The-second story is a fish story. One April Sunday in
1935, Papa Was trolling the Gulf Stream on .the way to
Bimini. He sighted a large green turtle, and he and two
companions then got simultaneous strikes. Ernest pulled
his line first, a large stiark. Holding the shark in position
alongside with the ga f in his left hand and his Colt in
the right, Hemingway egan to pump bullets into the
shark's head. Suddenly the gaff broke and Hemingway
found himself with legs all covered-with blood:Some-

how, he had managed to shoot himself in both legs!
"Damihit," he told his brother who theorized the damage came from the ricochet, "That's One for the books."
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Ernest's defense as Stevens pressed the criticism.. Stevens's

rerna7k Oat ahe Iiad little literary insight selit her home
neai tears.
When Sunny told Ernest, he rushed out of hiAouse

add drove to the party. The genteel members of the
soiree were horrified to discover Ernest calling Stevens
outside and then proceeding to break the poet's jaw with
a vicious left hook. After that Ernest went into what he

called "hipg from the law," while Stevens lay in pain
at the local Marine Hospital, receiving nourishment
throtigh a straw in his wired jaw.

Later, Hemingway felt bad about the matter, partly
because he knew that he was open to a case of assault
and battery. But Stevens had kept quiet and when he
was released, he showed up at Hemingway's South Street
front door-and again announced his displeasure with
Hemingway's prose though he did apologize for insulting Stulmy. Einest was irnpresNirwith the spunk of the
"little squirt" and invited Stevens in for a drink. The
matter ended there, kept from public attention. [Source:
James McLendon, Papa, pp. 55-57.]
ANECDOTE 6

There is an old literary chestnut about "the reports of
my death being grossly exaggerated." Such was,the case
with Ernest Hemingivay in January of 1954.
Hemingway and his wife Mary had gone to Africa for
a safarLand a vacation. On January 21, they climbed
intorgoy Marsh's Cessna 180 at the West. Nairobi airport
for a trip to the litelgian Congo. The first day's flight was

uneventful though nostalgic as Ernest pointed out the
old 1933 campsite where his former wife Pauline had
killed a lion. That night they stayed at Bukava. The next
day was much the same.with Mary taking lots of photographs of African wildlife. But on disc third day, near
Murchison Falls, a flight of ibis suddenly crossed the
path of the plane.

Hemingway's friend Marsh dived to avoid the ibis,
strtiCk anabandoned telephone wire, crunched to a landing about thtee miles from the falls. Though Mary suffered initial.shock and Ernest A sprained right shoulder,

[Source: Leicester Hemingway, My BroMer, p. 164;

no one was, badly hurt. But they didn't receive any

James McLendon, Papa, pp. 152-53.1

response tO their "Mayday" pleas.,
Luckily, they spotted a large white boat on a nearby

ANECDOTE 5

.

When Ernest Hemingway's temper W'as roused, he was
.inclined to punch out his adversary. Around Easter of
1936:the poet Wallace Stevens had the misfortune of
arousing the Oak Park boxer-author.

Stevens, a portly Hartford insurance executive and
some twenty years Hemingway's senior, had the myopia
to make negative remarks about Hemingway at a Key
West cocktail party to Hethingway's sistei Sunny. She
had just completed the arduous task of typing A Farewell to Arms for her brother and then had to come to

river. They caught a ride (and had to pay the fare) to
Lake Albert and Butiaba. There,: a -bush 'pilot .named
Reggie Cartwright took them to The local airport for a
trip to Entebbe. As the plane taxied across the badly
plowed field, it thddenly. burst irito flames as it attempted to rise. Ernest smashed his way through the
jammed cabin door 'las Mary managed to escape through
the port side. Mary had
a damaged knee, Ernest a bleed.

ing scalp. A ,local policeman rescued them and took
them fifty miles to Masindi to the Railway Hotel. The
next day a doctor arrived, and they were transported
a hundred miles away fO the Lake Victorian Hotel.
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The next morning the whdle Riace was buzzing with

The events just before his suicide belie that death was

the prig who had learned of -the first wreck and an-

acciden,tal. For over a year, the strain of poor health
took itt toll. He began to worry about money, about his
telephypeObeing bugged by the federal government,
about going'crazy, about his blood pressure In December of 1960, he was admitted to the Rochester, Minnesota, 'Mayo Clinic and given' eleven treatments with'
electric shock. After he left the Clinic, he became even
less communicative, and by April of 1961, Mary- saw
that a great sadness had come over him: he couldn't
write. One morning at Ketchum she found him in his

- noun., a to the world that Erlest Hemingway was dead.
Mary t.abled her parents wIult Ernest began to recdper_
ate from a t.ollapsed intestine, kidney trouble, an aching

backbone, and a head like an egg. RoY Marsh got a
Cessna to take Hemingway to Nairobi.

Only nine days had passed, but Hemingway had experienced two air crashes, multiple injuries. Ernest read
the host of preinature obituaries with what Mary called
"immortal zest.'' He also wondered how many people
had welcomed the news of his "death." [Source:- Carlos
Baker, Ernest Hemingway: A Life Story, pp. 518-22.1
ANECDOTE 7

bathrobe holding his shotgun.
Then events began to mount: ,(1) Just before he %yak

to, return ,to Rochester, a friend wrestled his loaded
shotgun from him as he' held it to his throat. (2) At a
refueling stop at the Rapid City airport, he went looking

vten Ernest Hemingway was found dead on July 2,

for a gun in the hangar. (3) At Rapid City, he tried to

1961, at his Ketchum, Idaho, lodge, some people insisted

walk into the propeller of anqther plane. (4) At Rochester, he promised his doctor not to commit suicide. And
then in June, he convinced the, doctors thaiihe was fit
to go back to Ketchum.

that he, had ..diedgrom an accident. Tley said that the
"incredible ac,c0ent" was c,aused while Ernest was cleat-

ing his Tavonte shotgun. Few people think such things
today,
Eiiiest's ideas about death go back as early as 1918
when he wrote.his parents from Italy where he had been
badly wounded. He wrote them that death was a very

simple thing because he had seen it and knew. As a
young man, he feared the time when his body was old,'
worn out, when his illusions might be shattered. Close
readers of his workt from A Farewell to Arms to To
Have and Have Not trace these early ideas about death.
They also point out that Hemingway's father committed
suicide v.ith a gun. -

Mary Hemingway knew that a mistake had been
made in letting him go back to Ketchum, but when they
readied the lodge on Friday, June 30, she hoped for the

best. On Sunday morning, she found him dead with a
double-barreled Boss shotgun that he used for pigeon
hunting. [Source: Leicester Hemingway, My Brother,.
p. 256; Carlos Baker, Ernest Hemingway: A Life Story,
pp. 199, 554-64; A. E. Hotchner, Papa Hemingway:
A Personal Memoir, pp. 264-304.1
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APPENDIX D
ON THE BLUE WATER:

A GULF STREAM LETTER

Ernest Hemingway

Certainly there is no hunting like the hunting of man
and those who have hunted armed Men long enough and
liked it, never really care for, anything else thereafter.

you will meet them doing various things with resolve,
but their interest rarely holds because after the other
thing ordinary life is ,as flat as the taste of wine when
the taste buds ha* been burned off your tongue. Wine,
when your tongue has been burned clean with lye and
water, feels like puddle water in your mouth, while
mustard feels like axle-grease, and you can smell crisp,
fried bacon, but when you taste it, there,is only a feeling'
of crinkly lard.

You can learn about this matter of the tgligue
coming into the kitchen of a villa on the Riviera late at
night and taking a drink from what should be a bottle ,
of Evian water and which turns out to be Eau de Javel,

a concentrated lye product used for cleaning sinks.

This friend was speaking of elephant hunting and
'urging me to hunt elephant, as he said that once you
took it up no other hunting would mean anything to
you. I was arguing that I enjoyed all hbntingand shooting, any sort I could get, and had no desire to wipe this
capacity for enjoyment our with the Eau, de Javel of the

old elephant cominestraight at you with his trunk up
4

and his ears spread.

"Of course you like' that big fishing tbo," he said
rather sadly. "Frankly, I can't see where the excitement
is in that."
"You'd think it was marvelous if the fish shot at you
with Tommy guns or jumped back and forth through the
cockpit with swords on the ends of their noses."
.

"Don't be silly," he said. "But frankly I don't see
where the thjill is."
"Look afrto and so," I said. "He's an elephant hunter

The 'taste buds on yodr, tongue, if burned off by Eau de
Javel, will begin to function again after about a week. At

and, thisAkst year he's gone fishing for big fish and
goofy 4bout it. He must get a llick out of it or he

what rate other things regenerate one does not know,
since you lose track of friends and the, things one could.

woiildn't do it."

learn in a week were mostly learned a lorig time age"
The other.night I was talking with a &Of:id friend to
whom all 'Milting is dull except elephant l'iunting. To

him there is no sport in anything unless theie is great
danger and, if the danger is not enougli, he will increase
it for his own satisfaction. A hunting ,companion,of his
had told me ,how this friend was not satisfied with 'the
nsks of ordinary elephant hunting but would, if possible,

have the elephants driven, or turned, so he could take
them head-on, so it was a choice of killing them with the,

difficult frontal shot as they came, trumpeting, with
their ears spread, or having them run over him. This is to
elephant hunting what the German cult of suicide climbing is to ordinary mountaineering, and I suppose it is, in
a way, anattempt to approximate the old hunting of the
armed man who is hunting you.

my friend satd. "There must ble something
about it but I can't see it. Tell me wilere you get a thrill

out of it':
441 tr3, to write it in a piece sometime," I told him.
"I wish you would," he said. "Because you people are
sensible on' other subjevts. Moderately sensible I mean."
write it."
In the first place, the Gulf Stream and the other great

ocean currents are 'the last wild country there is left.
Once you are out of sight of land and of the other boats
you are more alone than you can ever be hunting and
the sea is the same as it has been since before men ever
went on it in boats. In a season fishing you will see it

oily flat as the becalmed galleons saw it 'Mille they
drifted to the westward; white-capped with a fresh
breeze as they saw it running with the trades; and in
high, rolling blue hills the tops blowing off them like
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snow as they were punished by it, so that sometimes you
will see three great hills of water with your fish jumping

and fifty fathoms. Carlos says it felt as heavy and solid

from the top of the farthest one and if you tried to

Then suddenly the strain was loosened but he could feel

make a, tum to go with him without picking yourchance,
one of those breaking crests would roar down in on you

dead. Some toothless fish like a swordfish or marlin had

with a thousand tons of water and you would hunt no
more elephants, Richard, my lad.

There is no danger from the fish, but anyone who
goes on the sea the year around in a small power boat
does not seek dangei; You may be absolutely sure that
in a year you will have it without seeking, so you try
always to avoid it all you can.

Bec*tge the Gulf Stream is an unexploited country,
'only the very fringe of it ever being fished, and then
only at a dozen places in thousands of miles of current,
no one knows what fish live in it, or how great size they
reach or what age, or everumhat-kiffdiof fish and vimals,
live in it at different depths. When you are drifting, out
of sight of land, fishing four lines, sixty, eighty, one
hundred and one hundred fifty fathoms down, in water
that is seven hundred fathoms deep 'you never know
what may take the small tuna that you use for bait, and

as though he were hooked to the bottom of the sea.
the weight of his original fish and pulled it up stdne
closed his jaws across the middle of the eighty pound
white marlin and squeezed it and held it so that every bit
of the insides of the fish had been crushed out while the

huge fish moved off with the eighty-pound fish in its
Mouth. Finally it let go. What size of a fish would that
be? I thought it might be a giant squid but Carlos said

there were no sucker marks on the -fish and that it
showed plainly the shape of the marlin's mouth where
he had crushed it.
Another time an old man fishing alone in a sldff out

of Cabanas hooked a great marlin that, on the heavy
sashcord handline, pulled the skiff far out to sea. Two
days later the old man was picked up by fishermen sixty
miles to the eastward, the head and forward part of the
marlin lashed alongside. What was left of the fish, less
than half, weighed eight hundred pounds. The old man

clear off to your right and then go off in a series of

had stayed with him a day, a night, a day and another
night while the fish swam deep and pulled the bpat.
When he had come up the old man had pulled the'boat
up on him and harpooned him. Lashed alongside the
sharks had hit him and the old man had fought them out
alone in the Gulf Stream in a skiff, clubbiag them, stabbing at them, lunging at thdm with an oar 'until he was
exhausted ant:1 the sharks had eaten all that they could
hold. He wds crying bn the boat when the fishermen
picked him up, half crazy from his loss, and the sharks

leaps, throwing a splash like a speedlioat in a sea as you

yke r e still circling the boat.

melting off the reel before the boat can get around. qr

rawic

every time the line starts to run off the reel, slowly
first, then with a scream of the click as the rod bends
and you feel it double and the huge weight of the friction of the line rushing through ,that depth of ,water
while you pump and reel, pump and reel, pumaaand
reel, trying to get the belly out of the line before th fish
jumps;-"ihere is always a thrill that needs no danger to
make it real. It may be a marlin that will jump high and

shout for the boat to turn with him watching the line 1 -: (Bus what is the excitement in catching them from a
may be a broadbill that will show wagging his &Oat
broadsword. Or it may be some fish that you will never
,

see at all that will head straight out to the northwestlike a submerged submarine and never show and,afiihè
end of five hours the angler has a straightened-ou hook.
There is always a feeling of excitement when a fi takes
hold when you are driftini deep.
In hunting you know what you are after andthe/top
f

you can get is an elephant. But who can say what you\
will hook sometime when drifting in a hundred and fifty
fathoms in the Glilf Stream? There are probably marlin
and swordfish to which the fish we have seen caught are
pygmies; and every time a fish takes the bait drifting you
have a feeling perhaps you are looked to one of these.
Carlos, our Cuban mate, who is fifty-three years old
and has been fishing for marlin since fie went in the bow
of a skiff with his father when he was seven, was fishing
drifting deep one time when he hooked a white marlin.

The fish jumped twice and then sounded and when he
sounded suddenly Carlos felt a great weight and he could

not hold the line which went.out and down and down
irresistibly until the fish had taken out over a hundred

t comes from the fact that they are strange and
vilId things of unbelievable speed and power and a beauty, in the water and leaping, that is indescribable, which
yoti would never see if you did not fish for them, and to
which you are suddenly harnessed so that you feel their

speed, their force and their savage power as intimately
as if you were riding a.bucking horse. For half an hour,
an hour, or five hours, you are fastened to the fish as
much as he is fastened to you and you tame him and
break him the way a wild horse is broken and finally
lead him to the boat. For pride and because the fish is
worth' plenty of raoney in the Havana market, you gaff
him at the boat and bring him onboard, but the having
him in the boat isn't the excitement; it is while you are
fighting him that is the fun.
If, the fish is hooked in the bony part of the mouth
I am sure the hook hurts him no more than the harness
hurts the angler. A large fish when he is hooked often
does not feel the hook at all and will swim toward the
boat, unconcerned, to-take another bait. At other times
he will swim away de , completely unconscious :;f' the
hook, and it is whe e feels himself held and iiressure
exerted to turn him, that
he knows something
is wrong
.
,

;I
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and starts to make his fight. Unless he is hooked, wheze

it hurts he makes his fight not against the pain of the
hook, but against being captured and if; when he is out
of sight, you figure what he is doing: in what direction
he is pulling When deep down, and why, you can convince him and bring him tu the boaft by the same system
you break a wild horse. It is not necessary to kill him, or
even completely exhvst htm to bring him to the boat.
To kill a fish that fights deep you pull against the
direction he wants to go until he is worn out and dies.

It takes hours and when the fish dies the Sharks are
liable to get him before the angler can raise him to the
top. To catch such a fish quickly you figurq.by ,trying
to hold hun absolutely, which direction he is working
(a sounding fish is going in the diret.tion the line slahts
in the water when you have put enough pressure on the
drag so the line would break if you held it any tighter),
then get ahead of him on that direction and he can be
brought to the boat wituut killing him. You do not tow
him ur pull him with the motor boat, you use the engine

to shift your position just as you would walk up or
down stream with a salmon. A fish is catight most surely

from a small boat such as a dory" since the angler can
shut down on his drag and simply let the fish pull the
boat. 'rowing the boat will kill him in time. But the most
satisfaction is to dominate and 'convince the fish and

again, then the line feels slack and oui he bursts hea,dod r
across and in,, then jumps wildly twice more seeming to '
hang high and stiff th the air befort fallfpg to throw thecolumn of water ahd you can see the hodk in the corril.
.....
, of his jaw.
. . .
Then in a series of jumps like a greyhound he heads-

1

And all the time Carlos is.shouting, "Oh, God the
bread of my children! Oh look at the bread of my children! Joseph and Mary look at the bread Of my children
jump! There it goes the bread of my children! He'll neyer
stop the bread the bread the bread of my children!"

This striped marlin jumped, in a straight line to the
northwest, fifty-three times,_and every time he went aut
it was a sight to make your heaFt standotill. Thenlie
sounded and I said to Carlos, "Get me the harness. Now
I've got to pull himlip the bread of your children."
"I couldh't stand to see it," he says. "Like a filled
'pocketbook jumping. He cat't" go down deep noiv. He's
caught too mucl air jumping."
"Like a race I orse over obstacles," Juliosays. "Is the
harness all right? Do you want water?"

"No." Then' kidding Carlos, "What's this about the
ildren?"
"He' always says that:" sa s Mo. "You should hear

rapidly. as possible.

"Very instructive," says the friend. "But where does
the thrill conic in?"
The thrill comes when you are standing at the wheel
drinking a cold bottle of bger and watching the outrig-

stamps his feet up and down, the signal that a fish is
raised. He swarms down to the wheel And you go back
to where the rod rests in its socket and there comes the
shadow Again, fast as the shaaow of,a plane moving over

the water, and the spear, head, fin and shoulders smash
out of water arid you hear the click the,closepin makes
as the line pulls. out and the long bight of line whishes
through the water as the fish turns and as you hold the--

rod, you feel it double and the butt kicks you in the
belly as you come back hard and feel his weight, as you
strike him again and again, and again:
Then the heavy rod arc-ing out toward the fish,,and
the reel in a band-saw zinging scream, the marlin leaps
clear andlong, silver in the sun. long, round as a hogshead and banded with lavender stripes and, when he goes
into the water, it throws a column of spray like a shell
ligh ting.

Then he comes out again, and the spr

s, and

"i

of that friction against the water and 41...te,a straight pull'
out toward the fish.

bread of your

shadow wing up and then a big spear thrust out followed
by an,eye and head and dorsal fin and the .tuna jUmps
with the wave and he's missed it.
"Marlln," Ca'rlos yells from the top of the house and

3.

to the northwest and standing up, you follow him in
the boat, the line, taut as a banjo string and little drops
coming from it until you fi9ly get the belly of it clear

bring him intact in everything but spirit to the'boat as

gers jump the baits so they look like, small live tuna
leaping along and then.behind one you see a long dark

1

-.4

,

hirn curse me when we.would lose one in the skiff."

"What will the bread of your children weigh?" I ask
with mouth dry, the harn s taut across shoulders, the
rod a flexible prolongatio of the sinew pulling ache of
arms, the sweat salty in my eyes,.
"Four hundred and fifty," says Carlos.
"Never," says Julio.
.
.

-.

"Thou and thy never," says Carlos. "The fish of

another always weighs nothing to thee."
"Three seventy-five," Julio _raises his estimate. "Not
a pound more."
Carlos says s9mething unprintable and Julio comes up
to four hundred.
The fish is nearly whipped now and the dead ac is
out of raising him, and en, while lifting, I fee omeinstant and then the line is
thing slip. ,It holds for
slack.

"He's gone," I say an nbuckle the harness.
"The bread of your ldren," Julio says to Carlos.
"Yes," Carlos say "Yes. Joke and no joke yes. El
ree hundred and fifty pounds at ten
pan de mis hifibs

ow manY daYs does a man work for
cents a pou
inter? How cold is it at three o'clock in the
that in
g on all those days? And the fog and the rain in
mo
norther. Every time he jumps the hook cutting the
hold a little bigger in his jaw. Ay how he could jump.
How he could jump!"

12i
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"There's the bread of your Childreii,'1 you say to

k "The bread of your children," says Julio.
"Don't talk about that' any more," said Carlos.

-

No it is not eleph'ant hunting. But. we get a kick out
of it. 'When you have a family and children, your family,
or my family., or the family of Carlos, you do not have

to look -for danger. There is always plenty of danger
when you hive a family. - ,

And after a while the danger of others is the only
danger and there is no en to it nor any pleasure in it

-,por does it help to think ab udt.
But there is great pleas re in being on the sea, in the
unknown wild suddennesI of a great fish; in his life and-

death which he lives for you in, an hour while your
strength is harnessed to his; and there is satisfaction in

.

conquering this thing which rules the sea jt lives in.
Thelibin the morning of ths day after you have caught

.a good NI, when the man who carried him to the
market in a handcart briogs tie long roll of heavy silver

dollars wrapped in a ne4aper on board it is very
satisfactory incyley. It7lly feels like money.

=

Carlos.

-

"In the time of the dance of the millions," he says, "a
fish like that was worth twOlUndred dollars. Now it is
Athirty.,On the ,other hand a fisherman never starves. The
sea is very rich."
"And the fisherman always poor."
"No. Look at you. You are rich."
"Like hell," you say. "And the longer I fish the poorbe. I'll end up fishing with you for the market in*
er
a dinghy."
"That I never believe," says Carlos devoutly. "But
look. That fishing in a dinghy is very,interesting.,Yon
would like it."
"I'll look forward to it,".you say.
"What we need for prosperity is a war," Carlos says.

"In the time of the war with Spain and in the last war
the fishermen were actually rickr."

l"All right," you isay. "If we have a war you get the
dinghy ready."

),
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APPENDIX E.
a

HANDOUT
SEMINAR EVALUATION
1.

-

When you first began this course,what did you think it would be about?

2. Now that ypu.have finished thts purse, bow would youdescribe, it to students who are interested in taking it?

b.

3.

This course has been described as a pr4cess dourse, not just a coult abouk
one author. Do you agree with this st ement? If you do, explain What this
limns for students beginning the course.

4.

What did

-,

enjoy most in thii course?
9

5.

Wrist did you enjoy least in this.course?

6.

Write any suggestions or comments that would be useful to the instructor
and to students whd may take a course of this nature in the future.

APPENDIX F
TWELVE WEEK TRIMESTER/
SIXTY DAY SCHEDULE

TENTATIVE SCHEDULE FOR SEMINAR IN AMERICAN LITERATURE:
ERNEST HEMINtWAY
'

Orientation io the Seminar
Getting acquainted with the course and each other.
Day 1.
Introducing Hemingway and the Position Paper
Day 2.°

Paper I: "Indian Camp" (1925)
Reading aloud and discussion of "Up in Michi&aii" (1923) and "The Doctor and
Day 3.
the DoctoCs Wife" (1925)
ASSIONMENT: Position Paper on "Indian Camp':
Day 4.
Day 5.
Day 6.
Day 7.
Day 8.
Day 9.

Due:
Reading aloud and discussion of "The End of Something" '(1925)
Reading aloud and discussion of "Three Day Blow" (1925)
Suggestions for Position Paper on "Indian Camp" and inclass writing

Reading aloud and discussion of "Ten Indiane (1927)
Incla1s writing or-reading aloud and discussion of "The Battler" (1925)
Film: My Old Man (story published 1923)
Position Paper on "Indian Camp" due

Paper II: The Suit Also Rises (1926)
Day 10. Introduction to The SUn Also Rises; begin reading
ASSIGNMENT: Position Paper on The Sun Also Rises
Due:
Day 11. Reading
A
Day 12. Discussion: Life in Paris in the 1920s
Day 13. Reading and/or distribution of Defense Day papers
Day 14. Defense Day: "Indian Camp"
Day 15. Film: Hemingway's Spain: "The Sun Also Rises"
Day 16. Suggestions for Position Paper on The Sun Also Rises and reading
Skill: Introductions and Conclusions; using direct quotations
Day 17. Reading or writing
Day 18. Reading aloud and discussion of "The Big Two-Hearted River" (1925)
Day .19. Reading aloud and discussion of "The Big Two-Hearted River"
Day 20. In-class writing and proofreading
Position Paper on The Sun Alto Rises due

a

Paper III: A Fdrewell to Aims (1929)
Day 21. Introduction to A Farewell to Arms; begin reading
-ASSIGNMENT:-Position Paper on A Farewell to Arms
Due:
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Twelve it.leek TrimesterlSim Day Schedule
Day 22.
Day 23.

111

Reading

Reading aloud and discussion of "In Another Country". (1927)'Now I Lay Me"
(1927) and/or "A Very Short Story" (1927)
Day 24: Reading and skill discussion: transitions, sentence combining, Roget's Thesaurus
Day 25. Suggestions for Position Paper on A Farewell to Arms
Discussion of World War I and Hemingway, Dr. Hemingway's suicide, Key West
Day 26. Reading; distribution of papers for Defense Day
Day 27. Defense Day: The Sun Also Rises
Day 28. Reading aloud and discussion of "Soldier's Home" (1925) or:film of that story
Day 29. Reading and writing
Day 30. Writing and proofreading
Day 31. Reading 'aloud and discussion of "Fathers and Sons" (1933)
Position t'aper on A Farewell to Arms due
Paper IV: A Profde of Ernest Hemingway
Day 32. Review of the Hemingway biography and introduction to Profile Paper
ASSIGNMENT: Profile Paper developed from reading Hemingway biography and
autobiography
"
Due:
Day n. Film: Hemingway or Ernest Hemingway: Rough Diamond; suggestions for Paper
Day 34. Research, reading, and skill discussion (documentation) .
Day 35. Reading; distribution of paper's for Defense Day
Day 36. Defense Day: A Farewell to Arms
Day 37. Reading, research, and writing
Day 38. Writing or sharing Hemingway anecdotes
Day 39. Writing and proofreading
Day 40. Reading aloud and discussion of "A Day's Wait" (1933) and "The Old Man at the
Bridge" (1938) .
Profile Paper on Ernest Hemingway due

Paper V: Yu&Choice
Day 41. Consi eration of re,ading choices for Paper V.
Skill: Plot clarity; relating choice to pLeviouts readings
ASSIGNMENT: Position Paper on Hemingway's work of student's choice

Day 42.
Day 43.
Day 44.
y 45.

46.
D y 47.
y 48.
ay 49.
D

Due:
Reading; suggestions for Rositidn papers

Reading
Reading; distribution of papers for Defense Day
Defense Day: Profile Paper
Reading and writing
Writing
9

Writing and proofreading
Reading aloud and discussion of "On the Blue Water" (1936)
Your Choice Paper due

Paper VI: The Old Man and the Sea (192)
Day 50. Introduction to The Old Man and the Sea; begin reading
ASSIGNMENT: Position Paper on The Old Man and the Sea
Due:
Day 51. Reading and suggestions for Position Paper
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Da),52.
DaY 51
Day 54.
Day 55.

Discussion: Hemingway and the PrizesPulitzer and Nobel
Reading, writing, distribution of papers for Defense Day
Defense Day: Your Choide Papers
Writing and proorreading

Paper VII: The Summing Up
Day 56. Position Paper on The Old Man and the Sea due
ASSIGNMENT: Summation Paper and/or Humorous Paper on Hemingway and his
work. Suggestions for final paper.
Day 57.
Day 58.

bay 59.
Day 60.

Reading, re-reading, research, and writing
Writing and distribution of papers for Defense Day
Defense Day: The Old Man and the Sea
Reading-aloud of final papers; evaluation of seminar

V
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BIBLIOGRAPHY

BASIC MATERIALS FOR STARTING A SEMINAR

Of Course, the school budget determines the quantity of

materials. If there is no budget, materials can be obtained from many sources: school and public librari,s;
student, teacher, or classroom copies; American literature
textbooks.
Class sets of paperbacks do provide smoother instruction. In addition to the handouts suggested in this bdok,

the following materials are recommended for starting a
Hemingway seminar:.

Hemingway, Ernest. A Farewell ,to Arms. New \rink:
Scribner's, 1929. Clgth and paper.
The Old Man and the Sea: New York: Scribner's, 1961.
Cloth and paper.

The Short Stories Of Ernest Hemingway. Newliork:
Scribner's, 1938. Cloth and paper.
Three Novels: The Sun Also Rises, A Farewell to Arms,

Heiuingway,Mary.How It Was. New York: KnoPf, 1976.
Hotchner, A. E. Papa Hemingway, A Personal Memoir.
New York: Random House, 1966.

McLendon, James. Papa: Hemingway in Key West,
1928-1940. Miami: E. A. Seem an, n.d.; paper,
Popular Library, 1974.

McCaffery, John K. M:, ed. Ernest Hemingway: The

Man and HO Work 1950. Reprint. New York:
Cooper Square Publishers, 1969.
Miller, Madelaine Hemingway. Ernie: Hemingway's
kster Sunny Remembers. New York:. Crown, 1975.
Montgomery, Constance Cappel. Hemingway in Michigan. New York: Fleet Publishing Corp., 1966.
Sanford; Marcelline Hemingway. At the Hemingways:
Family Portrait. Boston: Little, Binwn and Company,
1962.

The Old Man and the Sea. New York: Scribner's,

.Audio-visual materials can be obtained from loan
libraries, but at least two should be considered for

1962.

purchase:

The Sun Also Rises. New York: Scribner's, 1926.
Cloth and paper.
Besides the class sets, the instructor may wish to
build up a room library or biographical and autobiographical works. Some of these may be secured through
libraries. Here is a list of fourteen useful titles:

Baker, Carlos. Ernest Hemingway: A Life Story. New
York: Scribner's, 1969.
Baker, Carlos, ed. Ernest Hemingway: Selected Letters,
1917-1961. New York: Scribner's, 1981.
Buckley, Peter. Ernest. New York: Dial Press, 1978.
Callaghan, Morley. That Summer in Paris: Memories of
Tangled Friendships with Hemingway, Fitzgerald, and
-Some Others. New York: Coward, 1963.
Cowley, Malcolm. "A Portrait of Mister Papa." Lim, 10

January 1949, pp. 86-90, 93-94, 96-98, 100-101.
This article is reprinted in McCaffesy, Ernest Heming-.,,
way, pp. 34-56; see belOw for full reference.
Hemingway,.Gregory. Papa: A Personal Memoir. Boston:
Houghton Mifflin, 1976; paper, Pocket Books, 1977.
Hemingway, Leiaster. MI1 Brother, Ernest Hemingway.
[1962] New York: Fawcett World, 1972. Paper.

Ernest Hemingway Reading. [Record or casbtte] . Caed-

mon, CDL 51185, 45 minutes 10 seconds,' with
background notes by A. E. Hotchner and Mary
Hemingway. The Nobel Prize address is especially
useful. For information, write Caedmon Records,

Inc., 505 Eighth Avenue, New York, New York
10018.

Ernest Hemingway.' [Filmstrip] . The Anierican Experience in Literature: Five Modern Novelists. Series

No. 6911K. Encyclopaedia Britannica Educational
Corporation, 1975, with cassette.
;VALUABLE BOOKS: BIOGRAPHY AND CRITICISM

Baker, Carlos. Hemingway: The Writer as Artist. [19521

4th rev. ed. Princeton, N.J.: Princeton. University
Press, 19.72. Cloth and paper.

Baker, Sheridan. Ernest Herningway: An IntroducOon
and Interpretation. New York: Holt, Rinehart and
Winstonl 1967.
Bradbury, kay. I Sing the Body Electric. New York:
Alfred A. Knopf, 1969.

0
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Bruccoli, Matthew J. Scott and Ernest. New York:
Random House, 1978.
Burgess, Anthony. Ernest Hemingway qnd His World.
New York: Scribner's, 1978.
'
Cowley, Malcolm. A Second Flowering: Works and Days
of the' Lost %Generation. New York: Viking, 1973;
paper, Penguin, 1974.

Watts, Emily S. Ernest Hemingway and the Arts, Urbana:
University of Illinois Press, 1971.

Weeks, Robert P., ed. Hemingway: A Collection of
Oitical Essays. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall,
1962.

Young, Philip. Ernest Hgmingway: A Reconsideration.
2nd ed. University Park: Pennsylvania State University Press, 1966.

DeFalco, Joseph. The Hero in Hemingway's Short
Stories. 1963. Reprint. Darby, Pa'.: Arden. Library,
1977.

ARTICLES AND ESSAYS: BIOGRAPHY
AND, CRITICISM

Falk, R. P., ed. American Literature in Parody. New

Baker, Carlos. "The Boy and the Lions." In 20th Century Interpretations of "The Old Man and the Sea,"
edited by Katherine T. Jobes, pp. 27-33. Englewowl
Cliffs, NJ.: Prentice-Hall, 1968.
Burgnm, Edwin Berry. "Ernest Hemingway and the Psychology of the Lost Generation." In his The Novel
and the World's Dilemma, pp. 184-204. New York:

York: Twayne, 1955.
Fenton, Charles A. The Aprenticeship,of Ernest Hemingway:-.TherEarly Yen. 1954. Reprint. New York:
Octagon Hooks, 1975.
French, Warren C., and Kidd, Walter E., eds. American
Winners of the Nobel Literary Prize. Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1968.

Oxford UniVersity Press, 1947.

Frenz, Horst, ed., Nobel Lectures: Literature, 1901-

Cowley, Malcolm. "Hemingway and the Hero." New
Republic, 4 December 1944, pp. 754-58.
Eastman, Max. "Bull in the AfternAn." New Republic,
. 7 June 1933, pp. 94-97.

1967. Amsterdam: Elsevier Publishing, 1969.

Gajdusek, Robert E. Hemingway's Paris.. New York:
Scribner's, 1978.

.

Hovey, Richard B. Hemingway: The Inward Terrain.

Fiedler, Leslie. Love and Death in the American Novel,
pp. 304-9, 35(5-52. New York: Criterion, 1960.

Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1968.

Kiley, John. Hemingway: An Old Friend Remembers.
New York: Hawth'orn, 1965.
Klimo, Vernon .(Jake),arid Oursler, Will. Hemingway
and Jake. [1972] New York: Popular Library, 1973..

Fuchs, Daniel. "Ernest Hemingway, Literary Critic."
American Literature 36 (1965):431-1.
Kazin, Alfred. On Native Grounds. New York: Harcourt,
Brad, 1942; paper, 1972, pp. 393-99.

Paper.
Leggett, John:' Ross and Tom: Two American Tragedies.
New York: Simon arid SChuster, 1974.

Lewis, Wyndam. "The Dumb Ox: A Study of Ernest
Hemingway." The American Review 3 (1934):289312.
Plimpton, George. "The Art of Fietion, XXI: Hemingway." Paris Reviewno. 18 (1958),pp. 61-89. Also
in Writers at Work: The Paris Interviews, Second

Loeb, Harold. The Way It Was. New York: Criterion
Books, 1959.
McCaffery, John K. M., ed. Ernest Hemingway: The Man

and His .Work. 1950. Reprint. New York: Cooper

series, pp. 215-39. New York: Viking, 1963.
Van Gelder, Robert. "Ernest Hemingway Talks of Work

Square Yublishers, n.d.
1P.Ross, Lillian: Portrait of Hemingway. New York: Simon

Rovit, Earl H. Ernest Hemingway. New York: Twayne,
1963; paper, College and University Press, 1963.

and War." In Writers and Writing,pp. 95-98. New
York:Scribner's, 1946.
Warren, Robert Penn. "Ernest Hemingway." Kenyon
Review 9 (1947):52-60. Also in Literary Opinion in

Sarason, Bertrani D. Hemingway and the Sun Set.

63. 1951. Reprint. Magnolia, Mass.: Peter Smith,

and Schuster, 1961. (Originally, New .Yorker, May
13, 1.950, Profile)

America, edited by Morton D. Zabel, vbl. 2, pp. 444-

Washington, D.C.: National Cash Register Company/
.
.
Microcard Editions, 1972.
Stephens, Robert O., ed. Ernest Herizingway: The Critical Reception. New York: Burt Franklin, 1977.

1968.

Wilson, Edmund. "Hemingway: Bourbon Gauge of Morale." In his The Wound and the Bow: Seven Studies

in Literatures pp. 214-42. New York: Oxfoi'd Uni-

Stuckey, W. J. The Pulitzer Prize Novels. Norman:

versity Press, 1947,.

University of Oklahoma.Press; 1966.
Waldhorn, Arthur. A Reader's Guide to Ernest 'HemIng-

Young, Philip. "Loser Take Nothing." In 20th Century
Interpretations of "A Farewell to- Arms," edited by
. Jay Gellens, pp. 28-.32. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.:
Prentice-Hall, 1970.

way. New York: Farrar, Maus, and Giroux, 1972.
Cloth and paper.

)
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Young, Philip. "Our Hemingway Man." Kenyon Review
26 (1964):676-707.
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Ernest Hemingway's Apprenticeship, Oak Park, 1916-

1917, edited by M. Bruccoli. Washington, D.C.:,
Microcard Editions,.1971.. Uncollected- early writings,
Oak Park, Illinois, High 86.6)1 Tabula and Trapeze,

-BOOKS: CHECKLIST OF PRIMARY SOURCES

Three Stories and Teri Poems [1923] Blobmfield Hills,

EDUCATIONXL FILMS

Bruccoli Clark Books, 1977.
In ;Our Time [1924, 1925] New York: Scribner's, 1930.
Cloth and paper.

Ernest Hemingway: Rough Diamond. Centron, 1978.

The Torrents of Spring. [1926] New York: Scriliner's,
1972. Cloth and paper:,,
The Sun Also Rises. New York: Scribner's, 1926. Cloth
and paper.

.

Men Without Women. New York: Scribner's; 1927.
Paper.

A Farewell to Arms. New York: Scribner's; 1929. Cloth
and paper.

Death in the Afternoon. New York: Scribner's, 1932.
Cloth and paper.

Winner Take Nothing. New York: Scribner's, 1933.,
Paper.
Green Hills of Africa.

New York: Scribner's, 1935.

Cloth and paper.

To Have and Have Not. New York: Scribner's, 1937.
Cloth and paper.
fhe Fifth Column and thé First Forty-Nine Sto,ries. New
York: Scribner's, 1938.

For Warn the Bell Tolls. New York: Scribner's, 19401
Cloth and paper.

Across th`e River and into the Trees. New York: Scribner's, 1950. Cloth and paper.
The Old Man and the Sea. 4052] New York: Scribner's,
1961. Cloth and paper.

Posthumous Publications
The Wild Years, edited by Gene Z. Hanrahan. New York:

Dell,.1962. Seventy-three articles from the Toronto
.

Star.

A Moveable Feast. New York: Scribner's, 1964. Cloth
and paper.
By-Line: Ernest Hemingway, Selected Articles and Dispatches of Four Decades, edited by William White.
,
New York: Scrifter's, 1967. Cloth and paper.
The Fifth Column and Four Stories of the Spanish Civil
War. New York: Scribner's, 1969. Cloth and paper.

,Islands in the Stream. New York: Scribneet, ,1970.
Cloth and paper.

Ernest Hemingway, Cub ReporterKansas City Star
Stories, edited by M. Ikuccoli. Pittsburgh: University
of Pittsburgh Press, 1970.

30 mM., coldr.
Hemingwax. NBC: McGraw-Hill. 54 min., b/w.

Hemingway's Spain: "Death in the Afternoon.: ABC:
McGraw-.Hill, 1969. 15 mM., color.

Hemingway's Spain: "For Whn'm the Bjell Tolls." ABC:'
McGraw-Hill, 1969. 19 min., color. /
Hemingway's Spain: "The Sun Also Rises." ABd:
McGraw-Hill, 1969. 17 min., color.
.
My Old ..Man. Encyclopaecri Britannica Educational
Corp. 27 min., color.
Soldier's Home. Learning in Focus, Inc.:Coronet Instructional Films, 1977..4,1 mM., coler.
FILMSTRiP-RECORD/CASSETTV.S

[Filmstrip] , Listenmg -Library,
NOOCFX, and, cassette". Covers his life from World

Ernest Hemingway

War I to his suicide. For information, write Listening Library,"Inc., 1 Park Avenue, Old Greenwich,.
Connecticut 068'70.
Ernest Hemingway [Filmstrip]

. 2 rolls. Educational
Dimensions Corp., no. 708, and 2 12-m.in. discs 'or
cassettes, 15 mM. each. <For informatiort write
Educational Dimensions Corp., Box 488, Great Neck,
New York 11022.
Ernest Hemingway: The Man-ABiographical Interpretation with Carlos Baker' [Filmstrip] . 2 rolls.quidance
Associates, 7F-508 307 (LPs) or 7F-508 299 (cassettes), and 2 12-in, discs or 2 cassettes, 16 or 17 mM.
For information, write Guidance Associates, Pleasant-

ville, New York 10570.
RECORDS AND CASSETTES

Grebstein, Sheldon. For Whom the Bell Tolls. Listening
Library, N96CX, cassette:tecture.

Hemingway. Listening Library, N98h, 2 12-in. discs.
Memories of the writer from his friends, about his
public and private lifd.
Hemingway, Ernest. The Old Man and the Sea. ChLiton
Heston, reader. Caedmon, TC 2084, 2.12-in, discs or
2 cassettes.
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Hotchner, A. E. Hotchner on Hemingway. Listening
Library, N100CX, cassette.
Hothng, Charles K. Ernest HemingwaY: "The Old Man
and the Sea." Listening Library, N94CX, cassette.
Wylder, Delbert. The Early' Short ,Stories of Ernest

Hemingway. Listening Libiary, NIO1CX, cassette.
. The Middle Short Stories of Ernest Hemingway.
Listening Library, N102CX, cassette.
.

The Late Short Stories of Ernest Hemingway.

Listening Library, N103CX, cassette.

Young, Philip. A Farewell to Arms Listening,Liblary,
N97CX, cassette.
. Th un so Rises. Listening Library, N95CX,
casset te.

For inforMation on the above listings, write Listening
Library, Inc., I Park Avenue, Old Greenwich, Connecticut 06870.
PICTURES AND POSTERS

Ernest Hemingway [Poster] . Eight Masters of Modem
Fiction series. Includes Fitzgerald, Hemingway,-Wolfe,

Baldwin, Salinger, McCullers, Faulkner, and Steinbeck. Scholastic Book Services, set of 8 pictures, 15

x 20 in. For information, write Scholastic Book
Services, 50 West 44th Street, New York, New York
10036.

Ernest Hemingway [Picture] . Perfection Form Co.,
K195948, color, 8 1/2 x 11 in.
A Farewell- to Arms [Pictures] . Hemingway series. Per-

fection Form Co., KJ3012, set of 5 pictures, 10 x
13 in.

*For Whom the Bell Tolls [Pictures] . Hemingway series.

Perfectioh Forni Co., KJ3072, set of 2 .flictures,
8 1/2 x 11 in.
The Old Man and the Sea [Pictures] . Hemingway series.
Perfection Form Co., KJ6I32, set of 10 pictures.
The Sun Also Rises [Pictures] . Hemingway series. Per-

fection Form Co., KI7692, set of 10 pictures, 10 x
13 in.

For information on the above listings, with the ex'. ceplion of the first, write Perfection Form Company,
1000 North Second Avenue, Logan, Iowa 51546.

Note: The instructor should try to secure a copy of
'Life, 14 July 1961, pp. 51-72, for a cover story-photo
essay on Hemingway.
HOLLYWOOD FILMS

Most of the Hollywood films based on Hemingway writings are still available through loan libraries. Check with
your A-V director for catalogs and prices.

4

Adventures of a Young Man. Based on the book In Our
Time. 062, Twentieth Century-Fox. The script wai

prepared from a TY series adaptation of ten Nick
Adams stories done by A. E. Hotchner. Parts of A
Farewell to Arms were added to the film. Producer:
Jerry Wald. Richard Beymer (Nick); Jessica Tandy
(Mrs. Adams); Arthur Kennedy (Dr. Adams); Paul
Newman ("The Battler"). Director: Martin Ritt.
Color,- 145 Minutes.

A Farewell ,to Arms 1932, Paramount. Gary Cooper
(Frederic); Helen Hayes (Catherine); Adolphe Menjou

(Rinaldi). Director: Henry King, B/W, 78 minutes.
Also, 1957, Twentieth Century-Fox) Rock Hudson
(Frederic); Jennifer Jones (Catherine); Vittorio de
Sica (Rinaldi)., Director: Charles Vidor. Color, 151
minutes.
For Whom the Bell Tolls. 1943, ParamOtint. Gary Cooper

(Jordan); Ingrid Bergman (Maria); Katina Paxinou
(Pilar); Akim Tamiroff (Pablo). Director: Sam Wood.
Color, 156 minutes.
Islands in the Stream. 1977, Paramount. George C Scott
(Thomas Hudson) with David Hemmings (Eddy), Clare

Bloom (Auay). Director: Franklin J. Schaffner.
Colorrilli minutes.
The-Killers.
-1946, Universal. Burt Lancaster (Ole Andre,

son). Director: Robert Siedmak. B/W, 102 minntes.
Also, 1964, Universal. Lee Marvin (Charlie), Angie
Dickinson (Sheila Farr), Ronald Reagan (Browning),
John Cassavetes (Johnny North). Director: Don
Siegel. Color, 95 minutes.

The Macomber Affair. 1947, United Artists. Gregory.
Peck (Macomber); Joan Bennett (Margot); Robert
Preston (Wilson). Director: Z. Korda. B/W, 89 minutes.

The Old Man and the Sea. 1958, Warner Brothers.
Spencer Tracy (Santiago). Director: John Sturges.
Color, 86 minutes.

-

The Sun Also Rises.' 1957, Twentieth Century-Fox.
Tyrone Power (Jake); Ava Gardner (Brett); Mel
Ferrer (Robert Cohn); Errol Flynn (Mike Campbell);

Eddie Albert (Bill Gortwi). Director: Henry King.
Color, 129 minutes.

The Snows of Kilintaniaro. 1952, Twentieth CenturyFox. Gregory Peck (Harry) with Susan Hayward
(Helen) and Ava Gardner (Cynthia). Director: Henry
.
King. Color, 117 minutes.
To Have and Have Not. 1944, Warner Brothers. Humphrey Bogart (Harry); Lauren Bacall (Mrs. Morgan).
Director: Howard Hawks. B/W, 100 minutes.
Under My Skin. Based on the short story "My Old Man.'
1950, Twentieth Century-Fox. John Garfiehl .(Dan
Butler) and Luther Adler (Louis Bark). Director: Jean

Negulesco. B/W, 68 minutes.
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ORIENTATIONIT1 THE SEMINAR
DAYS 1-2

DAY 1: GET-TING ACQUAINTED WITH
THE COURSE AND EACH OTHER

5..

nar by summarizing the answers to the
. interview-questions. Now the class has taken

als

the first step toward becoming a genuine
seminar. These introductions may lead to
friendships, and they certainly will help to

l'O.To acquaint students with the nature of the
lAeminar and to introduce them to its method
2.

-and content.
TO:help students get tto know each other.

establish -the understanding and cooperation

needed in later discussions, especially the
evaluations on Defense Day.

Materials

Handout 1: Seminar in American Literature.
2. Handout 2: Tentative Schedule.
3. After you have taught in-depth seminars, use
1.

evaluations from former students (see Day
90) to interest beginning students.

2.
,

Use Handout 1 as a brief introduction to the
idea of an in-depth seminar.
U5ing Handout 2 as a guide, offer an overview of the course, noting particularly how
writing and reading activities are correlated.
Point out the variety of the course, the value

of individual ekploration and group discussion,

Additional Suggestion

A classroom bulletin board on J. D. Salinger
-helps to develop interest photocopies of pictures in magazines cited in the bibliography, a

map of New York City and

Vermont/NeW,

Hampshire, a sample position paper (one from

Procedure
1.

After five or ten miaafes, ask each student
to introduce his Or her partner to the semi-

the chronological approach, the

assignments and due dates, the alloted time
for in-class readihg and writing, and Defense
Daywhich will be explained later.
3. Stress that you genuinely want to know the..
students and to have them know each other.
Everyone will be working together in the
course.

4. Pair off studehts who do not know each

other or who know each other only slightly.
Finds a partner for yourself. Ask each student to intervieW his or her partner without

taking notes, asking qUestions that each
partner would , like answeredfamily, job,
favorite- food, pets, sports, music, travel,
plans for the, future.

this handbook or from a previous seminar).
Copies of Salinger works should also be disphyed in the room.
DAY

. INTRODUCING SALINGER
THE POSITION PAPER

Goals

1. To preview Slinger's life and woik.
2. To introduce the Positioil Paper.
Materials

Handout 3: The Salihger Chronology. You
also may refer to the materials on Salinger's
,
life and times in the Appendix.
2. Handout 4. he Position Paper.
1.

Procedure

Handout 3: The Salinger
Chronology, discuss the idea that the semi-

I. Referring to

nar will be one of discovery, of learning how
119
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$
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Salinger's ideas and writing developed. The
first of the seven position papers focuses on
a 1948 The New Yorker short story, which
begins what some critics tall Salinger's

"Classic Period." This story, "A Perfect Day

for Bananafish," would later appear in his
first book of collected stories (Nine Stories)
in 1953.
2. Note that Salinger's life begins in New York
City, the son of Jewish/Catholic middle class

parents. Jerome did not appear to .be the
precocious child that he likes to write about.

In fact, except for a diploma at a military
school in 1936, he had little sucCess itt
schools. But he did get interested in becoming a writer there and was pliblishing by
age twent-ci-one in a national magazine.
World War II interrupted his life but not his
writing. Many of his key ideas and characters

were molded in these days before 1948. In
the

1950s,

he became famous for The

Catcher in the Rye. He deserted the city for
the quiet of New Hampshire; he married and
began a family. From 11)48 to 1965, he
developed most of his material around the
brilliant children of two fcamer vaudevillian
actors named Les and Bessie Glass. Salinger

'.

-li

also' became a serious student of Zen Budkihism. Avoiding the public and intervieWers,

Sanger stopped publishing in 1965. His
marriage collapsed, and he remains steadfast
in silence and in popularity.,
3. Distribute Handout 4: The Position Paper

and discuss_ the nature of a position PaPer-\ Stress the requirements of length and format
(typed, double-spaced, one side, unlined
paper), since 'clear, complete copies must be
distributed on Defense Day.At this point,
do not dwell on evaluation procedures since
a positive attitude toward writing does not
begin with apprehension about grades:
Remind students that typing is required by
most college teachers and that it is wise to
improve their typing now. Tell them" that
you will provide position papers written by

former seminar students for them to examine; assure them that they will be given
considerable class time for reading, and
writing. Useful background materials and
even suggestions for topics will be given as
specific papers are assigned. Each position
paper will stress specific skills. Again, there
will be class time for review and instruction
o f these 'skills.

),

I

.

/

<

HANDPUT I -`
SEMINAR IN AMERICAN LITERATURE

Have,you ever read an author in depth? If you have, you probably made a
numter of discoveries:
basic themes and style.
1. You became acquainted with the writer, his or her
includes
a sense of
2. You felt the deliciousness of expertise which
chronology., favorite characters, a knowledge of major and minor works,
a delight in quotable lines.
3.. It was as if the writer became your friend. You may have wanted to learn
More about the person, his or her life. yotr may even have hungered US
find other writings or eagerly awaited new books to be published.
SO the seminar will go in depth, while the survey course that you just took has
skimmed the surfaCe. And as a sitiall group, you will share your discoveries with
the semiharin discussion, in your papas, on Defense Day, informally.
One thing must be kept in focus: This seminar is not concerned with making
you an exPert on one author (thoUgh you may be). Our concern is with the
process 'of studying any author. In fact, this is really a Basic-Skills (sound
familiar?) course: Reading, Writing, Speaking, and Listening.
Your reading will involve two novels, thirteen short stories,
Reading:
many pages of autobiography or biography.-You also will read
'at least twenty-eight position papers.
You will write seven position papersthree to five typed (skill)
Writing:
pages. You will be studying other people's writing; the seminar
will discuss good writing.
Speakirig: You will defend two of Nur position paptrs b_efore the
seminar. You wilt also be reading aloud and disassing what
you have readshort stories, position papers.
44Listening: YoU will have to listen carefully because Defense Day
requires that everyone listen carefully to what is said and read.
. You will be involved in Defense Day gradin.

-.0

-Handout 1
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HANDOUT 2
TENTATIVE SCHEDULE FOR SEMINAR IN AMERICAN LITERATURE:
J. D. SALINGER

.,s5rientation to the Seminar
Day I.
1

Day 2.

Getting acquainted with the course and each other
Introducing Salinger 5nd the'Position Paper

Paper I: "A PerfectDay for Bananafish" (1948)
Day 3.

'Day 4.
Day 5.
Day 6.
Day 7.
Day 8.
Day 9.,
Day 10.
Day 11.
Day 12.

Reading aloud and discussion of "The Young Folks" (1940)
ASSIGNKNT: Position Paper on "A Perfect Day fp.' Bananafish"
(1948)
Due
Reading aloud and discussion of "Uncle Wiggily in Connecticte
(1948)
Readiug aloud and comparison of "The Young Folks" and "Uncle
Wiggily in Connecticut"
Suggestions for Position Paper on "A Perfect Day for Bananafish"
Discussion of the prewriting process
In-class writing
In-class writing
Reading additional Salinger stories
In-class writing
Reading alOtid and discussion of "Just before the War with the
Eskimos" (1948)

.

Paper II: The Catcher in the Rye (1951)
Day 13.

Day 14.
Day 15.

Position Paper on "A Perfect Day for Bananafish'? due
Introduction to The Catcher in the Rye
ASSIGNMENT: Position Paper on The Catcher in the Rye
Due.
Reading
Reading

Day 16. Reading aloud and discussion of "I'm Crazy" (1945) and "Slight
.
Rebellion off Madison'? (1946),
Day 17. Readihg
Day 18. Reading: distribution of papers for Defense Day
Day 19. Defense Day: "A Perfect Day for Bananafish"
Day 20. Defense Day
Day 21, Follow7up discussion:.students and critics
Day 22. Suggestions for Positdinpaper on The Catcher in the Rye and imclass
reading
Day 23. Reading
Day 24. Discussing skills for Paper II

3

Handout 2
r

Day 25. Writing
Day'26. Reading aloud and discussion of "The Laughing Man" (1949)
Day 27. Reading aloud and discussion of "DoWn at the Dinghyr.(1949)
Day 28. . Writing arid proofreading-

Paper III: "Teddy" 0953)
. Day 29.

Day 30.
Day 31.
Day 32.
Day 33.
Day 34.

(

.

-:,

Position Paper,on The Catcher in the' RyeAue

Intrpd stion to "Teddy"
ASSIG
Due.
Reading

.

,

ENT: Position Paper on "Teddy"
I

Reading aloud and discussion of :`For Esmewith Love and Squalor"
,(1950)
Reading aldud -':
Discussion: Zen, Buddhism

Resource Person or film on Zen Buddhism
Day 35., Suggestions for Position Paper on "Teddy!'
Day 36. Distribution orpapers for Defense Day
Day 37. Defense Day: The Catcher in the Rye
Day 38, -Defense Day
Day 39. Follow-up discussion: students and critics
Day 40. Discussing skills for Paper III
Day 4 1 . , Writing

Day 42.
Day 43.
'Day 44.

Writing

Writing and proofreading
Reading aloud and discussion of "Pretty Mouth and Green My Eyes"
(1951)

Paper IV: Franny and Zooey (1957)
Day 45.

Day 46.
Day 47.

Position Paper on "Teddy" due; introduction to Franny and-Zooey
ASSIGNMENT: Position Paper on Franny and Zooey
Due:
Reading
Reading

Dar48. Zen and Franny and,Zooey and reading
Day 49. Suggestions fdr Positidn on Franny and Zooey
Day 50. Distribution of papers for Defense Days
Day 51. Defense Day: "Teddy"
Day 52. Defense Day
Day 53. Follow-up discussion: students and critics
Day 54. Discussing skills for Paper IV
Day 55. Reading aloud and discussion of "De Dpmier-Smith's Blue Period"
(1953)
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Day 56.
Day 57.

Reading aloud

Day 59.

Writing and proofreading

.Writig
Day 58. Writing
Paper V: A Profde of J. D. Salinger
Day 60.

Position Paper on Franny and Eooey slue
Review of Salinger biography and introduction tO Profile Paper
-ASSIGNMENT: Profile Paper based on bioila-phy and fiction of
Salinger
Due._

Day 41. 'Reading and r
uggestions for Profile Paper
Day-62.- Reading-and
arch
Day 63. Discussion: documentation ski
Day 64. Reading; distribution of papers for Defense Days
Day 65.
Day 66.
Day 67.
Day 68.
Day 69.

.

Defense Day
DSfense Day
Follow-up discussion': students and critits
Writing
Writing

Paper VI: Raise High the Roof Beam, Carpenters (1963)
Day 10.

Position Paper on Profile of J. D. Salinger due
Introduction to RaiseHigh the Roof Bev:, Carpenters,lbegin reading
ASSIGNMENT: PositiOn Paper on Raise High the Roofs Beam,
Carpenters
Due.

'

DO.
Day 72.

I

Reading; suggestions for Paper VI
Day 73.* Discussion: comparison and contrast skill
Day 74,- Distribution of papers for Defense Days
Day 75. Defense Day
Day 76: Defense Day'
Day 77. Follow-up discussion: studentsand critics
Day-78. Writing
Day 79. Writing
Day 80. Writing

t;

paper VII: The Summing Up

Day 81. yosition Paper on Raise High the Roof Beatn, Carpenters due
ASSIGNMENT: Summation Paper and/or a Humorous Paper on-,
Salinger and his*ork. Suggestions for Paper VII.
Due:

13"

wt.

.

Handout 2

,

.
Day 82. Vaing
of papers for Defense Days
Day 83. Writing and distributiot{/
.
/
bay 84. Defense Day
Day 85. Defense Day
. Day 86. FOlIow-up discussion: students and critics
Day 87. Reading aloud of final papers
Day 88. Reading aloud of fmal papers
Day 89. Pinal discussion
Day 90. Evaluation of seminar

^
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HANDOUT 3
THE SALINGER CHRONOLOGY

1919

1925-1934

1935

1936
1937

1938

1939
1940'

941

1942

1943

1944

1945

1946

Jerome David Salinger is born January 1, 1919 in New York City
to Sol and Miriam Jillich Salinger.
Attends New York City elementary school. Voted "most popular
actor" in 1930 at Camp Wigwam. Flunls out of the McBUrney
School, a private school in Manhattan. In 1934, sent to Valley
Forge Military Academy, Pennsylvania.
Becomes literary editor of Academy yearbook. Credited with
writing song lyrics for school's Last Parade. .
Graduates from Valley Forge Military Academy, his only.
diploma.
Atterids summer session at New York University. After expressing interest in writing career, sent to Vienna, Austria, and
Poland to become an apprentice in father's import meat business
by learning the trade.
Attends Ursinus College, Collegetown, Pennsylyania for half a
semester. Writes "The Skipped Diploma" for Ursinus Weekly,
a column.
Takes a short-story writing course at Columbia University taught
by writer/editor Whit Burnett.
Publishes first story, "The Young Folks" in March-April issue o'f
Burnett's Story magazine. "Go Se4 Eddie" appears ih December
issue of University of Kansas City Review.
Publishes stories in Collier's and Esquire. Lives with parents.
Early Holden Caulfield story "Slight Rebellion off Madison"
bought by The New Yorker but not published until 1946.
Publishes stories in Story and Collier's. Drafted into U.S. Army.
Attends Officers, First Sergeants, and 'Instructors School in
Signal Corps.
Stationed in Nashville, Tennessee. Staff sergeant. Applies to
Officer's Candidate School and transferred to Army CounterIntelligen&CCOF*. PUb-lishes July 17 Saturday Evening Post
story, "The Varioni Brothers."
Training in Tiverton, Devonshire, England. Writes Post stories.
On June 6, lands in Normandy, Utah Beach, with 4th,Army.
Involved in five campaigns, meets Ernest Hemingway, interYiews
captured Germans; Battle of the Bulge.
Allegedly marries a French Physician (divorce 1947). Publishes
first Holden Caulfield story, "I'm Crazy," December 22,
Collier's. Stories in 'Esquire, Story, and Post.
Brief hospitalization in Nürnberg. Ninety-nine page novella about
Holden Caulfield written but not published. In 1941, Holden
Caulfield story published in December 21 The New Yorker.

Handout 3

1947-1950

Returns to U.S.; lives in Greenwich Village; TarrYtown, New
York; Westport, Connectjcut. Stories published in Mademoiselle,
Cosmopolitan, The New yorker. 1950, My Foolish Heart, film
version of "Uncle Wiggily in Connecticut." "For Esmewith
Love and Squalor," 1950, The New Yorker; story later chosen as
one of most distinguished stories of the year.

1951
1953

The Catcher in the Rye.
Buys cottage and ninety acres in Cornish, New Hampshire. Nine
Stories. Interview by Shirlie Blaney, a high school journalist for_
Windsor, Vermont, Daily Eagle.."Teddy," January 31, The New

1955

1957
1959
1960
1961
1963

1965
1967
1974

1980

Yorker.
Marries Claire Douglas. "Franny," January 29, The New Yorker.

"Raise High the Roof BeamNGSrpenters," November 19, The
New Yorker. Birth of daughter, Margaret Ann.
"Zooey," May 4, The New Yorker.
"Seymour: An Introduction," June 6; The New Yorker.
Son, Matthew, born.
Franny and Zooey. Makes cover of Time.
Raise High the Roof Beam, Carpenters; and Seymour; An
Introduction.
"Hapworth 16, 1924," June 19, The New Yorker.
Divorce' from Claire Douglas Salinger.
Files civil law suit against John Greenberg and seventeen New
'York bookstores for illegal publication and sale of early Salinger
shortstories.
Canadian reporter, Michael Clarksoh, describes brief interviews
with seclusive author in Cornjsh, Who has movei to a second
home located in rural environsprotected by d s, tunnel
entrance, and hillside setting.

4
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HANDOUT 4
THE POSITION PAPER
1.

,
f

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
9.

10.

The position paper is just that: you adopt a single position about what you
have read, a narrowed foals that can be developed by tsi.ng concrete examples from the reading or from suppleRefts to the reading. The position is
your position.
The position paper must be three to five typed pages. The papers must be .
typed because at least two papers will be chosen from each assignment,
reproduced, and evaluated during Defense Day by members of the seminar.
The possibilities for positions are nearly unlimited. You may want to deVelop an important quotation from a work, an important symbol, a character
or a comparison of two characters, the author's style?his-or her ideas about
love, death, maturity, society, nature, money. You may wish to explore the
author's use of names, choice of title, brand of humor. Suggestions for positions will be given with each assignment.
The paper must be your best writing. It will always be read by the instructor. At least two of your papers will bttdiscussed and evaluated by tlke
entire seminar.
Do not use the title of the work for your paper. Instead, your title should
'suggest or reflect your position.
Present your positii?n logically and support it with concrete materialquofations and examples from what you have read as well as your own observations about life and. literature. Don't neglect the plot or ignore the names of
the characters, yet assume that your reader is your seminar classmate, who
is also familiar with the work.
Writing good papers is hard work. It requires a clear outline. Your paper
needs sharp first and last sentences, transitions between solidly developed
paragraphs, varied sentencesnot all beginning x.tith pronouns, not all simple or compound constructions. It requires yoursharpest.and most mature
language. Good writing is correct writing: don't lose your reader by failing
to proof*read. Read your paper aloud before typiri$ the final draft. Finally,
a good paper uses psychology: work hard on intrOdtkaions and conclusions
the first and last things that the reader reads.
Do not rely on critics. While.there Will be student pcisltion papers for you
to examine, take your own position.
DO not be afraid to adopt a poiltion that seems "way out," fanciful, outrageous. If you have a strong position, one that may be challenged in the
seminar discussion, just be sure that you have the material to defend it.
The writing of seven position papers is a cumulative experience. Each paper
builds upon its predecessors, so do not hesitate to refer to previous papers
or ideasyours or those of other classmates. Through your own writing and
by studying the works of other students, you will make discoveries about
Your reading and writing. New ideas will come to you. You will become
aware of your own style as you consider the writing of others. And, while
each paper will not necessarily be better than the last, your 'final production will speak for itself. You will be impressed!

PAPER I: "A PERFECT DÀY
FOR BANANAFISH"
DAYS 3-12

-

DAYS 3-5: READING TWO SALINGER
STORIES ALOUD

"A Perfect Day for Bananafish," which
was published in The New Yorker on31

Goals

Nine Stories (1953). In fact, none of the

1.

January, 1948 and later as the fir-St story im
before "Bananafish" have been
collected in book form. But the ideas from
these stories would blossom into the more

stories,

To introduce the Salinger literature by read-

ing aloud and discussing on Day 3 "The
Young Folks" (1940) and on bays 4 and 5
2.

famous works. We will be examining-some of

"Uncle Wiggily in Connecticut' (1948).
To provide background for an independent
reading of "A Perfect Day for Bananafish"

these 1940-1948 stories in the first two
sections of the seminar.
2. Do an otal reading of "The Young Folks."

(1948) and for writing the first Position

This is the first published story-If you wish
to begin with student reading, ask individual

Paper.

students to read sections of two or three
paragraphs to the class. They should then

Materials
,11.
2.
3.

summarize what they have read, observing
whatever comes to mind about plot development, Style, sentence length, dialogue, word
choice, characters, names, the. title. This
March-April 1940 story introduces a basic
Salinger concern: innocents and phonies. As

"The Young Folks"; early story appeared

,

March-April 1940 in Story magazine.
Nine Stories.
Handout 5: The Glass Family.

Assignment
1.

2.

world, pathetic and bewildered. This idea,
the product of Salinger's own
youth, is expressed with all the vividness of

Perhaps

Insert DUE date for this paper on the
Schedule, Day '13. In addition, note the
dates of the first Defense Days and explain
to students that copies of the position
papers for defense will be given out qn Day%
19 and 20.

v

Procedure
1.

the title suggests, young people meet the real

Read "A Perfect Day for Bananafish" and
write a three-to-five page Position Paper on
that story.

teenage slang and affectation.
3.
;

When you shift to Nine Stories, you may
wish to' stress. the dates of all the stories,
asking students to write them in the "Conten ts"(see dates in Bibliography). Eight
years and a dramatic experience of World
War II have passed. Salinger's style has
matured; he has grown interested in Zen

Reniincl 'students that Salinger's firist stories

Buddhism. (Ask students to note the book's

appeared in magazines, beginning in 1940
when he was attending a writing class at
Columbia University. But not until after he

Does it tie the stories together in some way?
You may wish to pursue these introductory

served during World War II were they
collected in book form, beginning with

introductory Zen koan. Why is it there?

questions-or wait until the later sections
which stress Zen.)
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While the title, like "Bananafish," is more
dramatic and perhaps vague (Uncle Wiggily

DAY 6: CHOOSING AND LIMITING TOPICS
FOR POSITION PAPER I '

was the kind old rabbit in theeHoward Garis
dien's stories), compare the introductions, the dialogue, the italicized words
(Why?), the slang.("Edna baby" vs. "Merritt

Go

Ti discuss appropriate topics for Position

1.

P

er I.

Parkway, baby"), the world of suburbia-of

Ti demonstrate how to narrow a topic.

2.

liquor, cig'cetes, college, of people confused and lonel n a world of the young and
adult. Note reference to World War II where

Materia

Seymour and Walt and Jefame Salinger

Hand t 6,.. Suggestions for Positi
o elTor Paper I.
Handou

1.

2.

served time.
Ask students to think of one possible

Procedure

position over each story, as if they were to

By now students have read "A Perfect Day
for Bananafish" and are beginning to understand some basics about Salinger's ,early life

1.

and writing. Do nothowever, discuss this
story until after the position papers are
handed in; but the concept of a position
paper is probably incomplete and further
clarification in class is needed.

Distribute Handout 6 and discuss these

2.
,

sqggestions for position papers on "A
Perfect Day for Bananafish."

3.

write their ,papers on "Young Folks" or
"Uncle Wiggily."

Additional Suggestion

You may wish to make a copy of a New York/
Connecticut map for reference with these and
later stories. Also ask students`to Check to see if
bananafish exist. At age thirteen, Salinger professed a love of tropical fish.

,

You may wish >to use the model paper,
Handout 7, at this point to assist students
in their understanding of a position paperor you may wish- to post it on the bulletin
board for reference. Note particularly the
instructor's comments which follow the

DAYS 7-10: PREWRITING DISCUSSION,
WRITING, AND READING
Goals

.1. To provide

in-class time for prewriting
discussion, as well as time for student
writing.

student paper.
4.

The dedications refer to Dorothy Olding, a
New York literary agent, and Gus Lobrano,

2. To read and discuss at last o e early uncollected short, story.

a magazine editor.
5.

Handout 5 is a valuable reference to all the
Glass family stories, including "Bananafish"
and "Uncle Wiggily." It establishes that
alinger country is largely New York and its

environs inhabited by this family and the
people they know. The stories, largely from
the sophisticated The New Yorker magazine
(show a copy to the class), concern the
problems of urban and suburban East Coast
America-though they relate to us all. Note
Seymour, who is in "Bananafish," and Walt,
who is referred to in "Uncle Wiggily."
6., As the class reads aloud and pieces together
"Uncle Wiggily," there should be some
recognition of the similarities between this

4

Ma terials

A teacher copy of one of the early stories:
(1) "The Hang of It," Collier's 108 (12 July
-194 1):22. (2) "Once a Week Won't Kill You,"
Story 25 (November-Decembef 1944):23-27.
Procedure
1.

Day 7 should be a time for prewriting discussion. Students will find it valuable to
share their approaches to writing a paper. Do
they just pick a suggestion from the handout
and begin writing or typing? Do they have a
basic outline approach: Introduction, Body,
Conclusion? Discuss prewriting concerns:

1948 story with ."Young Folks" of 1940.

1 .1 3

1

Days 11-12

(1) brainstormingmaking notes on ideas
that come to you; (2) examining your
written ideag, as well as those on_the sug-

131

Materials

Copies of Nine Stories.

gestion sheet, and seeing which has the
strongest appeal; and (3) seeing if the ideas

ProCedure

'are related, as well as which ones can be
developed .

-

Also discuss the setting and mechanics of

writing. When do you write the best, at
school, at home? Do you write continuously
or stop when things go wellthen pick them

up later? How many rough drafts do you
need? What techniques do you use- to get
into a paper? Out .of a paper? Do you have

a reward system to make yourself finish
the paper? What are the hazards of last day
writingor the delights? Can you describe a
paper that you have written which proved to
be among your ivery best?' What made it go
so well? How do you pick titles? Do you use
others for sounding-boards?
should begiven for writing.
3. Days 8 an

1.

Day

11 should bt given over to writing

and proofreading. Remind students of the
skill goals for the first paper: one clear
position and _a- paper which follows directions for typewriting, 3-5 pages in length,
double spaced.
2. Remind students that the position paper will
be due at the beginning of Day 13.
3. On Day 12, the c ass should again read aloud

other story from The New
and discus
Yorker written in 1948, one that does not
involve the Glass family. "Just before the
War with the Eskimos" has another intriguing
title which the class can discuss even before
reading the story. Again there is the familiar

4. On Day 10, you can continue to give students an understanding of Salinger's early

New York setting with a familiar strong
character, Eric, who talks in italics. This
story may connect for students who see it

work and development by reading to them
one or both stories suggested above. "The
Hang of It" is .somethingi of a formula
surprise ending piece abouf an Army sergeant just before World War II, humorous

in terms of Salinger's concern with war, of
the strong language of the lonely characters
(soon to be seen in The Catcher in the Rye),
of symbolism (the chicken sandwich will
reappear in Franny and Zooey), of seeing

with some Salinger touches in dialogue.

oneself through ' an6sther (as in "Uncle

"Once a Week Won't Kill You" Was written
while Salinger was in the European Theatre
of Operations. Part of a series of three

in life (as did Seymour).

"husband vs. wife in wartime" group, this
story does have a two-part structure like

"Bananafish" and a familiar Salinger concern
with the worlds of reality and illusion.
DAYS 11-12: COMPLETING PAPERJ AND
READING "JUST BEFORE THE WAR
WITH THE ESKIMOS"

Goals
1.

To complete writing and proofreading of
Paper I.

2. To read aloud and discuss "Just before the

War with the Eskimos" (1948).

Wiggily"), of the absurdity that people see

Additional Suggestion

In 1949, Hollywood made a ninety-eight minute
film entitled My Foolish Heart. This version of
"Uncle Wiggily in Connecticut," starring Dana

Andrews and Susan Hayward, so infuriated
J. D. Salinger that he would have nothing to do
with filmmakers again. If time and budget allow,
a class showing of this film would be valuable
in not only comparing the film to.the story but
also in discussing whether Salinger's ire was
justified. Certainly Salinger's continual refer-

ences to Hollywood and anis deserve classroom discussion.
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HANDOUT 5
THE GLASS FAMILY

Parents:
...-

Les Glass (Jewish) and Bessie Gallagher Glass (called a fat Irish Rose by son
Zooey). They were successful Pantages Circuit vaudevilians in the 1920s. By the
1940s, Les was hustling talent for motion picture studio in Los Angeles. fn the
1950s, they live in an old but not Unfashionable apartment house in the East
Seventies in New York with their two youngest children.
;

Seven Children:

Seymour, the oldest, born in February,'1917. Entered Columbia at age 15,
Ph.D. in English. Shared room with brother-Buddy until 1940 at home;
then both got apartment near 79th and Madison. Taught English. Married
Muriel Fedder, 4 June 1942. World War II soldier. Suicide, 18 March 1948,
while on vacation in rlorida.
2. Buddy, born in 1919 (as was Salinger), the writer of the family. Never
finished college; 1942, World War II soldier; a writer in residence and,
1955, teacher at a girl's junior college in upper New York state, whOlived
alone in a small unelectrified house near a ski run.
3. Boo Boo, "a stunning and final girl," a World War II Wave in Brooklyn,
married a "resolute-looking man" named Tannenbaum, lives in Tuckahot),
has a New England summer place. By 1955, has three children, the oldest
1.

named Lionel.
4 and 5. The Twins: Waker and Walt. Waker by 1955 was a Catholic priest
after being a World War II conscientious objector. Walt.spent World War II
in Pacific; in autumn of 1945, he was killed when aJapariese stove exploded while he was packing it as a souvenir for his commanding officer.

6. Zachary Martin Glass, or Zooey. Born 1929, "a wholly beautiful face,"
who became a TV actor after college, though his mother wanted him to get
a Ph.D. in mathematics or Greek. By 1952 was playing leads.
7. Frances or Franny. Born 1934, extraordinarily beautiful. In summer of
1954, played summer stock between junior and senior college years. In her
junior year interested in Lane Coutell. But by November of 1955,hAd a'
spiritual crisis. Helped by 2ooey from spiritual collapse.
Over a period of eighteen years, beginning in 1927, one or more of the qass
children performed under the name of Black on a famous radio'quiz show, "It's
a Wise Child." Their educations were paid for by these performances.
KEEP THIS FAMILY DESCRIPTION AS WE STUDY THE VARIOUS.
WRITINGS THAT INVOLVE THE GLASS PARENTS. AND CHILDREN.

1

Handout 6

'HANDOUT 6
SUGGESTIONS FOIR PAPER I::A Perfect Day for Bananafish"'(1948)
I. Examine the title closely. Do any of the words suggest a position?

2. This story has two separate scenes. Are these divisions organic? Do they fit
together compactly?
3. Examine the characters' names. Are they symbolic? Focus on one character
such as Sybil. What is a "sybil"?
4. Try comp4ring c/haracters for a position. Note thatin "Uncle Wiggily in
Connecticut" Walt is contraited with Lew, Erdise with Ramona.
5. Muriel refers to German Poetry by a man that Seymour calls""the only
great poet -cif the centurY." This man is probably Rainer Maria Rilke. Look
up Ri Ike. How are Seymour and Rilke alike?
6. Why does,Seymour kiss Sybil's foot?
7. 'Salinger is noted for his dialogue. How would you describe it in this story?
Be sure to illustrate.
8. Is this stofy about sex? Does it contain sexual synibolism?
9. Try comparing this story with "Uncle Wiggily in Connecticut."
10. Why is the Florida setting so important to this story?
11. The telephone call is important to this story. Why?
12. Just why does Seymour shoot himself?
13. Salinger is noted for his humor. What kind of humor is found in this story?
14. Examine Seymour and Sybil, Muriel and her mother in terms of then'
conversations.
15. What is "banana fever"?
16. Can the Zen quotation at the beginning of the nine stories be used with a
position about this story?

11u
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HANDOUT 7
STUDENT MODEL FOR PAPER I

V.

PLEASURE IN PURSUIT OF PAIN

by Janet Holm

Is humanity such thai Ole inevitable end of pleasure must be pain, that
happiness must be followed by destruction, as ultimately, life must be followed by death?

If this is indeed the case, then the question must be asked

as to what purpose life is led, and whaypossible worth of satisfaction can
be derived from it.

How futile life becomes whep looked at in this manner,

add yet how much greater the experience of joy to know that it is but transient.
J. D. Salinger's story, "A Perfect Day for Bananafish," can be seen as a
rather heightened example of the impermanence of any exultation, and the unavoidable loss thee ensues.

This sentiment is expressed in two different,

although prallel, ways within the story.
an intelleaual and disturbed young man.

Both center around Seymour Glass,
One is the story he tells, whether

actual or imaginary is not know, and the other is the very real circumstances
of his life.

In each, there is a somewhat fanciful sense of delight and well-

being experienced by the reader 4inarediately before the indisputable finality
of each ihcident.

This lulling into a false sense of security is rather em-

phasized by the unexpected quality Oi innocence that survives in spite of the
aura of evil contained in the closing.

In the first instance, Seymour Glass tells Sybil the storrof the bananafish.

He first stresses the tragic nature of their lives, then explains io

Sybil the cycle that they follow.
a hole that is full of bananas.

Literally, these ordinary fish swim into
Once inside, the fish arg overcome by greed

1

11 7

4

Handout 7

A.

2

and eat far more bananas than they can hold.

They are then trapped.within*

the hole, unable tlo,exit through the door they entered due to their tremendous size.

The fish are then seized by a dispase known as "banana fever"--a
1

disease fatal to bananafish.

Thus as the fish seek a satisfaction of desire

and experience a brief period of pleasure, they also feel death ar the culmination of theirscupidity.

Here the parallel is drawn to the example of Seymour Olass.

He is a man

who has suffered in the war, and upon returning has attemPted suicide.

His

basic despair must be realized before,attempting to rationalize the depth of
his emotions that give rise to his actions.
Seymour is sitting on the beach, enjoying the sun, when the little girl,
Sybil, appears. ,The following encounter with Sybil is, for Seymour, filled
with extreme pleasure and awakening desire.

As they talk, Sybil asks Seymour

about another child, Sharon Lipshutz, with whom she has seen Seymour sitting.
Seymour tells her that she had nothing tO worry about, although he does like
Sharon because she is so kind.

Sybil is obviously jeaious of his attentions

to Sharon, and Seymour himself admits to some interest when Sybil once again
mentions Sharon, by saying, "Mixing memory and desire."

He is pleased by
L.

Sybil's interest in him, addlag to his:overall feeling of longing for her.
As Seymcor and Sybil begin walking eo
4

bananafish story.

rd the ocean, he tells her the

She takes him seriously, neither of theitmanners suggest-

ing anything nonsensical in the story.

All the while they have been 'talking,

Seymour has been putting his hand on Sybil's ankles: casually, as if it were
a natural thing, yet this alludes to his awakening desire.

bncd in the water,

Seymour sits Sybil in the rubber raft, and holding her by the ankles, propels
her over the waves.

When a big wave crashes over their heads, Sybil emerges,

claiming that she has seen'a bananafiih.
kisses it.

Seymour then /rabs her foot and

It is at this point that his climax is reached in fulfilling his
4.

1s

13

1
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desire.

Seymour then degides abruptly that there has been enough, and they

return to shore.

Sybil 16 at first reluetant, then as they reach the sand,

runs eagerly away.

This day at the beach approaches perfection in Seymour's mind.

He is

in awe of the experience he has had, and yet he is unwilling co allow anyone

el'sinto his momentaey paradise, or even to let anyone be aware of what,he
has experienced.

However, at the same time,.he feels very close to Sybil as

the result of his contact with her and wishes to feel even more personal ed.:fection for her.

This is why he tells Sybil the story of the bananafish:

sees himself as one of them.

In this.way, he explains what the timewith

Sybil has been for him, for it parallels the life of the bananafish.
,

he

Thus he

alludes to the fact thar following the satisfaction that he has found, tHffe

must be pain:and, in his case, death.

When Sybil claims to have seen banana-

fish, Seymour reaches the peak of his excitement but also begins to know fear.

He feels hat she may have seen through the illusion he has created by becoming totally involved in it, and thus may have seen into him.

He is unwilling

to reveal himself any further to her for fear of exposing his satisfactAon
and also his planrof death.

Within Seymour's desire, within the instinctive actions of the bananafish() as well as within the human mind, there lies a subconscious need for
punishment, for whatelier time of ecstasy is sustained.

Unknowingly, an end

is sought that will terminate, perhaps permanently, whatever lust, whatever
sensuous pleasure, whatever greed that has been experienced.
The examples within the story are extremes, of course.

THIp sensations

felt do.not warrant the ultimate banishment of death, and yet they serve to
represent this quirk of human nature.

As with anything absolute, the realiza-

tion that as warmth and yearning fade, pain must follow, must be accepted, and
rather than endured, must be enjoyed.

It comes as a greater willingness to

1j

Handout 7
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do everything to the fullest, to derive what ever possible value from.every
.

instant of joy, whether it be a glimpse of beauty, a bodily sensation, a
moment of reverence, or the day-to-day act of living. 'For always the end
must come, and with it suffering, and in time the height of torture, that
must also be the height of joy, for it is the final release.

Instructor's Comments'

1.

Strengths:

This first paper has its success because it has a strong

position, one %tilted in the introduction, dissected in a key and symbolic

scene, and restated in the conclusion.

It is also almost an Old Testament
And it is a promising ,

position that should generate seminar discussion:

start because the writer is experimenting wlig a complex style and, best
of all, relates fiction 'to.life as.she sees it.
2.

Weaknesses:

At times the sentence complexity and occasional use of pas-

sive voice stand in the way of clarity.

Her convolutions, such as 401h

che next-to-last'paragraph, invite too many re-readings.

For example,

in that paragiaph lie questions of definition, documentation, ;Id generalization:.

What is "ecstasy"--just lust,.greed,

fially feel a subconscious need for punishment?

sensuality?

Do fish

Can everyone's psyche

be equated with that of the war-battered Seymour?

The writer alsd only

uses one direct quotation to support tit. observations.

This is a skill

in convincing the reader, one that should be stressed in Defense. Day and

required for Paper U.

ar
.1

*
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PAPER II: THE CATCHER IN THE RYE .
DAYS 13-28

son," which was eventually published by
The New Yorker in 1946. The story, of

DAYS 13-14: BEGINNING SALINGER'S
MOST SUCCESSFUL NOVEL

course, has its biographisal parallels: Salinger
was an unconventional adolescent who had

Goals,
I.

flunked out of McBurney School in Manhattan. Then his parents shipped him off, to
V4ley Forge Military Academy in the

To cnient students to The Catcher in the

Rye.
2. To begin reading the novel in class.

Pennsylvania hills. Perhaps he felt a misfit by

being sent to this model for Pencey Prep..
Ile, like Holden, managed the fencing team.
His fellow cadets included one who jumped

Materials

out of a window, as did James Castle in
" Catcher, and one who was expelled like
Holden and ended upat a mentaHristitutiori'

Class set of The Catcher in the Rye.'
Assignment

on the West.Coast. But, beyond that, Salin-

Note the DUE date of Paper II on the Schedule,

ger and Holden part company; Salinger

Day 29.

graduated and even wrote the song for the
school's Last Parade.

Procedure
I. 'Give

4.

Note the dedication to. Salinger's mother,
Miriam Salinger. This dedication might be
the basis for speculation if one is ..to forCe

5.

Note the title. Ask students if they are

stuctents a few minutes for a final'

proofreading:of their first position papers.
Then collect them. Choose the papers for
Defense Day as soon as possible and make
multiple copies. ReView the Defense Day
procedures in the introduction, in preparation
for this discussion/evaluation peripd. The

schedule allows time for you to grade the
remaining papers before Defense Day.
Remind students that the first Defense Days
will be Days 19.and 20. Copies of the papers

for defense will be handed out before each

3.

,

parallels between the author and Holden.

acquainted with "Comin' through the Rye"
by Robert Burns (1759-1796),..a Scottish
ppep. The poem was set to music.

6. ,tddents should also be aware that this book
was very pontroversial, even banned in the
1950s and 1.960s. It appeared during the
Korean War, in an erd of gray-flannel suitsk

fear of the A-bomb, rise of corporations,
of Communisih, Dr. Spock's baby

fear

day; the first two will be given to all students on Day 18. All corrected papers will

boo,k, affkence, and conformity.
I. Day 14 should be an in-class reading day.

be returned at the end of Day 20.
Ask students to review The Salinger Chron-

'Additional Suggestion

ology (Handout 3) .er Appendbc A, Life
and Times of J. D. Salinger. This first novel
has its literary origins as early as 1941 when
he began to write about Holden Caulfield in
the short story "'Slight Rebellion off Madi-

You may -wiSh to begin this section by class
reading the first few pages of Catcher. Not only
can the ,class discusss familiar Salinger trademarks (immediate ,involvement in the character,
139
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b. The 1944 World War II story, "Last
Day of th$ Last Furlough," concerns

italicized words, references to fish and films,
autobiographical material), but also there should
be mention of why critics compare this book to

Sergeant Babe Gladwaller and his little
sister Mattib (a relationship much like
Holden and Phoebe), as well as refer-

Mark Twain's Huckleberry Finn. Here we §ee
first person flashback, the colloquial and teenage
language, and the story of a boy who could not
stand civilization.
1.

ences to his friend Vincent Caulfield, son

of an actor and a soap opera writer,
whose bnither Holden has' run away

y/111.P,

from school again.

DAYS 15-17: READING AND
BACKGROUNDS OF THE NOVEL

c.

The 1945.'story "A Boy in France" is
about Babe digging a foxhole and read-

ing a letter from his sister about a girl
named Frances, a young haughty woman
that Babe lioves. He,enjoys the letter and
falls asleep.1Some critics see this story as

Goals
1.

To provide time fo'r in-class reading.

relating to "For Esmewith Love and
Squalor" with its lettier and to Franny
and Zooey with the central character

To trace the backgrounds of The Catcher in'
the Rye by examining earlier magazine
fiction.

finding peace in the communication.
d. "This Sandwich Has No Mayonnaise" is
is a 1945 tale about Vincent Caulfield.

Materials

At least one copy of a background short story:'
fl) "Slight Rebellion off Madison." The New
Yorker (22 December 1946):82-86. This story
was actually written in 1941. (2) "Last Day of

e.

the Last Furlough." Saturday Evening- Post 217

f.

Vincent, who is training for the Air
Corps iqGeorgia, learns that his nineteen

year old brother Holden is missing in

(15 July 1944):61-62, 64. (3) "A Boy in

action in the Pacific.
The final Babe Gladwaller story of 1945,
"The Stranger," involves Babe and

France." 5aturday EveninkPost 217 (31 March
1945):21, 92. (4) ."This .Sandwich Has No

Mattie going to New York to tell Vincent Caulfield's girl about Vincent's

Mayonnaise." Esquire 24 (October 1945):54
56, 147-149. (5) "The Stranger." Collier's 116
(1 December 1945):18, 77. (6) "I'm Crazy."

death in .Europe during the war. We also
learn that the girl did pot marry Vincent
because he ha,d become so cynical (after
his little brother Kenneth died).

Collier's 116 (22 December 1945):36, 48, 51.
g.

Procedure
1.

teacher before leaving the prep school,
and he later talks with sister Phoebe in

Day 15 shOuld be a reading day ,so that
students get far enough into the novel that
the background
impact.

1.

information

will

"I'm rifty" is another direct link with
Catcher, though the language is tamed
down. Holden talks with his history
her bedroom. This .1945 story

have

is es-

pecially interesting because Salinger has
chosen the first person viewpoint which'

On Day 16. the instructor should note that
Catcher has a ten year history or evolution:
a. In 1941, Salinger sold "Slight Rebellion

intrigued so man? Catcher readers in
1951 and after.

off Madison" to The New Yorker, but
the story was only set into type and hot
published until 1946, War had broken
out and the subject matter apparently
was not felt to be right at the time of

3. "Slight Rebellion off Madison" and "I'm

Harbor. Holden Caulfield 'And
Hayes interact at Rockefeller
Center; the story is told in the third
.person. (See chapter 17 in Catcher.)

students have already 'noted) and because
Babe's advice to Mattie about life and

Crazy" provide good material for discussion

and are short. "Last Day of the Last Furlough" is especially good for class putoses
because of Salinger's interest in children (as

Pearl
Sally

a

AS'

.4 .

growing up ties to much of Salifiger's fiction..
Day 17 should be a reading day.

Days 18-21

the positions of others, to clarify what is not
clear, to agree and disagree, to study organization and supporting evidence, to work on

DAYS 18-21: PREPARING FOR AND
PARTICIPATING IN DEFENSE DAY
AND FOLLOW-UP

mechanics, and to defend whaf one has
written. The word "criticism" implies two
responsibilities, for critics to try to understand what a writer has written as well as to

Goals

I. To prepare students for" the first Defense
Days.

1. To conduct the first Defense Days that will
provide useful models for the remaining six.

3: To provide a follow-up that offers students
the opportunity to express their positions.

4. To help students examine the position of

react to the writing.
5.

Materials

Copies of the position papers on "A Perfect
Day for Bananafish" that you have chosen

3.

The corrected

copies

df the

of Day 20.

.

Procedure
1.

On Day 18, hand out copies of the first two

papers that you have chosen for Defense
Day. Remind students that the second two

Return the other position papers on Day
21 without cotnment. The next class period
will be given over to these papers.

8. Follow-up Day 21 will allow others in class

to state their positions. There are a number
of options for this day:
A.

evaluated by the serninar. (Prior to class,
review the discussion of how to conduct a

position. Oryou may ask other studenfs"

to read all or selected portions of their
papersagain, choose excellent models

successful Defense Day in the introduction.

There are three criteria, with special em-

remember their initial reactions.
3.

Some instructors may wish to develop a
systein of anonymous grading, using this
handout with each Defense Day paper.

4.

Remind students that Defense Day'is not
Destniction Day. It is a time to /earn about

Review the positions taken by the papers
defended on the previous days. You may
have taken notes on the positions of the

remaining students and can, therefore,
.call on students who have similar or
contrasting positions: Or each stildent
can be called upon to state his or her

Defense Day: Criteria for Grading Position
Papers..This handout can be instructiveofor
the oral grading after eath paper has been

as they read And annotate their copies of
these papers so that ,they will be able to

or clarify

paper.
7.

Give each student a copy of Handout 8: .

phasis.on this paper's skill goals of following
directions and having a clear single position.
Students can use this handout during Day 18

restate

and conclude the defense with positive
summation. Always the goal is the next

papers will be given out on Day 19.
2.

discussion,

student positions, work for a balanced
aqscussion (call on 'everyone, ask students
who suggest grades to justify their choices),

remaining

position papers ready to give out at the end

Days 20 and 2,1 are Defense Days. It is
important that .you choose good models
for these days and that you allot the discussion time equally. Remember, the stndents, not you, are to do the evaluating.
Too much direction on your part will
destroy the spirit of Defense Day; instead,
encourage

for the first Defense Days. Make extra copies
for students who may have lost or forgotten
th8'm on Defense Days.
Handout 8: Defense Day: Criteria for

Gradineosition Papers.

Students whose papers have been chosen
for Defense Day should prepare to read
them aloud:

6.

critics.

1.

141

but ones not chosen for Defense Day.
b.

You may wish to discuss the successes
(and failures) of the first Defense Days!
Clear the air. Ask students how Defense
Days can be improved. If,some students
argue that the gr.ading was too high or

too low, ask them to formulate a fair
standard, taking into consideration the
pressures of Such close examination.
Remind them that learning,, to wrile is
more than just earning a letter grade.
40.1.
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c. *You may wish to use the Student Model,
Handout 7, for follovi-up discussion.

akso by concrete examples. This means
using the facts of the plot, the specific

d. You may wish to read aloud a critic's

characters and scenes, the direct lines

evaluation of "A Perfect Day for Banana-

by Frederick L. GwYnn and Joseph L.
B1otner;52) pages 79-87 in chapter 3,

found in the narrition or in the dialogue.
Students should begin to take notes pn
key lines and key pages which will help
prove their point,. as well as give flavor
and documented authenticity. The writer

"Zen Art and Nine Storiesv" in J. D.

doesnot have to shout that he or she is

fish." Suggestions: (1) pages 19-21 of
chapter 3 in The Fiction of J. D. Salinger

Salinger by James Lundquist.

DAYS 22-25: READING: CHOOSINGPICS
FOR PAPER II, DISCUSSING SKILLS,
AND WRITING
Goals
1

.

To provide time for in-class reading and
writing.

'

2. To suggest topics for Paper II.
3. To review and instruct the skills which will
be stressed for Paper II.
Materials
I. Handout 9: Suggestions for Paper II.
2. Handout 10: Student Model for PaPer II.

Procedure

Time to complete the novel may be provided
in class if necessary.
, 2. Handout 9 will give students potential sug1

.

gestions for their positions on The Catcher
'in the Rye.
3. Handout 10, the Stddent Model,- may be

posted on the bulletin board for individual
reference or copies may be made for distribution and discussion. You may wish to use
the model for follow-up day only.
4.

For at least one period, such as Dajt 24,
there should be review of the skills whiCh
will be stressed in Paper` II evaluation: use
of concrete examples, especially at least one
direct quotation, 'and focus on the introduction and conclusion. Points to consider:
a.

A position paper is convincing if the
ideas are supported not,just by logic but

"

right;

the concrete support does the

convincing. Discuss. when ,,to use short
quotations within the- text of the paragraphs and when to use long quotations
of foul or more typed lines and single
space and indent. Warn them, however,
that long quotations can be tiring to the
eye; and a paper must not just be a series
of long quotations tied fogether vAllir a
few student-written sentences. You Tay
wish to discus how' to build a natinal
transition between text and quotationor leave this for the next paper after the
probldms with this skill are observed in
the second paper. Also you may wish to
discuss editing quotations.

b. An instructor cannot stress enough how
important introductions and conclusions
are.to a paper. They get the reader interested and they impress the reader at
the end-or they don't! Certainly introductions need to mention such details as
author and title, but ,the rest is left to
the creative talents of the writer. There
can be a general discussion of what
student writers have learned frogi other
instructors and what they have learned
from xperience. Examples: (1) Some
have learned to state their position in

brief in the first or second sentences;
then they summarize this idea, or the
ideas of the entire' paper, in the conclusion. This method can have the
benefit of clarity, but it can have a
hazard of dullness. (2) Some have
learned stylistic devices: tying titles to
introductions and conclusions; repeating
lines; nsing direct quotations as lead-ins
and lead-outs; making sure that neither
introduction nor conclusion is too long

Days 26-2g
,

'

or too complex to hold impact; starting

from a general idea, narrowing it to
particulars in the paper, and returning
to the general idea at the end; opening
with a concrete scene from the book to

,

interest the reader and relate to the

Procedure

If necessary, give in-class time for any final
writing or proofreading.
.
2. The fourth and fifth' stories of Mne Stories
continue to tie the Salinger opus, together.
1.

"The Laughing Man," which appeared 19
March 1949 in The NeW Yorker, is an
_enjoyable story to read aloud. Its male

position; working hard on sharp prose
5.
.

clever words, varied sentencesespecially
long ones followed.by very short ones.
At least one day, such as' Day 25, should be
given for in-class writing. Remind students
that Paper II is due on Ddy 29.

'V

143,,

narrator uses 'the familiar Catcher flashback
and, like the author, was born in 1919 and
s

attended a public school in New York's
upper West Side. Here again is the story of
childhood as distinct from the adult world.

-DAYS 26-28: READING ALOUD TWO
SALINGER STORIES

Here again is. the wild imagination. It is also

Goals

bols (the namesthe mask). "Down at the

I.

To read aloud "The Laughing Man" (1949)

and "Down at the Dinghy" (1949) and
relate Ahem to the Salinger material which

has already been discussed, as well -as to

"Teddy" -(1953)the subject of the next
paper.
2.

To complete the writing and proofreading
of Paper II, if necessary.
,

Materials

,

a disturbing story, one with Zen overtones
(Is the Chief, a law student, trying too hard
to understand existence?), one with symDinghy," which appeared in the April,
1949 issue of Harper's, takes us back to the

Glass family and another Precocious child.

Ask students to examine Handout 5, the
Glass Family, again. We meet Boo Boo
Glassand will meet her again in Raise High

the Roof Bea , Carpenters. There is the
tie-up with t e sea in "Bananafish" and
"Teddy," as ell as reference to Seymour.
The world of adults and prejudice, which
the young soon learn about, is a key to
this story.

, Copies of Nine Sto,ries.
...

.1

...

e

#

4

,.

17:5

S.

e
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HANDOUT 8
DEFENSE DAY: CRITERIA FOR GRADING POSITION PAPERS

Clarity of Position

Does the papu pursue one position?
2. Can you state this position? If so, Write it belvw:
1.

;
Orginization and Support
Is the position clear because it.is logical?
2. is it clear because it is sapported bysoncrete
erial, such as direct
references and quotations?
3. Is it clear because it pursues an obvious, even minor, position? Consider
if the position is complex or origina).
4. Is the position supported by thefuper language, for example, a
humorous position uses humorous images and words?
.5.' Is there coherence in the paper: transitions between sentences and
paragraphs to enhance the organization?
6. Are the introduction and conclusion effective in clarif g the position?
7. Does the paper suffer from irrelevancies or over-emphasi of a minor
point?
1.

*a.

Mechanics

I. Do many proofreading errors detract from the paper's position?
2. Are there over ten basic mechanical errorsspelling, punctuation,

Th

capitalization, fragments, run-on sentences, usage, misplaced modifiers,
parallel structure, words often confused, pronoun forms, verb forms?
3. Is the paper smooth reading? What about awkward sentences, imprecise
or redundant word choice?
Grade
SE THIS SHEET AS YOU EXAMINE EACH POSITION PAPER.

-

Handout 9
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HANDOUT 9
SUGGESTIONS FOR PAPER II: THE CATCHER IN THE RYE (1951)

1. What does the word "phony" mean? Does Holden Use it so loosely that it
lacks meaning?
1. What do the women who appeal to Holden have in common?

3. Is this novel optimistic or pessimistic?

,

a

4. Children and Adults. Is this a possible position?
S. Is Pencey a symbol of twentieth-century kmerican culture?
6. Does the title suggest a position? Review its origin and HOlden's dream.
7. Why does Holden swear so much? Analyze his profanity.
8. Holden and liquor. Is Holden an alcoholic or his drinking symptomatic of
a problem that faces many young people?
9. What is Holden's attitude toward religion?
10. The novel contains a good deal about Holden and clothing. What is the
function of clothing, especially in this book?
11. What is Holden's attitude about change in the world? Note what he says
about museums.
12. Holden fails many of his classes, yet he passes in English and he reads a lot.
Meaning?
. 13. Some readers compare this book to Huckleberry Finn by Mark Twain. Is

Holden' a twentieth-century Huck Finn? Is he too on a journey?
1,4. Holden lies. Why?
1.5. Holden and.the movies?
16. Could this novel be made into a good film?
17. Is this book about sex and the American teenager?

_
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HANDOUT 10
STUDENT MODEL FOR PAPER II

EGYPTIAN TOMBS, CENTRAL RARK DUCKS, AND OTHER SYMBOLS
by Barb Blodi

Both the consistent reference to death and a symbolic falling ,or drop-

ping off are means of portraying depression and despair.

Holden Caulfield,

the teenage narrator of J. D. Salinger's The Catcher in'the Rye, reveals
this idea in thought and action.
teems universally applicable.

This novel, written over two decafts ago,

Throughout the story, Salinger uses the aspect
A

of death and an endless fall as effective representation of Holden's alienaCertainly, dying is not

tion:

new angle to'Salingeirs stories, for he'uses

suicide and accidental death in "A Perfect Day for Bananafish."
Using the past tense, Holden tells his story in retrospect, and at the
end we realize that Holden is in a mental clinic or institution, where the
story is being told.

Thus, Holden is looking back, telling of his period of

alienation, but he has already rejoined society or is at least making an
attempt.

Because of this, Holden portrays a different point of view from a

story set in thepresent.

Holden has seen his collapse, and through his nar-

ration he presents the theme of a symbolic fall from which he has had to
climb.

Alobg with symbols of death',

repulse Holden.

fiere ate the um;ny things which physically

For example, he feel-s so sick about all the "phonies" in

the world, so nauseous, that he, wants to vomit.

Disgusted at the people he

is forced to see, Holden is trying to regurgitate the world around him.

1

Handout 10

2

The first reference to death comes when Holden, still a student at
Holden likes Allie, and

Pencey, reflects back on his dead brother, Allie.

during this period in his life he findp his brother to be one of the few
people that he can respect.

When.Holden leaves school, he journeys to New York City., It is nearly
Christmas,,and it is very cold.

In a taxi cab, Holden is curious about the

fate of the ducks in Central Park.

He asks the driver:

ducks in that lagoon right near Central Park South?
any chance, do you happen to:know where they go,
frozen over?

"You know those

That little lake?

By

the ducks, when it gets all
Then Holden tells the

Do youthappen to know, by any chance?"

reader, "He turned around ML;Id looked at me like I was a madman."
There'is a comparison to make here between the forlorn ducks and Holden,
botfi in flight, bbth looking for somewhere to go- Notice Imre that the
weather is bleak, similar to that of Holden's outlook on life, yet the season
of Christmas, a time of rebirth, is at hand.
The first evening in New York is spent in the hotel bar, which eventually
leads to his buying a "throw" with a cfieap prostitute.

Ho

en does not feel

like having any sexual contact and becomes more and m e depressed.

At the

end'of the chapter, Holden wants to commit suicij---the only thing.he can
think of to end his depression:
mitting suicide.

"What I really felt like, though, was com-

,I felt like jumping out the window.

I probably would've

done it, too, if I'd been sure somebody'd(cover me up as soon as I landed."
The escapades of the next day follow, and Holden (after visiting Central
Park and actually looking for the ducks) winds up at his home, hoping to
"shoot the breeze" with Phoebe, his little sister.

Sneaking in late at

night, Holden, wakes up Phoebe, and she enthusiastically greets him.

At one

point during the conversation, Phoebe demands Holden to name soiething he
likes a lot.

Hoiden at first can think of only two ihings--his brother Allie
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and an acquaintance at one of-his schools who was "accidentally" killed because of an unretracted insu

,Both people he likes are dead.

Then Holden divulges ah ambftion.

He wants to be a catcher in the rye.

He says,

What I have to do, I have to catch everybody (kids) if they
start to go over the cliff--I mean if they're running and they
don't look where they're going I have to come out from somewhere
and catch them. That's`all I'd do all day. I'd just be a
catcher in the rye and all.
Here we see Holden trying to be a savior, rescuing children from a cliff of
terrible fate.

This is his only desire at the moment.

Holden wahts to pro-

tect these kids from the same "fall" that he it e)ePeriencing.

Holden's fall is foreshadowed in the scene with Mr. Antalini.

Holden

has gone to the fonmer English teacher for companionship and shelter in New
York, but he alsq receives a lot of paternal advice.
"Frankly, I don't know what the hell to say to you, Holden."
"I khow. I'm very hard to talk to.
I-realize that."
"I have the feeling that you'Te riding for same kind of a
terrible, terrible fall. But I don't honestly know what
kind
."
.

.

Again, the reoccurring theme of 'a fall or crashlowards which Holden
seems to be heading.

Holden, perhaps influenced by Mr. Antolini, has this

feeling of falling himself.

I,ater, while walking along Fifth Avenue, he

finds the end of each streetlock becoming a huge chasm to cross.

Holden

comes close to panic.

Every time I ame to the-end of a block and st'epped off the
goddam curb, I had this feeling that I'd neverpt to the other
side of the street. I thought I'd just go down, down, down,
and nobody'd ever see me again.
The fear of not being Seen again is 'an indication of Holden's preference
for being a visible part of society.

If he had rejected society completely,

he would not have had to worry about being seen.

a

4

HtjndoutlO

t.

Holden then goes to his sister's school to tell her of his plan

Annoyind by

With time to kill, he decides to wait at the museum.

parture.

the obscenities etched on the bathrooms, stairwell, and other

d de-

places,

publi

Holden foresees his Own tomb.

I think, even, if I'ever die, and they sthieme in a cemet ry,
and I have a tombstone and all, it'll say 'Holden Caulfie
on it, and then what year I was born and what year I dled5 and
in
I'm positiv
then right under that it'll say 'Fuck you.'
'

fact.

gyptian

ihe setting shifts from Holden's imaginary tombstone to the
'tombs in the basement of the museum.

Holden, dols

among the

so to speak, passes out--now at the most intense point o

isolatiOn,

Here the physical climax of the book takes place%
dead,

death Again.

Tombs, of course, represe

the farthest from society.

But as soon as he i-ecovers from f

nting, Holden

immediately feels better.

He realizes that he must go meet P

ebe and Walks

up from the tombs, leaving the dead behind.

Meeting Phoebe Jul deciding to

renain is clearly Holden's renewed acceptance of his environment.
Yet the story does not end there.
afternoon with his sister.
carousel.

Holden continues tOell us about his

They walk to a park where Phoe

She reaches for the gold ring as she'flies 'ro

Holden, although a little worried, realizes that he shou

rides the

d and 'round, and
not try and stop

her.

if they want to grab fo
you have to let them do it, and not say anythin
off, they Tall off, but it's bad if you say an
The thing witc, kids is,

Here is the final turning point of the story; for
philosophy.

He no longer wants to be a catcher in th

hires for each individual to be on their own, to be
ring.

Accepting the fact that all of must face a "f

is ready.to start out fresh.

Purified by the falli

he very bottom, is climbing his way back up.

the gold ring;
If they fall
ing to them.
-Holden

olden has changed his

rye. Anstead, he dele 'to grab for the gold,

1" of some soet, Holden/
rain, Holden! once at

"7
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Instructor's Comments

I.

-

I.

Strengths:

The!writer has a solid position, triggered by a clever,
I

Salingerstyled title.

She defines the position right away, nicely

relating it to the first paper.
ture and support.

She obviously had organizational strut-

Picking key scenes and a number of direct quotations,*

she convinces the reader.

Her concluding sentence is strong and poetic,

too.
2.

Weaknesses:

At times, tighter unity anc6aore plot explanation could

clarify the position.

Examples:

The

thL

paragraph begins noting

symbols of death, yet actual examples 41604 come until later; symbbls

and references need to be clarified.

Clarity comes with more support

about why he left..school, why park ducks should be in flight-literally,

why being in the bar led to visiting.a prostitute.
P;

I

.,/

-

,

.,

PAPtIl III: "TEDDY"
DAYS 29-44
,

DAYS'29-30: INTRODUCTION TO "TEDDY"

3:

t
.

also

,

2. To provide in-class time to begin the short
story.
,

or Esme or De Daumier-Smith. Indeed,
Teddy is another precocious child, the
most precocious child of all. However, he is

Class copies of, Nine Stories.

not a member of the Glass family. During
this section, we also will read stories six
("For Esmewith Love and Squalor") and

Assisnment
I. Ask students to note the DUE date for the
third paper on the ScVdule, Day 45.
.-).

;

seven ("Pretty Mouth and Green My Eyes");
"De Daumier-Smith's Blue Period" will be

Remind students thatNe Defense Days for
Paper II (The Catcher in the Rye) ar6 Days
37 and 38. Copies of the papers chosen for

analyzed in the next section. While the

stories are collected in chronological order,
remind students that this last story has been
seen by some critics as a kind of conclusion

defense will be handed out 'on Days 36
and 37.

,of an idea initiated in "A Perfect Day for
Bananafish." One idea ttat is especially

Procedure
1.

suggests a Teddy Bear (or perhaps

Teddy Roosevelt). "Teddy" is The only one
of the nine stories to focuss just on a characternwithout some suggestion of °other
implications, as with "The Laughing Man"

I. To orien. t students to "Teddy" (1953).

...,

,

children. Teddy, not TheOdore. The name

Goals

Materials

Discuss the title. Again, it suggests a story
about another of Salinger's favorite subjects,

Give students the first five to ten minutes
for a final proofreading of Paper II. Then
collect these papers. Be sure to select the
four for the Defense Days and make class
copies. Check :to see 'that they have con-

interesting is that these stories may relate to
Salinger's fascination with Zen Buddhism.
Remember that when he published the book
he also included a Zen koan. More will be
said about this on Days 33-34.
1'
4.

Ask students to begin reading the story
during the remainder of the class period and
to finish it on Day 30.

crete examples/direct quotations._

2. Ask students to review The Salinger Chron-

ology (Handout 3), nOting that the next
lb-

*Salinger work for consideraTion is

"Teddy"

the last of the Nine Stories. 1953 is a big
year for Salinger. He publishes "Teddy" and

later the collected nine stories; he buys his

DAYS 31-32: RPADING ALOUD AND
DISCUSSING "FOR ESMEWITH LOVE
AND SQUALOR"
,

Detreat in New Hampshire; he allowstis only
interview.to a high school journalist; then he

Goals

is angered over the printed interview and
cuts off contact with future interviewers;
and,. of 'course, his book continues to be a

I.

best seller.

To read aloud "Ford Esmewith Love and

Squalor" (1950).
2. To relate this-story to previously discussed
material.
151
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Materials

Copies of Nine Stories.

/DAYS 33-34: SALINGER AND
ZEN BUDDHISM

Goals

Procedure.
1.

Buddhism that provide a background to all

been included in short story anthologies. It

of Salinger's writing.
To suggest the Zen is basic in understanding

obviously has biographical parallels. Salinger
also was stationed in Tiverton, Devonshire,

in 1944, training with counter-intelligence;
he, too, listened to choir practice at a
Methodist church in Tiverton; and later, he
*saw the bloddy battles of World War H. Even
the referenee to his roornmate Clay shooting
a cat may relate to Salinger's dramatie

meeting with Ernest Hemingway', who shot
off the head of a chickewith a Luger..
During these' two day
e class should give

careful consideration to this story 'as it is
read aloud, analyzed, and related to earlier
stories. The, title has three parts; (1) a
dedikation to a girl with an unusual name,'
suggesting another 'precocious child; (2) a
concern with love; and (3) a concern with
squalor. Ask students to define "squalor."
The title also suggests that the storY may
have a structure like "A Perfect Day for
Bananafish." Suggestions for in-class discussion: Wny doesn't the narrator have
a name other than X? What is the function

"Teddy"which, in turn, should be valuable
for writing Paper III.
. Materials
1.

Zen Buddhism.

Zen instruption can be reinf6rced by inviting

resource persons to class or' 13.y showing.
films. Suggested films: The Mood ()nen,
Hartley Productions,.l968, (14mm., eolor);
The Long Search 9: The Land of the Disappearing Buddha, BBC TV: Time-Life Film,

1978, (52 inM., color). You may-also wish
to build a Zen class library.
Procedure
I. By now the students have read the story and

shquld be aware that Teddy's precocity
includes- a knowledge of Oriental religion,

since he refers- to Brahma. Many will be
puzzled by this story, especially its ending.
Day 33 Will be spent trying to clarify some
basic tenets and background about Zen.
After giving each student a copy of flandouf

genius," and "prolific." Ask information
questions: What do Ihe German and French

11,

words mean? Who were Goetbels and

as well as the trauma of woild war, he
appears td have been seeking a way of life

that allowed him' to deal with the world
that Seymour could not handle. Some
critics even note that Holden Caulfield's

adult ("Uncle Wiggily"), first person flashback, symbols, riddles, and koans (Charles's
question about walls), the problems of
psendo-sophistication (Catcher)?
3. Since , Day 33 begins a more serious dis,

cussion'of Zen Buddhism, you may wish to

refer to a critic's analysis of Zen in this
story. See pages 98-101 in James Lundquist's
D. Salinger.

remind them that Salinger became

interested in Zen Buddhism in the midi 940s. With his Catholic-JeWishabackground,

Dostoevski? What is the function of Charles?
How does 'thiS story relate to earlier writings:
structure ("Bananafish"), war-worn characters (Seymour) and a Wife/mother-in-law
("Bananafish"), interactiOn of child and
.

Handout 11: J. D. Salinger, "Teddy," and

2. 'Resource persons or films. On Day 34, the

of Esme'S vocabulary? (Ask students to deal
withs various words, e.g., "gregarious,"
"compassionate," "an extremely gifted

4

To teach or review basic tenets_ of Zen

I. fins is 'one of Salinger's finest stories; it has

story begins when he is sixteen years old, the.

age when the Buddha (Gautama) began ,to.
confront thd facts of adulthood' inA North
India in the sixth century B.C. Both 'Bolden
and Gautama sfind themselves compelled to
set 6ut oda jOurney.
3. In 1953, the year of "Teddy," Salinger
met his, wife-to:.be' Claire Douglas at a.
0

Days 35-38

comment on the introductory
koan. He and Seymour see the absurdity
final

Vermont party. She later told her parents
that Salinger lived with his mother, sister,
fifteen Buddhist' monks, and a yogi who
stood on his head-a fanciful tale 'that dates
to the author's earlier days in Greenwich
Village when he was giving reading lists
about Zen to his dates.
4. Stress the following background concerns:
a. Western religion is especially interested
in wOrds. sym ls, and notations, which
provide social c mniunication and rules
to explain the world. Zen. by contrast,
moves away from scripture and depen-

pf the Western world, of logic. Unlike
Sergeant X, Who seems to be saved by
the yount girl Esme, Teddy is ready to
leave the squalor for good.

and Nine Storie;'," in James Lundquist's
J. D. Salinger.
5. You also may wish to use the rest Of the"'
period to let- students examine various

library bboks on Zen Buddhism, such as
Alan W. Watts's The Way of Zen.

6. Day 34 should reinforee this

doing now. Children are especially en-'
lightened beeause they are so nalural
(note Salinger's interest in chilaren), but
their special qualities are eliminated by
,
cpnventionaleducation.
c: Thus, it is a mistake to try to undersland
.

d.

interaction. These persons can be drawn
trom the community, the, social studies
department, professors of religion in nearby

colleges or universities: The seminar may
wish ,to contact resource persons through a

leased phone service, an inexpensive way of
having a speaker from outside the corn-

' munity. The suggested films also are valuable
resources.

life by analyzing its facts and events; this
only leads to misery and confusion. The
goal iS spontaneity.

DAYS 35-38.: PREPARING FOR AND
PARTICIPATING IN DEFENSE DAY
AND FOLLOW-UP

sumption that satori is within oneself,
not outside. The process of Zen begins

Goals

The student thus begins with the aswith the master Asking riddles, or koans,

to the 'sttident, such as "What -is, the

sound of one hand clapping?" or "What
was your ctriginal face?" We must resist

trying to answer tirse que§tions with

'our Western minds; When a student tries
to use-philosophy or wordy answers, the
master reprimands him. With increased
use of koans,, the student feels stupid;
he knows nothing-and thus is libetated.

The total Zen art includes koans, tea
ceremonies, rock garden, archery; calligraphy painting, Haiku paintings-all
e.

discussion.

Resource persons_ can provide expertise and

flunking, meditation, contemplation. Zen
is not-a feligion; it is a way of liberalion.
How do we know the universe? Zen says
we already know it; we are what we are

b.

Ask students if they see any of these
Zen ideas in the first six stories. You
may wish to-use pp. 69-114, "Zen Art

f.

dence on written words to a direct
"pointing" to' the hudian mind in order
to see into one's true nature ,and thusattain Buddhahood. It relies heavily on

forms of meditation, a search for silence.
Salinger's fiction reveals lonely, oaen
highly intellectual people and ,spontaneous children- being cotrupted by
Western sophistication. "Teddy" is a

153

To suggest topicsfor raper III.
2. To conduct tWo Defense Dky discussions
and fdllow-up -that offer students an oppor-tunny .to express and defend their positions.
I.

Materials
I. 1-14dout 12: Suggestions for Paper III.
2. Handciut 13: Student Modellor Paper III.

3. Copies of- papers on 'The Catcher in the Rye
, for Defense, Days.
4. Corrected papers on The Catcher in the Rye
to be returned on Day 37.
Procedure

to SuRest
positions for Paper IIL You also may wish-

1. On Day 35, use Handout

1'2
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to introduce Handout 13 as a model-or

paragraphs. Xsk them to check their pre-

simply post it on the bulletin board. Or you
may prefer to use it on follow-up day.

vious two position papers
such transitions.

.

2. On Days 35 and 36, hand out the four

position papers that you have chosen for
Defense Days. Begin Day 35 by reviewing
Defense

Day

procedu,res,

although

2. Work on sentence combinins to encourage
students to become more aware of sentence
variety. First check the Writing, sample
papers to sep what`variety exists. How many
begin with subject-verb or the same words?
How many are just simple sentences? Check

the

seminar should now be familiar with the,
system. Be sure to return all position papers
at the end of Day 37.

3: During the follow-up discussion (Day438),,
you might ask other students to read their
papers tiA class, comment, discuss the
student model (Handout 13), or present the
vievipoint of a critic, e.g., any o the thirtynine essays in If You Really INant to Know:
A CatcherICasebook, edited by Malcolm M.
Marsden; "Raise High the Barriers, Censors"

for length. Check to 'see if any scan be
combined.

3. Try ,a sentence combining experiment. For
example, ask students _to study_ Williarn
Strong's "explorations" and then make
their own "transforms.7 See Strong, pp.
157-205.
4. Note: Some teachers may wish to extend

this skill review and instiuction to more

by Edward P. J. Corbett in J. D. Salinger
and the Critid, edited by William F. Belcher
andJames W. L'ee, pp. 54-59.
DAYS 39-40: REVIEW AND PRACTICING
SKILLS FOR PAPER III: TRANSITIONS
AND SENTENCE VARIETY

and identify

than c:one class period:

DAYS 41-44: COMPLETING PAPER III AND
READING "PRETTY MOUTH AND GREEN
0
MY EYES"
I

Goals

1.' To complete the writing and. proofre4ding

, Goals

of Paper III.

1. To review the writing skills of transitions

2. 'To give brief review and. instruction with

and sentence variety.

2. To practice and encourage these skills in
preparation for Paper III.

Roget's Thesaurus.

3. To read "Pretty Mouth and Green My Eyes"
(1951) and relate it to previous Salinger
m a terial.

Materials

A writing sample, such as a- copy of an
earlier position Taper or a student model

Materials
I.

2. A book on sentence combining, stich as
William Strong's Sentence Combining: A
Composing Book: New... York: Random
House, 1973.

Class copies of Nine St ries.

2. A teacher copy or cla

paper..

'

Procedure
Begin by examining a writing sample, sUch as

a student model, preferably with a copy for
eaeh student. Describe how a paper has
unity and smobthness in readinq if *the lines
and paragraphs relate: Ask students to circle
or underline words or lines or phirases that
provide transitions between sentences and

copies of Roget's

Thesaurus.

Procedure

I. Days 41-43 should be used for writing and
proofreading., Paper III is due Day 45.
Remind students that the skills of transitions
and sentence variety are important in
this paper.
41.

2.

During one of the writing days, remind
students that variety includes word choice.
Ask students if they own a eopy of Rogers
Thesaurus, preferably in dictionary form.
'YQ1.1 may wish to have students buy a copy

'

for the seminar. Instruct then.) on its uses.
For_ example, take an overused word like
"interesting"' and refer to Roget's alternatiVes. Ask students to name other overused'
words and then find synonyms.
3.

During Day 44, read aloud and discuss
"Yretty Mouth and Green My Eyes." This
14 July 195f The New \Yorker story seems
like a departure from th6 other eight storjes
since it deals with just adults. Its use of the
telephone- reminds us of earlier worki, such

as Catcher, and provides a link to Franny
and Zooey. While the plot is about a marriage

triangle, there also is a familar story of un-

happy people trapped in suburbia. Critic
James Lundquist sees it as a contrast to
"For Esrnewith Loye and\Squalor" because
the characters find no Zen transcendence as
did Sergeant X; theY are the dark side. of
Charles's koan because they a.re' Vped by
their individual walls and will never meet
at the corner.

e
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HANPOUT 11
J. D. SALINGER, "TEDDY," ANDIEN BUDDHISM*

Backgroimd: Mahayana Buddhism entered China during the first two
centuries A.D. Then it blended with native Chinese Taoism (a religion of
siniple spontaneity and natural mysticism) and was forged into a unique
form of Buddhism known now by its Japanese name, Zen.
H. Basis: Zen says "Let go." Stop trying to grasp the ungraspable and insteed
just lookand see the amazing unfolding of the preseht moment where
everything is every instant new. Forget,worthy purposes and future goals.
Realize the now (below are th1ce.y ideas of Zen which influenced Salinger,
'who re,ad Professor Daisetz Suzu i's [of Columbia] interpretations of Zen
for the West):
1. "The basic idea of Zen is to come in touch with.the inner workings of
our being, and to do this in the most direct way possible, without
resorting to anything external or superadded."
2. "Zen is the ultimate fact of all jihilosophy and religion
. Therefore
Zen is hot necessarily the fountain of Buddhist thought or life alone; it
is very muth alive also in Christianity, Muhammedanism, in.Taoisth,
and even in ... 'Confucianism . .. Zen is what makes the religious
feeling run through its legitimate channel and what gives life to the
intellect."
III. Practice: Zen is praCticed.in two ways, by meditation and by sharp
question and answer exchange between-poster and pupil. Dr. Suzuki's Western interpretations advised people to disentangle themselves from the
ways of,convehtional thought and stop trying to justify themselves. Live
life as it comes along. To many Amerjcans it was a protest against plastic
America.
IV.' Key Terms.
1. "A special transmission outside the Scriptures": Zen is self-reliant and .
has no patience with one spiritual authority. Let nothing come between
you and direct experience.
,
2. "ND dependence on words and letters": One must look after oneself.
Zen has lack of d'ogma and ritual. "What is Zen?" "A bag of rice."
Existenc
3. "Direct poInting to the rn" d of man; seeing into one's own nature.'"
Actual experience, first4
"concrete knowing.
4. "Satori": Enlightenment, he moment of waking up to the world as it
is in itself where subject-object vanishes, a new birth, the barriers and
weight of mental processes-,-judgments on the state of the world and
neighbors, friends, fearsz-all fall away.
5., "The KoanTh. A question that must be answered but has no logical
answer. The masters effort-to draw the stuaent's attention to the
present moment and to his no-mind.
I.

*This material is adapted from The Wax of Zen (New York: Pantheon, 1957) by Alan.
W. Watts, and The Fiction of J. D. Salinger (University of Pittsburgh Press, 1967) by
Frederick L. Gwynn and Joseph L. Blotner, pp. 42-45.

'
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'HANDOUT 12

SUGGESTIONS FOR PAPER III: "TEDDY" (1953)
Why.does Salinger seem to be so,fascinated with.precocious children?
/. Is the title more than just a character's name? Develop the title as a theme-.
3. Take a key quotation, 'such as the one about the arm symbol, and develop
it into a position.
4. Compare Holden of The Catcher in the Rye with Teddy.
5. Just what is Teddy's religion all about?
6. Examine the idea of education as discussed in this story. See Nine Storiat,
p..195.
7. Is this storY about death?
8. Compare Teddy and Nicholson.
9. What is the meaning of orange peels, both literally and figuratively?
1.

.

10. Compare Seymour of "A Perfect Day for Bananafish" wti, Teddy.
11. ,Colors. What iS the meaning of color in this storyandOhers that we have
read?

,

12. Whit does thetord "mystic" mean? How could this be a position about
"Teddy"?
-13. Does some' aspect of Zen apply to this story?
14. Just what is the meaning of the ending? Reread it carefully.

15. What does Teddy say about our World tod-linoNust the world around
1953?

f

.

16. Is this story about the American family, pirqnts.anU children?

Jr

t

I.

1
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HANDOUT 13
STUDENT MODEL FOR PAPER III

LOGIC, EMOTION, OR DEATH
by Janice Weiner
S.

At the end of the story, it was Teddy who died.
to it.

The entire plot.led up

From the very beginning, references were made to death, emotionalism,

logic, and conventionalism.

The latter three were what drove Teddy to his

death--he found it'difficult mo meditate ind lead a spiritual life.in an

Americantciety that not onlyfrowned upon what he believed, but practiced
-

everything contrtirY to h-s belies.

Teddy,did not-Wieve that tilare was any use for emotion.

When asked

if he had-any emotions, he repged, "If I do, I don't,remember when I ever
used them.

I don't see what they're good for."

waste of time and,energy.
v

.his was proven.

To him, emotions were a

And sevrak-times in the story, this "theory" of

The first example was at'the beginning; when Mr. McArdle

was yelling at Teddy to get down off his Gladstone.

Teddy was using it as

a booster so that he could see out of the porthole.

All of Mr. Mardle's

yelling and carrying on was really of no avail.

Teddy just stayed there,

unperturbed, making observations about orange peels floating on the water,,
until he was good and ready to step down.
proved absolutely nothing.

-

His father's emotional display

In fact, Teddy might have been inclined to get

offthe suitcase sooner had has father not pushed the issue.
Teddyga first encounter with Booper was aiother case in which his belief
was justified.

When Teddy.finally managed to locate her, everything she said

or did displayed a negative attitude.

"Wha:% she want to see me for?

1

1 7)

I

Handout 13
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don't want to see her" and "I hate you! I hate everybody in this ocean" are
examples of her hostile ittitttde. It did not do her any good, though. She
eventually did what Teddy asked, and all her ranting and raving was in vain.
Poetry also bothered Teddy because off the emotionalism involved. The.

first indication of this was in one of his jOurnal entries, where he expressed
a distaste for "conventional" poetry. The second was during _his conversatio&
4111,

qnsery of "Aren't emotions.what poets
with Nicholson, jans t.nsr. tfq. Nichofson's
,

are primarily concerned with?" His answer was, "Nothing in the voice of the

cicada intimates how soon it will die. Along this road goes no one, this
autumn evez."

Two Japanese poemspoetry without a lot of emotionalism.

,,The second thing about society that did not mesh witsh Teddy's
butlook
a.

on life Was logic.

He was interested in making spiritual advancements, and

logic proxed to be a' hindrance. With logic, everything had a designated Size
and shape--a given name,

Without it, he could get oub of the finite dimen-

sions--lose consciousness, and reobtain knowledge that he had retained un-

consciously for eons, and return it to the form of conscious knowledge.

When

Teddy was attempting to assist Nicholson in getting out of the finite dimeniions, he asked Nicholson what his arm was.

Nicholson replied that it was
..

ap armthat, the name was given to distinguish it from other objects.

To

that, Teddy replied,

You're just giving me a regular, intelligent answer. I was
trying to help you. You asked me how I get out of the finite
d1nien4ipns when I feel like it. I certainly don't use logic
when I do it. Logic's the first thing you have to get rid of.

There it is--plain and cleat. The second part of the American society
,that Teddy could not abide was logic,. The third was an offshoot of the second,

yet alvery important one in

self. .

It had to do with conventiw: This was

also brought up in Salinger's "A Perfect, Day for Bananafish," with the conformities th4 everyone made: Sybil, wearing two pieces of a bathing suit,
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of which she obviously only needed one, for example.

But the one in that

story which really ties into "Teddy" was when Seymour called Sybil%s bathing
suit blue, when by society's standards it was yellow.

Teddy brought up

almost the exact idea when he told Nicholson what he would do to Change the
educational system:

The same thing with grass, and other things. I wouldn't even
tell them (children) grass is green. Colors are only'names.
I mean if you tell them the grass is green, it makes them start
expecting the grass to look a certain way-- our way--instead of
d maybe better.
some other way that may be just as good,
.

.

.

believed that a person

Teddy stated it much better than I could have.

needs to get to know himself throtiih meditatiorf and contemplation before any
4

of society's.confOrmities are forced upon him.

Then, being content in the

knowledge of himself, the individual would be free to choose whether or not

'he Wanted.toaccept what society had to offer.
Teddy obviously was not overwhelmed with society's offerings.

-

appearance offered proof of that.

His very

4

He wore seersuckOr shorts that were too

large for him, a T-shirt with a hole in the shouldtr, and quite dirty,
ankle-high tennis shoes.

That is not what someone wears who is overly

conscious of'what people will think of his appearance.
of a haircut.

He also was in need

Thil was mentioned several timed in the cyase of the story:

first, in his description, then by.4is father, and fin'ally by,a woman whom
he pasted in the corridor.

However, Teddy never seemed to pay much attention.

It was just another one of society's bothersome conventions.
Death w'as also referred tO several times before the end.

These refer-

ences helped to piece together the puzzle of why it was Teddy who died at
the end of the story.

His second journal entry had'what coul'd have lieen a

foreshado ing of his own death.
seemingl

It.contained two sentences which were

incongruous lith the rest of his entry:

They read:

either happen today or February 14, 1958 when I aM sixteen.

"It will
It is ridiculous

/

Handout 13
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to mention evan." This entry was written no.; long after his i3orning medita:.

It could be that Teddy had foreseen two times that his death mould
occur. The possibility of that was strengthened when' Teddy was talking to
tion.

Nicholson, and Nicholson brought up the subject of Teddy predicting

when' some

of the prof essors in the Leidekker experiment group would die. Teddy denied
"N
having told the professors when they would die but said that he could have.

He just felt that no matter how spiritually advanced the professors believed
themselves to be, they would still be emotional when it came to the quedtion

of deathespeci,ally their own.

Teddy, of course, would not be bothered

since he believed that when one dies one simply is rid of the restrictions
of the body.
Near the end of the s'tory, Teddy made a *remark which may also have had

to ,do with foreseeing his death.
For -example, I have a swimming lesson in about five minutes.

I could go downstairs to the pool, and there might not be any

water in it. This might be tlie day they change the water or
something. What might happen, though, I might walk up to thp
edge of it, just to have, a look 'at the bottom, for instance, and my sister might come up and sort of push me in. I could
fracture my skull and die instantaiieously. . . . My sister's
only six, and she hasn't been a human being for very many
lilies, and "she doesn' t 'like me very much. That could happen,

all right.

.

.

Finally, in the last couple of paragraphs of the story, 'Nicholson made
his way toward the pool, where Teddy and his sister already were, suppOsedly
taking a swimming lesson,- when he heard "an allpiercing, sustained scream

...

clearly coming from a small, female child." Booper had pushed TeddS, into the.:
emptied pool: He, of course, would not scream or show any emotion at such a
time, but she would.

and his death.

And therefore the scream was her reaction to his fall

I do , not know if 12w-as spiritually advanced' enough to ;hao;e

then permanently escaped the world, but he at least escaped American society,
which was what he aimed to do throughout the story.
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Instructor's Comments

1.

Strngths:

The first line is a "grabber."

It does what an introduction

must do--creates interest, setd,up the rest of the intrpduction and the
logical development of the paper.

Thewriter has also worked on another

ski1,1, that of concrete support, especially direct quotations.

Finally,

the paper relates the book to American society as well as to further
discussions of Zen.
{.

2.

Weaknesses:

Introductions also need titles and author's sames.

The

problem of "I" appears in this paper, which should trigger-a discussion
of how the first person can put too much focus on,the writer and detract
from the position.

The paper also suggests the-problem of nonsexist

,

\

language, of,when to avop "he" when referring to either sex.

ZOOEY

PAPER IV: FRANNY
DAYS.45-59

DAY 45: BEGINNING TO READ
FRANNY AND ZOOEY

"Zooey." Ask em to note Salinger's quasiiam Shawn, editor of The
dedication-to
New Yorker, aniF o comment on Salinger's

GOals

language and hu r (e.g., "a cool lima
bean ") and son Ma thew, who is one year

.1.

To orient students to Franny and ZOoey

(1961).
2. To Provide in-class times to begin the novel.

old in 1961.

4. The year of "Franny

Materials

bride.

Class copies-of Franny and Zooey.

1.

2.

Central- fig u re, Fran ny Glass. The Sali nger's

daughter Margaret Ann was also born in
1955.

5. An amusing sidelight to "Franny": When the
story first appeared, many readers thought

that Franny's problem was that she was
pregnant!

"Zooey"-which came two years later-

6.

reminds us that Franny's last name is GlA

Allow students the first five to ten minutes
to make a final proofreading of Paper III.
Then collect. Be sure toinake four cdpies
for the Defense Days..
Ask students to review The Salinger Chron-

ology (Handout 3), noting that the next
book for consideraiion is actually a combining of two The New Yorker stories,
-"Franny" in the 29 January 1955 issue and
"Zdoey" in the 4 May 1957 issue. This
coifibination caused, mixed critical reviews,
some tritics -"feeling the two make a unified
novel anii some, like John Updike, feeling
-that the stories are quite different and don't
form a whole.

(not mentioned in "Franny"), which, in
turn, reminds us of the entire Glass familymany of Whom we have already met. On
Day 48, we will pursue the Glass family-and
Zen-even further.

Ask students to begin reading the novel

7.

during the remainder of the period.
r

DAYS 46-48: READING AND REVIEWING
THE GLASS FAMIXY AND ZEN BUDDHISM
Goals

To provide in-class time for reading the

I.

novel.

3. As students examine the class copies, they

should, note how long each of the two
sections are for magazine readers, especially

reviously

due suitcase became part of the stoiys

1.. Ask students to note the DUE date for the

Procedure

Claire, who had been

married to a graduate of the Harv d Busiretty;
ness School, was extraordinarily
-.indeed, her looks, mannerism, and eve her

Assignment

\ fourth paper on the Schedule, Day -60.
2. -Remind Students that the Defense Days for
Paper HI ("Teddy") will be Days 51 and 52:
Copies of the papers chosen for defense will
be handed out on Days 50 and 51.

was the year of .

Salinger's marriage to Claire Douglas, an
English-born Radcliffe stucknt,. and the
story was Salinger's wedding`pr sent to his

To-relate the novel to previous material

2.
.

about the Glass family and Zen Buddhism.
163
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4. Then, using Handout 11, review Zen BuddhiSm, which we have studied in connection

Materials

Handout 5: The Glass FaMily.

Handout 11: J. D. Salinger, "Teddy,': and
Zen Buddhism.

with "Teddy"andc referred to in connection with "Bananafish," "The Laughing
Man," "For Esmewith Love and Squalor,"
and The Catcher in the Rye,

Procedure
.

.

-

'1...Days 46 and 47 should give itudents enough
in-class reading time to connplete "Fianny"
and to begin "Zooey." Most students

understand "Finny" and enjoy reading it,
but "Zooey" is more challenging. "Zooey"
shifts to first person midi Buddy as nar-

ervouraged to see Franny's squalor'in terms

of her trying to use a Western culture approach° to solving her problems, especially
with her obsession' with the Jesus Prayer.
(Note: Claire Salinger was also obsessed with

rator for fourteen pages and then seemingly
back to ,third person. "Zooey' includes
three scenes (the family bathroom, the living
room, the 'parents' bedroom), Salinger's

'this prayer.) Her misery is much like a Zen
student trying ,to make sense out of a kbad.

fainiliar use of letters, quotations,

struggling with her ego and the phonies of
the world. Encourage students to study the
pages about Seymour's Fat Lady. Is this a

now

telephones, italicized words, and religious
or Zen images, plus footnotes.
2.

.

5. While you do not want to belabor the Zen
element in Salinger's writing or to analyze
Franny and Zooey, students ihould be

Using Handout 5, review the entire Glass
family.'
a. We rinet Seymour, the head guru of the
other six brothers and sisters, in "A.
Perfect_Day for Bananafish:' (194g).

b. We now meet Buddy narrating the
"Zooey" section, and we will see more
of him in Raise High the Roof Beam,
Carpenters (1963), which appeared first
in 1955 in The New Yorker about eigfit
months after "Franny."
c. Boo Boo first appeared in."Down at the
Dinghy" in a 1949 issue of Harper's.
d. While we meet Waker in a "Zooey" foot-

note, we have learned about Walt in
"Uncle Wiggily in Connecticut" (1948)
he had been Eloise's former boyfriend.
We will read more of Walt in Raise High
the Roof Beam, Carpenters.
e.

Zooey can be seen as a Zen master with'
Franny on the road to enlightenment,

,Christian or a Zen idea?
DAYS 49-53: PREPARING FOR AND
PARTICIPATING IN DEFENSE DAY AND
THE FOLLOW-UP DISCUSSION,

Goals

1. To provide additional

in-class time

for

ipaq,ing Franny and Zooey.
2. Tersuggest topics foie Paper IV.

3. To conduct Defense Days and follow,up
d iscussion . that offers studeiit additional
opportunity to express their positions

about "Teddy.".
Materials

Franny and Zoo-el', of course, b,ecome

1. Handout 14: Suggestions for Paper IV.
2. Handout 15:. Student Model for Paper IV.

vivid to the students now.

3. Copies of papers that you have chosen for,

3. Thus it would seem that the Glass children
are bright and - disturbed characters. Once
masters of information for a radio quiz
show, they love each other but are unhappy
as was Holden Caulfield. The writer of the

Defense Days.

,

4. Correct papers on "Teddy" to return at the
end of Day 52.
.

PrOcedure

-

Qmily, Buddy, was born in the same year as
J. D. Salinger. Seymour, Franny, and Zooey
are especially interested in discovering their

1. On Day 49 susiest positions for Paper IV,
usirig Handout 14.as a point of departure.

inner beings; Waker had been a Catholic

,you may also wish to introduce the Student
Z'Model for all students to examine Or simply

priest.,

_I.

0.

.-;

,

AN.

Days 57-59

post i( on the bulletin board. Handout 15
can also be used on follow-up day, Day 53.

,

2.. On Day 50 hand out the first two position
papers t or Defense Day 51. Remind the
seminar that on 'Day 51 they will receive

the final two papers and on Day 52 the

remaining corrected papers will be returned'.
3. Days 49 and 50 can also be used for reading
o r pre writing.
4. Days 51 and 52 are the Defense Days.

5. turing the follow-up discussion (Day 53),
you might ask other students to read their
papers

for class

comment,

discuss the

student paper (Handout 12), or present the
viewpoint of a critic: e.g., "Teddy" in The

Fiction of J. D. Salinger by Frederick L.
Gwynn and Joseph L. Blotner, pp. 40-42;
or pp. 106-109 in J. D. Salinger by James
Lundquist.
DAYS 54-56: DISCUSSING WRITING
AND READING A FINAL STORY
FROM NINE STORIES
Goals
I.

To discuss various writing concerns of
s tuden ts.

2. To read aloud and discuss "De Daumiert.
Smith's Blue Period" (1953).

g.

165

Proofreading techniques.

Building a natural lead-in to a direct
quotation.
2. On Days 55-56, the studen ts should 'tad
aloud and discuss "De, Daumier-Smith's Blue
Period." Again, employ the method of
h.

dividing the story into sections: begin by
discussing the connotations and denotations
of the title; then stdp after each section and
discuss content and style; finally, relate' the

story to what has already been read arid
suggest positions for papers,
3. This story, which first appeared in the Nine

Stories. in 1953, will take two class periods
to discuss because it is Joni and fairly
cOmplex. The title suggests a new Salinger
slant: att. Honore Daumier (1808-79), of

course, was a famous French satirical cartoonist and painter; hut 8alinger has gi,ven
the name a plebian addition of Smith and
then alluded to the modern Pablo Picasso,
who also had his Blue Period in painting.
Or is "blue period'! more squalor? 'The story
has a special craziness with its -Canadian

setting, Japanese art school proprietor, the
narrator's iiupilSister Irma, The wildimprobable names, and the obvious sexual
and religious overtones. Critic James Lundquist finds this story to be the most vivid
Zen experience of any Salinger creation. The

Materials

confused narrator discovers awareness and
happiness, drops his phony image and goes `.

Copies of Nitre Stories.

home, when he makes his own koala ("Every,
body is a nun."): He has reached the "letting

Procedure

go" of Zen, much like Teddy did, but he
finds it while observing a.girl in a display
window putting a new truss on a dummy.

1.

Day 54 should be an open period for dis-.
At this point, students
should be enéouraged to discuss any of their

Again, mystical experience triumphs.

concerns about writing that thsy have met

DAYS 57-59: COMPLETING PAPER IV

cussing writing.

in

this seminar. The Student Model for

.Paper III, for 9xample, raises the 'problem of
Goal
using "I" in a paper. Other suggestions:
To give students- in-class time for writing and
a. CleVer titles which are not discussed in
the paper.
proofreading.
b. Tht; function of special punctuation:
,,semicolons, colons, elipses, dashes.
Procedure
c. -"The use of etc.
d. Beginning a paper with a standard " 1. The final three days should be spent with
writing and final proofreading.
dictionary definition.
2.
Remind
students that Paper IV is due on.
.e. Beginning. a sentence with But or And.
Day 60.
f. Use of sttdent slang in a formal paper.
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HANDOUT 14
,
SUGGESTIONS FOR PAPER IV: FRANNY AND ZODEY (1961)

1.. What is really wrong with Frannyand the, world('
Are the "Franny" and "ZooeY" sectionS unified? Do they fit- together as a

2.

,
single "novel"?
0
3. Cott-ware Franny and Lane with-Hoiden and Sally.
4. The Glass family. Examine the family nanies, as well as the individual

names.
5. Compare the chicken sandwich symbol of "Just before the War With the
Eskimos" with Franny.
6. Why are the Glass children.created as former radio quiz k'ds with such high
intelligence?
7. Why does Zooey taunt and yet love Bessie? What is herjlneaning in the

boOk?

What is the meaning of Franpy reading in the ladies' OM and ZooeY
readingin 'the bathroom?
9. .What is the meaning of) the Fat Ladd
e.and the soldier.
10. ComPare Zooey on the phone with Franrly With
11. Examine the pages in "Zooey" where the reader s confronted with three
pages of quotatigns. Why did Salinger do this?
12, .What does Buddy mean when he says his story is a,"comPound or mUltiple
love story"? Is this also Franny and Zooey?
13. Discuss the structure of the book. Is /he first person introduction by Buddy.,
Glass pedessary? Is his endless letter n,ecess ry?
14. One critic said 'the fpook is a self-helpaboo a Power of Positive Thinking
8.

book for the uppermiddle class in Am4a. Is it?
John Updike, another faMous American/writer, said that the Franny of
"Tranny" and.the Franny "Zooey" are not the same girl. DO yqu agre ?
16. Is this another Zen book about our w rld whiclakisla place where We mu
learn to feel, not just think?
.
17. Do you agree with the critic who s id that no matter how inspirational,.
Salinger persists in his low opinion of mankind in this book?
18. Many critics called, ,this a bad bodk. What one major fault can be found
,
with it?
1

/

/

/

.
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Ifandout 15

HANDOUT 15
STUDENT MODEL FOR PAPER IV

r
THE QUEST

by Paul Mgkman

I
,

.

1

.

Franny and Zooey, by J. D. Salinger, is the stpry of a Auest.

This

/. story fs the epitome of the relationship between a Zen teacher and his student, in which the student is looking,for relief from normal life and finds

the answer with the h40 of the teacher.

Franny Glass, who needs the satis.

faction of truth and beauty, is the student; her brother Zooey is the Zen

master: Together, 46 reaches the final stage of Zen learning.

-

-

Lane Coutell, Franny'sv,

Ti;e story begins with an episode at a college.

f'

and
. boyfriend, meets herrat the train station. She is obviously disturbed
om the edge of a ,nervous breakdown.' She complains about the lack of beauty

in the poetry and drama at her college.

She spends a great deal of/time

telling LAne about a book, one that hs noticeable Zen overtones.

Then 'she

s

e.

,

"Zo e

faints, amO'Franny" ends.
a.

yroceeds to dump an awful lot of f
action

begins.with Zooey in tile bathtub ahd

ily history on the reader without much

lhe crux of "Zooey," however

ia the 'telephone conversation between

Franny and Zooey. 'Through a long, ha d explanatiOn, Zooey teaches Franny tp
'wee what is beautiful.

The story ends.

What does it mean?

Zen is.an'escape fom the

First, we must examine tohit'Zen means.

This story ceneers on

riltional and an acceptaace.of creatiOn and beauty.
4

.

beauty.

A Zenist is taught hy atmaater that eveiything thatexists has

beaut?Autemuat beraccePted despite sny faul'ts'it might appear to have% A .

I

Zenist is taught hy aaaster to attach his mind to the'"whole" to reach

4

4

1

St
.
s

,`

o
1

40
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is

,
-

total satisfaction. Thi"whole" is eventually described by Zooey as' the,
"fat lady."
essa0116

Franny.and 2ooey are Zenists and, assuch, take speCific roles in the
Zep world. Fra/cny is the student; Zooey is.the master:, A good exarOpie of,,

this relationShiN occurs `during the telephone conversatiop.. A Zen teacher

must punish or paddle the student for not lea rnink- Zooey does this: ,

".

. I've seen a couple of real breakdowns, and the people
who had them didn't, bother to pick the time and the place

they--."

"Just

4.

ss.

-

It fodey! Just stop it," Franny said, sobbing.

But Zooey doesn't stop; he goes right on paddlling. In fact, he punishes' heF
to tears fors two more pages. He says that there,are breakdowns now and Olen,

but he objects to her taking the logical form of breakdown. Instead of

9.

breaking down thoughtless, she was semi-ratj.onal *bout it. For a Zenik,
thi. s won't do.

Knowing the central characters' Zen roles, we can see how the'book is

alpo structured. "Fraany" has a rising or building.action. At 'first Franny
needs advice; , she is unable to see beauty--and will need mOte tha
Yea.

lesson.

ne Zen,

She has a need for .stisfaction. Thut, "Franny"is the defin tIOn

of the problem and tbe beginning of ranny's quest.

In "Zooey," the bathroom

scene establishes Zooey as Franny's avior because he,seems to unde;stana
beauty.

He says:

"To me everything s beautiful."

Zooey under:stands

happiness and Zen completeness. And thus the long conversation -between

Franny and Zooey in the second story is the end of Franny's quest. The sub-

sequent joy that she achieves with the final dial tone 'shows her succesS.
1

1

t is clear that'she has found what she desires:

For some minutes, before she fell intO a deep, dreamless
sleep, sfie just lay quiet, smiling at the Teilizig.
"Zofey". is the end of thp quest and the establishment of a new self %for
Franny.

(

4

4

,

'Handout 15

.
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The total.story or novel is one that has its roots in Zen,:and it broad.00.

:catts its foundations throughout the two parts.

tht Zen master aad'student.
beauty.

The main characters symbolize

Thls allows us to see Franny Glass searching for

Clearly, we can see that. J. D. Sallfger has combined these two New

Yorker stories ihto a whole, the story of a search and the fulfillment, the
story of a quest.
1h1

I.
' Instructor's Comments

1.

Strengths:. The wIlEer concentrates on a key position'in understanding
Salinger's development, the influence of Zen.
° to a concern., that relate

stOries were combined.

And he narrous the focus

to both theme and structure, to why these two
In a few pages, he clarifies his own question:

"What does it,mean7"
2.

Weaknesses:

0
There seems to be a certain vagueness with both plot and
For example, the second paragraph could clarify the particula'r

structure.

scenes at Ehe railroad station, the restaarira, 'the New York apartment.
'References should Be made to'the Jesus prayer (the Ohm chant?).

Even the use of

4 "fat lady" deserves more explanation in conteXt of,Zen.
the telephone within an apartient:deserV'es cOmment.

The

In short, the paper

_is too short.

(
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PAPER V: A PROFILE O1.4. D. SALIkGER

;

DAYS 60769

0

5.

of the author. Handor 16 stresses five

DAY'60: REVIEWING THE SALINGER
BIOGRAPAY AND INTRODUCING THE
PROFILE PAPER

critical stages or divisions in Salinger's lifer"'
_and writing career.
3.

Goals

the fictional writings 6f 'Salinger previously'
read in class Since the biographical anti
autobiographical material is ,so sparse. You
should review the major sources of information about Salinger's life:
a. Magazine 'articles: Time (15 Septeinber
1961); Life (3 November 1961); People
(25 February 1980); Newsweek (30 May.

To review the Salinger biography, especiallY
the critical stages.

41'.

To orient students to Paper V, a profile of

2.

J. D. Salinger.

s-L

,

MiteriaLs

Assemble a class library of biographical and

I.

In explaining the assigninent, remind students tliat they may have to leanheavily on

,1960; 18 November 1974) 30
1979); Harper's (February...1059).

auto biograPhical materials (see Bibliography).
2. Handout 16: J. D. Salinger: Critical Stages.
.

3 Handout 17: Suggestions for paper V.

b. Collage" biographies: chapter

-

July

1, "The

4. Handout 18: Student Model fOr Paper V.

Americaii Brainscape .and The Disappearing Man" in James Lundquist's

Assignment

Salinger; chapter 1; "The Invisible
an: A siographical Collage" jn Salinger
edited by Henry Grunwald; "fiohn Skow

I.

Ask

itudents to note the DUE date for

and The Editors of Time," Pp. ,1,-7 in
J. D. Salinger and the Critics,,edited by

Paper V on the Schedule, Day 70.
2. Paper .V should be, based on reviewing the
Salinger fiction and reading biography ,and

William Belcherand nines Lee.
c. Difficult-tO-fmd newspaper article.1.;high
school student, Shirlie Blaney's .1953
'interview; the 3 fNovember 19174 Nevi,
York Times article on the Sdlinger lawsuit against unauthorized publication of
early Stories in a collected edition; New

auto biography. A bibliography :and Toot-

notes are required as the basic, skill of
this papet.

Procedure
I.

AlloW the first five to ten minutes for
proofreading Paper IV on Raise High the
Roof Beam,- Carpenters.' Then collect the
papers, noting that the next Defense Days
are Days 65 and 66: Be sure to select the
next four papers as soon as possible and

begin tO correct the others.
2. Using The Salinger Chronoldgy. (Handout 3)

or the ,ApPendix, -Life and Times of 1 D.

Salinger, and liandout 16, review the life

t
11

York Times and Des Moines, Register
(2 Dece,mber 1979) articles by Midael
Clarkson, who forced two late 1970s
4. You may wish to circulate these materials,,,

as well as the West High School interview

.

with Clarkson (see APpendix).
5.

You rnaSt wish to hold off Handout 17
(Suggestions for Paper V: Profile) Until
Day 61 'so that students 'can complete
I

171,

.
I.

4
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.

discussion of their initial' reaans to Salinger's fiction and his avoidance of interviewers and the public. YOu may wish to

On Day 63,-.(or 6 k or 62), review ,the lasic
requirements for documentation since Paper
V requires weaving inforniation and direct
quotations from various sources. Encourage
at least three different sources. Suggestions:
a. Begin with a discussion of_plagiarism.
Stress that plagiarism is, often not

2.

dismiss ,.the Shirlie Blaney interview (see
Appendix anecdote).

Handout 18 (Student Model for Paper V)
may be discussed at any time during this
sectionfor. references to documentatioroi
on Day 63 or for hie follow-up of Defense

6.

Days.
7. One final

intended but merely forgetting to cite
sources.

note: Remind students that
Holden asked S'ally to flee New York and to
gO to New England- to escape. (See Catcher,

should be. footnoted.
bibliography.
b.

'

biographical materials for chalkboard

examples'. While instructors may differ

on the location of footnotes, placing
footnotes at the paper's end seems to
'assist students who have enough trouble
with: typing and does not detract from
reading the text of the paper.
This also is a time for reviewing editing
of _quotations, the use of ibid. and items

DAYS 61-63: READING AND RESEARCH;,
REVIEWING OCUMENTATION SKILLS
Goals

1.

Use a class stylebook or stylesheet with

common footnote and bibliographical
form. Use actual Salinger books or.

197,9).

Ma teriils

that are repeated in the footnotes but

.76

not in 'sequence, the insertion, of elipses
. .).and (sic) for errorg in the source
itself, as well as the difference between

(,

parentheses 'arid brackets.'
,d. You, may even want to Send'the students

to the clplkboard to plracticemake

C1a;s library of Salinger materials. IP'

2. Documentation materials, such as the school

stylebook, chosen 6/ the instructor. This
could include Handout 18 (Student Model
for Paper V).

e.

kind of game out of documentation.
While the 8alinger material is scanty, it is

possible that the Reader's Guide may
include recent material. This ,may be a
time to ,review the use' of this valuable
tool for researchers.

Proctdure
1

.

All 'materials

consulted for this paper and, of course,
footnoted must , 4.e identified in a

again" (Des MoinesirRegister, 4 Jannary

study Salinger materials.
2. To review the- skills of footnoting and
bibliography.

where

tions must be footnoted; information

Wn t of ROckville, Maryland, Salinger said
5: "Davey, or buddy, this is to say
, in- 1

1. To provide in-class time for students, to

papers

previous

;lot common knowledge but sewOrded

Bantam edition, p. 132.) -According to ah
army friend from World War II, David
goodbye. I plan to ut a cabin somewhere in
' New England mid pursue my writing. I don't
want' a, telephone and I don't want anybody,
to bother me. . . . Just forget you ever met
me, ol' buddy, because,we will never meet

In

students have largely used one source,
there had beela,no stress on documenta,tion. Now there must be. Direct,quota-

-

.

.

Days 61 and 62 should be used for reading
and research. Encourage students to .take
notes, locate difect quOtations 'with page
numbers, and review the suggegtion handout.

-Additional. Suggestion

Salinger's 1948 story in Good Housekeeping,
"A Gil+ I .Knew," seems very autobiogtphical
and could be valuable for Etn in-cliss reading.

-

Days 68-69

173

lciht

set *of position papers on Day 65; return all
papers at the end of Day 66.
3. Use the follow-up day to discuss the papers

DAYS 04-67: PREPARING FOR AND
PARTICIPATING IN DEFENSE -DAY
AND.FOLLOW-UP

of Other students, to evaluate the student

model (Handout 15), cir to consider a critic's
'point of view (for example, see.pp. 121-129 in Belcher and Lee, JD. Salinger, for critic
Maxwell 6eism'ar's obiervations).

Goal

To.help students refine their understanding of
the Salinger materials.°
Materials
1

-

DAYS 68=69: COMPLETING.PAPER V

,Copies of the papers that you have hosen
for the two Defense Days:

Goal

Corrected papers of Franny dnd Zooey to
return at the end of Day 66.

To give Vudents in-class time to coniplete the
writing and proofreading of Paper V.

Procedure

I. Use Day 64 for research and reading of
Paper V and for study and annotation of
the position papers for Defense Day 65. ,
2. Folldw the Defense-Day procedures outlined
earlidr. Be sure 'to give the class the second

Procedure
1.

The final two days should be spent with inclass writing and proofrea'din'g.

2.

Remind students that Paper V is due on
Day 70.

V.

0

c

«.

4$

a
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'HANDOUT 16
J. D. SALINGER: CRITICAL STAGES
.

I.

II.

Growing Up: Prewriting Period, 1919-193 9
A. Middle clfiss New York family (Sol and Miriam Salinger): grandfather a
rabbi, father a businessman; mo her Scotch-Irish Catholic,
B. Formal-Education
1: Poor grades in elementary ,s hool and flunking out of private school
2. Iriterest in drama, tropical lish
3. 1934: Valley Forge Military Academy, a.successful studnt, first
attempts at writing, short stories
4. Brief college career at New i'ork trniversity
5... Unsuccessful attempf of father to interest Jero
n ham imponting
business, in Vienna,

The Apprenticeship Per'i,
1940- 947-'
s:xAustril
A. Short story class a,t
Columbia University; 1st publication
.
B. Lived with parents 1940-1942, iintil drafted,
C. World War Texperience in England, D-Day, Europe, 1942-1946
.

D.

subject matter-themer-

Sympathetic characters influencea by war.
Four stdries of lonely teenage girls
3. Stories o destroyed artists, e.g:, a novelist who ends up writinv
lyrics fbrpop songs
4. Marriage in war-time
$
s, 5. The Caugield Stories (0-from Vincent Caulfield, Babe Gladwaller,
and little sister Mattie'tb Holden ("I'm Crazy") and Phoebe
E. Bfief marriage tb a French doctor (1946)
F. Rettirn to New york, Greenwich Village
1.

2.

III.

The Classic or Major Wqrks Period, 19 48-4 951
A. Salinger's major successes: A world of psychically undefprivileged
persons occasionally Saved by love

1. Seymour Glass and "A Perfect Day for Bananafish" (1948)
,2. "Uncte Wiggily in Connecticut" (1948); "last before the 'War witp.
the Eskimos" (1948)
3. "The Lttighing Man" (1949); "Down at the Dinghy" (1949)
4. "For Esme=with Love ad Squalor" (1950); "Pretty Mouth and-

Green My Eyes" (1950r.
The Catch.er in the Rye (1951)
Interest in Zen Buddhism begins; moves outside of New York CitS1
IV. -Salinger and the,Glass Family Spiritual Period, 1 952-.1 965.,
A. Two years of silence (1951-1.962), then "De Daumier-Smith's Blue
Period" (1 953) and "Teddy" (1953)
B. Zen B4ddhism: meets wife Claire Douglas (hting up on Jesus Prayer),
wed dink present "Frarniy" (1955); Raise High thetRoof Beam,
Carpenters (1955); "Zooey" (195 7); two Children, 1955, 1960
C.,. Cornbining,stories (Franny and Zooey, 196 1);,Raise Righ the Roof
*
Beam, Carpenters antl Seymour, an Iniroduction (1963)
D. Moves to Cornish, New Hampshire and seclusion; last short story
published ;1 965
'
V. Silence, 1966A. Divorce, 1967
5.

B.

,

,

13.

Still writinebut no publi*ionSiaddiess still Cornksh
4

0

n

It
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HANDOUT 17
.SUGGESTIbNS,FORPAPER V: PROFILE
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,

.
Check on Salinger's dedications-with.each book. A position?
/. J. D. Salinger was voted the most popular actor.at Camp Wigwam at
Harrison, Maine, in the summer of 1930. Is he an actor, playing roles?
it." 3. What key autobiogiaphical event may have shaped hisli'fe and writing?
4. Ambivalence. Salinger was bothcJewish and Catholic.,What Imirden might
this give to his life and prose?,
5, Why does -Winger refuse to .11o;,v his,writings to be made into films?
6. Is Salinger'a "romantic" who refuses fo face the real world?
1.

_Was Salinger a victim of World War II?
8. Why does Salinger use hiS initials for his.writing name? What is wrong with
Jerome or Jerome David?
9. Salinger's life and work suggest the making of a satirist. What is the making
of a satirist?
10. One critic called him a "successful failure." Position?
residences, especially his
1 r. Authors and .Houses. Find information about his
Present home.

What kind of father do you .think lie is/was?'
4,
13. Salinger writes iibOnt young people. Is he a self-appointed guru of the

12.

you ng?

Is Salinger a man seejcing compensation for a lOw I.Q. score?,
15. Why did he'ithp publishing? Did his writing change during his career? Did
new themes appear that might explain tis ceasing to publish?
story say
16. R6view the inciilent ef Salinger and Shirlie Blaney. What did the
,
14.

abouttire writer?

What is.Salinger's'religion?
18. Whatdoes Salinger love? What cities he hate?
19. Why is Salinger a "recluse,in the Rye"?'Whydoes he refue interviews? Is
his isolalion symbolic, real; egotistical?
17.

.

f

b°

1
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HANDOUT 18
;
STUDENT MODEL FOR PAPER V

THE SMART DUMMY
by john Corrigani
we.

What is intelligence?
2

For centuries man has been trying to devise a

method of measuring this component in each one of us.. In 1905, the I.Q.
(Intelligence QUotient) was ifitroduced in the United States to determine
just.how "smart" a person is.

According td-this standardized febt'," which'

bedame the foremost measurement of mental capacity, average intelligence
hovers around 100 while high intelligence does not begin to appear until
about 130.

When J. D. Salinger was in elementary school, he scored 108

'(Salinger ChrOnology).

But he proved himself to be a very smart dummy, who

Would attack the system".

At first glance, his repord in formal schooling might sUggest that the

(

test Vas accurate.

An average elementary schoolesiudent, he left ptplic

educati, for the McBurney School in Manhatran but then flunked out.

His

only diploma would come from the Valley'Forge Military Academy; his work at
tt,

Ursinus College and Columbia University produced no degrees.

In 1942 he was

drafted into the U.S. Army (Salinger Chronology).
However, during Salinger's stay in the aray, he worked in Intelligence.

4.,

,11

He was trained andserved as a-security agent for the Counter-Intelligence
of the 12th Infantry Regiment (Salinger Chronology).

When he returned to

the United States, he would.launch a series Of stories that dealt with intelligence:and the problems of the educationaa system, if not the society
itself.

1
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2

For example, there is Holden Caulfield, the main character of Sllinger's
novel, The Catcher in the Rye.
school.

Holddn, like Salinger, had trouble staying in

Through Caulfield, Salinger attacked.the "phoniest" the so-called

educated people who love to flaunt their soPhistication.

For instance, at

At the

one pOint in the book, HolHen goesto.a play with a girl flamed Sally.

play, they meet an acquaintance of Sally's, a sophisticated, well-educated

.

Holden

young.man.

His same was George something--I don't even remember--and he
You should've seen him when
Big, big deal.
went:to Andover.
He said the
.
old Sally'asked him how he liked the plaY.
pleY,Itself was to masterpiece, but that the Lunts, of course,
Angels. That
wert absolute angels. Angels. For Chrissake.
It
was
the
phoniest
conversation
you ever
'killed me.
(Salinger, 1972, p. 127)
beard.
.

.

.

.

Salinger is obviously critictzing the superficial methods of deciding juit
who can and cannot te considered intellectual.
Salingen aJ.so condemns the educational,prqcess in the story "FrennY,"
the first

alf o

belongs to the

The central characirr Franny

the bnok Franny and Zooey.

ass family, whose children pre incredibly gifted people.

else inBut Franny Is disappointed with haz.salf as' well asuwith everyone

volved in the College rat race of pophistication.

She says, "It's. just that

if I'd had guts at all, I wouldn't have gnne back to college at all this
year.

; don't know.

Then she

I mean it's a/1 the most incredible farce."

is
cuts down the system when she tells Lane Coutell, her boyfriend, that he

acting just lik7e "a section

a sedtion man's a person that takes over a Class when
the professor isn't there 9r is busy having a nervous breakdown
Anyway, if it's a
pr is at the dentist or something.
course in Russian Literature, say, he comes in, in hiclittle
and starts knocking Turgenev,
button-down-collar shirt .
for about a half hour. Then, when he's finished, when he's
completely ruined Turgenev for you, he starts talking about
Stendhal or somebody he wrote his thesis for his M.A. on.
They're all.so brilliant they Can hardly open their mouths-.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

(Salinger, 1961, p..14)

b

.

.
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This is an open assault on education; no reading-behind the lines is
necessary.

A good example oi the alternate weapons in Salinger's arsenal is his
use of precocious children.

In addition to the Glass children, he uses such

youngsters as Teddy of "Teddy," Esme of "For Esme--with Love and,Squalor,"
and Phoebe of The Catcher in the Rye.

Salinger scoffs at the adultworld by

anipulating ehese'kids who have a talent for showing up the adults in the
stories.

In "Teddy" the nine-year-old boy erabarrasses his parents and adult
-

,friends by turning his conversations with them to,his liklng. ,liis Zen:like
wisdom, his interpretations of mystical and complex poems, his recitation-S.--

all place his comprehension not only beyond most children but also most
Esme is also incredibly smart.

adults.

to be sophisticated.

She is different because she tries

During her conversation with the narrator, a soldier

*

who also is a writer, Esme tells him fhat he inusr create g story-for her.
1

0

Showing off her vocabulary, she responds to,his reply that he would try although he,"wasn't terribly prolific":
lifib.

Just so i

I.

"It doesn't,have to ke terribly pro-

isn't childish and silly" (Salinger, 1971, 1). 100).
.-

°

Salinger hat caught her in the game of proving that she knows more than she
does, a game he feels is taugh/ to young people.

Even little Phoebehas

not yet been corrupted; she can tell tpe good movies from the "lousy': ones
(Salinger, 1972, p. 10).

Salinger was a smart dummy. ,Considered to be a poor'student with,
-

a low I.Q., he reacted with,angerat the world of intelleceuals,and sophistication.

His characters react to,the phoney world thatr'ruins its children,

and' his children have .insigfit. where the adults do not.

Even as a writer, he.,

could,parody the scholars:

I.

7

AI"

4.

.

.
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S.

The facts at hand presumably speak for themselyes,%but a trifle
As a
moie-vulgarly, I suspect, than fsc;* even usually do.
counterbalance, then, we begin with that everfresh and exciting
(Salinger, 1961, p. 47)
the author's formal introduction.
odium:
Was this the language of an intellectual inferior?
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Instructor's Comments

Sftengths:

1.

Certainly this paper eStablishes a thought-provoking position.

Could Salinger have been offended by schools and him I.Q..,test?

The

wriser's evidence that is drawn from fiction certainly supports this
theory. _The focus'on Salinger's use of precocious children and a large

-

vocabulary makes this position open to a lively Defense Pay discussion:

WeaknAses:

One problem with the paper is with the ward "dummy"--clever

as 4t might be in1the title.'

108 is an average I.Q., subject to`much

scrutiny by a test-maker before drdWing any conclusions.

Then tgo,

Salinger did well at Valley Forge, dnd his Columllia class led to his
.-

Ifirst, publication, if not his career.

Of course, all this does-not dry

$

that Salinger may .haVe had a grudge against forme]. education, As well as
.

"a concern for what- it does to Ae young.

4

A
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PidER VI: RAISE HIGH THE ROOF BEAM,
CARPENTERS
DAYS 7040
f

DAY 70: READING RAISE 111pIl TfIE ROOF
BEAM, CARPENTERS
Goals

1. To orient students to Raise High the Roof

3. Also ask students to note Salinger's intro-

duction or dedication: the reader, Claire

Douglas Salinger, ,Margaret and Matthew
Salinger, alliOplit the dedication."
4. Before the students begin silent reading,
remind them that Buddy Glass begins the

narration, much as he did with "Zooey."
The story deals with Seymour's wedding

Beam, Carpenters (1963).

2. To provide in-class time to. begin reading
the story.
Materials

ki4-0"4

Class copies of Raise High the Roof Beam,
Carpenters ahd Seymour, an Introduction.'

to Muriel, whom we have met iii "A Perfect
Day' for, Bananafish." The setting is 1942
Ne* York City, World War II.
5. galinger's concern with Zen is obyious from
the beginning; the story's title is drawn.ffom

the sixth century B.C. Greek poet Sappho
another obscure Salinger tItle. that carries a
message about the heroic Seymour, who,
like the Greek 'god of war Ares, cannot find

Assignment
I. Ask students to note the DUE date foi the'

his way among mere moitals. You may want

sixth paper on the Schedule, Day 81.
2. Remind studpnts that the Defense Days for

to have students review' what they

,have

learned about Seymour and.Buddy and Boo

Paper V (Profile) will be Days 75 and' 76.
Copies of the papers chosen for defense will

Boo before Ahem begin
reading.
.
-

be handed Out on Days 74 and 75.

DAY 11-73: READING, SVGGESTIONS;
Procedure

I. °Allow students IN, first five or ten minutes
to Make a final proOfreading of Pap.er V.
Then collect. Since the first Defense Day. is
only five days from now, be sure to select
'the papers inimediately and" begin to read
the:others during tlis period.
2. Ask students, to review The Salinger Chrod-

KILL DISCUSSION
c

,Cptials
1.

Days.

3. To discuss a writing skill goal for this paper,
comparison and contrAst.

ology (Handout, 3), as well as The glass

.

Family (Handout 5). While this. is Salinger's ,

'final book, printeCin 1963, Raise High the
Roof Beam, Carpenterz is really a 1'9,55 New

Yorker story about -thp'Glass family. Note
...that it appeared after ,"Franny". and before
the. 1957 Magazine story "Zooey,." "SeY-.
mour, an Introduction" is a long, complex
1959 New Yorker pfte, a sort qf dialogue
between Buddy and SeYmo'ur's ghost.

To'provide.in-class reading time.

2.. To suggT possible positions for the Defense

Materials
1.

',Hardout 19: Suggestions for Paper VI.

2. Handout 20: Student Model for Paper V.

Procedure
1.

Day 71 should *be devoted todn-a4ss silent
reading.
181
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2. On Day 72, distribute Handout 19,'which
suggests a number of positions for Paper VI.
You ,also may 'Wish to give students copies
of the Student WPodel paper-or siniply poSt1
one copy on the bulletin board. Some
instructors may prefer .to use it on Day 77,
the follow-up discussion periOd.
Dray 73 can be used -for discussion of a skill
goal, such as comparison'and contrast, or for
in-class oral reading of Salinger's final published writings:

While comparison and contrast, or at

a.

least references to stories previously read
.

alotid or assigned, have already been
encouraged, some instructors may wish

.

,

to require that in this paper students
compare Raise' High the' Roof Beam,
Carpenters with a previous storyz-such as
"A Perfect Day for Barianafish" or.
Franny and.ZoOey. A comparison paper
will stress similaritieS; a Contrast paper
will stress differentest Suggestions for
possible.. structures: (1) Introduction,

asserting that both stories deal with a
similar concern-suchvas the use`oftolors
as symbols; Body, citing examples in one

story and then the other whie document this position; ConcluSion, tying
your position and examples lbgethef.
(2) Introduction, asserting that one story

has ,a basic difference from another7a
difference which reveals something about

Salinger's development (For example;
Salinger switches from *third person in
"Bananafisyr to first in Raise High
a 4iift from 1948 to 1955. Why did he
do this?);-Body, discussing the, meaning

and examples of the more impersonal
third person in the earlier work to the
personal `:1" of Buddy (S'alinger?) in
later writing; Conclusion, a final. specular
. tion, as well as a summary.
b. Salinger's final published wgrks offer

ponderous, heavy-fianded sentates and
symbolism that may suggest his farewell

to his readers, 'especially those so- delighted with' -Catcher. Seymour, an
Introduclion (1959) and "HapWorth 16,
1924" (1965) are probably too long for
a complete in-class reading. But instruc-

tors may wish to spend at least bne
period on one of these works-in part-

so, studentS can both see the f inal publi-

cations and speculate on juit what has
happened 'to the
D. Safinier who
wrote the early stories, Caicher, and the
Glass family _stories: Is fie rejecting his
reader, preparing for his Zen-like isola-,
tion 41-Cornish, New:Jiampshire? Is, he
4:-Jkginning to writejtist"for himself'?

DAYS 74-77; ExgRA(RINGTOR AND
PARTIICIPATING IN bEFENSE DAYS
AND F0110W-UP
Goal

To encourage a -full discussion' of student concerns with J.D. Salingq/ , the Man and the writer.

,

Materials

I. Copies o .the .Profile Papers for the two
Defense Days.

2. Corrected , Copies of the remaining papers
totveturned oil Day 76.
Prodedure

On Day_74, distribute the first two Defenr
Day papers for student rOding and annotation; be sure to distribUte the remaining two
.
papers at the end of Day 75.
2. Conduct the Defense Days 75 and 70 with
the familiar seminar method. RetUrn all'
.

corrected papers on Day 76.

3. On Pay 77, you may 'Wish to use the Student model pa'per (Handout 2.0), Other
studehts.V)apers, or the ideas' of critics.
Since SI/tiger has resisted interviewers and
biographers' so vigorously; /Perhaps there
should

be even more disaission of the

American writer and his rikht of privacy.
You maY Wish to use Appendix C,. "The
Telephone Connection: , Stalking the Tvlysterious Mr. J. P. Salinger," for this discuSsion.
1

DAYS 78-80: WRITING PAPER VI
c,

Goal

To provide in-class time for writing' and proofreading.

0

Eit.ay4 78-80

2.

Procedure
1.

These three days can be used for writing

and proofreading.,
Papef VI is due on
2. Remind students that
Day .81.

Additional Suggestions

wish to use one of
I. Some instructors may
of'
these days for further in-class reading
"SeymoUr: An Introduction!'

183

"The Inverted ,Forest" (December, 1947
Cosmopolitan) is another seemingly auto-

biographical story which could be vatuable
for a reading by the instructor. A ,ratlier
complicated story about a psychotic poet,

how
it suggests Salinger's concern with

people treat each other, how sex can be
destructive, and just how moral i writer,
Salinger isan author often accused of
writing a "dirty?' book, Ttle Catcher in
the Rye. -

A

A

L..
J.$4
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-HANDOUT 19
SUGGESTIONS FOR PAPER VI: RAISEIHIGI-11 THE ROOF BEAM,
CARPENTERS (1963)
.

,

2.
3.

4.

6.
7.
8..

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

14.

.00

15.

-

16.

A

Una now, Seymour has been a rather shadowy figure. What db we learn"
about him in this story?
Whit is the function bf the deaf-mute? Is he a Zen figure?
Here is 'another unusual Salinger title. Is there a position in it?
Critics often discuss the language of Holden Caulfield. What about the slang
of adults in this storyand earlier ones?
This story first appeared in The New Yorker Ln 1955. Check the'other
stories that we have examined from this sOphisticate magazine. Just what
is a "NewjY orker" story?
A
Concentrate on bne scene, such as the taxi scene. Why did Salinger spend so
much time on this section?
.
1..s Salinger's use of the diary-and-letter method of narration successfUl or
unsuccessful in holding the reader's interest?
Focus on the Matron of Honor. What is her purpose?
Buddy seems to be a detachea narrator. Why does Salinger give him this air
of detachment?
boes'this sttny suggest that Salinger is at a new.stage of thematic development, or is t is more of the same thing?
AA times t is is a very humorous story. 'Pry to think of one word that
defines t e type of humor.
Salinger dwells on colors as symbols, such as yellow in "A.Perfect Day for
Bananafish." Yellow is in this story, too. Discuss yellow in both stories.
Buddy slams shut Seymour's diary at the line: `1,1t suspect people of plotting
to Make me happy." What does,the word "happy" mea'n?
Comprornise. Critic lames Lundquist believes that Se;mour taught auddy,
Zooey, and Franny.to move toward compromise if they want to h`ave
philosophy they can live by. Do you see this, too?
Some critics found this bopk to be a failure because there is too much
Salinger technique in it and not enough character interacting with char- .
acter. What techniques weaken the novel?
,
z
Examine the last paragraph of the story. gan itssymbolism be dissected
into a position in terms of how conclusions can suinthrize an entire work?

fsi

4,
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HANDOUT 30STUDENT MODEL FOR PAPER VI

SEYMOUR AND HIS SHADOW
by Debbie Fedge

Like a bashful chpd hiding behind a: curtain, the unsociable Seymour
Glass is hidden behind a screen of unanswered questions. "In J. D. §alinaer's
4aise High ttle Roof,Beam, Carpenters his
'shadow.

presence is alluded to only by his

Through character parallels,-Salinger reminds the reader of Seymour's

presence, and it is the supporting actor--the deaf, mute old man--that is the
shadow.,

.

Just like a mid-morning or afZernoon sun, Seymour's shadow'is short

"without being either a midget or a dwarf."
a

Re is a small, tiny man whose

.feet don't "quite touch Ole floor" of the taxi cab.

Seymour's mental abili-

ties, like the little man's physical size, are unusual:

Seymour was a pre-

Child."
cocious child, whestaried on the radio quiz show "It.'s alWise

He

Western
is a highly intelligent man, caught up in a combination of Eastern ahd
philosophies.

Both Seymour and the old man attract attention' and interest

because of their'unique characteristics.
The narrator of the book, Buddy Glass,

describes the old man in the

second person:

You Must have sat very erect, maintaining a clearance of fsur or
five inches between your top hat and the roof, and you stared
If Death--who was out
ferociously ahead at the windshield.
all the time, pogsibly sitting on the hood--if Death stepped
miraculMusly through the glass and same in after you, in ali
probability you just got up and went along with him, ferociously
but quietly.

1

0."

"It
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Seymour's father-in-law's uncle (the deaf-mute old Man) wbuld face "Death"
with quiet defiance.
the same manner.

Similarly, ,Seymour greeted his own type of death in

Budtfy, his brother, states that he went to eact broadcast

of "It's a Wise Child" as though "he werb going-to his own funeral.

He didn't

even talk to you, for God's saice, the whole way down on the bus or subway.".
Their similar responses to death follow-in th'eir respective responses
to society.

Dne to'physical limitations, the uncle is unable to hear or

.verba'lly communicate with.his neighbors.

His senses prevent him from re-

.

sppnding normally to the hearing world.
to society.

In comparison, Seymour won't respond

From reading "A Ptrfect Day for Bananafish",and Raise*High the

Roof Beam, Carpenters, even the casual reader reelizesk that SeyMour prefers
to evade analysts and the rreal" world.
doing so.

His inner senses ptevent him from

He Ooesn't uspon'd normally p:o tociety.

The limits set by Seymour's and the uncle'6 abilities io communicate
1,

force them to write.
other guests,

Traveling to the wedding reception with a number of

tile uncle uses language for the first and last time.

Accepting .

the invitation to "quit" the temporarily stalled and crowded cab with the
rest of the guests, he writes:

The tingle wprd "Delighted." The Matron of Honor, reading
over 'my (Buddy's) shoulder, gave a sound faintly like a
snort, but I quickly looked over at the great writer and tried
to show by my expression that all of us in the car knew a poem
when we Saw one, And were grateful.
Curiously, Buddy describes his brother, Seymour, in the same way.
-

says Buddy, is "A poet, for God sakes.

Seymour,

And I mean a poet."

Like the uncle, this poet expressed his "delight" through writing.

In

Raise Higb the Roof Bearp Carpenters, Seymour expressed his thoughts and
feeling through his diary.

He refers to himself as a "happy man" experiencing

the "joy of responsibility for the first time."

Seymour's happiness and-his

desire to marry Muriel and make her happy Ire clearly stated,in his diary.

4/4
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It is this

happiaL

Seymour is crazy.
.

that leads to the Maeron of Hohor's conclusion that,

She presents her argument to Mrs. Siasburn, one of the

/

wedding guests, imthe.call:

.

But what man in his right mind, the night before he's supposed,
to get married, keeps his fiancee upall nipt'blabbik .to her
all about how he's tbo hati'py to get married and that she'll
have to postpone the wedding.till ,he feels steadier orhe won't
be ;Ole to come to it?
. Use your head, now,.if ,iau liOn't
mind. Does that s9und like somebody normal? .Does thatcrund '
.
like somebody in their right minil?.
.
.

.

,

.

%

1

,

It is the general consensus of Muriel's family and kriends thdt Seymour
is insane.

In his diary, Seymour records,his futurein-law's oplhion:
.

.

Apparently she's
Her mother thinks I'm a schizoid personality.
spoken to her psychoanalyst about me, and he agrees with er.
Mrs. Fedder has asked Muriel'to find out discreetly if thtre's
any insanity in the family.

Seymour's conversation with the family results in cla
L.1,keWise,

s of his ecc

tricity.

the uncle's actions agfect people's impressionssof.himJ

His facC was in the ferocious repose that had fodled me daring
most of the car ride, but as he came clCser.to us in che hall,
the mask reversed itself; he pantomimed to us both tbevery
"What is her, Crazy?"'
highest sglutations and greeting
the Matron of Honor said.
.

.

.

Accordini,to some people, anyone unconventional is "crazy:"

Bugay answers

,

.

to the Matron of Honor by sayi-ng "I hope so"--expressing hiawish that

like

his bnother, the uncle is different.
Both Seymourand the uncle provide a unique freshness to C'he stor'y.
-

Their shared, unusual characteristics constitute the basis of their comparison.
They both seem to be crazy.

They both communicate best in writing.

Like a

real-object and its.shadoW, the uncle and Seymour can be consitred one.

lihe

parallels between these two characters, Seymour and his shadow, are whiBuddy
wishes to send Seymour "a blank sheet of paper" with the uncle's wedding gift
"by way of explanation."
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1.

Strengths:

Instructor's Comments

The.writer gives an original interpretation to a strong and

puzzling character. *Through clear and concrete organization and support,
she reveals sharp parallels to'her shadow thesis.

While some readers see

the Zen influence again, she provides an ineriguing alternative.
2.

It is no easy task to unify direct quotations with the rest

Weaknesses:

of the paper.

Examples:

Inthe quotation about Buddy and t e radio show,

the reference to "he", within the single sentence is confusingas is the
use of two complete sentences directly Loted and then built into a single
sentence.

The direct quotation using "Delighted" is more than just the

writ'ing pf the deaf-mute; it included Buddy's comments.

"Buddy's" sh uld

be in brackets since it is not part of a direct quoyation.

wir

-2.-

PAPER VII: THE SUMMING UP
DAYS 81-90

If time allows, you may wish 'to assign
both a serious sunfmation and a creative

DAYS 81-83:BEGINNING THE FINAL
PAPER, AND PREPARING FOR
DEFENSE DAY

paper.

Most likely, you may wish to be more
flexible, rewarding students for 'fheir

b.

Goals

work in the seminar by letting them

1. To help students select a thpic for Paper VII.

2. To provide class time 'to begin the final

select either type of paper.
A technique that has worked very well:

c.

paper.
3. To prepare for Defense Days.

.Agrde to give A grades to all students
-Who read their final pa-per aloud ,t/o the

4"
,

Materials

1. Handout 21: Suggestions for Paper VII.
2. Handotit 22: Student Model for Paper VII.
3. Instructors may also wish tO make use of the,

may wish to use Handout 22 or

discussion of parody Writing and another
student model, Appendix D, Parody: A

hilarious parody, "Catcher in the Oat-t
meal," by Dan Greenburg in Esquire,

4. Copies of Paper, VI (Raise High
Assignmen t

Ask students to insert DUE dates for P4er VII
on the Schedule.
Procedure

1. On Day 81, give studentsive or ten minutes
at the beginning to make a final proofreading of their position papers on RdIse High
the Roof Beam, Carpenters. Then collect.

the .

Appendix-student models. (Also see the

Student's Response to J. D. Salinier."
Beam, Carpenters).

seminar. These readings may t4ke two
days. They release final tensibits about
'grades and yet eticOurage valyable
writiqg aperiences. Revfe_ various
options by using Handout 21. Y..ou also

Ffebruary, 1958.)

4. Day 82 is a research and writing day.
5. Day 83 shoUld allow both writing and
reading/annotating of the first two 'Deferise Day

papers,

The second two

papers will be handed out on Day 84.
6.

Note: Parodies can be of any length, not
restricted to' the three to five page re-,
quirement of position papers.

DAYS 84-86: PARTICIPATING IN DEFENSE
DAYS AND FOLLOW-UP DISCUSSION

2. As soon as possible select the Paper yI
Defense Day papers and reproduce them for
final seminar evaluations.
3. Orient studehts to the final paper by suggesting that it offers a number of alternatives:

Goal

To complete .the Defense -Days and followup discussion.

189
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,

Materials

might 15e copied
seminars.

Extra copies of position papers for students.
whip haveforgotten them.

....

N

DAYS 89-90: FINAL DISCUSSION
AND EVALUATION

t

Procedure
,1:

1

4
F llow the esllablished procedures for Goals
,
fense Day. Return all papers at the end
1. To encoutage students to evaluate the
f the period on Day 85.
seminar.
'The follow-up discussion Day 86 can b'e
4

spent py discussing other papers, the student.
model, 4r. the insight of critics. Suggestion:
. pp.

t,

for models for future

137-142 of chapter 4, "A Cloister of

2.

To Share final discussion about Salinger and.
the seniinar.
-.

Materials

Reality: The Glass Family," in ./. D. Salinger
by James Lundquist.

Handout: Seminar Evaluation (see Appendix F).

DAYS 87-88: SHARING THE FINAL PAPERS

Procedure

Goal

1.

The last two days offer a number of concluding

possibilities: formal evaluation,
discussion, final summation, an examination,
or amusing games.

Tp encourage students to share their final paper

with the class

in

an atmosphere no longer

involving formal evaluation.

2.

Be sure to ask the sttidents to complete the

Procedure

3.

course evaluation anonyniously.
You may wish to share your final impression

1,,

-of the seminar with the students and try to.

Since these are not Defense Days, the
atmosphere should be more relaxed as

synthesize what has been learned .abou
Salinger, about his writing, and about the

each student reads his or her paper aloud.
However, there is still a concern for quality
2.

writing process.
4.

.

Some instructors may enjoy a final inter-

among peers, especially at the end.
Encourage positive responses.to each paper. .
If you have required that these papers

actIon that involves group activities such as

should be typed, be alert to papers which

suggest characters or titles.

charades, Twenty Questions, or even a
Salingerr:party with students dressed to

,

..

.
-.

I

,

,

\.

4.

v
..,

It
),`

1

N

Handout 21

HANDOUT
SUGGESTIONS FOR PAPER VII.

The Summing Up
1.

2.

3.
,

4.
5,
6.
7.
,

8.
9.

Do Salinger's stories and novels so evolve that it ',.;;,as inevitable that he
would cease publication?
What is Salinger' special kiiid of-religion?.
IsSalinger an author restriCted to arialyzing dnly Americans of Eastern
Cities and suburbs?
Is Salinger ultimately' a satii:ist?
Is Salinger'S infatuation with precocious children symbolic of his rejection
of the adult world2
What is the ultimate purpose of the humor in-hiS writing?
Which work was your favorite?
Consider 'his titles..Can you develop a theory about his choices?
Salinger first made impact in the 1950s: Then came the civil rights mov
ment, the Viet Nam War, arid a back-to-the-basics swing to the right. Has
Salinger, unpublished since the mid-1960s, still something to say about
America?

Creative Suggestions'

Try a parody of a work by Salinger. Take a stiort story or a passage from a
novel and distort his style and plot!
2., Try a parody of Salinger by-taking a simple plot and writing it in the
famous Salinger style. For example, take a children's story such as "Little
Red Riding flood." .
3. Write an imaginary interview witk8alinger.
4. Write a first person account of onedf Salinger's characters Meeting the
author.
5. Write a story, written under apen name, which has been declared td be a
1.

Salinge'r creation.
6. Write ayersonal essay on "How to Write a Salinger Profile with No

Material."
7. Write a Salinger story that he has finally allowed to be published, revealing ,
the latest phase of his thinking.
8:**Write a news account of a university professor who has discovered a piece
of information about Salinger that could change everything we-have
learned.
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maw
HANDOUT 22
STUDENT MODEL FOR PAPER VII
2.

I

N.

TEDHARTHA
by Jennifer Gardner

"Teddy" &s Aout Zen BuddhiR, which is about nothing and going no
.

where, so this paper doesn't eXist now, ansl I shouldn't think about it or

0:

I'll get ,somewhere, which wouldn't'be anywhve good because traveling is
where it's at, so forget this paper and draw a blank.

(But don't be blank.)

close my eyes, I can't prove that I'm even here.

For%that matter, if

And if you're not w4tching me write this, then who's to know that L'm not
eating ravioli instead of writing?'

here, then

And furthermore, if I don't believe I'm

not really enrolled in thig class.' So why bother wyiting a

e

paper on a nonexistent class?

Does any typewriter exist?

Should I be hit over the head with a paddle for asking?
first statement, "Teddy" ipn'e.

(Gosh, I hope not.)

To contradict my

The story doesn't exist.

4

Instructor's Comments

The writer, with a little hek

O.K.!

makes a delightful point.
4

Hesse and an overdose of Zen,
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APPENDIX A
THE LIFE AND TIMES
OF J. D. SALINGER

The Tlmes

J. D. Salinger
,

GROWING UP: THE PREWRITING PERIOD,

1919-1939
1919

-

Jerome David Salinger is born January 1, 'in New YO'rk'

Treaty -'of Versailles after Wprld War I ends. Volstead

City to Sol and Miriam Jillich Sakinger, the second of

Prohibition Act. Sherwood Anderson, Winesburg, Ohio. .

two children and only soh.

)

1920-1929

Attends ,Manhattan's Upper West Side _elementary
schools. B grades, IQ 104, difficulty with arithmetic.

U.S. population: 1.05,710,620, in 1920. Prosperity
uniler Harding, Coolidge, and then 1929 Stock Market
Crash.

1930

Voted "most popular actor" at Camp Wigwam, Harrison,

'Sinclair Lewis wins Nobel Pnze.

Maine.

\

1932

.

Enrolled at McBurney School, a private school in Manhattan. Develops interest in dramatics and tropical fish.
Flunks put in 1933.

13- million unemployed. Roosevelt elected President.

,

,

1934

Sent to Valley Forge Military Academy, Pennsylvania.

Mao's Long March in China.

1935

Becomes literary editor off Academy yearbook. Credited

WPA. Italy invades Ethiopia.

with writing lyric's for Ichool song for Last Parade.
Nrites first short stories.
1936
Graduates from Valley Forge Military AcLeisy, kis only

Spanish tivil War, Franco vs. Loyalists. Gone with the

diploma..

Wind, by Margaret Mitchell.

1937

Attends summer session at New York Universit)r. Sent
by father to Vienna, Austria and Poland to learn import
meat business but returnsi

Violence and strikes in General Motors factories.
-

1938

Attends Urtintis College, Collegetown, Pennsylvania, for

Pearl Buck wins Nobel Friie. Hitler and Chamberlain

half a semester. Writes "The Skipped Diplouia" fdr-

meet in Munich.

Ursinus Weekly, a column.
195
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. 1939
Takes a, Columbia Univprsity short-story writing course.

For Whqm ihe Bell Tolls, Ernest Heangway. Grapesbf
Wrath, John Steinbeck,

taught by iiiiterleaie& Whit Burnett
THE APPRENTICESHIP PERIOD, 1940-1947
3,
1040
Publishes -first story "the Young Folks" in.March-Apnl

Nazi bombing of Britain. New York World's FM"; closes.
U.S. population 131:million.

issue of Burnett's Story magazine, "Go See Eddie"
appears in December issue of University of Kansas
City Revicw.

1941
Works as an entertainer on Swedish Liner M.S. Kungsholm in Canbbean.* Publishes stories in Collier's and
Esquire. Lives with parents. Early Holden Caulfield story
"Slight Rebellion -off Madison",bought 13.,...,The New
Yorker but`not published until 1946.

December 7, Japanese bomb Pearl Harbor, U.S. enters
World War II. Watch on the RhirieLillian Hellman.

1942
Publishes stories in \Story and Collier's. Drafted into
U.S. Army. Attends Officers, First Sergeants, and

U.S. Air Force bombs Europe. Naval battles in the
d

Pacific. Skin of Our Teeth,'Thornton Wilder.

Instructors School in Signal Corps.

1943
Stationed in NashVille, Tennessee. Staff Sergeant.
Applies to Officer's Candidate School and transferred
to Army Counter-Intelligence Corps. Publishes July 17
Saturday Evening Post story, "The Varioni Brothers."

,

Invasion of Italy by Allies. 75 percent of Hamburg
destroyed by fire bdmbs. Oklahoma, Rodgers and
Hammerstein.

1944.
Training for counter-intelligence in Tiverton, Devon,:
shire, England. Three Post stories. Involved in five
campaigns, from June 6 Normandy with 4th Army to
Battle of the Bulge. Awarded five battle medals. Meets

IY-Day, 156,000 Allied soldiers reach \iormandY. Milestone battles: Leyte Gulf in Pacific, Ardennes in Luxernbourg. A Belt foiAdano, John Hersey.

EiTreiPqmn a ;Intercriews captured Germans as
Security Agent for 12th Infantry kegiment.
-:

1945
Allegedly marries a French physician (divorce, 1947).
[Critics such as James.Lundquist believe this is one ?f
Salinger's, biographidal fabricatiops.] Publishes first

Holden Caulfield story, "I'm Crazy" in December 22
Collier's. Stories. imEsquire, StorY, and Post.-

V-E, V-J Days. UN Charter!belth of Roosevelt. Truman
adminjstration (1945-1952).

.

1946

Brief hospitalization in Niirnberg. Ninety-nine page
novel about Holden Caulfield written but not published.
"Slight Rebellion off Madison" in December 21 The

Atomic bomb tests in Pacific. All the King's Mel:,

Robert Penn Warren. Chilichill delivers "Cold War"
speech.

New Yorker:

1947
Returns to New York City, publishes in Mademoiselle
and Cbsrnopolitan, Spends time in Greenwich Village,
studies-ten, mciVei-to Tarrytown.
3

U.S. government asks fo1alty oaths from workers.

r
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THE CLASSIC OR MAJOR WORKS PERIOD,
,

1948-1951
....-----7.----,

...

'

1948

Berlin Airlift. Marshall Plan. Pulitzer to JaMichener,
Tales of the South Pacific.

"A Perfect Day for Bananafish" in January 31 The
New Yorker.

,
4,4,

..

,

,

1949

t
"The Laughing Man" -in March 19 The New Yorker;

NATO. Guard of 4ionor, James Gould Cozzens.

"Down'in the Dinghy" in, April issue of Harper's. Moves
to Westport, Connecticut.
..

1950

_...)
U.S. population over 150 million. Korean War begins:
McCarthy huntssommunists.

"My Foolish Heart," a Hollywood film starting Susan
Hayward and Dana Andrews and made from "Uncle
Wiggly in Connecticut." Salinger upset and allows no
more film versions. "For Esmewith Love and Squalor"
in April 8 The New Yorker and later chosen by Martha
.Foley as one of distinguished 'short stories in 1950

J

..

,

,

Ainerican magazines.
1951-

.

.

The King and I, Broadway smash. Mickey Splane's One
Lonely Night sells 3 million copies.

The Catcher in the Rye. Salinger goes to Europe to avoid
publicity. The novel is a product of ten years of work.

SAL1NGER AND THE GLASSFAMILY SPIRITUAL
PERIOD, 1952-1965

1

:

1952
Academy as a Distinguished Alumnus of the Year.

Ralph Ellison, Invisible Man. Eisenhower administration (1952-60).
.,

1953
Buncottage and 90 acres in Cornish, New Hampshire.
Nine Stories. Interviewed by Shirjie Blaney, a high
school journalist for Windsor, Vermont Daily Eagle.Offended by November 13 editorial page interview.

Man and the Sea.

Travels to Mexico. Honored by Valley Forge Military

,

I

.

,

Korean War armistice. Pulitzer to Hemingway's Old
,
r,

\

1955

Marries 'Claire Douglas. "Franny" in January 29 The
New Yorker. Birth of daughter, Margaret Ann, Dbcernber 10..Salinger said "Franny" was a wedding present

"Rock Around the Clock"a popular.. song in rock
'n' roll era. Montgomery, Alabama bus, boycott.

to Claire.

A

)

195;

.

.

"Zooey" in May 4 The New Yorker.

1959
. "Seymour:An Introduction" in June 6 The New Yorker.
1960.
Son, Matthew, born February 13.

'Sputnik! launched by Russians.

.

,

..

Cuban Revolution.

t

,

:,,

Kennedy aaministration (1960-63).

A

tV

-.

----
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1961

Franny and Zooey. Makes cover of Time, Septeiciber 15,
but avoids interviewers.

Berlin Wall erected. Hemingway commits suicide.

1963

Raise High the. Roof Beam, Carpenters; and Seymour:
An Introduction:
,
1965
"Hapworth 16, 1924" iQJune 19 The New Yorker.

Assassination of Kennedy.

U.S. bombs Mirth Viet Nam.

SILENCE

1967
Divorce from Claire Douglas Salinger.
)
1974
Files civipl law suit against John Greenberg and J7 New
York bookstores for illegal publication and sale of early
Sahnger stories.

gmergence of the "hippies" in San Francisco.

Patty_Hearst is kidnapped. Nixon esigns as President
of the U.S.

1980

Canadian reporter, Michael Clatrgn, describes brief
interviews with seclusive author in Cornish, who has

moved to a second home located in rural environs
protected by dogs, tunnel entrance, and hillside setting.
THE SALINGER FAMILY

Since Sahnger has resisted interviewers and biographers,
the biographical information is both scant and subject to
question as to its accuracy.

Born January 1, 1919 in New York City, Jerome,
David Salinger is the second child and only soli of Sol
and Miriam Jillich Salinger. His fathe,r was the son of a

Jewish rabbi and his mother was Scotch-Irish (but
changed her first name, Marie, to Miriam to please her
in-laws). Sol was a prosperous importer of hams and
cheeses. Sister Doris was eight yearsolder than Jerome.

Salinger allegedly married a French physician when

he was twenty-six and divorced her in 1947. /On 17
February 1955, he'married Claire Douglas. He Hid met
Claire at a Manchester, Vermont party lit 1953. She was
English-born, a Radcliffe student, who told her parents

that Salinger lived "with kis mother, sister, fifteen
Buddhist monks, and a yogi who stood on his head"
(Lundquist, J. D. Salinger, p. 30). This was Claire's
second marriage. They had two children: Margaret
Ann (Peggy), born 13 November 1953; Matthew, born
13 February 1960. The marriage of Jerome and Claire
.ended in divbrce in October 1967.

APPENDIX' B
SALINGER ANECDOTE

Jerome David Salinger has teen cayed "the most inaccessible, mysteriottand fascinating recluse in all U.S.
literary history:: He has refused to allow his biography
,in Who's Who in America. kle gas warped his friends,
such as William Shawn, editor of the The New Yorker

who was recognized in the dedication of Franny and
Zooey, not to discuss his private life. And he has built
two "moated" castles, a first house near Cornish, New
Hampshire,' with a high wooden fence and an unlisted
telephone numbv, and a second cliffside horne nearby
with access by a concrete tunnel guarded by dogs.
Few reporters have been able v io enetrate this

mystery, though like .his fans they have been curious
why the author of The Catcher in the )te has not
published since 1965. His friends, fellow atIthors, and
relatiT have revealed almost nothing. In fact, much
of what was last heard from Salinger was gathered in
an interview by a high school student.

One fall day in 1953, Shirlie Blaney- (Class of "54)
was having trouble finding news for ,the high sctibol

4

^

page in the Claremont, New, Hampshire Daily Eagle.
As she and her fellocv journalist were wracking their
brains. Shirlie saw "Jerry" walking across -the street.
Unlike her friends, she knew -a little about the newcomer to the area.. She had Met Salinger at his home
when she and some friends had dropped by for Cokes,
potato chips, and records. Salinger "was just one of
the gang, except that he never did anything silly the
way the rest. of us did"said Shirlie. Salinger had even
encouraged her to write.
So Shirlie Blaney asked J. D. Salinger for an interview
and got it. They went to a local.hangout and talked. The
interview didn't appear in the' next Monday's issue, as

Shirlie hid expected, and Salinger called to ask why.
Four days later, she was relieved to see her story. But
Salinger never called again. In fact, he never even talked

with. Shirlie or any other local student again Instead,
he bit& a high wooden. fence aroundhis home. [Source:
, Ernest Havemann, "We Recluse in I0e," Life, 3 No-

vember 1961, pp:129-1441

APPENDIX C
THE TELEPHONE CONNECTION:
STALKING THE MYSTERIOUS
MR. J. D..SALINGER
What really knocks me out is a book that, when
youe all done reading it, you wish the author that
wrote it was a terrific friend of yours and you could
call him up bn the phone whenever you felt like it.
That doesn happen much, though.
Holden Caulfield, The Catcher in the Rye

fair!" she said. "There are so many questions that I'd
love to ask him about Zen. I mean, it's in nearly everything he wrote."
"Ontil 1965," said Joel, a senior. !Ile Asasn't published a thing since then. And maybe that's the point.
Salinger is living the life of a Zen monk up in .,New
Hampshire!" The class laughed.

"Or maybe he just enjoys being mysterious," said

*tea

If you really 'want to hear about it, the first thing you
should know is that you just don't call "Jerry" on the,
telephone. Even if you have loved Catcher (like me)

Kim.

'since it first appeared in 1951, even if you have been one
of the eight million buyers of this high school best-seller

said Joel.

"Well, if we can't call him and we can't call` his
friends or relatives, we'll stuck. We're really stuck,"
Joel was referring to their next paper, a thematit pro-

file of the author based on the reading of biographical
(second only to John Steinbeck's Of Mice and Men),
and autobiographical materials. And I knew, as did the
he'll nover be a terrific friend of yours. You can enjoy
students, that everything we had was in a folder: two
his writing,hut he won't talk to you.
1961 Life and Time magazine articles; a chapter-length
That's What I told my fifteen juniors and seniors m
"c011age:' biography from a book of literary analysis-,
our Salinger seminar at West High School in Iowa City
one that leaned heavily on the two articles and orl.
last spring. "Don't think I haven't tried," I said. I told
them about the first time I taught the seminar: "l_did *__Salinger's fiction, a I 97tNew _Yark TimPt_tellephone__ _
interview with the headline "J. D. Salinger Speaks
all the things that got us interviews' with Mary Hemingabout His Silence", and a 30 July 1979 "update"
way and Gregory ,Hemingway-a letter of inquiry, a
stamped return envelope. But Sahnger didn't even send a
refusal." Then I told them about the 1976 seminar when
I wrote Salinger again (again, no answer), as well as his

son Matt (no answer), and The New Yorker editor,
William' Shawn.

"Mr. Shawn was very gracious," I said-. "He even
called me at school. But he would not grant a conference
interview with the class hecause he said that Salinger had
warned all of his friends never to discuss his private life "

The students were naturally disappointed. After all,
they had spent over six weeks building their enthusiasm
for the authot. They 'had writtQn and defended four

position papers on "A Perfect Day for Bananafish"
(1948), The Catcher in the Rye (1951), "Teddy"
(1953), and Franny and Zooey (1961), they had read

from Newsweek.

From the 1961 Life article (rThe Recluse in the
Rye") to tile 1979 Newsweek update ("The Dodger
in the Rye"), the message is the same: Stalking the
mysterious J. D. Salinger is hard work with meager
results, even for professional journalists. Twenty-eight
years of profile produced a sketchy, if intriguing, outline. Salinger, now in his 60s, was ,raised by middle
class, Jewish-Catholic parents in New York City. After
poor grades in elementary school and flunking out- of a
private school, Jerome receiiied his only diploma from

Valley Forge Military Academy where he wrote 'the
school song and his first stories. Not interested in, his
father's harn importing business, Salinger briefly attended two colleges, published his first short story, and

aloud and discussed much of Salingear's fiction that had
appeared in magazines such as Story, Esquire, Collier's,
and The-New-Yorker- -(And they, also. knew Ma- Tny

then left for World War II in Europe where he was a

Stembeck seminar had just been granted a telephone

to a European doctor after the war? Could'he have paid
the rent and the grocery bill in Greenwich Village from
the sale of eleven short stories from 1946 to 1951 when

interview with the Nobel Prize winner's former lawyer.)
Kim, a junior whose enthusiasm had multiplied when

she brought a resource speaker on Zen Buddhism, was
the first to voice the general disappointment. "It's not
200
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Staff Sergeant for Army Intelligence,

--The ir thrucrithreierritiny:Ditrhrreally-gurnmrifd-----

Catcher waslublished? Then come the tougher questions. Why did he-a city boy-move to the rural environs
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of Cornish, New Hampshire? Why did he bacome close
friends with rhe locals and then suddenly build a huge

students had suggested-before they heard of Clarksonthat they would resort to similar tactics.)

fence arotild his house? Why would a recluse marry,
start a family of two children, and then divorce himself,
from them in 1967? And finally, why would he stop
publishing over fifteen years ago, move up the unpaved
road to a second retreat which can only'be reached
through a fifty foot cement tunnel from his garage

influenced by Salinger's writings when he was in high
school, though he had never studied them in a classroom. But when Caroline asked him what he had expected to get flora his trips to Cornish and why he had

which is patrolled by dogs?

"Can't we at least .talk to Shirlie Blaney?" asked
John, who was well acqua1nted with the folder. I knew
that someone would ask about Shirlie since I had told
the class that a member of our music department had

been on the 1953 Windsor, Vermont High School
newspaper staff when they decided to print an interview
with Winger from nearby Cornish.

"I'm afraid that's out, too," I said.' "Dr. Comstock
doesn't remember her married name. Then too, that Was
a long tidNago, and she may' hive moved."
So that was that' Protected by his physical -environ-

ment and the silefice /of those who know him best,
.1,,1i &linger would notlive my 'seminar students any
further insight into Ins special woW..
Or so we thought.

Just before the profile tpapers were due, we discovered Mtchael Clarkson. Thanki to BecV, a senior
tvho had done some research, we read aloud the 25
February 1980 issue of People magazine, which des-,
chbed how a thirty-one year old police reporter for the
(Ositario) f3eview had confronted his own

teenage idol, first in 1978 and agam in June of 1979.
Here at last was someone who had sealed the wall! We
wrote him.
Our May interview was held in the conference room
of the West library As Mr. Clarkson had requested, we

sent him fifteen questions that covered the territory
that interested us. Each student was in charge of one
question, and Mr. Clarkson agreed to our taping of the
entire interview which lasted about forty minutes.
Whether intentional or not, Melanie's first queStion

revealed something about all of us who stalk J. D.
&linger. She asked, "What made you so interested' in

him that you would go to such extremes to get an
interview?" By "extremes" she wax referring to the fact
that Clarkson had twice 'driven over 450 miles to Cornish, the first time convincing a local variety store clerk
to hand Salinger a cryptic note which read: "A -man

Cornish. Amateur, perhaps, but sentimentally
connected. The saddest-a tragic figure without a backis in

grhurrit-Neednig a futoa much-aryourpast.
Then he drove to the author's country driveway to waits,,
for him and eventually to force a five minute conver-

sation. The second trip Clarkson climbed the geep
backside hill to the house, passed barking dogs, peeked
into a window-and startled Salinger into a fifteen
minute talk. (While all of this seems impulsive, my

Is

Clarkson told Melanie that he had been strongly

resorted to the cryptic note, Clarkson became very

candid. He said, "I never went with the intention of
astting questions about his career or even publishing a
story. I wanted to be around a man who thought like I
thought, perhaps was on the same wave length that I
was. I was in a depressed frame of mind, and I felt like
nobody nderstood me. The cryptic note was used
because I elt it was the only way to get through to

him. I t nk if it wasn't for that note he wouldn't
have seen

9,-

At this point, I ,could see that this was more than
an informational interview, a collecting of facts to fill
_in empty spaces. Actually, he told much of what we
already-knew or felt. He told Joel that Salinger's house
is, much like Holden's dream cabin in Catcher, remote,
with a thirty-five mile view which is both beautiful
and protective against'intruders. He'told-Karen that he
saw no physical evidence that Salinger is still writing,
though he has' been told- by others that the author is
working on klons novel about the Glass family. He told
Leanne that he had doubts about any first wife, and he

told Diane that Salinger's fe ily has left the Cornish
alifornia, the daughter
area-his former wife Claire
Peggy and the son Matt up hi er ducation and parts
unknown. The first house with its high fence and con.
crete bunker writing room has been sold. And he told
Lisa that Salinger looks quite different from the 1951
photos-"tall, thin, very gray, abdut six feet two,serious,
'bold and confident at home, timid in town." Clarkson
said, "When he came at me, 1 said, 'My god, he looks
like my grandfather!' " But he also conceded that
Salinger is no saffron-robed monk; instead he dresses
in everything from relaxed blue jeans, work shirt, and
sneakers to more formal black turtleneck and jacket.

Clarkson adniitted to Paul that he wasn't sure what
role Zen Buddhism itill played in Salinger's 'life. "It
might be a way of relaxing for him," he said. "He is
obviously very intense." He describedSalinger as a man
alone, without a secretary, not'shy but sensitive, intro-

spective, and perhaps best revealed by his fcctional
alter-egos such as Buddy Glass who -was terrified by
mobs. Yet, he also confinned that a writer who lives in
e-modern eliffside
films on his home projector, and. drives a BMW to town /
to pick up his "Times" is hardly livins.the Way of Zen.
"Why is it, then, that he shuns7he public?" asked
Kim. This was a key question, a frustrating one not only
to the seminar but also to Clarkson. Jennifer had earlier
asked hint if Salinger had been "Safcastic, sincere,
4
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.onceited. or, remote", and he replied that Salinger was .
"throwing logic in my face like a pie sincere like he had
said the same things, over and over again tp the same

I sat in my car, I was worried that I was destroying this
and it would never be the same. But I think I still can
relate with his alter-egos. I still read The Catcher in the

people." When Clarkson told him he was a reporter,
Salinger "looked daggers at me, almost like he hated
Me." And he told Becky that even the people itr the
Cornish community, especially the teenagers, largely

Rye before

knew him as a "legend," only visible when, he picks up
the mail.

"I got the feeling he couldn't handle die requests of
people," said Michael Clarkson, his voice rising. He
obviously felt involved with this question since he
addItted writing five letters and sending a tape to
J. D. Salingerand receiving no answen "Salinger
mentioned that he didn't know what to say when
people .ame to htm with deep q9estions about life,"
lie said. "tie claims he is nOt a phkrsopher, just a fiction
writer. 'although I disagree with him. I thin.k he writes
about Jove and loneliness and moral standards. I think
if these things are fiction, then for me at least, life is
really not worth anyihing."
Clarkson had raised a sensitive question. "What is
the obligation of an author to 'his public?" While this
may seem like an academic question about an author
who has not released any material for publication since
1965 and told Clarkson "I wri for myself!", the
young Canadian reporter felt that a author who makes
mdney and touches people deeply sIuld respond to his
readers. He said that Salinger should have hired a secretary-and-r-a-t-the-very-least-sent a form ktter-to-hrs-public. Net, it was obvious that Michael Clarkson Would
never have been satisfied with such a letter. When he had
recta The C'atcher in the RYe back in the 1960s, he had

I

go to bed." Clarkson paused, almost

reflectively.

"As atperson, he is different than I thought. I had
expected a charismatic perso' he said. "I still think
he thinks like I do, but I don't think I'll ever be as
strongly infiuenCed by one person again. I think I feel
more confident in my oWn abilities after seeing him.

He made me feel as important as he was. Certainly
my opinion of Wim as a writer hasn't altered. He is
still a great writetr."

Perhaps Michael Clarkson, the ultimate stalker of
the mysterkous#Mr. J. D. Salinger, had given us.more
than we had telephoned for. As a group, we wen c14,
ious, we wanted more facts, and we were willing"to
compromise for secondary material-the kind of information that high school students seem to live with. After
all, Michael Clarkson was no friend, no relative; his total
time with Salinger was less than ours with him. But
when our telephone interview ended and the sNdents
stood around_in the conference room talking excitedly,
I could see that this had been one of the most successful
flassroom experiences that I had ever conducted.
Michael Clarkson was us. We had been knocked out
by Saliriger, too, bY what Clarkson called a literature
"that touche,s people as human beings." And sinCe we
are well over 1000 tildes from Cornish, at the end of

our-folder of information, a Tit angry that ouariend
wouldn't even send us a form -letter, we were glad to
ha4 Michael Clarkson do our wotk.-It was almost like
a movie script, a Poe plot, a mystery novel.

been "really knocked out," as Holden might say. He
never 'forgot that experience. Like Holden, he wished
that Salinger was a "terrific friend"; like my students,
he wanted some forifi of direct, personal contact. And
like Holden, and my students toil), he found "that

But as with good literatu?e, especially, that of J. D.
Salinger, we were lift with basic questions and a high
level of ambiguity. Do we really have the- right to de-

doesn't happen much."
Debbie asked the last question "Has your impression

we expect charisma in those write'rs Wha shape, our

of Salinger and his literature changed since you have
talked p him?"

son told us that J. D. Salinger was:very

"Surprisingly, no," he said. "I still feel the- fan in me
is a one-toone relationship with &linger. At the time, as

mand that every writer should come to, the phon4,
return the stamped, self-addressed envelOpe,Why should

dreams with words on a piece of paper? Michael Clarkli uman, like
Holden and Buddy and Franny and Zooey an Seymour.
Isn't that what we really expected?
,

t
.
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APPENDIX p
PARODY: A STUDENT'S RESPONSE
TO J. D. SALINGER

.vilevv..

_

Brooke Workman

.

I

interviewers since 1953,
school student 'ron_Witidsbr,

When my fifteen juniors and seniors handed in their

an author who has resist

position papers on Raise High the Roof Beam, Carpenters, I could see that they were tired and puzzled. And
they had good reason. After all, they had,written their

Vermont.

sixth position paper in eleven weeks; and now with
barely a week left in our spring trimester, I was asking
them to wnte another (typed) masterpiece on something
called "TheSumming Up."
Paul raised his voice.
"Have you noticed it's spring, Dr. Workman? And we

when he talked to a h'

"Don't forge the cryptic note!" said John, the
humorist of the seminar. "Or my speaker and the
Koans!" shouted Kim, who was our expert on Zen
Buddhism after she brought resource speaker from
the university's school of religi n:
,

"Ah yes, the cryptic ndt . We must give credit to
Michael Clarkson," I said. Indeed, we had tried every-

thing to piece together the latest information on an'
only have five class.days to write and' defend our last
o as no pu i e. ince
pp-err-he-gni ;mining.
brought
in
the February 5;" 1980, issue of People
"I'm a wreck, a burnout," shouted Joel, a senior.
magazine. She read, to us ow Clarkson, a Canadian
I' nodded. "rinow, I know:" I said. "I'm goingAo
make it- easy on you.,First,.you have no reading this II1Vreporter had gone to Salinger's Cornish, N.H. retreat
and handed the' authdr4x unnsual note as he As emerg-. A.
time. Second, if you write the paper aneread the paper
ing from a local drugstore. And the author paused long
to class, you get an automatic A."
enough to talk with Clarkson. Then' we wzote Clarkson,
"You mean there's no Defense Day? I don't get to
tear Joel's miserable prose apart?" said Paul.
/ nodded.

Leanne raised her hand. "But what 1# a 'Summing
,Op'?" she asked.

.

Then I told them that it meant ahnost anything,
not- just a final summary position about Jerome David
Salinger's fiction. However, I did review what we had
accomplished in the course. our chronological pursuit
of the emerging write4 who began. with the lonely girl

and he paused long enough to talk' with us on our

conference telephone.
"So . .. we have read most of the works, chewed over
the Nine Stories, dissected' over.,fifteen position-papers, ,

and tried to understand the mind and world of J. D.Salinger," I, said. Then I discussed other pbssibilities
beside summationan imaginary interview with Salinger,

a series of letters between them and the' author, a

.."recently discovered" work of Salinger, even- an essay
on the agonies of studying an author or -of writing
stones such as "The Young Folks," first introduced
position papers. I also mentioned a parody. Holden Caulfield in "I'm Crazy" (1945) and the Glass
"Parody? You mean like what we did in the regular ^
fanlily in "A Perfect Day for Bananafish" (1948), then
...American...Liesourse.9"
asked Leanne Before
fleshed outthesesharacters iu The C.atcha iniht.BY e
nod, Joel said, "I liked what somebody did with Sand(1951), Franny and Zooey (1961), and our most recent
burg's 'Prayers of Steel'you know, 'Prayers of Pizza'."
selection, written in 1963. I reminded them of their
"Me, too," I said. "And now you can tackle Salinger's
positions on- "Bananafish," Catcher, "Teddy," and
style if you like:"
Franny and Zooeyas well as struggles for a profile of
Reprinted from English Journal 70 (I;nuary 1981).
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We discussed how close reading and discussion of an
author .makes for understanding style. We went around
the circle, identifying Salinger trademarksan immediate

I gues; I kind of got off the subject. J. was telling
you about theoday I left school. Since I Would have
to spend about twelve centuries studying Olis phony

contact with the reader, though sometimes the story
line l's confusing; the italicized words for stress; the
colloquial language, often too strong for thin-skinned
censorsthough not for most high school students; the
symb21ic names of characters and titles of stqries; the
Zen images; and, best of all, the honesty ot feeling
.liat attracts readers who, like Holden or Seymour or
/ Franny or Buddy, are searchigg for meaning in an often

it was important, but I just don't think it is that

crazy world: *

author I didn't even know, I decided I better try to
get to know him. I wrote a letter to him full of crap
4)out how I wanted to get to know him and all. I
Oiould include the letter here verbatim, if I thought
significant. I know it should be, but I don't know.

Surprisingly enojjh, he wrote me back some
Madman letter about ow he loved children, and
how he'd love-to talk t me. That killed me. I mean,
you take a guy like Sa1hger and he doesn't talk to
anyone. Then one day he gets a letter from someone
who is practically an adult, like me, and he says all
this crap about liking children and he agrees to talk
to ,me. I think what he really needs is a doctoror

.

Then the students went to work. On that last day,
June 3, they read tgeir papersgood, oh so good, that
they applauded, each other while I prepared 'to grab
,.'
them and run to the office xerox machine.
Nearly everyone wrote a parody. Why? I didn't ask,

maybe some chicken soup. I don't know.
Well, I had nothing else to do last March, so I took
off a few days from school and went to Cornish, New

but (think their response is instrUctive. They did it
because it is fun both to exaggerate and criticize the
literature of the course. Besides they felt comfortable

Hampshire, where this guy is supposed to be. He
didn't give me any specifics, so I went and asked
some guy that worked at the town drug store, who

with the parody because they knew Sa linger's style. The

res iiTras a marvelous safety valveand a chance to

must have been about five huqdred years old, where I

show off what,they had learned.
What had die learned? The p'arOdies reveal as much

because Salinger sometimes went down there to be
with all the littlVdds and all, and he'd keep them

could find Salinger. He said to try the rye field

as any final eiamination about content, theme, style,
and student response. They present the most gratifying

from falling off sonfe madman cliff. No kidding.
When I got there I found him saving all these little

.

summation of a demanding literature coi.irse. But enough.
...
Here's an example

-

A Close Encounter of the Phony Kind

'If you really want to hear about it, the first thing
you'll probably want to know is why I went, and
what my lobs5% trip was like, and all that lint of

sakes, and then he wvit on to say some madman
thing about some Glass family, while he took a rack
of cigarettes to smoke. I don't know.

crap, but I don't feel like going into it, if y6ff want to
know She truth. I I the first place, that kind of stuff

,..

Then, the interesting part. He said his secret of
success was repetition. He said he liked using the

bores "me, and in the second place Salinger would
probably have some tond of fit. No kidding. I'm not
going to tell you my whole autobiography or anyfiling. I'll just tell you about this.madman stuff that

\

same phony ideas over and over to get them through
to the reader. (I personally felt he just couldn't think
.of any new ideas, the phony jerk.) He said he had to

happened to me last March.
Where I want to start telling is the day I left West

,
t

pound his madman ideas into the readerS' thick
skulls. So, I decided that Salinger repeats these phony,
ideas for fame. No kidding. I mean it.
That's all I'm going to tell about. I could Probably

High in Iowa City. I decided to take some madman
class' called Seminar inAmerican Literature, or some
'.phony. thing. Anyway there was this teacher who said

tell you what I did when I went back to school and
all, but I-don't feel like it. I really don't. That stuff
doesn't interest me too much right' now. A lot of
,people, especially this one teacher they have here;
keeps asking me if I'm going to write some madman

we should study some author in depth. That killed
me. You take teachers in high school, and they're
always asking you -to study some madman author in
depth or something. I don't' know. I really don't.

article, or book or something. It's such a stupid

Anyway we' chose this guy J..D. Salinger who wrote
some-crazy books about one hundred years ago. This

Salinger guy went into seclusion about fifty years
ago -and he won't talk to the press and all. For alt.
we know, he doesn't even, exist. Or if he does, he
makes about as much noise as one hand clapping.
No kidding. I mean it.
,
e

4

..

r'I

kids from faWng off this cliff. Anyway, I went over
to Him and Re said he'sUalk_to,
Ifousy seconds or something. He said it didn't matter
anyway because nothing is real in the first place: lip
mumbled something about oraitge peels, for Christ-

-question, in nyropinion.' I-mean-how do you know
what you're going to do till you do it? The answer
is you don't: No kidding, I mean it,
Diane Scott

..,

APPENDIX E
CATCHER COMES OF AGE

Adam Mpss

This year, the book that changed the liyes of generations of young rebels reaches maturity, on its
thirtieth birthday, its own life passes before it,
ready for reappraisal.

If you really want to hear(about it, The Catcher in the
Rye was a literary event even before it rolled off the
press that summer of '51. A small but s'Ophisticated sect
had -already begun to honor its shy thirty-two-year-old
authorand on no more evidencd than a couple of dozen
short stories, mosti published in The New Yorkel; A
a Inger
few years earlier, in.the pages o squire, .
had s.ag that he was a "dash man and not a miler, and it
is probable* that I will never wiite a novel,:' but there it

was on Little, Biown's list-277 pages at three dollars
and people were so curious that the Book-of-the-Month

Club took the unusual step of making ,this first novel
its midsummer selection. Few could have expected what

was to happen.. From the book's opening sentence, it
was clear the world had had thrust upon it a rudely
original, highly unlikely new hero: a, tall, skinny, prematurely gray-haired kid from West Seventy-first Street,
a self-proclaimed pacifist and sex maniac With a fondness
for profanity, Thomas Hardy, red hunting caps, and his

sister, Phoebe, and an obsessive aversion to phonies.
That Holden Caulfield, he was all right.

The literary establishment didn't quite know how
to respond to this boy, described alternately as "a very
normal specimen of his ake," "a'disturbed adolescent,"
and "a 'sorry little worm." Called "a brilliant tour de
-force"- by, The Atlantic and "reinarkable" by Saturday
Review, the book also had its detractors, among them
Riley Hughes of Catholic World, who proclaimed Holden
"a latter-day. .Huck Finn. . .made 'monotonous and

phony by the formidably excessive use of amateur

major target of righteous school boards and legions of
decency everywhere. After all, this was a book to be
read by children, and read it they did, along with everyone else. Teenagers learned to perfect the nuances of
Holden's speech; one review of the book, in The New
York Times Book Review, was written entirely in
Holdenese. Young writers took to their typewriters
with renewed conviction, reveling in their perception
that there was an audience for the fresh use-of everyday

in the Rye became one of those rare books that influence one generation after another, causing each to
claim it.as its own. Today, in its fifty-third edition -in the
Bantam paperback alone, it sells almost as many coPies

as it did the first year it was published. It is taught in
countless high sc4teels in the country; there are more
than ten million conies in print. It has endured. Now it is

thirty and shows no signs of fatigue. Holden, Phoebe,
pimply old Ackley boy, we celebrate you. Happy

birthday, ya morons!
NOMBERS

t is fiid that Little, Brown was not the first publisher
to see the bv4k, that Salinger brought it to another
house _first UV, withdrew it because his editor there
thought Holden was "crazy." We do know that the
manuscript eventually found its way into editor Ray
Everett's hands at Little, Brown, which set the book's
publication for the spring of 1951. The Book-of-theMonth Club's choice of the novel as its midsummer
selection pushed the publication date to July, and on
the sixteenth, The Catcher in the Rye Was officially
unleashed. By the end of the month, it had been re-

one fart were enough to earn the book its place as a

printed five times and had climbed to fourteenth place
on The New York Times's best-seller list. Reprinted
three times in August, and twice more in September,

Reprinted from Esquire (December 1981). Copyright 0 1981
by Esquire Publishing Inc. Used by i:lermission. ,
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coarse language." Amateur swearing
indeed-237 goddamns, 58 bastards, 31 Chrissakes, and

swearing,' and

.00"

language, that American literature lived.
ht have been a d but it was not. The Catcher
t

t
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Catcher claimed the fourth spot on the list five weeks
after its publication. By the third edition, The Photo
of J. D. Salinger had been discreetly removed from

quented their hangout, a luncheonette called Nap's
Luuch, and hosted parties at which he served Coke
and potato chips and played classics and show tunes

the jacket.
Grosset & Dunlap published an edition in June of the
following year, and in 1953 Signet issued the first paperback edition, priced at fifty cents.,Ten years later, when
Signet discontinued its edition,, the book liad sold
3,364,000 copies. Modern Library published the book in

on his hi-fi. One day he erected a, six-and-a-half-foot
fence,around his house and is not known to have talked
tolny of the students again.
He recently built a fifty-foot cement tunnel from his

1958; Franklin Watts put out a "special edition for

garage to his house, which he keeps patrolled by dogs. It
is the only entrance to his home.

"I pay for this kind of attitude," he has said. "I'm

libraries" in 1967. The book has been translated into at
least a dozen languages, incuding French, Finnish,

known as an aloof kind of man."

Hebrew, and Polish.

CATCHER IP THE NEWS

Bantam brought our the current paperback edition
in 1964, at seenty-five cents. TOday, brders for the

July 1951: The, Catcher in the Rye is published by

book, now priced at $2.50 a copy, are close 'to the
1964 leveltwenty to thirty thousand copies a month.

Little; Brown and Company of Boston, Massachusetts.
November 1953: J. D. Salinger grants' his first inter-

Catcher is second only to Of Mice and Men as the most
frequently taught novel in public schools.
More than ten million copies of the book, have been
fssued. The current Little, Brown edition, in its thirty-,
fifth printing, sent.- for $10.§5. A mint copy of the first
edition is worth about $200.

Iviewto a sixteen-year-old high school student named
Shirlie Blaney. "He is a tall.and foreign-looking man,"
writes Blaney of Salinger in the Claremont, New Hamp-

shire, Daily Eagle. Asked if The Catcher jn the Rye is
autobiographical, Salinger replies, "'Sort 'of.

. .My boy-

hood was very much the same as that of the boy in the
book, and it was a great relief telling people about it."
July 1956: The manager of the book department of
THE COMPLETE J. D. SAUNGER
a Reno, Nevada, department store refuses to remove the
book from his shelves after it is declared objectionable
Jerome David Salinger was born on the first day' of the
by the National Organization for Decent Literature.
year 1919 to a Scotch-Irish woman named Miriam, who
I
I U. I
nt
-itacichangetHtermmefrem- Maftewheitshe--matheci-- --Novern
California, decries the use of the book in public schools.
his father, Sol, a Jewish importer of hams. His grandIt brings "reproach upon the name of God," he declares,
father was a rabbi.
_
He has an IQ of 111. He flunked out of high school
with its "profanity, lewd words, -and poor-English."_
in New York and was sent to Valley Forge Military
March 1961: In Tulsa, Oklahoma, a teacher assigns

:.

Academy, where he received his only diploma.

He likes to lie. He is knovin to have told worpen at
parties in Greenwich Village that he was a goalie tor the
Montreal Canadiens and the son of an umbrella sales. man. On the jacket biography of Franny .and Zdgey,
he wrote, "I live in Westport with my dog" long after
he had moved away from Westport, Connecticut, with
his dog, Benny, a-Schnauzer.

He was a staff sergeani with counterintelligence
in the 12th Infanyy of the 4th Division of the Armed
Forces.

He has been married twice, first to a doctor, possibly
French and almost surely a psychiatrist, and then to a
Radcliffe student named Claire Douglas, who divorced
- him in 1967. They have two children.
He wears dark sunglasses in town, picks up his mail

at about ten A.M., and occasionally buys books. light
fiction, detective stories, and philosophical tomes.

He works from the very early morning until at least
noon every day in a concrete bunker near his house.

Just after he moved to Cornish, New Hampshire,
in 1953, he befriended a group of local high school
studehts. Jerry, as he was known to the students, fre-

the book to her eleventh-grade English class. Eight
parents protest and demand that she be fired. The
teacher is permitted to stay, but the book is banned. The
same month, a San Jose high school removes the book

from its twelfth-grade applementary reading list. The
teacher who compiled the list is transferred.
February 1965. The Calcher in the Rye is banned in

a -Brentwood, Pennsylvania, scit'ool as "risque, pretty
sexy." "The question,". says the'school superintendent,
"is whether the fifteen-year-old'can take it."
July 1970: In Camden, South Carolina, The Catcher
in the Rye is stricken from Kershaw County's list of
acceptable books a,fter the local sheriff pronounces parts
of the book obscene.
November 1974: J. D. Salinger grants his first interview since 1953, to denounce the publication of a
pirated anthology of his previously uncollected short
stories, including two early sketches of Holden Caulfield.
November 1977: In Olivet, New Jersey, parents of a,

sixteen-year-old girl ,who brought the book home as
required reading for an English class fight Unsuccessfully

to have it banned. The book is "filthy," says the girl's
father; "sex education," says the mother.

__

Catcher Comes of Age

July 1980: J. D. Salinger grants his third interview.

"There's no more to Holden Caulfield," he tells a
reporter from . The Boston Globe. "Read the book
again'. It's all there. Holden Caulfield is only a frozen
Moment in time."
December 1980: With a copy of The Catcher in the
Rye in his pocket, Mark David Chapman shoots John
Lennon outside the rock star's apartment house in New
York. Before the police arrive, Chapman begins to read
the book. Later, at his sentencing he reads aloud this
passage:

Anyway,

I keep pictding all these little kids

playing some game in this big field of rye and all.
Thousands .of little kids, and nobody's around
nobody big, I meanexcept me. And, I'm standing
on the edge of some' crazy cliff. What I have to do,
I have to catch evbrybosly if they start to go,over the

cliffI mean if they're running and they don't look
where they're going I have to come out from somewhere and catch them. That's all I'd do all day.
I'd just be the catcher in the rye and all.
THE WIT AND WISDOM OF HOLDEN CAULFIELD

On life: If you get on the side where all the hot-shots
are, then Dife is] a game, all right. ... But if you get on'
the other side, where there aren't any hot-shots, then
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On conversation: Lots of times you don't know what
interests you most till you start talking about something
th.at doesn't interest kyou m

On New York: /kw York's terrible when somebody
laughs on the street late 'at night. You can hear' it for
miles.

On kids: You take adults, they look lousy when
they're asleep and they have theh mouths way open,
but kids don't. Kids look all right. They can even have
spit all over the pillow and they still look all right.

Oy peace: You can't ever find' a place that's nice
and peaceful, because there isn't any. You may think
th e is, but once-you get there, when you're not lookg, somebody'll sneak up and write "FueR you" right
nder your nose.
HOLDEN REARS HIS HEAD

Horden Caulfield firit surfaced in a 1944 SatUrday
,Evening Post story called "Last Day of the Lasi Furlough," about two young soldiers on the eve of their
assignment overseas. One of the soldiers is Vincent
Caulfield, who "has a kid brother in the Army who

flunked out of a lot of schools." The kid brother,
simply "missing," is named Holden.
The following year Esquire published "This Sandwich
Has No Mayonnaise," in which Holden figures heavily,

.Although, as in "Furlough," he does not in fact appear
(and may even be dead). The stoly concerns Vincent's
,
obsession --mtirHokienlsthsappeaf-au
mneteen years old, my brother is, and the dope...can't
Disciples, for instance. . . . They were all right after
Jesus was dead and all, but while He ,was alive, they
do anything but listen hectically to the maladjusted
were abouf as mach ust ta Him as a hole nrthe head.
Iiftte-apparatuste wears for-NV:I:are
nger killed off Vincent
On woinen: They're always leaving their goddamn
Th at ,t-,ame year, 1945,
Caulfield in a story called "The Strahger" and finally
bags out in the middle of the aisle.
introduced the Holden we know, a neurotic postwar
On 'mothers: Mothers are all slightly insane.
On books: What really knocks me out is a book that,
teenager, in 'another story, "I'm Crazy." Both stories
when you're all done reading it, you wish the author
appeared in Collier's. The next year, Holden turned up

what's a game about it?
On religion: I like Jesus and all, but I don't care too

that wrote it was a terrific friend of yours and you could
call him up on the phone whenever you felt like it:

On courtship: I think if you don't really like a girl,
you shouldn't horse 'around with her at all, and if you
do like her, then you're supposed to like _her face, and
if you like her face, you ought to be careful about doing
crumby stuff to it, like squirting water all 'over it.

On sex: Sex is something I really don't understand
too hot. You never know where the hell you are. I keep
making up these sex rules for myself, and then I break
them right away.
On girls: The trouble with girls is, if they like a boy,
no matter how big a bastard he is, they'll say he has an

inferiority complex, and if they don't like him, no
matter how nice a guy he is, or how big an inferiority
complex he has, they'll say he's coaeited.
On courage: It's no fun to be yellow. . If you're
supposed ,to sock somebody in the jaw, and you sort
of feel like doing it, you should do it.'

in a New Yorker story, "Slight Rebellion off Madison."
Both "I'm Crazy" and "Slight Rebellion off Madison"
are early workings-out of scenes that later appear in the
book. "Slighh Rebellion off Madison" is a Third-person

account of Holden's rendezvous with Sally and Carl
during a legitimate vacation from Pencey. Holden has a
middle name, "Morrisey." Sally and he skate at Radio
City and attend a Broadway matinee in which the Lunts
star, though the play is 0 Mistress Mine, not I Know My
Love as it is in the book. Other incidental details sh,ow
up differentiy in Catcher, but the heart of the chapter in
the book and this story is the same: Holden's confession
of disrepair and his plea to Sally to join him in a cabin
by a brook in the woods.
LASTING IMPRESSIONS

The first time I heard oC The Catcher in the Rye was
from' my roommate at Harvard around 1952. He read

2'1.k)

.,
e
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passages aloud with great animation. I didn't read tlw,
book -myself until 1955, maybe I was already too old.
I found it admirable-funny, poignant, vivid, actual-yet
somehow less useful, to my burgeoning sense of what
wnting was about than Salinger's short stories, which
I had read in Lollege. You could sd in Catcher the ieeds
of that cloyingness that the later 8alinger developed
luxursantlY. I was a little dlsturbed by Holden's fastidiousness, his snobbishness, his sense that the world was

stronger feeling of fondn4s for (he characters than I

something to shelter yourself from.

the Rye is a gem of a book.
-Peter DeVries

Salinger was most magical for me in a story like
"Just Infore'the War with the Eskimos." Nine Stories

remembered. It's a literature of character, really. Holden

a wonderful creation. Though he throws hirnsOf
arodnd as if he disparages the human race, he does
not have the misanthropy that you assaate with that
is

kind of disparagement. He has a real f4ling for people,
that's the richness of his characterization. My guess is
that it will last forever. Now, predicting something's

lomortality is a tricky thing, but then The Catcher in

showed me a way to wnte about life now, in the Fifties
-that open-ended Zen quality they have, the way

I had a friend, an aspiring novelist (later quite g suc-

they don't snap shut in that wired-up way of a story
,by John O'Hara, say, or Dorothy Parker. For me,
they're as revolutionary as Hemingway's stories or,

on West 103rd Street in a rented room papered with
rejection slips, and he was raving about,the hook, so

later, Barthelme's. Recently I read the pirated edition of
Salinger's early stones. They were interesting, the mix of
shLkness and tenderness, but I finished them thinking he
had been right to leave them uncollected.

As to his problems with fame, J fear he brought
trouble un himself with that line about wishing the
author of a book you liked Was a friend, someone you
could call when you felt like it. I remember thinking

how unlike it was to my own reaction. I've always
assumed a wnter is giving you his best self on the page,
and we should let him alone otherwise.
I'm glad that The Catcher in the Rye has an enduring
adolescent readership. T iat a fine fat e fur It and ma Ls
it a very rare book. I hear Salinger is wnting, and yes,
I'd be Lurious to read whatever it is he's produced. The
literary worTtf miSseslim. He walltie-cfuseSt-fhFng we've
seen to a saint, at least since Marianne Moore.

-John Updike
During ,Salinger's brief stay in Westport, we became
fast .fnends. I knew at the time that he was writing the

book, and I was enormouslY interested in the idea,
without ever dreaming that I was being made privy to
the early workings-out of a classic. I remember saying
that it all sounded very wonderful, but couldn't he
think up a more catchy title?

Of course, later I read the book and it was wondei;
ful. Rereading it" recently I found that I have an even

cessful novelist) named William Hoffman. He.was living

read it. That was 1954. I was twenty-three.

I was completely captivated by the tone, -by the
seemingly conversational, candid tone. Buf at the same

time, I was baffled, by its message. later, after I had
lived in New.York, it finally dawned oh me. The Catcher

in the Rye is a completely New York book. The cynicisms about school and parents- that was comPletely
alien to me. But the alien quality was also fascinating,
as if someone had pulled back layers and revealed some
strange and diseased terrain. Come to think of it, I`doubt

that I had ever met a real cynic prior to reading the
book. Alien or not, though, it's- one of the few books
that artfully explore the doubts and humiliations that
-make up 95 pereent-of-the-hfc of an a
I read Nine Stories and loved that as yell. I enjoyed

Franny and Zooey, bu,t after that Salinger's writing
seerne-d-to get more -and -more-fedi-ow He-turnet -out to--

be a small, precious talent. I think that everything he'
wrote uses the same material worked over and over
again: n?mely his own early years. It's the same old
story. The writer is convinced that the only valid material is his personal life. Pretty soon he has cbnsumed

every last shred of it, roots and all. Finally Salinger
moved up to New England and sank up tohis kneecaps,
which is where he exists to this day, I gather. He seems
to be the classic burnt-out case.
-Tom Wolfe
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APPENDIX F.
TWELVE WEEK TRI111.TER/
SIXTY DAY SCHEDULE

HANDOUT
SEMINAR EVALUATION

I. When you firsttegarithis course, what did you think it would be about?

2.

3.

rse, how would ypu describe it to,$uNoW that you have finished thi
aretinterested
in
taking
it?
. dents who

This course has been described as a process course, not just a course about
one. juthor. Do you agree with this statement? If you do, explain What this
means for students beginning the course

4. What did you enjoy most in this course?

.

t.`

5., What clkI yo. u enjoy least in this course?

6. Write any suggestions or comments that would be useful to the instructor

and to students who may take a course of this nature in the future.
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APPENDIX G
TWELVE WEEK TRIMESTER/
SIXTY D Y SCHEDULE

,

TENTATIVE SCHEDULE FOR SEMINAR IN AMERICAN LITERATURE: J.DAILINGER

Orientation to the Seminar
Day 1.
Getting acquainted with the course and each other
Day.2.
Introducing Salinger and the Position Paper
Paper I: "A Perfect Day for Bananafisli" (1948)
Day 3.
Reading aloud and discussion of "The Young Folks" (1940)4
ASSIGINkMENT: Position Paper on "A Perfect, Day for Banana
Due!

Day 4.
Day 5.
Day 6:
Day..7.

Day 8.
Day 9.
Day 10.

". (1948)

Reading aloud.and discussion of "Uncle Wiggily in Connecticu(1948),
Reading aloud and comparison of "The Young Folks" and "Uncle Wiggily in
Connecticut's
Suggestions fôr Positiori Paper on "A Perfect Day for Bananafisfi"
Discussion of the prewriting process
In-class writing

Re,ading aloud and discussion of "Just before the War with the Eskimos"(1948)
Readilig aloud and final \vriting/proofreading
,

\-aper II: The Catcher in the Rye (1951)
Day 11.. Position Paper on "A Perfect Day for Bananafish" due
Introduction to The Catcher in the Rye
ASSIGNMENT: Position Paper on The Catcher in the Rye
Day 12:
Day 13.

Due:
Reading

Reading aloud and discussion of "I'm Crazy" (1945) and "Slight Rebellion off'
Madisoh" (1046) or Reading
Day 14. Reading and distribtgion of papers for Defense Day
4

Defense Day
Defense Day.
bay 7. Suggestions for Position Paper on The Catcher in the Rye and discusSion o(skills
for Paper 11
Day 18. Writing
Day 19., Writing
Day.-20. Reading aloud and discussion of "The Laughing Man".(1949)
Day 1.5.

Day 16.

Paper III: "Teddy"
Day 21. Position Paper on The Catcher in the Rye due
Introduction to "Teddy"; ASSIGNMENT: Position Paper on "Teddy"
Day 22.

Due:
Reading or discussion of skills for Paper III
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Nelve WeeltYrirnesterlSixtio Day Schedu le
-

Day 23.

D4 24.
Day 25.
Day 26.
Day 27.
Day 28.
Day 29.
Day 30.

Reading aloud and discussion of "Down at the Dinghy" (1949)
,
Resource person or film on Zen Buddhism
Suggestions for Position Paper on "Teddy" and distribution of papers for Defer lip
Day
Defense Day
Defense Day

Reading aloud "For Esnie-With Love and'Squalor" (19.50)
Reading aloud and *riting
_
Writing or reading aloud of "Pretty Mouth and Green My Eyes" (1951)

Paper IV: Franny and Zooey (1957)
Day 31. Position Paper on "Teddy" due; introduction to Franny and Zooey
ASSIGNMENT: Position Paper on Franny and Zooey
Due:
Day 32. Reading
Day 33. Zen and Family and Zooey and reading
Day 34. Reading and suggestions for Franny and2ooey; distribution of papers for Defense
Day

Da; 35. Defense DayDay 36. Defense Day
Day 37. Discussing writing skills for Paper IV
Day 38. Writing
Day 39. Keading aloud and discussion of "De Daumier-Smith's Blue Period" (1953)
Day 40. Reading aloud.; writing and proofreading
Paper V: A Profile of J. D. Salinger
Day 41. Position Paper on Franny and Zooey due
Review of Salinger bidgaphy and introduction to frofiloPaper
ASSIGNMENT: Profile Paper bastd on biography and fiction of Salinger
Due:
Reading and research; suggestions for Profile Position Paper

Day 42'.
, Day 43. Reading and research; distribution of papers for Defense Day
,Day 44. Defense Day
Day,45. Defense Day
Day 46. Discussion of documentation skills and.writing st(
Day 47. Writing
Day 48. Writing

Paper VI: Raise Hi1 the Roof Beam, Carpenters (1963)
Day 49. Position Paper on Profile of J. D. Salinger due
Introduction to Raise High the Roof Beam, Carpenters; begin reading
ASSIGNMENT: Position Paper on Raise High the Roof Beam, Carpenters
Day 50.
Day 51.
Day 52.
Day 53.
Day 54.
Day 55.

Due:
Reading
Reading; Suggestions for Paper VI

Distribution-of papers'for Defense Days
Defense Day
Defense Day
Writing and proofreading
A

22
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Paper VII: The Summing Up
Day 56. Position Paper on Raise High the Roof Beam, Carpenters due
ASSIGNMENT: Summation Paper or a Humorbus Paper on Salinger and the
semcnar. Suggestions for Paper VII
Due:

Day 57.
Day 58 ,

Day 59.
Day 60,

Writing and distribution of papers for 14efense Day
Defense Day
Reading aloua of Tinal papers
Reading aloud of final papers. Final discussion and evaluation.

t,
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BASIC MATERIALS FOR STARTING A SEMINAR

Gwynn, Frederick L. and Blotner, Joseph L The Fiction
of J. D. Salinger. Critidal Essays in Modern Literature
series. Pittsburgh, Pa.: University of Pittsburgh Press,
1958. This divides and discusses periods in Salinger's
fiction, up to 1957.
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Ungar, 1979. This is an excellent source, especially
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A Salmger seminar should be inexpinsive. Besides the
materials in this handbook, the basic 'requirements
largely involve paperbacks. Ctass sets of,these palierbacks

provide smooth instrdction. However, if the budget is
slim, materials can be obtained from other sources:
school and public libraries, used book stores, and student, teacher, or classroom copies. The following are
recommended for starting a Salinger seminar:

Nine Stories. Bantam, 1971.
The Catcher in the Rye. Bantam, 197r.
Franny and Zooey. Bantam, 1971.

Raise High the Roof Beam, Carpenters and Seymour:
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covers all of Salinger's work.
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Library, Inc., 1 Park Avenue, Old Greenwich, CT
06870. A lecture by critic James E. Miller.
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available individual uncollected stones (See bibliography
entry: "Checklist of Major Primary Sources"), as well as
'the collage biographies in Time, 15 September 1961, and

Salinger bY Henry Anatole Grunwald, (New York:
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Grunwald, Henry Anatole, ed. Salinger: A Critical and
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"A Young, Writer Brings the World a Message from
J. D. Salinger: 'Go Away'." People, 25 February
1980, pp. 43-44.
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J. D. Salinger [Poster] . Famous Author Super Posters,
23 x 29 in., SN00918.
'J. D. Salinger [Picture] . United States Authors, 81/2 x
11 in., SN95777. For information, write The Perfection Form Company, 1000 North Second Avenue,
Logan, IA 51546.
,EDUFATIONAL REPRINTS

r.

Salinger and Updike. Reprint 8. Life Educational Reprints. For information, write Primary COmmuni a7.
tons Inc., P. a Box 480, Southern Pines, NC 2
Multiple copies of this inexpensive 1961 Life artic e
would be vfluable for the profile paper.
HOLLYWOOD FILMS -

EDUCATIONAL FILMS

The Mood of Zen. Hartley Productions, 1968.
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min., color.

The Long Search 9: The Land of the Disappearing
Buddha. BBC TV Tune-Life Film, 1978. 52 min.,
color.
FILMSTRIPS/RECORDS/CASSETTES

The. Molerri Novel: The Catcher in the Rye [Filmsail:4. 19 min., color/sound, with either LP record
gr cassette. No. 722. Educational Dimensions Corporation, P. 0. Box 488, Great Neck, NY 11022.
PICTURES AND POSTERS

J. D. Saluwer [Poster] . Eight Masters of Modern Fiction
series. Includes Fitzgerald, Hemingway, Wolfe, Baldwin, Sahnger, McCulIers, Faulkner, and Steinbeck.

Scholastic Book Services, set of 8 pictures, 15 x 20
in. For iqempation, write Scholastic Book Services,
50 West 44ntreet, New York, NY 10036.

Despite the numerous references to Holywood and films,

only one movie was made of a Salmger work. Salinger
was so dissatisfied with film that he- refused further
Hollywood versions of his stories. This film is available
through commercial loan libraries. Consult your library
or A-V director,

My Foolish Heart. 1949, RKO. Dana Andrews.(Walt
Dreiser); Sus-an

Hayward (Eloise Winters); Gigi

Perreau ilkomona). Director:.44ark Robson, B/W,
98 minutes. This version of "Uncle Wiggily in Connecticut" not only altered the names (Walt Glass,
Eloise Wegler) ,but also turned the plot into a sentimental romance. Bosley Crowther, reviewing the
_film for the New York Times early in 1950, described
it as "a wartime romance and the consequent despairs

of the young lady when she finds heiseltwith child
.and her 'unwed lover killed." [The Noy Tork Times
Film Reviews, 1913-1968. New York: New York
Times and Arno Press, 1970, p. 2394 .]
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IIL IN SEARCH'
OF JOHN STEINBECK

ORIENTATION TO THE SEMINAR
DAYS 1-2
,
i

'favorite food, pets, sports music, travel,
'
plans for the future._

DAY 1 : GETTINGACQUAINTED WTI THE
COURSE AND EACH OTHER,
.,.,

.

.

0,

5.

Goals

nar by summarizing the answers to the
interview quegtiohs. Now the class has taken

To acquaint students with the nature of the
seminar .and to introduce them to its method
and content.
..,..
,
2. To help students get to know each other.,
1

.

Materials

'

Procedure

Use, Handout 1 as a brief introdu tion to the
idea of an in-depth seminal..
2. Using Handout 2 as a guide, of er an overview of the course, noting Particularly how
writing and reading activities are correlated.
Point out the variety of the course, the value
1 .

of individual exploration (and group discussion, the chronological approach, the
jassignments and due dates, the allotted time

\

the first step toward becoming a genuine
seminar. These introductions may lead to
friendships, and they certainly will help
to establish the untderstanding and cooperation needed, in later discussions, especially
the evaluations on Defense Day.

,

Handout 1; Seminar in American Literature.
1 .
2. Handout 2: Tentative Schedule.
3. After you have taught in-depth seminars, use
evaluations from former students,(see Day
90) to interest beginning students. I
s

After five or ten minutes, ask each student
to introduce his or her partner to the semi-

for in-class reading arid writing, and Defense
Daywhich will be explained later.
3. Stress that yOu genuinely want to know the
students and to have them know each other.

Everyone will be working together in the

Additional Suggestion
A classroo-m> bulletin board on John Steinbeck

helps to develop interest: photographs, magazine

clippings,. *material from books about or by
Steinbeck, a sample position paper (one from
this handbook or from a previous seminar),
maps (California, the Joad route from Oklahoma
to California [see Paper IV] , Long Island, New
york). Perhaps some students have visited

geographical settings of Steinbeck's life and
literature and have materials to contribilte to an
eyolving bulletin board.

i

DAY 2: INTRODUCING- STEINBECIC
4*
AND THE POSITION PAPER
.

.

:

Goals
1.

2.

To preview Steninbeck'S life and work.
To intrOduce the Position Paper.

course.

4. Pair off students who do not know each
other or who know each other only slightly.

Find a pariner for yourself. Ask each student, to interciew his or her partner without

that each
partner would lfe answer dfamily, job,
taking notes, asking

e
,

Materials

.

I. Handout 3: The Steinbeck Chronology. You
may also refer to the materials on Steinbeck's
life and times in the AppendiX.
2. Handout 4: The Position Paper.
219
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him to flee' to 'New York. With a New York

Proscedure

I. 'Referring to Handout 3: The Steinbeck
Chronology, discuss the idea that*the seminar will be one of discovery, of learning how
Steinbeck's ideas and writing develgped. The
first of the seven position papers Ocuses on

the early short stories, from 1933 to 1938,
from The Red Pony to The Long Valley.

,r1.

In particular, the paper will formulate a
position about "The Harness," which appeared in The Long Valley. AroUnd this
time, Steinbeck had been living in Los

Europe (especially as a World War II correspondent), the Middle East, Russia, and.
Asia. He would travel across the American
landscape with his poodle; he was always in
'pursuit of the past, especially the travels of
King Arthur. He would continue to write of
California, but he also shifted his locale to
France and New York. And when he died,
his ashes were buried in the California soil
of Salinas.

Gatos, California,

Distribute Handout 4: The Poiliion Paper
and discuss the nature of a position paper.

make him famous.

Stress the requirements of length and format
(typed, double-spaced, \one side, unlined
paper), sinOe clear, complete copieS-must be

trying desperately to
succeed as a published author and Aeveloping the basic themes and >style that would
2.

base, Steinbeck's life would take him to

Note that 'Steinbeck's life is divided into
two parts: West Coast and - East Coast,
California, and. New York. His distinctive
Esoyhood home in Salinas, California, molds

and nurtufes- his love of the laneand the
people who lived and
on it. He
observed nature, the an als, and the
problems Of human beiyigs in his home state.

lie wanted to be a writer; he could not wait
fvr a college diploma at Stanford. He went

to the East Coast to find literary success
and failed. He returned to California and
then .published his first novelwhich was a
failure. Undaunted, even by the Great
Depression, he worked at his craft in his
,California envionment. Despite near-poverty

and family tragedy, he found success with.
Tortilla Flat and Of Mice and Men. But the
controversial nature of his social comment
'during the 1930s led*to strong criticism even
ih his home 'town of Salinas. The Crisis came

with the 1939 publication of The Grapes of
Wrath. This, plus a shattered marriage, led

4

')

distributed on Defense Day. At this point,
do not dwell on evaluation procedures since
a positive attitude toward writing does not
begin

with

apprehension pout grades.

Remind students that typing is required by
most college teachers and, that it is wise to

improve their typing now. Tell them that
you will provide position papers writ-ten by
high school juniors and seniors for them to
examine; assure them that they will be given .
considerabje class time for reading and
writing. Useful background material and
even suggestions for topics will be given as
specific papers are assigned.

Additional Suggestion

Some students may already have read books by
or about ,,Steinbeck. EncoUrage them to share
their initial impressions. If they have seen

television or film versions of his works, this
sgould also be shared. (See Bibliography for
description of film versions.)

.

A,
Handout 1

ilANDQUT
SEMINAR IN AMERICAN LIT'ERATURE
Have you ever read an author in depth? If you have, you probably made a
number of discoveries:
I. You became acquainted with the writer, his or her basic themes and style.
7. You felt the deliciousness of expertise which includes a sense of chronology,
favorite characters, a knowledge of major and minor works, a delight in
quotable lines.
3. It was as if the writer became your frjend. You may have wanted to learn
more about the person, his or her life. You may even have hungered to find
other writings or eagerly awaited new books to be publisked.
So the seminar will go in depth, whVe the survey course that you just took has
skimmed the surface. And as a small group, you will share your discoveries with
the seminarin discussion,,in your papers, on Defense Day, informally.
One thing must be kept in focus: This seminar is not Concerned with making,
you an expert on one author (though you may be). Our concern is with the
process of studying any author. In fact, this is really a Basic Skills (sound
familiar?) course: Reading, Writing, Speaking, and Listening.
Your reading will involve four novels, at least eight short
Reading:
stories, over 100 pages of autobiography or_biography. You
also will read at least 28 position papers.
You will write seven position papersthree to five typed (skill)
Writing:
pages. You will be studying other people's writing; the seminar
wilt discuss good writing..
You will defend two of your position papers before the
Speaking:
seminar. You will also be reading*Moud and discussing what
you have readshort stories, position papers. .
Listening: You will have to listen carefully because Defense Day requires
that everyone listen carefully to what is said and,read. You
will be involved in Defense Day grading.

,
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HANDOUT,2
TENTATIVE SCHEDULE FOR SEMINAR IN AMERICAN LITERATURE:
JOHN STEINBECK
.
?

Orientation to the Seminar
Day 1.
Day 2.

Getting acquainted with the course, and each other
Introducing Steinbeck and tiTe'Position Paper
,.

Paper 1: "The Harness" (1938)
Day 3.

,

Reading aloud and discussion of "The Chrysanthemums"
ASSIGNMENT: Position Paper on "The Harness"
Due.

Teacher Reading of "The White Quail" (1935)
Reading aloud and discussion of "The Snake" (1935)
Suggestions for-Position Paper on "The Harness" and iii-elass writing
In-class writing
Reading aloud and discussion of The Red Pony (1933)
Pay 8.
Readiag aloud and discussion of The Red Pony
Day 9.
Day 10. Reading aloud or film
Day 4.
Day 5.
Day 6.
Day 7.

-

Paper II: Tortilla Flat (1935)
Day 11.

-

Day 12.
Day 13.
Day 14.
Day 15.
Day 16.
Day 17.
Day 18.
Day 19.
Day 20.
Day 21.
Day 22.
Day 23.

.
-

Due.
Reading

,

Discussion: Thomas,Malory and Ed Ricketts
Reading
Reading
Reading and/or distribution of Defense Day papers
Defense Day: "The Harness"
Follow-up discussion: students and critics
Suggestions for Position Paper on Tortilla Flat and reading/writing
Discussion of the prewriting process
Reading aloud and discussion: "Tularecito" (1932)
In-class writing and proofreading
Teacher reading and discussion of "Johnny Bear" (1937)

/

Paper III: Of Mice and Men (1937)
Day 24.

r

Position Paper on "The Harness" due
Introduction to Tortilla Flat; begin reading
ASSIGNMENT: Position Paper on Tortilla Flat

Position Paper on Tortilla Flat due
Introduction to Of Mice and Men; begin reading
ASSIGNMENT: Position Paper on Of Mice and Men
,

Due.

r

,

21')

.....

1

V

'

Handout 2

..

i

,
Reading
.
Reading
Suggestions for Position Paper on Of Mice and Men
Reading aloud and discussion of play ve?sion of Of Mice and Men

Day 25.
Day 26.
Day 27.
Day 28.
Day 29.( In-class reading an-akdiscussion of play
Day 30. In-class reading and discussion 6f play and/or distribution of first
Defense Day papers
Pay 31. Defense Day: Tortilla Flat: distritwtion of second Defense Day papers
Day 32. Defense Day
Day 33. Follow-up discussion: students and critics
Day 34. Review and instruction: transitions and sentence variety
Day 35. Writing; discussion.of Rogers Thesaurus
..
"Breakfast"
(1938)
Day 36. Writing and discussion/in-class readingiof
,
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'

Paper IV: The Grapes of Wrath (1939)
Day 37.

Position Paper on Of Mice and Men due
Introduction to The Grapes of Wrath; begin reading
ASSIGNMENT: Position Paper on The Grapes of Wrath

Due
Day 38.
Day 39.
Day 40.
Day 41.
Day 42.
Day 43.
Day 44.
Day 45.
Day 46.
Day 47.
Day 48.
Day 49.
Day 50.
Day 51.
Day 52.
Day 53.

I

.

.

4eading
Examining the geography of the novel
Review of the Great Depression
Audio-visual material about the 1930s

lo

Reading
Historical perspectives of the Great Deeoression and the Dust Bowl
Reading

.

.

,

Reading and/or distribution of Defense Day papers
Defense Day

Defense bay
Follow-up discussion: students and critiCs
Reading and suggestions for Position Paper on The Grapes of Wrath
Discussing the Pulitzer Prize and the TheorQ the Phalanx
Film: The Great American Novel: The Grapes f Wrath
Wrjting
Writing

,

I3aper V: A Profile of John Steinbeck
Day 54.

.
.
Position Paper on The Grapes of Wrath due
Review of Steinbeck biography and introduction to Profile Paper
ASSIGNMENT: Profile Paper on reading of biography and

autobiographjr
Due
Day 55.

.

Reviewing Steinbeck biography with A-V materials

23 ,)
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'A

A

Day 56.
Day 57.

Readingand research
Reading and re-Search

Day 58. 'Anecdote Day

Ps

,
.

Day 59.
Day 60.
61.
/Day
Day 62.
Day 63.
Day 64..
Day 65.
Day 66.

,

Anecdote Day
Discussion of documentation 91d1s; distribution of Defense Day papers
Defense Day
.,
Defense Day
Follow-up discussion: students and critics
Wrifing
Writing

/

_

.

Film,: America and Americans

Paper VI: Paper of Choice
,

.

Day 67.

Day 68.
Da'y 69.;
Day 70.
-Day 71,
Day'72.

,

.

114 Day 73..,

Day '74.
Day 75.
Day 76.
Day 77.

. Day 78.
Day 79.
Day 80.

Position Paper on Profile due
Consideration of reading choices for Paper y1
ASSIGNMENT: Position Paper on Steinbeck work.of a student's
choice
Due.'
Reading
Reading
Reading
..
Reading and/or distribution of Defense Day papers
Defense Day
Defense Dgy
Follow-up distussion: students and critics
John Steinbeck and the Nobel Prize
..
Reading
Writing and discussion'of clarity and comparison/contrast skills
Writing
Writing
Writing
1
....-

Paper VII: The Summing, Op
.6ay. 81.

,
t.

,

..

s

Position Paper of Choice due/
Reading, re-reading, research; and writing; Sugiestions
ASSIGNMENT: Summation Paper and/or a Humorous Paper on'
Steinbeck and his work
I.:

,

2

Day 82.
Day 83.
Day.84.
Day 85.
Day 86.

Due.
Writing

Writing and distribution of

ers for Defense Days

Defense Day
Defense Day
Follow-up discussion: students and critics

s
MD.
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Handout 2
<

Day.47. Writing and proofreading '
Day 88. Reading aloud of final papers
Day 89. Reading alovd,of final papers
Day_90. 4 Fina' 1 discussion; evaluation or seminar; reading aloud by instructor
,

..,

1

..,

,

1:I

,

,

.,
c,

I>
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...

a

,

.,

,
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HANDOUT 3
THE STEINBECK CHRONOLOGY

.

Born in Salinas, California, the..third child arylonly son of John
Ernst Steinbeck and Olive Hamilton Steinbeck.
Graduates from Salinas High School and begins irregular
1919
attendance at Stanford University.
Publishes stories in Stanford Spectator.- 1924
1925 / Leaves Stanford %.,ithout a degree. Visits sister in New York and
works as an assistant bricklayer on Madison Squ'are Garden.
Works as cub reporter for N.Y . American. Fail&to find a
<1902

publisher for stlagiop
1926
1929
1930

'193.2
ot

1933
1934

1935
,, ,

1936
1937

1938
1939

0-940
1941

1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947

Returns to California. Finishes first novel while being a winter
caretaker of a Lake Tahoe estate.
Publishes first novel, Cup of Gold, about a pirate.,, t
Marries Carol Henning and,moyes to family cottagc at pacific
Grove. Meets Ed Ricketts, a marine biologist and friend for life.
Acquires New York literary agent: McIntosh and 00s.
Pastures of Heaven, a short story cqllection built ardund one
family. Moves to Los.Angeles.
To a God Unknown and first two parts of The Red Pony.
His mother, Olive Hamilton Steinbeck, dies. Short story "The
Murder" wins 0. Henry prize.
His father, John Ernst Steinbeck, dies. Steinbeck's first
commercial success, Tortilla Flat.
In Dubious Battle. Moves to Los Gatos.
Of Mice and Men (novel) published, while play version wins New
York Drama Critics'Circle Award. Travels with Okies from
Oklahoma to California.
The Long Valley and fourth part of The Red Pony published. .
The Grapes ofWrath. Elected to National Institute for Arts and
Letters.
Steinbeck and Ed Ricketts visit Gulf of California, The Grapes of,
\Wrath wins Pulitzer Prize.
Sea of Cortez. Separates from Carol Steinbeck and moves to New
York City.
ThaMoon Is Down", novel published, play produced. Divorced .
from Carol.
Marries Gwyndolyn (Gwen) Conger. Visits war zone in Africa
and Italy for New York Herald Tribune..
Film (Lifeboat). Sdn Thom barn. Moves back to California.
CatInery Row, The Red Pony in four partS published. Returns to
New York and buys a home.
S'on John born.
The Wayward Bus and The 13earl (book 'and film). Travelsio

'

Russia.

2?j

!

,

il.

Handout 3

' 1948

Ix
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A RuDian Journal. Separates from Gwen and goes back to

California. Divorce.
Film of The Red Pony released. Steinbeck returns to East Coast.
Marries Elaine Scott. Burning Bright, novel and play. Viva
Zapala!, film.
.
i
The Log from the Sea of Cortez.

1949
1950
1951

ctl)

East of Eden. Correpondent in Europe for Colliers'.
Lives in Paris for nine months. Sweet Thursday.
Broadway musical Pipe Dream flops. Buys cottage at Sag Harbor,
Long Island, New York.
,
The'Short ReignotPippin /11,published. Steinbeck begins
research on Malory and Morte d'Arthur.
Travels to England and lives there eleven months. Once There
Was a War. Back to Sag Harbor and then off with poodle

1952
1954,
1955
1957

1958-1960

traveling across America.

I

_.

.

Last novel, Winter of Our DiscontentFirst heart attack, in

1961

-Euro pe.
-

ravels with Charley. Wins Nobel Prize for Literature.
Takes cultural exchange trip behind Iron Curtain with Edward
Albee.
Deith of editor and good friend, Pascal Covici. Trips to keland,
Israel, and Southeast Asia. America and Americans.
'Dies of heart attack, December 20.
Journal of a Novel: The East of Eden Letters.
Wife Elaine and Robert Wallsten edit Steinbeck: A Life in Letters.
The Acts of King Arthur and His Noble Knights.

1962
1963

1964-1965
1968
1969
1975
1976

To

S

\

,

qrr"

re'

..

1.

\

..

..
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HANDOUT 4
THE POSITION PAPER
^

"'"*.

The position paper iS just that: you adopt a single position about wjtat you
have read, a narrowed focus that can be developed by using concrete examples from the reading or from supplements to the reading. The position is
your poSition.
2. The position -gaPer must be three to five typed pages. The papers must be
typed because at least two papers will be thosetn from each assignment,
reproduced, and evaluated during Defense Day by members of the seminar.
3. The possibilities for positions Are nearly unlimited. You may want to tievelop an important quotation from a work, an important symbol, a character
or a comparison of two characters, the author's style, his or her ideas about
love, death, maturity, society, na(ture, money. You may wish to explore the
author's use of names, choice of title, brand of humor. Suggestions for positions will be given with each assignment.
4. The paper must be your best writing. It will.always be read by the instructor. At least two of your papers will be discussed and evaluated by the
entire seminar.
st. Do not use the title of the work for Our- paper. Instead, your title should
suggest or reflect your position.
6. Present your position jogically and support it with concrete material
quotations and examples from what you have read as well as your own
observations about life and literature. Don't neglesi the plot or ignore the
names of the characters, yet assume that your reader is your seminar classmate, who is also familiar with the work.
7. Writing good papers is hard work. If requires a clear outline. Your paper
needs sharp first and last sentences, transitions between solidly developed
paragraphs, varied sentencesnot all beginning with pronouns, not all Simple or compound constructions. It requires your sharpest and most mature
language. Good writing is correct writing: don't lose, your reader by failing
to proofread. Read your paper aloud before typing the final draft. Finally,
a goo4 paper uses psychology: work hard on introductions and conclusions
the_first and last things that the reader reads.
8. Do not rely on critics. While there will be student position papers for you
to examine, take your own position.
9. Do not be afraid to adopt a position that seems "way out," fanciful, outrageous. If you.have a strong position, one that may be challenged in the
seminar discussion, just be sure that you have the material to defend It.
10. The writing of seven position papers is a cumulatixe experience. Each paper
builds upon its predecessors, so do not hesitate to refer to previous papers
or ideasyours or those of other classmates. Through your own writing and
by studying the works of other students, you will make discoveries about
your reading and writing. New ideas will come to you. You wih become
aware of your owicstyle as you'consider the writing of others. And, while
each paper "will not necessarily be better than the last, your final production will speak for itself. You will be impressed!
1.

.

2')

PAPER I: "THE HARNESS"
DAYS 3-10

DAYS 3-5: READING THREE 171E LONG
VALLEY STORIES ALOUD

Gabilan Mountains and the Santa Lucia

Goals

novels, including those to be examined in

I.

Mountains that ,bordered the Pacific Ocean.
This is the setting for many of his stories and
the first =section. They come from The Long

To introduce the Long Valley stories by

Valley f 1938). Steinbeck attended Salinas

reading aloud and discussing on Day 3 "The

High School, spent summers with his fam.i,ly
at their Pacific Gro\-,e cottage, went fishin

Chrysanthemums" (1937); on Day 4, the
instructor reading of "The White Quail"
2.

worked as a laborer for a canal dredgin

(1935) to the class. on Day 5, class reading
and discussion of "The Snake" (1935).
To provide a background for an independent

reading of, "The Harness" (1938) and for

company, spent a summer with a surveyor's
crew near Big Sur, and was a hired hand at
a huge sugar-beet ranch in the long valley.
2.

writing the first Position Paper.
Materials
I.

you may wish students to read it overnight
and then hold only classroom discussion.
Ask 'individual students to read a section
aloud to the se mar; then summarize what
they have read, observing whateve? comes

The Portable Steinbeck, which includes
"The Chrysanthemums," "The Snake," and
"The Harness."

teacher copy of The Long Valley for

ig "The White Quail."
Handl ut 5: John Steinbeck: California..
rea

3.

Assignm

Read "The Harness" and write a three-to-

2.-

five-page Posikon Paper on that story.
Insert DUE ''"d'ate for this paper 'on the

Schedule. In addition, note the date of the
first Defense Day and explain to students
that copies of the position papersshosen for
defense on that day will be given out on
Day 16.

Procedure

Distribute Handout. 5, asking students to
locate Salinas, Californiathe author's home
town. Remind students that Steinbeck was
born and raised in the fertile Salinas River
valley, ,beautiful country

to

between, the

mind about plot develópment, style,

sentence length, dialogue, word choice,
characters, nalfies, the title, and the theme.'
3.

I.

Read "The Chrysanthemums" aloud for
immediate reaction. If the implied sexual
content of "The Snake" is too strong for
your choosing, use "Flight" (10-8-5"or

As students read aloud, hear, and discuss
these three stories on three consecutive days,
they should make some discoveries that will
relate to "The Harness" and futikre- writing:

(1) Steinbeck often opens a story with a
description of the locale, detail, and poetic

images/ that place the characters in their
California settings. (2) Though the characters might seem ordinary and unremarkable
in their social setting, they have human
emotions that relate to important ideas that
concern us all. (3) Steinbeck enjoys symbols.
What figurative meanings have the titles, the
images of flowers and birds and snakes?
4. Do the stories relate to your students? If not,

what canyou do to help them "connect"?
A final question for the class: Suggest for
-
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the semihar, you maywant to remind the
sIghnts of Steinbeck's lifelong love of
dogs, of the animals in the three stories

each story at least one position that might
be established in a three-to-five-page paper.
"The Chrysanthemums": Do others exploit
you by playing with what they perceive to
be , your secret sensitivities? "The 'White

Quail": Do we exploit others to foolishly
get our own way? "The Snake": Who is
really weird

in our weird worldthe so-

called snake woman or the objective Dr.
Phillips?

"Flight": How does a teenager

achieve maturity?
DAY 6: CHOOSING AND LIMITING TOPICS
FOR POSITION PAPER I

now discussed, and of his interest in natural

that began in high school. See
chapter 5 in KieOlan's biography. ,
Science

4.

"The Harness" at this point. You might post
it on the bulletin board for student reference
or make multiple copies for individual study.
Note particularly the instructor's comments
which follow the student paper.
5. Stress: The goal for this paper is following
directions and proofreading. Students must
have a single position.

If time remains,

students shOuld attempt to define individual positions, review the short story, and
begin writing. Encourage them to see that

Goals
I.

You may wish to use the model paper for

To discuss appropriate topics for Position

the prewriting stage includes talking to

Paper I.
2. To demonstrate how to narrow a topic.

others, jotting down broad ideas and then
narrowing, trying to state a position in a

'Materials

single sentence.

I.
2.

Handout 6: Suggestions for Pdsition Paper I.
Handout 7: Student Model Paper I.

DAYS 7-10: COMPLETING PAPER I,
READING AND VIEWLNG A FILM

Procedure
1.

By now students have reid "The Harness"
and .are beginning to understand Steinbeck's

Goals
I.

To provide in-clasS writing time for the
completion of Paper I.

and writing. Do not, however,
discuss this story until after the position
papers are handed in; but the concept of a
position paper is probably incomplete and

2.

To read and discuss stories in 'The Red

3.

Pony (1933).
To view a film version of The Red Pony.

further darification.in class is needed.
Before suggesting suitable topics and how to

Materials

early life

2.

narrow them, you may want to provide
more background "Tor the students. Useful
sources:
a.

b.

Procedure

of John Steinbeck.

Day 7 should be used for in-class writing.
Proofreading, a concept that must be developed throughout the semester, can be
handled on the day before the papers are
collectedor at the beginning of Day 11.
2. The Red Pony, based in part on Steinbeck's
small chestnut named Jill which he received
in the summer of 1912, is probably too long
for in-class reading in its entirety. The book
defines a basic Steinbeck concern: human
beings with unique minds caught in what
I.

Nelson Valjean, John Steinbeek: The
Steinbeck: A Life in Letters, edited by
Elaine Steinbeck and Robert Wallsten,
pp. 85-86 (letter dated 25 February
1934).

3.

The Portable Steinbeck.
Film: Tke Red Pony (101 min., color).

Chapter 8, pp. 71-76, in Thomas Kiernan's The Intricate Music: A Biography
Errant Knight, pp. 59-6 I , 154

c.

1.

2.

Distribute .Handout 6 and discuss these
suggestions for position papers on "The
Harness." Since suggestion 9 focuses on
animals, an important.-4oncern throughout

2

.

Days 7.-10

seems a mindless natural order, often helpless, and victims of fate. It also is a familiar
story of growth from innocence to knowledge and disillusionment. Jody survives four
personal experiences. human fallibility, the
wearing out of human .beings, nature as

unreliable, and the exhaustion of nature.

231

flaws and departures from 'the Steinbeck
text, though the sense of the California land
is its major asseefor classroom use. However,
even this film calk have value when its ob-,

vious changes are considered in terms of
what Steinbeck might have thought of it,
//given his major themes at this point.

Jody learns compassion!
3. Read and discuss at least "The
though, if time allows, you may wish to
extend.oral analysis beyond Day 10.

4. There are various versions of The Red Pony
available in film. The 1973 film has serious

Suggestion

See Stembeck: A Life in Letters, p. 70, for
Steinbeck's 1933 fetter to friend George Albee
abou t The Red Pony.

23 ;3
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HANDOUT 5 '
JOHN STEINBECK: CALIFORNIA

Los Gatos

Santla 1141/
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HANDOUT 6
SUGGESTIONS FOR PAPER I:
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ow'

"THE HARNeSS" (1938)

.

I. We have seen that "The Chrysanthemums" is a title open to a position that
can be traced in that story. Can this story's title also be symbolic?
1. Some critics say all the'stories in The Long Valley are ironic Is "The
Harness"? Check the definition of "irony."
3. Study the names of the characters. Develop a theory about how Steinbeck
chose these namesor concentrate on one character.
4. What is the meaning of the sweet peas?
5. What is the function of the minor character Ed Chappell?
6. "The Chrysanthemums" conperned a husband and a wife. So does this
story. Do these.stories have a common theme?
7. Study the ending of thd story. Does a position lie there?
8. Find a key quotation in the story for a focus.
9. Steinbeck sees animal in man. Does he see it in this story?
10. Find a key wow, such as "frustration," which is a central concern in this
story.qhen delThlop and illustrate it in your paper.
I. Was the wife really so.bad? Is Steinbeck a male chauvinist?
.11 'Is this just a story about 1938 California? Does it apply to our world
today?
13. One critic believes that Steinbeck's s ories are conCerned with ignorance
which leads to bondage. Does this a ply to "The Harness"? ,
14. Exaniine the beginning of this story. Why did Steinbeck begin it, that way?
Is it similar to other stories that we have examined? Develop a theory about
I

how he begins stories.
15. Define "love" and then discuss your definition in terms of this story. Is --,.;..."
there any love in this story?

24)
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HANDOUT 7
STUDENT MODEL FOR PAPER I

RANDALL'S REVOLT
by David Barker,

In "The Harness," by John Steinbeck, it ES apparent that a strong force
is actlpI upon Peter Randall, molding his actions.

Peter's inner desires

,would have him taking wild chances, spending his money on drink and whorehouses, and generally neglecting hi.,s own welfare.

These desires are held in

check by his wife Emma, representing his consCience and mores.

After Emma's

death, however, the same conscience bombards him through Ehe medium of
neighbors and friends.

He cannot escape this domination.

In the beiinning of the4sto* Peter seems the stroni marriage partner,

responsible for the good life that he and Emma have achieved.

He is re-

specte& in the community.

Peter Randall was one of the most highly respected farmers
in Monterey county. Once, beforethe was to make 1 little
speech at a Mnsonic covavention, the brother who Introduced
him referred to ,him as an example for young MasOnS of Cali'fornia to emulate.
No one in the community would have suspected that Emma,wielded as nnich power
.

as she did, for to them she seemed weak.

,

Concerning Peter's wife, Emma, people generally agreed that
it wasshard to see how such a little skin-anch-bones woman could
go on living, particularly when she wAg-slokmost of the time.
Emma is later found to be quite different from what her appeaTance would sugak

gest.

She is described as having a "feverish determination to live."

Her

father had been a high-ranking member of the Masons, of which she is proud.

1

Handout 7
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He keeps

Much of what Peter does is the result of prodding by Emma.
an immaculate yard and flower garden.

In the garden, under Emma's direction, Peter raised button
dahlias and immortelles, carnations Snd pinks.
this arrangement is especially significant, considering the role of this type
of work in other stories in The Long Valley.
,

In other stories the women

ienerally tend to flowers and decorative things, while the men prefer more

practical occupations.
has control over him.

Xeter does this work for Emma, suggesting that she
After EmMa's death Peter says, "I don't know how she

got me to do things, but she did."
The fulr extent of Emma's domination over Peter is revealed after her
death, when Peter tells Ed Chappel that she'made himvwear'a harnest to keep
This harness,

his back straight and an elastic belt to keep invhis stomach.
:

con
the title of'the story, is Steinbeck's symbol for society's inflexible
.
trol over our live's:

Emma is part of the same symbolism.

clean and made suife thleeter made no foolish ventures.

She kept the house
Her absolute

authority is explained when Peter says, "When she was alive, even when she
was sick, I had to do things she wanted."
Peter drd not enjoy his situation.

Once a yehr he,took'a trip to San

Francisco,ck.there he crammed as much sin as he could into a week of drunken
S'

happines.

Upon his return, however, he paid pennance for his indulgence.

4'

He says5 "God, how she worked my conscience when Pcame back."
Pater's revolutionary attitude is revealed in his name.

Randall is an

adaptation of the word "rand," which meana to rant and rave about.

Peter's

first name has Biblical origins, suggesting a conflict between Peter's true
nature and the moral forces which bind him.
,

Peter finally revolts after Emma's death.

He decides t

burn his har

ness and belt, track dirt into the house, and hire a voluptuous maid.

Emma

235
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had never le
risk involved.

Peter plant the crop he wanted (sweet peas), because of the
After her death Peter is sure that the ecstatic sensual

pleasures of,a crop of swe,gt peas would justify the risk.

He says',

_Think how it'd be to sit on the front porch and seedall those
acres of blue and pink, just solid.
And when the wind came
up over them, think of the big smell. A big smell that would
almost knock you over.
Randall's revolt Ls never realized, however.

Ha never allows his house to

1*.

degenerate; he succumbs to the wishes of the cOmmunity.
matter with Ed thappel, he becomes sheepish and ashamed.

When discussing the
By disapproving of

Peter's_intentions,_Ed brings back Emma and all that she_meant to Peter.
Earlier in the story Emma was referred to several times as "bird-like."

While

workins the fire during the conversation, Ed symbolically reminds Peter of
his duties.

Chappell went to the grate and stirred the glowing wood until
lots of sparks flew up the chimney like little shining birds.
The sweet pea crop is looked upon among the townspeople in a different
way than by Peter.

Their opinion of the crop depends on its ability to suc-

ceed, while Peter enjoys the wanton excess of pleasure and beauty.
Even Peter cannot resist the values by which he has been 4ominated for
so long.

Although his crop is a successhe worries about it a great deal.

He says,

Sure I made money--but it wasn't a bit better than gambling.
It was just like straight gambling.
Emma, through the community or through Ed Chappel, still rules him.
She's worried
She won't let me do things.
9he didn't die dead.
I don't know how she does it.
me all year about those peas.

If Peter is typical of those of us who read "The Harness," it seeMs im- ,
possible to break out qf the conformity of life in society.

Society's goals

and ideals are ingrained into us, even if we must be bribed' with cakes and
pies or drugged into submission.

A

a
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Instructor's Comments

1.

This first paper has strengths that Aake it a good model for

Strengths:

beginning students.

It takes a strOng position about Peter Randall's

failure to revolt against Emma and the community which, in turn, relates
to all of us who seek to rebel.

The,writer sees Steinbeck in terms of

To prove his point, he organizes fact and quotation (an im-

himself.

portant success for a first paper) in chronological fashion.

He even

refates this story to The Long Valley stories uhich'were discussed in
_ class.

And finally, he reminds the seminar that Steinbeck uses symbols--

names, key words, sensitive scenes.
2.

While the position isjiargely clear, the f-irst Defense Day
readers can profit by discussing ambiguities and mechanical considers-

Weaknesses:

tions.

What is the difference between conscience and mores?

Is Emma

really a representation of the entire society or a particular indiyidual
of oUr society?

Shouldn't the writer,make clear which particular Long

Valley stories relate to "The Harness"?
read all of them?
of Peter?

Has the writer

Do all of them?

What particular "biblical origins" relate to the name

When does a writer single spac'e a direct quotation and not

include it within flowingAest of a paragraph?

4

4
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PAPER II: TORTILLA FIAT
DAYS II-23
Ts

DAYS /1-12: BEGINNING A STEINBECK
NOVEL
als
1.

2.

To orient students Tortilla Flat (1935).
To begin 'reading the novel in cliss.

stories about the paisanos, partly to escape. "

his problems such as the:serious illnesses af
his parents. Then he began to unify thetn
.-under a 'specific theme that he had discussed
with his. friend, Ed Ricketts. More will be
discussed about-these ideas later.
3. Pass out cbpies of Tortilla Flat." Note the
..
dedication.anethe above background.
4. Tortilla Flat

Materials

,Class set of Tortilla Flat.

first blessed and then'. burdened by the
ownership-of ,some old shackts, by prlpperty.

Assignment

However, the preface announces that this
1920s California story is somehow related to

Note the DUE date of Paper II on the Schedule,

King Arthur and, the Knights ofthe Round,
Table. While, the book is wild, eveii bawdy,
and funny3 students should be reminded that
it is'serious too. You may wish $o begin this .
section bY oral reading and discussion of

ii-aym

Procedure
I. Remind students that the first Defense Day
will becoming tip in ilbout five days. Copies

of thepapers fpr defense will be handed out
the day prior t'o Defense Day. All papers will
b'e ceturned at the end of,Defense Day.
1.

.

Ask students

-to

review lhe Stembeck

Chronology (Handout 3), noting that we will
be .analyzing Steinbeck's first successful
novel. His 1929 fictionalized biography of
the pirate Henry Morgan' and htis '1933
mystical novel of Joseph, Wayne and California were cominercial failures. While-living

Steinbeck met Susan
Geegory2 a young Monterey high school
in ,Pacific

is an episodic novel of the

paisanos of Monterey. The seventeen stories.
revolv.e around their leatter Danny who is at

,

Grove,

the preface.
5.

Use thefest of Day II and alrof Day 12
for in-c1Sss-reading.

Additional SuggestiOns.
I. Refer- to Handout 5 (an'cl other California

maps) for the setting Of the nOvel.

-,To introduce the King, Arthur influnce:
Chapter' 2, 'pp. 14-18, about Steinbeck;s
-childhood interest, in-leinArthur, in Kier-

nan, The' Intricate 'Music: A Bgraphy of
John Steinbeck.

teacher, 42rho told him about lier tOwn's poor

Ilekican paisano population tnat lived in

DAY 13: INFLUENCES: THOMAS MALORY
AND ED RICKETTS ,

dignity; she wrote poems about them. She
took Steinbeek _to "Tortilla Flat," as it was
calfedttetc05, and told him stories, about the

Goal

shanties in the hills above Monterey. Gregory
had found these people to have humcir and

people there.' Steinbeck bean., to write

To provide biographical and philosophical/
thematic baekground to Tortilla Flat.

.`
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Materials

sions. Review the basic concern of these

Si

books: the .reign of ,King Arthur ending in
catastrophe and the end of the Roil`nd Table;
ttie quest for the Holy Grail, in which
Lancelot fails because of his sin with King

During John Steinbeck's Salinas childhood,
.he came under the influence .of Morte d'Aratur
by Thomas ,Malory (d. 1471). ZhiS book was a
gift from his favorite Aunt Molly (Mrs. Edward
Martin). He especially loved the old spellings of
this Caxton version in 'archaic English. 'His
obsession with these stories of King ArthUr and
the Round Table led him in a life-long pursuit of
research and writing to make a modern version.
His unfinished versidn, in fact, was published

after -his death. To familiarize your students
with'Steinbeck and Mapry, you may wish to
do the following: ,
1.

Secure a copy of Malory's book 'or

Arthur's wife; and Galahad's success. In

other words, a legend of the search for
perfection in an iniperfect world.

tudents of the preface. Use Appendix 13' letter of 1961 to show how this
concern never ceased for our author. Refer
to other Steinbeck letters.
.4. Then note that ihe book was somewhat influenced by Steinbeck's friend Ed Ricketts.
You' may wish to read the pages from The
3. Remind

Intricate Music and then brief cuttings

children's versiOn, as. well, as the 1976
Steinbeck book, The Acts qf King Arthur

(such as the first pages) from "About Ed
Ricketts."

and His Noble Knights.
2.

Steinbeck: A Life iii Letters, pp'. 96-97,
552-554.

Additional Suggestion

3.

Appendix Bq 'Utter to :John Murphy/

Slides conceining Tortilla Flat, Malory and King

King Arthur.
In 1930, _Steinbeck met Monterey bioldgist, Ed

Arthur, and Ed Ricketts could be made to

RikettS, who later encouraged Jolin to write
Tortilla Flat. Ricketts and- Steinbeck became

slides,could be made from the suggested sources,.
as well as others.

close friends; they worked together on The Log
from the Sea o"1: Cortez. Liter, Steinbeck would

write a beautiful tribute preface to this book,
"About Ed' Ricketts." Ricketts is also.th'emodel
for Dr:Phillips in ",The Snake:" Much has been
made by critic§ about Ripketts's influe'nce .on
Steinbeck'S fiction. On this day, you can begin

to suggest this influence. More can be done
on this subject with Papers III, IV. Suggested
inaWrials:
-

Goals
1.

To provide time' for students to continue
reading Tortilla Flat.

2. TO prepare students for the first Defense
Day.

The Log from the Sea of C'ortez.
2. The Intricate Music: pp. 159-161, 177.
NeJson yaljean.

.

Using photographs in John Steinbeck: thc,,
Errant Knight reminds students that Tortilla
F14 was a real place. Also show pictures of
Steinbeck and Ed Ricketts. Note heir Tortilla Flat is a blend of real people and places,

of Steinbeck's childhood reading and his
adult concerns.

Materials
1.

Procedure

2.

iDAYS 14-1-6: READING TORTILLA FLAT
AND PREPARING FOR DEFENSE DAY

1.

32 John Steinbeck: The Errant Knight by

1.

reinforce or introduce this discussion: These

-

Begin by discussing the Malory influence.
Read from the Malory and Steinbeck verI,

'

Copies of the position papers on t`The
Harness" `that you. have chosen for the

first Defense Day.
'2. Handout 8: Evaluation.CrIteria.
Procedure

1. TWo full days, 14 and 15, will give students

time to read most of this medium-sized
novel. Hopefully, the previous discussions
of King Arthur and Ricketts' will motivate
this reading.

2. On Day 16, hand out copies of the papers

sit

Days 17-18

board: Clarity f Position; Organization and
Support; Mechanics. Or use Handout' 8.,
The corrected copies of the remarning
position papers ready. to give out at the end
of the period.,

you have chosen for the first Defense
Day, Day 17.

Encourage students to annotate their copies
of thesi.' papers so that they will be able to
remember their initial reactions to clarity,
organization and support, and mechanics.
Reinind them that Defense Day is not
Destruction-Day. It is a time to learn about
the positions of others, to clarify what is not
clear, to agree and disagree, to study organization and supporting evidence, to work on

3.

Procedure

It is important to choose good models for
the first Defense Day and to allot the
discussion ,time equally. Rethember, the

studrents, not you, are to do the evaluating.

mechanics, and to defend what one has

Too much direction on your part

written. The word "criticism" implies two
responsibilities, for critics try to understand
what a writer pas written as well as to react

discussion (call on everyone, ask students
who suggest grades to justify their choices),

and conclude the defenses with a positive
suihmation. Always
, the goal is the next

5. Give eacli stadent Handout 8. Note: This

paper.
If oral grading ever proves too stressful

handout is to help students understand -the
nature of evaluatien on Defense Day. Some
instructors may wish to use this vehicle for
anonymous Defense Day evaluation; others

during the seminar, you may wish, to use
anonymous grading with Handout 8 as tlie
basis. During the clarity discussion, be gure
to ask all students to write a one sentence
description of the position on the handout.

may see it only as a point of reference .on
_

will

destroy the spirit of Defense Day; instead,
encourage discussion, restate or clarify
student positions, work for a balanced

'to the writing.
Remind students that the skill goals for this
paper were: following directions, one clear
position, and proofreading.

4.
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the Defense Day which stresses oral grading.

6. Students whose papers have been chosen for
Defense Da% should prepare to read them

Collect all handouts at the end of the period,

arrive at a consensus grade, anti return all

aloud.

evaluations with consensus grade to the

writer the next Class Period.

DAYS 17-18: PARTICIPATING IN DEFEN$E
DAY AND FOLLOW-UP

3.

Goals

4.

class period can be given over to these papers,

1. To conduct a first Defense Day that will
provide a useful model for the remaining six.
2. To provide a follow-up that offers other
students the ,opportunity to express their
positions.
3. To'. help students examine the position

=:-

,Of critics.

Materials
1.

Return the other position papers at the end
of the period without comment. The next

Extra topies of the poSition papers for
students who may have lost or forgotten

them.
2. Prior to class, review the discussion ,of how

to conduct a successful Defense Day in the
introduction. Write the three criteria on.the

Follow-up, Day 18, will allow others in the
class to At4,te their positions. Note: Some

instructomay prefer to have two Defense
Days; others may wish to substitute discussions on writing skills or other Steinbeck

material. For example, the' Tortilla Flat
paper skills include using direct quotations

and ideas about introductions and conclusions. Here the instructor may wish to
deal with selecting and editing quotations,
building short ones of under four lines of
text into a paragraph while single spacing
and indenting longer Ones. Also approciriate

discussion on the psychologidalimportance of introduction and conclusions, on

is

the varieties of approaches, .and on the idea
of a key line which defines the position in
either the introduction or conclusion. Even

2 1"
A
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,

the idea of a tipe built -from the introdue-

the bulletin board for individual reference

tion or conclusibn might be discussed.
5. Other options:
a
Review theAsitions taken by the papers
defended on the previous day. You may

or copies may he made for distribution

.have taken notes on the vsitions of the
remaining students and can,-therefore,

call on students who have similar 'or
contrasting positions. 'Or each student
can be called upon to* state his or her

and discusiion.
Time to complete the novel may be'provided
in class if necessary:
3. Students should be encouraged to find direct
quotations that will support their positiOns
a goal of this paper.
4. A discussipn of the prewriting process can be
valuable at this point. Ask students to.share
2.

'with the' class the way they found their
position* on. Paper I. Discuss such prewriting
concerns: (l ) Brainstormmake notes on

Position. Or you .inay ask otliter students

to read all or selected portions of their
papersAgain, excellent models but ones
not chosen for Defense Day.

-ideas that come to you. (2) Exdfiline your
written ideas and see which one, has the
strongest appeal. (3) See if .the ideas are
related, aS well as which ones can be developed. What would be concrete material,
scenes, characters, direct quotations that

b. - You may wish to discuss the successes
(and 'failures) of the firstDefense Day:
Clear the air. Ask students how Defense
Days can be improsiedt If some students
argue that the grading was too high- or

too low, ask them to formulate a fair'
standard, taking into ,conideration the
pressures of such close examination.
Remind them that learning to write is

would support your idea?'

Also discuss the setting and mechanics of
writing: When do you write`best? Must you
write or type to getcresults? What rewards

more than just a letter g'rade.
c.

do you give yourself? Do you write continuouslYor do you stop when things are
going good, a time wtien you can easily
return to the manuscript? ,How do you get

You may wish to read aloud some,
critic's evaluations of "The Harness." It
should be noted that this story. unlike
others in the seminar, ha,s_had little
in-depth critical resPonse. -However,
Warren French's discussion of The Long
Valley stories in Chapter 8 of John;
Steinbeck, pp. 80-84, examines, this
story in contrast with the others.

into a paper, into the introduction? Do you'
have special devices fOr introductioni, such
as beginning with a prefatory or thematic
[ quotation?
DAY 21: kEADING AtOtYD ANOTHER
STEINBECICSTORY

DAYS 19-20: CHOOING TOPICS FOR
PAPER H AND TliE PREWRITING PROCESS

coals

Goals

I.

To read aloud "Talarecito" from The
Pastures of Heaven (1932) and to relate it to

I .

Ta suggest topic's for Paper H.

2. To complete' ileading and encourage pre-

Tortilla Flat.
2.

writing processing.

To suggest how this story will relate to our
next reading, Of Mice and Men

'41

Materials

Materials

Handout 9: Suggestions for Paper II.
Handout 10: Student Model for Paper II:

Class copies of The fortable Steinbeck.
Procedure

Procedure
I.

N..,

I.

Handout 9 may be used

in identifying

positions for the second paper. The student
paper for this assignment may be posted' on

4

2

3

Remind students that this story comes from
a

1932 anthology of short stories, The

Pastures of Heaven, which relates incidents

in the lives of people living in a secluded

abfs 22-23

valley in California, Las Pastureas del Cie 10.

Materials

See Handobt 5. It is the story of a'cursed
Tularecito, - like Danny and his

A teacher copy orThe Long Valley.
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paisanos, has great difficulty surviving and
adapting n kis enviromnent. Like Lent tie in
Of Mice and Men, he is a freak of nature.
Ask students to read the story aloud, section
by section, summarizing and *reflecting on

3.

Procedure

I. Day 22 should be given over to writing and
proofreading. Since students saw thatproof-

Stembeck's sty le and themes. How is this

reading errors detracted from the papers

story similar to what has been studied? What
Would be a position about this story?

read on the first Defense Day, they will be
more concerned aboutsareful proofreading.
Remind students that Paper II is due at the,

Repeat a concern of 6oth Ed Ricketts'and
Stembeck:

One of man's greatest

1.

defi-

cienciesas a species is an inability to adapt

to an environment of continual change.
Animals adapt, but humans with their

beginning of the period on Day 24. ,
3.

intellects resist adaptation and change. This
Is a curse. Danny was happy when he lived

introduction to Of Mice and Men, as well as
remind them of -"Tularecito." "Johnny
Bear" is another story of a freak of nature,
a physical monster who does not think when

for each day but cursed when he began
-

lie

reproduces the conversations of the
"good"\ people of the Long Valley. But
Steinbeck is not just interested in freaks;
like Ricketts, he sees these characters in

to worry..

DAYS 22-23: COMPLETING PAPER II AND
READING A BACKGROUND STORY FOR
OF MICE AND MEN

terms of the balance between the human and

the animal in nature. In this story, we see
the animal behind the facade of the "good"
people; the freaks are vehicles for revealing
the truth.

Goals

I. Jo complete the writing and proofreading
of Paper II.
2.

Day 23 should provide students with, an

To read "Johnny Bear" (1937) in preparation for 011lice and Men

4.

This is a gripping story. It should help to
pull together ideas already discovered and
help students prepare for Lennie and the
so-called normal people orof Mice and Men.

2.13
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HANDOUT 8
DEFENSE DAY: CRITERIA FOR GRADING POSITION PAPERS-

Claijty of Position
I.

Does the paper pursue one pOshtion?
Can you state this position? If so, write it below:

Organization and Support
I.
2.

3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

Is the position clear because it is logical?
It it clear because it is supported by concrete material, such as direct
,
references and quotations?
Is it.clear because it pursues an obvious, even minor, position? Consider
if the position is complex or original.
Is the position supported by the proper language, for example, a
humorous position uses humorous images and words?
Is there coherence in the paper: transitions between sentences and
paragraphs to enhande the organization?
Are the introduction and conclusion effective in clarifying the position?
Does the paper suffer from irrelevancies or over-emphasis of a minor
point?.

Mechanics

Do many proofreading errors detract from the paper's position?
2. Are there over ten basic mechanical errorsspelling, punctuation,
capitalization, fragments, run-on sentences, usage, misplaced modifiers,
parallel structure, words often confused, pronoun forms, verb forms?
3. Is thepaper smooth reading? What about awkward sentences, imprecise
oiredundant word choice?
I.

Grade
USE THIS SHEET AS YOU EXAMINE EACH POSITION PAPER.

Handout 9

HANDOUT 9
SUGGESTIONS FOR PAPER II: TORTILLA FLAT (1935)

Why would this nNel become a best seller in the treat Dipression?
2. You have heard that this book somehow relates to King Arthur and the
Round Table flow?
3. Some critics feel this boOk is a satire. Is it? If so, focus on one concern that
is being satirized.
4. Relate two episodes in terms of a single position.
5. This book is an exarnple of Steinbeck humor. What is the essential
humorous device.?
6. What single episode symbolizes the entire novel?
7. Is this a racist novel?
8. What view of women emerges in this novel which app6rs to be about men?

9. There is a great deal of drinking in this book. Why?
16. Look closely at the names of the characters. Is there a position?
I I . How is.Joe Portagee's finding lae related to the novel and life?
12. Agairi we meet animals and animal language. What does this mean?.

13. What does this book say about sex? About love?
14. Is this a sociallerotest novel?
15. Some readers feel that some of Steinbeck's books should be banned from
high school classes and libraries. What is a position why this book should or
should not be banned at your school?

er.
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HANDOUT 10
STUDENT MODEL FOR PAPER-II

THE GOOD LIFE
by Eugene Barth

As John Steinbeck states in the preface, Tortilla Flat is the story of

'

Danny

nd hls friends, the story of a Paisano community in the small coastal

town of Monterey.

Steinbeck's approach, as always, is naturalistic, but the

grim atmosphere frequently associated with this technique

absent.
r-

His

treatment of the daily thoughts and actions of the Paisanos falls in a very,
entertatning and humorous vein.

However, despite the lightness of the book,

Steinbeck presents certain truths, or at least ideas, which transcend the
momentary laugh.

In Tortilla Flat he is again exploring the question of

individual contentment in society, and it becomes apparent that his idea of
a good life is not to be found in twentieth-century industrialized America,
but rather in the Paisanos of Monterey.

The Paisano way of life contains several elembnts which Steinbeck considers necessary to a good life.
time important, is animalism.
the book.

One of these, both obvlous and at the same

This facet of Paisano,life is seen throughout

During Danny's party and in big Joe Portagee's love affair, the

reader clearly S'oes that the Paisanos engage in sex when and where they want
it with no moral quclms.
social stigma attac e
Paisanos.

.

Lecewise, the reader sees that fighting has no
It is.something that is accepted and enjoyed by the

Ffiends engage in it and are drawn closer by it.

That Steinbeck

considers this release of sexual tension and aggression a healthy thing is
reflected in his portrayal of the Paisanos as a content and mentally stable

1

Handout 10

2

people.

Steinbeck's belief in the necessity of animalistic behavior for a

healthy life can also be seen in "Johnny Bear" and "The.Harness."

Both of

these stories deal, to a certain extent, with the fate of people living in
a society where animalism is forbidden.

In "The Harness" the result is a

guilt-stricken automaton, a man totally subdued and living only out of habit.

In"Johnny Bear" the result is a suicide.

Clearly Steinbeck feels the ex-

pression of certaid-aspects of the animal in man is necessary to a good life,
as seen in the tragic results of repression.
The Paisano closeness to nature, an aspect perhaps related to and encompassing animalism, is yet another feature of their way of life which
Steinbeck finds-appealing.

The Paisanos do npt live by nature in the sense

of being totally dependent on it for food, clothing, or wine.
the necessities from an "unwilling world."

They obtain

Outside of this, however,/_they

are not connected with the typical American way of life.

They are, as

Steinbeck says, "clean of commercialism, free of the complicated systems of
American business."

Their alarm clock is the sun, and frequently a ditch or

mattf4 of pine needles serves as a bed.
ocean.

The Paisanos love the wind and the

They love and appreciate all beauties and truths which nature, and

life in general, have to offer.

Their life, free pf typical American respon-

sibilities, is ideally suited to the contemplation of these beauties and
lara

truths.,

To Steinbeck, this closeness to nature also contributes to a better
life.

In the first place, it provides the Paisano with the means of isolat-

ing himself totally.

By the beach, on the docks, or'in the woods the Paisano

can think about his oum fate and the fate of those around him.

He can enjoy

a feeling of total control over'himself, or at least an understanding of his
destiny; he can enjoy the feeling of freedom that accompanies this knowledge.
a

He can, in short, escape society completely.

That Steinbeck considers this
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healthy is again reflected in the contentment and stability of the Paisanos
and again in the stories "Johnny Bear" and "The Harness."

Both Peter of

"The Harness" and Amy of "Johnny Bear" were Unable to feel free of society's
scrutiny, and the result was anything but a good life.

Steinbeck, then, ad-

mites the Paisano's closeness to nature, for out of it comes fundamentally
strengthened and secure people--individuals containing an element of the
good life.

The unity with nature achieved by the Paisanos also gives rise to mysThe Paisano, alone with the earth, feeli close to something much

ticism.

bigger than himself, something he calls God.

And while feeling very small,

A

he at the same time feels very large.

The Paisano experiences an overwhelm-

..

,

ing love for all things affiliated with his world and an overwhelming desire
to do good.

Pilon brings thiP'out clearly when he thinks to himself:

Our Father is in the evening
these birds are flying
across the forehead of the Father.
Dear birds, dear sea
gulls, how I love you all. Your slow wings stroke my heart
as the hand of the gentle master strokes the full stomach of
---asre-Eping dog, as the hand of Christ stroked the heads of
little children.
Dear birds fly to our Lady of Sweet Sorrows
with my open heart.
.

.

.

This spiritual desire to do g6od, coupled with the security of knowing one's
\destiny and perhaps with the-brotherhood which persons in the same circumStances feel, results in a people possessing the moral of humanitarianism, a
people capable of great kindness.

The Paisano's capacity for kindness and

understanding is seen throughout the book.

It is visible in the beating find

healing of big Joe Portagee in the episode with the soldier, in'the protection
of Pirate's hoard, and.in the individual depds and thoughts of the Paisanos.
In fact, it can be described as lightly permeating their way of life.

That

Steinbeck feels this humanitarianism is an element of the good life goes
without saying.

gariclout 10

4

With the addition of

humanitarianism, Steinbeck's exploration of the
Together, animalism, close-

individual's contentment in society is complete.

ness to nature, and humanitarianism

comprise the major aspects of Paisano

life which Steinbeck considers elements of a good life.
interrelated.

They are, of course,

; closeness in natut:e is perhaps the most important in that

the other,two are, in part, reflections of it.

It should be noted, however,

that although these aspects are present in Paisano life they are not the only
.ones.

Survival, greed, social smut's, and a Myiiad of other factors, many of

them a result of twentieth-century

encroachment, frequently override the

above features of Paisano,1.1.4:e4etially humanitarianism.
classic example of this.

Pilon is a

Mbre Often than not, his use of, logic and moralism

IS designecrto facilitate a-crime such as the proposed theft of Pirate's
Andrew's
hoard, or'to obtain wine and avoid work as in the case of the St.

Eve adventure with big Joe Portagee.
The Paisano life is a life of physical hardship, hardship which most
Americans don't know and would just as soon remain ignorant of.

And of

counee, it is not a lifestyle on which a large zociety can be founded.

Now-

superfor to the
ever, Steinbeck definitely feels that in many ways it is
industrialized and urbanized mode of American life.

This fact is best seen

demonstrated
in the contentment of the Paisanos, a content whiCh is clearly
when Pilon asks, "Pablo, dost thou never get tired of sleeping in_ditches,

wet and homeless, friendless and alone?"

Pablo simply answers, "No."

Instructor's Comments

1.

Strengths:

This is a complex paper, obviously the product of much

thought, organization, and search for concrete suPport.

The position

becomes clear as the introduction suggests it,.the next paragraphs
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define the four sub-topics, anjthe conclusion restates Steinbeck's (and
the student's?) concern with modern America.

The last quotation is a

sharp conclusion, chosen for bothldocumentation and impact.

And even'

better, the student has gone beyonci the skills of support and introduc:

tion/conclusion; he has summarized the key material of ihe seminar thus
far.
2.

f4eaknesses:

'This is obviouslY a student who is developing a mature

writing style.

He is poncerned, with transitions, with complex sentences%

While,the paper may be flawed with wordiness, with self-consciwness
(the introductory that clause's), with strange word choice ("lightly per-

meating their way of life"), it also is ambitious.

It is difficult'to

attack such ambitipn.

SO

^

,

),

.

1

OF MICE 4 ND MEN
PAPER
DAYS.24-36

DAY 24: INTRODUCTION TO STEINBECK'S
CLASSIC NOVEL AND.SUCCESSFUL PLAY
Goals

people; he was always 4mpathetic, never,
bored, with simple, illiterate peckple.
3. In 1936, while living in Pacific Grove,

Steinbeck began to" work on a story he
called "Something That Happened." En-

)

I. Jo orient students to Of Mice and Men

couraged by author John O'Hara and friends
like Ed Ricketts,he continued to pursue his

(1937).
To provide in-class time to begin the novel.

1

.

interest in his themes..of the shattering of
illuSions, Vie tragic-comic Arthgrian striving
for a dream, thelOneliriess of individuals. He

Materials

began to experiment with the material of a

Class copies of The Portable Steinbeck.

novel in the form of,,a play.
4. Steinbeck chose a new title based on a line:.

Assignment
1.

.from the Scottish poet Robert Burns: "The
best laid scheme o' miCe an' men gang aft
a-gley." See full poe.m in Appendix F. The
title, stiggested by Ed Ricketts, related to
their mutual concern th,at humans are
enslaved to forces they cannot control and
that destroy'their illusions. The book opens.
with two humans in contact with the calm
and order of nature, a conflict that' sets the

Ask.students to note the.DUE date for the
third paper on the Schedule, Day 37.

Remind students that -Defense Days for
Paper 11 (Tortilla Flat) will be Days 31 and
32. Copies of the papers chosen for defense
will be haVed out on Day 30.
Procedure
I

Give students time at the beginning of the

period to proofread position papers and
1.

then collect Paper II.
Ask students to revier'v The Steinbeck

Chronology (Handout 3), noting that the
next book for consideration is the very

succ-essful, almost classic American novel Of

Mice and Men. Also note the Handout 5

map.. The setting of this story is about four
miles below Soledad, on the Salinas River,
which also is the approximate location of a
ranch where Steinbeck had worked in 1920
after he briefly, left Stanford. It should be
noted that Steinbeck had first-hand knowledge of agricultural laborers, common

mood and theme.
5.

An amusing background note: Steinbeck
wrotg the small book in just over two
inonthsand, in fact, rewrote a good part
of it after his dog Toby had chewed up

much of the original. See Steinbeck: A Life
in Letters, 27 May 1936.
6. Steinbeck did not expect this new book to
make !lurch money, calling it "such a simple
little thing." But his editor Pascal Covici was
enthusiastic, as was the public. It became a

Book-of-the-Month Club selection and a
best-seller. Soon.it would be dramatized and

later made into a film. In February, 1937,
the book sales approached 100,000.
Ask students to begin reading..
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OF MICE ANI) ty EN,: CHOOSING TOPICS

'The oral reading of the play can be handled
by a'Ssigning parts. Discussion can 'come at

FOR PAPER III

the end ,of each act.. Encouragedents to

DAYS 25-27: CONTINUING T9 READ

2.

4

3.

Goals
I

.. To provide in-class 'tinre

the spring of 1937 in San Francisco,
almost Apeating the novel, by a labortheate/group. Steinbeck decided it needed
morldramatic adaptation before it reached
Nesk York. With the help of playwright/
in

for reading

Mice and Men.

2. To suggest topics for Paper III.
Materials

director George S. Kaufman, he took about
85 percent' of the lines of the novel, juggled
a few incidriK introduced a few new ones,

1. The Portable Steinbeck.
2. Handout,11: Suggestions for Paper III.

and omitted some such as Lennie's imaginary

3. Handout 12: Student Model for Paper III.

speech to his 'Aunt Clara at the end of the
novel. Steinbeck hated the publicity that he:

Procedure--

received in New York; he left before opening
night, 23 November 1937. The play opened

1. Use Days 25-26 for rn-class redding of

at the Music Box Theatre, starring Wallace
Ford. as George, Broderick Crawford as
Lennie, and Clare Luce as Curley's wife. It
was a smash hit, running 207 performances

Of Mice and Men.

2. During -Day 27 suggest positiOns for Paper
III, using Handout 11 as a 'point of departure.

3. You also may wish ,to introduce the student
. model (Handout 12) at this point.

and winning the Drama Critics' Circle Award

kir best play of the year. Around this time,
Steipbeck and his wife were visiting theDust

4,
DAYS 28-30: READING ALOUlft AND
DISCUSSING THE PLAY VERSION;

Bowl area in Oklahoma.

PREPARING FOR PAPpt III

DAYS 31-33: PARTICIPATING IN,THE
DEFENSE DAYS AND THE FOLLOW-UP

Goals

DISCUSSION

r. To relate the novel ,to the play.
2. To reinforee student reading of the novel.
3. To show how Sfeinbeck fitted his novel to a
dramatic form with considerable public

Goals
I. To-conduct two Defense Days and a follow-

up that offer students an bpportunity to

appeal.

-express and defedd their positions.

4. To preview first position papers for Defense

2.

Day.

Class ,copies of Of Mice and Men. One
source: Clurman, Harold, editor. Famous

Materials

American Plays of the 1930s.' New York:

Copies of, the papers you have chosen for

Dell Publishing, 1970.0

both Defense Days.

2. Two position papers (Tortilla Fla) for

Corrected papers of Tortilla Flat to return

Day 31.

at the .end of the second Defense Day.
Procedure

Procedure
,

1.

To encourage students to look ahead to the
third paper, accepting again the challenge of
hbw best to present a well-documented
position.

Materials
1.

compaie play with novel.
Background notes: The play was first staged

Remind students of the first Defense Day,
Day,31. Give them the two copies on Day
30..

J.

O

Begin Day: 31 by reviewing the Defense iisay
procedures, although the Seminar should
now be familiar withthe system.

.
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Days 35-36

for length. Check to see if any can be

Hand Out the second set ol two paperS for

2.

Day 32 at the end ol''the period. Remind
students that '411 corrected papers will be
returned at the end of Day 32.
- 3. Return all corrected papers at the end of
Day 32.
4. During' follow-up discussion (Day 33),

,

you might ask other students to read their
papers

for class comment, discus§ the

combined.

3. Try a sentence combining oweriment. For
example, make copies of William Strong's
"explorations" and ask students to study the
models and, then make their town "transforms." See Strong, pp. 157-205.
4. .Note: Some teachers may wish to extend
this skill review and instruction to more than
one class period.

student paper (Handout 12), Oi present the
viewptint of a critic, fOr exartiPle, chapter

5, "Morte d'Malory" w Warren French's
John Steinbeck.,,

DAYS 35-36: COMPLETING PAPER Ill AND
gEADING A BACKGROUND STORY Fog
'
THE GRA1?ES OF WRATH

DAY 34: REVIEW AND PRACTICINb SKILLS,.
FOR PAPER III: TRANSITIONS AND
SENTENCE VARIET.Y;

Goals

Goals
:

2. To 'give brief review and ,instruction with

of Raper III.

,

To reviAv .the Wrking skills' of .transitions
and kimence variety.*Po practice and encourage ,these skills in
preparation for Papedll.

1.
.

Ntaterials

,

Roget's Thesaurus.

3. To read "Breakfast" (l93:8) in. preparation
' for TheUrapes of,Wrath.
Materials

I. Class copie's of The PortaPleSteinbeck.

A writing sample, such as a copy ,of an

1;.

To complete the writing and proofreading

'earlier -.position paver, or a student model
paper.

.,,2. T A book oir sentence cotti-binIng, such as
William Strong's Sentence Cbtnbining:
Cbtppasing Book. New ." York: Random
Houk., 19734

-P

2. A teacher coPy ,or class' copig of.Roget's
.

Thesaurus.

Procedure

0

S.

-1. Day 35 should be given over to writing and
proofreading. The position-paper is due on
Pay 37. Retnind students t1i4t the skills of

transitions "arid sentence ya"rriety are impor-

'.Proc

tant for thispaper.

or.

12.' Begin by pxamining Writini'sample, such
"as- a st'lident model, preferably with a copy
for each student.. Describe 'how a paper has
reading if theunity anti- smoothness
lines and paragraphs relate. Ask students to
circle"or underline words or lines or phrases,

that provide transitionS between sentences
and paragraphs. Ask them to check their
.previoug two position papers and identj0
'such transitions.
Work on sentence combining to ,encourage
students to become more aware of sentence

-

2.

2. Remind students that variety, as

students buy a copy for the seminar; you
may wish 4) gather school copies for brief
,revieW and instruction. Take a commonly ,
,

3.

variety. First check the writing sailiple
papeR tcosee what variety 'exists. How many

begin with subject-verb or the sainewoyds?
HoW mgy are just simple. sentences? Check

well

precision; in word cltoice- is important in a
mature paper. Ask liow many students own
a Rogers Thesaurus, Preferably one in
dictionary form. You may wish to Nye

.

repeated .word like "interesting" and refer to

Roget's -options. Ask studepts to name In
overused word and then find alternatives,
During Day 36, ask students to read aloiid
"13;eakfast" (1938) which appeared first in
The. Long Valley and then hi an altered form

in Thi Grapes of Wtith. Also note p. xx of
the introduction to Me Portable Steinbeck.

G

'

.0

4

4
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This sketsh.of sharing a meal with a stranger

1939 film of Of Mice and Men (107 minutes).
This excellent film, starring Burgess Meredith
as George and .Lon Chaney, Jr. aS Lennie, with
music by karon Copland, retains the sensitivity
and content of the novel. Also see Bibliography

help define Steinbeck's concern for
humanity that is developed in ' the next
will

sectio n.

Firial Suggestion

for other film suggestions.

if the budget allows or you can secure a free
'copy through a library, b.e sure to show the

if

A

r

,

2(5

,

.

4
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HANDOUT 11
SUGGESTIONS FOR PAPER III: OF MICE AND MEN (1931)

1. -Check the origin of the4itle. Is it better than Steihbeck's original chbice,
Something That Happeni?d:'
2. Trace the meaning of,a symbol: the river, cav--a.nimals.
3. Relate this novel to another story or book of Steinbeck's in terms of his
concern about the' impossib. ity of the quest Qor perfectio n.
4. Pic Ica character that you thi4 Steinbeck likes of dislikes
5. What do the dreams of the characters mean? Concentrate on-One character,
such as George. 6.- Who is the developing character in this novel?
7. Discuss the power of Steinbeck's language,.such as his-use of swearing.
8 . What is the meaning of \Candy and his dog?'
9. What do Candy. Crooks;.and Curly's wife al) have in common?
10. Discuss the nature of the dialogue of any one character.
this,a possible piosition?
Streng-th vs.
'1 1 .
1 2. Curly's wife. What is Steinbeck.suggesting about sex?
13: Note how violence builds in the novel, especially toward'the end. Develop a
position on violence.
14. Compare Lennie with Johnny Bear,
1,$. Is Lennie responsible for George's bad luck? What i.responsibility?
16; :What does the.incident of the shooting of the dog men?
17. Is this a universal novel or a topical novel about the 1930s?,

,

.

10"
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HANDOUT 12
STUDENT MODEL FOR PAPER III

er:r

THE ANW1S THAT DREAM
by Mark Workman

Animals don't dream, or if they do they can't convey their dreams.
People dream.

John Steinbeck has shown that he believes that we are all
1-

animals, but the fact that we can dream sets us apart fro/ other animals,
In Of Mice and Men, as ln 'many other of his stories, he has utilized dif-

ferent writing techniques to.define the human animel who dreams.
One interesting Steinbeck technique is his selection of syMbolic naMes
for his characters.

Theserhames seem to give reference to the dreams that

the aharacters may have,had at one time but were hopelessly unreachable.
For eXample, poor Crooks was doomea by the abnormality of his body structure,
r

not to mention the probiems of a social caste system which is imposed upon
e
him because of his black skin color. The pitiful futility of his situation
is conveyed to Lennie one night in the' harness room of the ranch while all

the so-called "men" are in towrL Crooks says, *
You got George.
You.kn
he's goin' to come back. S'pose
you didn't have nobody. S'pose you couldn't go into the bunk
house and play rummy 'caese you was black.
How'd you like
that?
S'pose you had to sit out hereon' read books. Sure
you could play horseshoes till it got'dark, but then you got
to read books. Books aih't no good.
A guy needs somebody-to be near him.

Crooks has realj.zed what it is like to go without friends in an isolated
existence'.

A black man in a-white world, he lives life secondhand by watch-

ing others live it and by retreating into a world oY books.

p.

1

4
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Steinbeok seems to deprive his characters (DV-their dreams by giving
r--

.

'

them ironic titles for names.

It appears almost as though he is making a

satirical comment about people and their dreams.
ters, George Milton and Lennie'Small.

Consider the main charac-

George's'last name is Milton, which

is also the last name of t famous English writer--John Milton who wrote
Paradise Lost.

George's last name is ; solid Steinbeck clue that the best

laid plans of George are going to go astray, that George will never realize
And then there's

his dreams of a ranch and freedom agd his min paradise.

Smafl is a strangesname for Lennie because he is so large.

Lennie Small.

MayAe John Steinbeck was not just referring to body size.

Perhaps the name.

Small is a reference to Lennie's meager mental capacity, which'like Crooks'

/

deformity, denies him any hope of sharing George's dream.
Finally there is Candy, an old man physically deformesd.
that of Small, seems'lurt the opposite of his situation.
viously soured on life, molded by a harsh environment;

a hand in the masculine Imch world.

His name, like'

He is a man ,obl)

Candy is in need of

Reduced to taking care

of

the bunkhouse,

he is left with an old dog and $250 dollars--what his hand was worth.

When

he learns of the dreams of Lennie, George, anl Crooks, he sees a way out.

\Re wants a share of paradise, too.
But the story of 'candy and his dog is Steinbeck's warning that no one

will get their dream in.this story.

Candy has Tin old dog that smells, and
,

the ranch hands, such as Carlson, want him destroyed.
his way; Candy's only defense is silence.
an animal.

Finally Carl;pn has

He, like the dog, is treated like

Candy says,

You seen what they done to my dog tonight? They says he wasn't
When they can me here I
no good to hipself nor nobody else.
But they won't do nothing like wisht somebody'd shoOt me.
I won't have no place to gd, an' I can't get no more
that.
jobs.

George, Lennie, and Crooks listen to Candy's complaint, but they don't understfnd that he is warning them all.

2
s IN
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Steinbeck's names are symbols:

George in seardh.of paradise; Lennie,

the huge man with small hope; Crooks, bent out of shape by nature and preju,7

dice; and Candy, who finds nothing sweet "in his pajor future.

As Stein-

beck's title suggests, man and animal don't always get what they want.
at least animals don't have to follow dreams.that never can be.

But

Perhaps

Crooks explains the Steinbeck theme best when he says, "Nobody ever gets to
heaven, and nobody gets no land.

It's just in their head.

They're all the

timetalkin' abont it, but it's jus' in their head."

Instructor's-Comments

1.

Strengths:

This is an important position because it not only reveals

AoSreinbeck's use of symbols, especially in his characters' games, but

alsO because it focuses on SteinbeCk's and Rickettsid4as abOut human.
beiags in-a natural world. 'fie structure Is logical," 'r'he quotations
0

well chosenoand the goals of sentence Variety and transitions obviously
adhievell.
2.

Weaknesses:

The writer might haVe uped Curley'§ wife and-het briepms.\\

Steinbeck didn't ei,en bles

her with a name.

SOMe students will chal-

lenge whether these characters represent all of life; they seem to be
faikures and freaks, not humanity in general.

on the nature of each character's particular

_Perhaps' more quotations,

ovld have-been valu-

--able; perhaps quotations about their animal natures might also have
value.

A

2/

4

PAPER IV: THE G APES OF WRATH
DAYS 37-53

ry

California areaa camp simi* to the one in
the novel. Ask students about the origin of

DAY 37: BEGINNING TO READ
STEINBECK'S PULITZER PRIZE NOVEL

the titlea Civil War song.
.4.

Goals

To orient students to The Grapesiof Wrath

,

Backgrounds: In 1936, Steinbeck wrote
a series of articles called "The 'Harvest

(1939).
2. To provide in-clasg time-to begin the novel.

Gypsies" for the San Francisco News, an
expose of California migrant wOrkers,
primarily frpOklahoma and Arkansas..His

Materials

1937- touaof the Oklahoma Dust Bowl and
the 1938 tour of California migrant camps

1.

it

- for Life magazine, as 'well as visits to model
n by compassionate
government cam
people like TonVCollins, wholiorked for the
Farm Sectirity dininistration gave him the
mood and material for his new novel. Steinbeck was outraged. (It might also be worth
notirT that Steinbeck's ruarriage to Carol is
beginning to fall apart_whe, labo'rs over this-long book at Los Gatos.)

Class copies of The Grapes of Wrath
Assignment
/1..

Ask students to note the DUE date-for th
fourth paper on tliSchedule, DO., 53.

'

Rempd students thh Defmse Days for

Paper III (Of Mice and Men) will be Days
46-47.- Copies of the papers will be given
,
out on Days 45 an046.
Procedure
I. Allow the first few minutes

5.

might be worth noting that Steinbeck

will now betublished by Viking Press under
the editor and friend Pascal (Pat) Covici.

6. Two final suggestions to students: (l I' The

book has the Joad fatnily plotthe move
from Dust Bowl Oklahoma to California
.(yrobably around 1938 when there were

the-period for

a final proofreading of the P per III positions. Collect Paper
2. Ask students to review the Steirrbeck Chronology (Handout 3), noting that The drapes

torrential rains) -but it also has interchapters'
dicfriding this plot and conveying Steinbeck's
anger, philosophy, and compaSsion for the
Okies. (2) This book wauld cause Steinbeck
al] -sorts of- trtuble with Californians, who
were atreadY offended by In Dubious.Battle

of Wrath was both 'a best-seller and winner
of the Pulitzer Prize.
3.

It

Ask students to open their copies to the
dedication. "To Carol who willed this book"

and "To TOMpho lived it." Carol is Stein
beck's wife who not only typed the man
script ,but also suggested the title. Tom
Tom Collins, a friend and psychologi t *
who had managed a government camp fo
migrants near Weedpatch in the Bakersfield,

and Tortilla Flat, and with Oklahomans;
1

both felt thattmuch of the book was slanted,
an ugly picture of their :states, inaccurate,

and even socialistic or communigic. This
trouble eventually would lead to Ste'inbAck's
moving to New York.
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7.

Ask szudents to .begin reading the novel
during the remainder of the class period.

DAYS 38-39: CONTINUING TO READ
THE GRAPES OF WRATH; GEOGRAPHY
OF THE NOVEL

DAYS 46243: REVIEWING THE GREAT
DEPRESSION; READING
Goals

I. To review the historical backgrounds of
the novel.
2. To provide in-class time for reading.

Goals
Materials

1._ To provide in-class time for reading of
The Grapes of Wrath
2.

I.

To orient students to the geography of

Films, Inc. (24 min., b/w), includes cuttings
from the film version of the novel; (b) The
Dust Bowl, National Science (23 min., b/w);
(c) Life in the Thirties, NBC (52 min.:b/w).
2. Or filmstrip: Grapes of Wrath and the 1930s,
Educational Audio-Visual, 1972.

the novel.
Materials
0

1.

Class copies of The Grapes of Wrath.

2.

Handout 13: The Grapes of Wrath: From
Sallisaw, Oklahoma to Bakersfield, California.

Procoture

Procedure

I. Day 40 should be a review day of the Great

Depression. Using the chalkboard, develop
.a chronology of the 1930s, beginning with
the .1929 stock market crash, :1930 riots in
majkor cities over uneMployment insurance,
1931 miners' strikes, 1932 pledge Of FDR
for a New Deal, 1933 first 100 Days creation
of relief- organizations like CCC, NRS,

I. Use Day 38 for in-class reading of Thee
2.

Grapes of Wrath.
On Day 39, Taiscuss 'Handout 13, noting the
approximate route of the Joads on Highway
66 from the Oust Bowl of Oklahoma to the

'rich fields of California. Note McAlester,
Okla oma, where Tom Joad spent his prison

4,days Note: For some reason, Steinbeck's

TVA, AAA, 1934 shooting of John Dillinger,

California, is near the camp of .Tom Collins,
who bad been mentioned in the dedication.

tions west from Dust Bowl, 1938 Munich

1935 CIO labor union formed, 1936 FDRelected again, 1937 sit-down strikes, migra-

characters actually did not live in the Dust
Bowl section of Oklahoma. Bakersfield,

Pact with Hitler, 1939 war begins in Europe.
2. Day 41 should be used for some audio-visual

reinforcement of historical and novel back-

Suggestion

At this point or at various critical points in this
section, you may wish to increase student

interest by' noting the violent reaction to the
book. Examples. "The Reception of The Grapes

,of Wrath in Oklahoma" by Martin Staples
Shockley in Steinbeck and His Critics; Stein-

beck: A Life in Letters, 23 June 1939 and
editor's note about threats upon Steinbeck's life;
"Excuse It, Please" by Burton Rascoe in 1 May
1939 NewsOeek, which points 0,1.1t errors in
.

Faits: (a) The OkiesUktyoted Farmers,

the novel.

grounds.

mow

3. .Day 42 should allow students to return to

-

in-class readjng.
4. Day .43 should continue histotical reinforce-

ment. You may wish to use resource persons
such as Iiistory teachers or members of the
community who remember the Great
Deprewion. You may -wish to gather library
materials, especially those with good photot
graphs of the 1930s, for student inspection,
.e.g., Time-Life Fabulous Century volumes.
1930s artifacts such as old magazines,

Day.50

newspapers, or yearbooks also are useful.
Finally, phonograph records are espexially
valuable, such as Woody Guthrie's "Dust
Bowl Ballads:' which includes a song about

Tom Joad: Also: Hard Times An/ Oral
History of the Great Depression in
(1970) by Studs Terkel.

inerica
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Procedure

Days 46 and 47 are Defense Days, following

1.

the procedure outlined in the introduition.
Return all corrected papers at the end of
Day 47., Be sure to give .students the second
set of two papers'at the end of Day 46.
1. For the follow-up discussion on Day 48, you

may use the papers of other students, they.
Stuknt Model (Handout 12), or the dis,f)
cusskui of a critic such as Warren Rench's

DAYS 44-45: READING STEINBECK
MATERIAL AND PREPARING FOR
DEFENSE DAY

chapter, "End of a Dream," pp. 72-79,
in John Steinbeck.

Goals

3. On Day 49, distribute Handout

I. To provide time for students to read this
long novel.

discussed at this time.

2. To prepare for Defense Day on Paper III.
Materials

I. The Grapes of Wrath.
Copies of the Paper. III positions for De-

2.

fense Day.

DAY 50: DISCUSSING THE PULITiER PRIZE
AND THE THEORY OF THE PHALANX
Goals

I. To provide background information -on

Procedure
1.

Day 44 should be an in-class reading day.

2. Day 45: Hand out the first two Of Mice
and Men position papers for student reading
and annotation.

4 and

discuss positions for The Grapes of Wrath.
Handout 15, the Student Model may alsei,be

.

Steinbeck's winrfing the Pulitzer Prize.

2. To explain and ciscuss the "phalanx theory,"
which many critics feel is crucial in understanding The Grapes of Wrath, if not mauy
earlier works.
'Materials

DAYS 46-49: PARTICIPATING IN DEFENSE
DAYS AND FOLLOW-UP
Goals
I

.

To allow stCidents to defend, the positions

taken in Paper IIL
/. To discuss follow-up considerations.

I. You may wish to use W.J. Stuckey's The
Pulitzer Prize Novels, pp,. I 18-.121.
2.

Handout 16: John Steinbeck: The Influence
Of Ed Ricketts. You also may wish 'to refer
to important "phalanx" letters in Steinbeck:

A Life in Letters, pp. 74-82, written irr
1933.

3. To suggest topics for Paper IV, The Grapes
of Wrath
Materiais

I. Copies of papers for Defense Days on
Paper III.
Handout,14: suggestions for Paper IV.
3. Handout 15. Student Model for Paper IV.

Procedure
I. The publie and critical impact of Tortilla

Flat (1935) and Of Miceli& Men (1937) in

bath novel and *dramatic forms built a
foundation for interest in The 'Grapes of
Wrath. It became a best-seller. But it was an
angry book, and the Pulitzer Committee and

A
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sponsors were sensitive. Without much fanfare, they announcedeSteinbeck had won the
prize, especially for its epic sweep of social
history not for its strong language or social
Steinbeck was "pleased and
flattered" for his 1940 award.
At this point review
Pulitzer Prize. When Joseph Pulitzer died in
1911, he left a fortune of nearly $19 million
aniassed through his development of sensa-

4.

behave as individuals and in groups. Ricketts

encouraged Steinbeck to observe his characters in scientific manner, to see life as it is
and not how it should be. The Joads' movement westward is a phalanx, as is the movement of the Okies; the Californians who, as
a group, oppose the Okies but may relent as

criticism.

individuals, form a phalanx.
5.

tional journalism, owner of the St. Louis

It should be noted that Steinbeck seemed
to depart from strict scientific observation
when he suggests O.-at the Okie phalanx or

Post-Dispatch and the New York World, he
nevertheless felt his work to have integrity.
So in 1903 he convinced Columbia University to enhanee thefield of journalism by
establishing a school of journalism-and he
,

Steinbeck was interested in hov.; huma

other phalanxes of the poor will

revolt

against the society that abuses it. His preference for the governnient camps suggests
poralizing, i not political preference.
Ricketts liked Steinbeck's
close study of man and nature.

gave S 1 million for the project. Then, he was
persuaded to use halt' of another milliondollar gift for his pet project: annual cash

Nev er t h e le ss,

prizes for journalism and letters. Thus the
Pulitzer Prizes were established. An-advisory

board, was placed in charge of the $1000
prizes,' molu it ng the category of the best
novel: "A ually, for the American novel
published during the year'which shall best
present the wholesome atmosphere of
American life and the highest standard of
American manners and manhood, $1000"
(Stuckey, Tile Pulitzer Prize Novels, p. 6).
The prizes for novels began in 1917.

DAYS 51-53: C MPLETING PAPER IV;
RELATING TH ,NOVEL TO
CONTEMPORARY AMERICA
Gohls
I.

To provide tivie for students to complete

2.

To observe tow this novel has "classic"

Paper IV.

qualities whitL relate to modern America.

Through the years, the advisory board
wrestled with the problem of,the standards

for choosing a- winner, especially t,he prob- 4 Materials

...

1

lem of "wholesome," since many novels,
such as The Grapes of Wrath, Challeng#
American life. The president of Columbia

Filrn: The Great American Novel: The Grapes of
Wrath, BFA Educational Media (25 min., color).

University, Nicholas Murray Butler, was
unhappy with the Steinbeck novel and

Procedure

apprehensive. But the choice stood.
3. Using Handout 16, review what has been

,

about the influence of the. natural

Show film, The Great American Novel: The
Grape45 of Wrath, which compares the 1930s

sciences, Ed Ricketts, and Malory's version

Joads with a modern migrant family that

of King Arthur. Point o t how the novel

travels to Chicago. There is effective use of
lines from the Steinbeck novel to relate past
and present. The film may be shown any of
these three days.
At least two class periods should be given

said

1.

begins discussing a turtle ossmg the road
in Oklahoma. Some obse rs note that a

turtle is also a tortois9jAstudo, the same
word for the ancient Roman phalanx -a

close order advance of soldiers with, shiel4
locked overhead.

2.

for writing and prpofreading. Remind
.students that their papers are due Day 54.

Days 51-53

Final Suggestions
I

If the budget llows, or if a free copy is
available through local libraries, be sure to
view the classic 1940 John Ford film starring
Henry Fonda as Tom Joad. 129,minutes,
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2,. 7In tIttrse final days, the skill 'goals for this
1:iaper (special writing techniques) may be

discussed, such as use of the first person,
repetitions, and contrasting lengths of
sentences in the same paragraph.

4=,

CALIFORNIA

Bakersfield

PACIFIC
-OCEAN

S.

Hdndout 14

HANDOpT 14
SUGGESTIONS FOR PAPER IV: THE GRAPES OF WRATH (1939)

.

1. Why do various members of the Joad fathily drop out during the novel,
especially on the trip to California?
2. John Steinbeck once said, "The Joads pass through..a process:of the education of the heart." Position?
. 3, Is this book,,a. I 930s.propaganda novel about Okies, dated?
4. What is the iiwaning of "family" in this book?
.1.
5. Is Sieinbeck fair to all parties?Pick a side that you feel he has a bias for
4

or against.
6. What is the origin of the title. Is it a good title?
7 The Grapes of Wrath: A biblical novel? Can you illustrate this ideal.
8. What is the meaning of Ma? Is Steinbeck a male chauvinist? ;
9. Develop a symbol: the turtle, Muley, the automobile, character's names.

.*

What is the'most objectionable aspect of this novel?
.11. Why does the author use the interchapters that break up the Thad, story?
.12. What is the meaning of the weather?
13. What is-the meaning of the preacher? Is he a major character?
14, Is this book an attack on America? Is Steinbeck advocating socialism? Is
the governmelnt camp a symbol?
rs. Discuss the endingso vivid and controyersial.':
16. One critic said: The book is "a `stdry of the awakening of man'S conscience." Is it that? Whose conscience?,
17. Answer those critics who want to ban this book from high schgols.
the land, the American
1.8? What is the meaning of the lahd? Remember that
in
1939if
not now. ,..
"good earth" was so important to Americans
10.

.
So

2 65
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HANDOUT 15.
STUDENT MODEL FOR PAPER IV

6,

'lb

JIM CASY OF NAZARETH

by Charles Dorsey

If a man who was mUch the "same as Jesus Christ appeared in .modern time,

few peoPle weuld recognize him for what he had to offer.
so,

John Steinbeck

demonstrates,this lamentable themein his Pulitzer Prize nnvel, The Grapes
of Wrath.

In'this book, Steinbeck preseilts the chyacter of preacher Jim

Casy as a modern-day Jesus of Nazareth, and throughout the novel there are
strong parallelg to he drawn between the lives of thes1 two hely men.
The first.parallel is perhaps the most o'hvious.' Jim Casy and'1esus
have t'he same initials, and moreover, their respective finies both have three
syllables.

It is probable that Steinbeck.intended this to call first atten-

tion to what the character of Casy represents.

Of'greater' importance, though:are the similaritieS between Jir:Casy's

ideas and actions cotArning religion.and those,of Jesus Christ.

This is a

vital point because Christ is'best known as the founder of the Christian
faith, and to seriously compare CasY tO Christ requires that Casy share
similar views on religien.

Therefore1 it is important to no'te that both

men thought thi-ough the Christian dogma for themselves.. Christ had to exem4p-

lify his convictions, for he was the one,who originally established them.

In

the case'of preac,her Casy, he questioned the accepted religious values at a
time when it was copsidered slightly blasphemous to,do so.
to Tom Joad:

"I went off alone, an'

in me, on'y it ain't 'the same.

I sat and figured,.

Casy relates this-

The spirit's strong

I ain't so sure of a lot of things."

1

Hanqout 15

2

Secondly, both Casy and Christ spent long periods of isolation in the
wilderness for the purpose of resting and examining their religious beliefs.
;

In the Bible, it is related that the Ho4 Spirit commanded Jesus to spend
forti days.and nights1 in the wilderness

When Casy says grace fo; the Joad

family, he explains that he dip the same as Jesus:

rI got tired like Him,

an'

I got mixed up like Him; ao' I went into the wilderness like Him .

An'

I got thinkin' how we was holy when we was one thing,

.

.

an' mankin' was

In this passage, Steinbeck makes the relation-

holy when it was one thing."

ship between Casy and Christ obvious.
Next, there is a parallel between, the two men's/religiously bmsed.re-

After.Jesus converted and protected Mary Ma0alene,

lationship with women.

there are suggestions that the-pair becomes, inpimate in a

I

4

non-sexual fashion.

Jim Casy glso had relationships pith women after int.roducing them 'to religio
Casy confesses to Tom:

".

.

An' then-

some I'd baptize to bring 'em to.
,

l'd take one of them girls out in the grass, an' I'd

you know what I'd-do?
lay.with hex."

.

This is one of 'the more obscure;similrities between the/two
/

/

,I,theologians, but it indicates the depth of the Steinbeck symbolism.

4sus

Lastly, both Christ and Casy have informal preaching methqds.

spread his teachihg-by telling parables to any crowd, large or small.

In

The Crapes of'Wrath, the reader learns'that Casy would baptize pe ple in
irrigation ditches during unstructured meetings, preach sermons /In a barn,
oft

,and not take in regul4r collections.
Another imlioitant parallel is that Jim Casy, like Jesus Christ, was an

advocate of an oppressed people:

In the novel, the land owners can be com-

pared to the Romans who bccupied Israel during the lifetiMe of Jesus.
e

Both

,

land owners and Romans were evil oppressers of the OkieS,and the Jews.
0

Through his reli&ion, Christ offered home and solace tb nany Jews who were
-

stuggling with Roman totalitarianism and heavy taxeS.

And fn his own way,
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Casy tried VD aid the Okies against the land owner totalitSrianism with his
ideas of
worker-unity and.with his willImgness to spread these ideas.
0

Casy

describes his role"to, Tom, "Them cops been sayin' how they gonna tAtat the
,Ss-, ,

oata as an' run us outa the country.

They figger I'm a leader 'cause

/

I talk aci mum1 "

Clearly Jim' Casy has regard for 'the'welfare ca'the Okies

that goes_ beyond concern for his personal well being, much like JesnA) altru-

ism for,his fellow man.

The character of Tom Joad is significant in this analogy of Chrigt 'and
,

7

Jim Casy
because
he,dan be,&onsidered a modern Peter Simon. ,Peter ,was Jesus'
.
-

good,triend and diacipje,'once described by Christ as t;aving rocleAke'
solidi:ty:- Tom is a good friend of Jim Casy, a solid friend who carefullri:
listens to'Casy's idea§.

Yet_Tom left Casy toace the police alone in-lhe_

Rooverville,,rather than standing up for what he tilought was rightoThis is
much Ake Peter who denied that he knew Christ,after he was arrested.
Perhaps the most important parallels between Jim Casy and Jesus Orist,'1,
arethose relating to the circumstances surrounding their deaths.
here that Sselnbeck, makes the m

It is

t conclusive connection between the;tWO.'md. "

First, both Casy and Jesus we e martyrs for their,causes.

Seaas 'WS

.

1

iaersecuted by the local Romart govern ent because he was preaching:tenets to
c.

the coMmon peoPle,that were'against
was 4xactIy ihe same with Casy, who t
.

against ttegrowers.

he interests, of the ruling class.

It

ed to'organize the exploited workers'

Both mendidtrying to further heir cause.

Jesus'

,

did not stop his activitieb with his,disciplew to escape arrest;' Casy

4

,

..pounded'his idtas with' his friends just before he As caught and killed.
nt

0

Secofidly, neither man tried to renounce his beliefs in an effort to
4
i
pave"hitaiself.
Jesu's had mady opp'örtunities to do so, but instead went to

,

,
.

the cross 'showing his,faithin the things-he said.

Stopped by a grower's

guard, Casy could'have sWorn that he wasn't a labor organizer, but instead
1

0,

:

A ,

s

.o

V

a.
.V
'.#
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-

he died appealing to the 'humanity of the guards.

He said, "List%

You're helpin' to starve kids":"-

Lastly, both Casy and Christ weie killed by hired-troops,.of thvoppres.

Roman soldier

sorsr,

4

44

nailed Christ to a wooden cross and thus killed him.

A hired thug swung a picklpandle at*Casy,, killing the preachpr with a blow
to, the head,

4

'

Before each man died-, their last words form a final Orrallel.
aa.

As the soldiers nailed Christ to the cross, he cried out,'"Father, forgive
And the last thing Jim Casy said be,

thetwfor they know not what they do."
fgre the pick Andld*ended his 1

"You don' know wiiiat yoh're a-doin'."

e was:

4

o

If.a manwho wasmuch the same as.Jesup Christ appeared during the Okie

'

'

migration to California in the 1930s, his passing would go annoviceeadong
the cruel'intdManity and human suffering that prevaild.

This ls what John
IP

.

4

Steinbeck demonstrated so vividly kith the chafacter of 3im Casy in The
Grapes of Wrath:

Instructor's Comments
rr.

4

Strengths:

'1.

This student.took the s-uggestion of Biblical symbolism and

narrowed it tote con?inciag position. 'With a debator's mind, he lays
'out each compaiison with fact, 'quotation, and comparison.
a good one.

The title is

The positIon is reIreshing for thpse of us concerned with'

critics who wish to ban such a sensitive and compassionate novel.

k

t
2.

Weaknesses:

The debater's points, which having logic, also have a cer-

tain heaviness.
,Christ and Casy .

In'fact, near the middle of the Paper ("Lanly, bOth
.

."), one feels the,. conclusion is at hand, when in.

fact, more:pointip are to bp,made:

Alsci, some students of the Bible might

4

find suCh parallels as Sesug/Mary Magdalene and Casy and his sexual en'

counter's to blcmore thim "obscure."

Yet, while a certain wordiness and
.

'
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A

5

repetition prevails (though the repetition of tht first and last lines
of the papet is an interesting stylilstic device), the paper's success

must be,seen in comparing A novel of over,600 pages with the Bible.
6

'.

H';*

4

r
2

Ar

.4

Handout 16
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HANDOUT 16 2'
'JOH N STEINBECK: THE INFLUENCEOF tD RICKETTS

Ed Rickettsbiologist, friend of Steinbeck, and "Doc" (in "The Snake" and
Cannery. Row), owned laboratory at Monterey; coauthor of Sea of Cortez: A
Leisurelyfournal-of Travel and Research (Pacific Biolggical Laboratories)

,

Ideas and Theories Of Ricketts,
I

.

Show every rgader hovvtthin the line is betiveen one'iown.animal and
human natu(e. Aspirations grow ot.r&of human Mental processes, but
failures often.stem fronianimalistic reflexes.

1. A good writer must be "a scientist of the imagination"a good writer
must tell ljes but only to gain a reader's attention. Once the writer has
tht`reader's attention, he or she must put together evidencethfough the
thoughts and actions of the charactersthat will lead the,readei to accept
the inescapable truths of the human condition an'd the truth about himor herself.
3. One 9f humanity's greatest deficiencies as a species is'the inatiility to adapt
to a changing environment. (Note: Ricketts suggested that Robert Burns
poem for the title of Of Mice and Men.)
4. Ricketts was opposed to "teleologica0 or moralApproaches'to life; he felt
they were useless because they cohcerned themielyes with what should be,
could be, or might be- instead of with What actually is: The teleological

'outlookthe need to find a purpose and explanationfor everythingled'to
the 'destructive ctmpulsion to make things in nature,conform to society's

'Conceptions oit what they ought to 4e, which in turn led,to war, injustice,
inequality.
a. Ricicetts thought "nonteleological" thinking more useful.
.b. If p?ople would observe what is, they would create a.sane and . , .
integrated society.
c/ He thought The Grapes of Wrath too mordOet.tfe'lflied Steinbeck's
detached examination of the Joads,,as well as his descriptions of the
forces of nature.
P
them in
5. Grodps are separate aad distinct from the individuals that compose
land
distinct
from
the
bodily
cells
the same way as indivjduals are separate
and
of Which they are constituted. The group is at once dependent on
'independent of its individuals, just as the individual is at once dependent on
and independent of the body's cells. The independence of the group evinces
itself in its collective naturethat is, the nature of the gioup is tlistinctfand
separate from the hature of any of its ihembers. People do not exercise
their own'ordinary natures but behave on the basis of the group natdre, a
separate and distinct mechahism. This separate nature of the group or ",the
phalanx" gives the groupits transcendent* power.
4

°

I
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PAPER V:''A PliOFILE OF

JOHNSTEINBEtK
DAY 54-66
0
a.

required nonfictional 'material for the Profile

DAY 541,,REVIEWING THE STEIN.BECK
BIOGRAPHY AND INTRODUCING THE

PROFILE PAPER

Paper. Also -remind them that this is not a
biographical sketch; it is a sinVe position

Goals

Eefore considering the suggestions for' this

paper.

AY

paper; review the, life of Steinbeck with

I. To retiew the, Steinb -k Nography in broad
ou-thne and' in. four divisions.

Ifandout 17. Note the four divisions. Refer,ence also may be made to Steinbeck chrono-

,

To orient stutients to Paper V. a -profile

2.

logies in this gandbook. Students should
note that we 'have largely been examining
material from the first two divisions. Then
Steinbeck left California and his fiist wife

of John Steinbeck.
Materials

,went to New YorIcremarried, and became a
father of two sons. His reputation was now;
established. Still interested in California
material, he would write books like Edst of
Eden. But he also would pursue new subjects

1.. Handout 17: Four. Divisions of John Steinbeck's_Life.

).

,

Assemble :a dlass library of biogr,aphical
aild autobiographical materials (see I311)

hogra phy).
3. Handout 18: Suggestion fo'r PaPer V.

his own King Arthur.. book, France, New
England,, Russia., And while 4 would win
the Nobel Prize, some critics- would claim
that ,he pad 'Post his touch. His personal*
problerns especially his marital troubles
with dwen, Would resolve themselves in a
happy marriage to Elaine.. Fina4, Steinbeck
continued to work on films and plays, write
niany letters, work with carpentry,' travel,
Avith his dog, and keep an eye, on controversy, such as the Wiet Nam. War..His son
John was'involyed in that war; scsme stuSeats might wish to pursue this topic and
read his son'S', book, In Touch (Knopf,

Asgignmen t
I

.

Ask students to note the DUE , date for
paper V on the S'chedule,. Day 67.

.2.- Paper V should be based on, the reading of
nonfictional ma.terials aboUt or by Steinbeck. These 'pages (suggestiori: at,teast fifty
pages),..irCay be taken from a single source or

fon1 'several sources. A bibliography and
tnotes are required;these documeetation
skills will be reviewed or taught during .
this section.
2

Pi-oCedure

I. GiVe students time at the beginning of t he

Apr2.

period to proofread Paper IV, (The Grapes of
Wrath ). Then collect those papers..

In expjaining the assignment,. remind ttudents that theY may..usethe fiaional writings
of Steibbeck - preViously, read in class but

that this material must also reinforce t he

1969).

,

4.

Distribute Handout 18 (Suggestions for
Paper V) for previewing now , and, for reference later:,

'

5: Encourage students td examine the clasS

collection of Steilibeck materials and to
seek out materials in libraries. you may
wish to distribute copies of portions of the
Bibliography.

You also

should

reminli

students that thereis no scholarly biography
273
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A

of John Steinbecle, slich as the one Carlos

Suggestion

Baker Nrote of Ernest Hemingway. The
tliree best books. (I ) the colletted letters
(Steinbeck. A Life in iketters), edited by

You may' wish to consider a slide or slide/tape
presentation developed locally, by you or the
A-V department. Using photographs from books
(e.g., Nelson Valjean's biography), magazines
(e.g", Xlational Geographia 4,on California); as
well as' book covers of SteInbeck works, you
could' 'produce an inApensive and permanent
resource. Also check. if sfuaents have any slides

John's third Wife Elaine and friend Robert
Wallsten, (2) John. Steinbeck, The Errant
Knight by friend' Nelson._ Valjean; (3) TheIntricate Music: A. Biography of fJohn
Steinbeck- by Thomas Kiefnan, an aditirer
who once met the author.
.

'

of subject matter that might be useful. This
program cbuld be a seminar project. Finally,

Additional Suggestions
1.

you may wish to make a photocopy of pictureg

of Stein4eck's final hothes at New York .and

You may wish to make copies (see Appendix

Sag Harbor, Long Island.

E) of SteinNck's note written to friends on
their copy of Travels with Charley.
2.

A

The seminar May wish to contact resOurce
persons through, for', example, the Bell

DANi 56-59: READING AND RESEARCH;
LOCATING AND SHARING,A STEINBECK

Telephone leased phone system (see Appendix C). Those ,who kilew Steinbeck or
know much about him, such as ,college

ANECDOTE
t.

Goals

professors or even biographers,
may be willing to be interviewed by seminar
members.

S.

.

English

1.

To help students. locate interesting 6iographical infOrmation about Steinbeck.

2.- To kovkle a range of anecdotal Material
that will Help students chooseltiographical

DAY 55: REVIEWING THE STEINBECIC
BIOGRAPHY W.ITH. AUDIO-VISUAL
MATERIALS

focus for Paper V.
Materials

9

Goals
1

.

2.

4

To revieiv Steinbeck's Ii

works.

To stimulate° reading an

earch about

library, supplemented
research.

by

student

1.

Class

2.

Six anecdotes fbr the Steinbeck Bioaphy
(see Appendix D)..

Steinbeck.

Assignment
Mateilials
1.

Instructors are encouraged to examine bibliography suggestions, noting which ones are

Alsk

each student to find one concrete

anecdote ai;out John' Steinbeck to share
with the class. -If yoli have ,a problem with

availa,ble locally. Fgr example, you may wish to

use the filmstrip-tape. John Steinbeck in ,The

materials, divide the class into pairs with
'each pair relating an anecdote. (See six

Ame?can Experience in Literature, Five Modern
Novelists,' available from the Encyclopaedia
Britannica Educational Corporation.

2. Anecdote Day or Days, 58 and/opr 59, should

anecdotes in Appendix D.)

help 'trigger a position. A sinkle anecdote
may be used to define a pOsition or several

*

Procedure

anecdotes along a similar line may suggest a
tactic. Encourage -;students to . ust each
other's anecdotes 'and to share source

Show audio-visual matrials and relate them to
chronclogy/divisions Handouts.

-materials,

u
A

41

bays 60-63

O. A letter to son Thom abqut love: A Life
in Letters, pp. 600-601.

Procedure
1.

Days 56-57 are reading and research days.
Anirounce the Anecdote assignment on
'Day 56.

4

On Day 58. (or 58-59) ask students to tell
their anecdotes and let the seminar respond
to each one. While sOrne students may be
capable of independent research in finding

DAYS 60-63: PREPARING FOR AND
PARTICIPATING IN DEFENSE, DAY AND

these anecdotes', others may reqUire a more
directed approach, using the AppendiX
suggestions!" The, following suggestions will
simplify the assignment and help ensure th'at

Goal

FOLLOW-UP

how a position becomes warranted throug clear
argumentation and adequate docuinentation

4

all -students find interesting "slice-of-life"

a. A college student and later biographer

Mkeria4

, meets, John Steinbeck: Thomas Kiernan,

I. Copies of Handout ,19: Student Model for
Paper V.
2. Copies of papers chosen'for D.efense Days.

The Thtrieate Music .A Biography of
Jolin Steinbeck, pp.
b.° A black high schoO1 classmate remem',bers John: Kiernan, Ibid., pp. 29-32.
c., The influence of a college teacher:

3/ Corrected papers on The Grapes of Wrath to

.,return at the end of Defense . Days,
on
,
Day 63.

Ki'ernan, Ibid., pp, 9.0-9S.
a.

The boy gets a pony: Nelson Valjean,'
John Steinbeck. The Errant 'Knight,

4,

Procedure

pp. 35-36.
e. A high school sitident is "sick": Valjean;
g.

I.

p. 40.
John pulls a college prank: Valjean,
,
Ibid., pp. 85-86.
John, Ed Ricketts; and the origin of "The
Snake": Valjean, Ibid., pp. 152-153.

noting and bibliography that covers the
stylebook form thaf 'you wish,for each, as
well as the-problems of plagiarism and when
to footnote indirect and direct quotations.
2%. At the end of Day 60, give all students the

Ricketts" in- Steinbeck's The Log from
the Sea of Corte, pp. vii-xiii.
His dog eats Of Mice and Men: Elaine

copiei of Pallp IV (The Grapes of Wrath )

for Defense bay. Remind them that the

Steinbeck and Robert Wallsten, eds.

-second set will be given out on Day 61 and
that all corrected papers will be returned at
the end of Day 62.

Steinbetk: A Life in Letters, pp. 124125 [Penguin edition, here and below] .
J. Steinbeck agonizes' over the cOndition of
migrants: A Life in Letters, pp. 161-162.
`1. Steinbeck writes an ang6 letter to a man

3.

Follow Hefense Da)/ procedures outlined

-

4.

Use the follow-up Day 63 to discuss papers

4

critic's point of view, forexample, "Chçistian

of other students, to evaluate the student
model (Handout 15), , or' to consider a

Symbolism in The Grapes of Wrath" by
Martin Staples Shockley in Steinbeck and
His Critics, edited by E. W. TedloCk, Jr.
-and C. V. Wicker, pp. 266-271.

.
.4 I

,
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4

4,

S.

N

44

earlier. Return all papers on D'ay 62.

who Wants to knoviif he is Jewish: A.
Life in Letters, pp. 203-204.
John, sees his name in the clouds: A Life
1.
in Letters, p:285.
m. Steinbeck stamps 'hg letters with a' flying
pig: A Life in Letters, p. 26.
n. Steinbeck at-i4 his love of ea?thy stories:
A Life in Letters, pp.-514-515.

You may wish to use Handout 19, the
student model 'of a Profile, especially to
remind students of doeumentation. During
Day 60,, there should bea discussion- of fciot-

John meets Ed Ricketts: "About Ed
i.

Ast

To help students refine their understanding. of

anecdotes.

c.

275

1

4

5.
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DAYS 64-66: COMPLETING PAPER V;
WATCHING A STEINBECK FILM

Procedure

Days 64 and 65 are final.days for research,

I

writing, revision, and proofreading.

Goals
1

Day 66 can .be used for showing America
and Americans, which is based on Steinbeck's 1965 nonfiction book. Steinbeck

To give students time to write, revise,, and
proofread the Profile Paper.

2.

To see a film of a Steinbeck book, narrated
by`the author.

Materials

-yN

Film: America and Americans. McGrot-Hill,

aPpears in the film and narrates it. This film,
mkkes a nice transition between this profile
sectioriand the Paper VI choice paper.
3.
.

Remind students that -Paper V is due on
Day 67.

1968 (52 mM., color).

5.4

.1"

?

,
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HANDOUT 17
FOUR DIVISIONS OF JOHN STEINBECK'S LIFE

The Aspiring Californian, 1902-1934
A. California-born: A big, beautiful land, a last frontier, the new El Dorado
1. A land of history:Spanish settlers, Gold Rush, migrants, minorities
2. A land of writers, such as Frank Norris, Upton Sinclair,Robinson
Jeffers. Ambrose Bierce
3. Salinas. a rvgional agricultural center
B.

Relatives .
His Grossstembeck grandfarherAeft Germany, married Massacflusetts girl, served in Civil War as Ponfederate, moved from Florida
4 to Massachusetts, to California in 1874
2. His maternal Hamilton grandfather: came-from Ireland to Califorma in 1851, followed 'by wife
His father, John Ernst II: managed flour mill, ran grain and feed
3
store, served as treasurer of Monterey County
4. His mother, Olive: taught'school for a time in places like Big.Sur
1

-

5. Three sisters, two older, one younger
His Education
I. Nature: farms, mountains, ranches, hOrses, birds, fish
2. Books: Malory'sMorte d'Arthur, Bible, Milton, George Eliot, _'
Flaubert, Tho.mas Hardy, Dostoevski
3.. High School: Salinas, president of, senior class, editor,of class year,
book, drama society and science club:,Stanford University, irregular
attendance, English club, published in Spectator, inspired by
writing teachers
Jobs: ranches, railroid gabg, sugar beet factoiy, later New:York's
Madison Square Garden building as manual laborer
In
l
9..-s5: trip to New York, works for the Americart, 600k of short
D.
stories rejected,' comes back etS work on novels, caretaker of lodge near
Lake Tahoe

C.

.

E. Cup of gold, 1929: 1533 coillies sold

Depression folds publishing houses interested in The Pastures of
Heaven, which sold for $400.
G. First wife: Carol Hemming, a San Jose girl witb horn he elopes to Los
Angeles; they settle in Pacgic Grove, live in cottagelirovided by his
father, along with $25 a month
H. Influence: meetingEd Ricketts, proprietor of a biological supply lab
in Monterey,
1933: moves to Los Angeles and back to Monterey
I.
J. 1934: dliTicult times, except for money from The Red Pony and 0.
' Henry Prize for "The Murder",
II. The California Celebrity', 1'935-1943,
A. Tortilla Flat and Success: Chicago bookmalen Abrahamson tells
Pascal Covici about Steinbeck's talent; Covici publishes book;
Hollywood, gives $4000 to Steinbeck, now living on $35 a month
B. New home in Los Gatos; 1 936 a busy year with controversiat
Dubious Battle
C. Steinbeckin demand by magazines, like &quire; San Francisco.paper
commisions a series on migrants
F.

-
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'b. 1937 Of Mke and Men: 75,000 copies sold by Book-of-the-Month
Club; play a hit, and.film rights go for $300,000; dinners in New York,
tours al)road
E. 1939 Grapes of Wrath: based on research and living with-migrants;
another hit-500,000 sold in 1st edition; Pulitzer; film sold
F. 1942 Divorce: $220,000 settlement; gives $1000 Pulitzermoney to
help a Monterey writerwith career; meets .FDR
G. World Wain: works on propaganda war pieces, then shifts to California
fiction, Cannery Row
III. The New Yorker, 1943-1960
.
A. Marries GWendolyn Conga in Nevt/ Orleans (1943); 1945 home in Aew
York City., East 78th Street brownstones
B.

Children: John; Jitnd Thom-protected from public eye

1945-considered for Nobel Prize, as books still popular, book chit)
selections
D. Travels to Russia, recognized by American Academy of Arts and
J.etters, Hollywood contacts with Viva Zapata.
C.

47

E. With failure of plays in 1950s and poor critical reception.of East of.
.
Eden, Stpinbeck at low point; divorce,-loss of children
Begins research on dream book about King Arthur; moves to Sag
Harbor/home
G. Marries third wife, Elaine Scott, former wife of film star Zachery Scott;
'they go to Somerset, England to pursue Maim/ book I.& a year,
consulting scholars; happy marriage IV. The Nobel Winnercand Decline, 1961-1968
A, Travels with.poodle Charley throughAmerica to rediscover his land
B. The.Winter of Our Dhcontunt chosen for Book-of-the-Month Club and
karts movement toward Nobel Prize
C. 1961:. ten months* traveling abroad with familby:
D. 1962: Nobel Prizeand fear of what it will do- to his career
E. 1963-1965: "I'm not-the young Writer of promise any more";

little
-writing, cultural, trips, interesi in politics
F. Illnesses and operations, a final trip to Viet Nam; realizes that his` great
Malory dream book iS,not to be accomplished; stays at Sag Harbor,
working in his special writing house; a series of heartattacks ends
writing: "my fingers have avoided the pencil as though it were an old
and poisoned tool"

Handout 18

HANDOUT 18 '
SUGGESTIONS FOR PAPER V: THE PROFILE PAPER

Joshn Steinbeck loved,dogs and used them in lus fiction. Why?
/. Develop a pc:ition aboUt Steinbeck's.concern for privacy.,
wives, one of his sons.
3. Study Sieinbeck's relationship with one of his
realIy mean?
4. What does his lifelong pursuit of the King Arthur material
dedications of his books?
5. What theory can you develop by examining tile
friendship with Ed Ricketts in terms of a position.
F.

6. Examine Steinbeck's
7. What was his religion, his philosophy of life?
hint?
S. Who were*Steinbeck's "teachers"the ones who molded

,

the working classes, though he came
9, Stembeck had great sympathy with
from the middle class. Why?
letters?Select a letter
10.1 Study Steinbeek's letters. Why did he write so many
that gimes us insight into the man.
\?".7Why
was
he
such
a
good
friend of Steinbeck?
1 I. Who was Pascal Covici?
life: his family, his home town, high
12. Concentrate on one aspect of his
.
school, college.
What
is a Californian?
Is
Steinbeck
a
Californian?
13.
14. Wliat was his attitude toward America and Americans?
15. Reflect on his interests: the sea, carpentry, biology.

16. Why was Steinbeck so interested in freaks such aslennie?
ConCentrate on
17. Do some research on how he reacted to prizes and success.
, ,
.
onk prize, such as the Nobel or the Pulitzer.
his life and ..,
.18: WaJ Steinbeck an autobiographical writer? Use,examples-of
e
fic ion to illustrate your positiOn..,

4
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HANDOUT 19
STUDENT MODEL FOR PAPER V

A, MAN OF TRUTH

'by Cathy Freeman
'a

Half of the ceil units of my mothWis.bodyhave rebelled.
Neithen has died, bin the"revolution has changed her functiods
She, as a:human unit, is deterred from functioning as
she ordinarily aid by,a schism of A number of.hercelli. (Stein-t
.

.

.

4'

.

beck and Wallsten, 1975,*,p. 76)

-..'

'

John Seeinbeck
John Steinbecliii.a scientific man, saw the deteriorating cell units of

his mother as readfly as-her withering appearance.

-

Steinbeck was 4 man of
.

truth and looked for its presence ev.erywhere

As fie studled.with his good

friend and biologist, Ed Ricke. tt-e, he became interested withEthe

non-

.

tqleological approach to kije.

It was a concept that 'cbuld not please eveFy-

one because it concerns itself with what "is" in contrast to what "could be"
or "might be."

As one can,see from the aboye quotation, Steinbeck's approach to death
14.

was from theirealist's viewpoint, thus maintaining his non-teleological stAe
of mind.

He did mot allow for ttie euphemism Eco ease the pairi when illness,or

This An be,seen not onlx in his letters' bat also in
t
mady of'his major worke.
death wasl'imminent.

4,"

.

While attending Stanford University, Steinbeckspenp much of hie time
studying b1ology.

His interest in'science is not surprising to any of his

avid readers, for they almose'immediately pick up-his awareness and continual
Involvethent in nature.

In his work, Stefnbeck stressed thdt nature is re44

lentless.

'4.

"

Nature, especially in the course of dying, nintain

pathetic'role..,

its. unsym-

4
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2

,

In The Red Pony, Steinbeck portrayed the brutaldty of nature.

As the

vultu'tes'closed in On the dead pony, Steinbeck described in sickening detail
the, birds who tore the'flesh from the

still '7;arra carcass:

"The first buzzard

t,

sat on.the ponyis head and its beak had just risen dripping with dark eye.
.

.

'.
.

Although this seems gruelge, Steinbeck

fluid" (Steinb ck, 1945, p. 34-35).

was marely,rev aling a puth:
strpng must eak to survive.

nature has no sympathy for the weak; and the
He was afmost as crude when he described his

.

mother'Ss a m ss of dyitg,cells; he was obviouSly aware, that his mother had
become a memb r of the weak.

Nature would'eventually wia'out ovet medicine,

The similarities between his mother and the

s course.

and.death wo

It iginceresting to note that it was during the time,

red potty are

triking.

of his mothe

s illness that Steinbeck wrote The Red Pony.

(-

seen through he Red Pony, John Steinbeck dealt with 'death

As can
candidly,

Btg that is not to say he was ignorant to the ways many human
.

the situation,.

beings handl
nA

He recognized how fleath is continually a matter

, both avoided and denied by most people.

The ceeling of denial was exetpli-

.

.

4

fied by the,death of Rose of Sharon's baby in The grapes of Wrath.

She pointed to the corner of the car where,the-apple box was.
Jus' cause trouble and sorra.
"That ain't doin/ no good.
gouldn' you fellas kinda--take it out an' bury it?" (Stein-

o

a
"I7

-.P

beck, 1939, tp. 493)

*

'

The baby's death caused much'grief forNthe membeis of the family.

diSposal of the child'was strongly desir ed,
the/pooner .they could forget it.

ye,.

The

for tlie sooner it was disposed,

The death of ble child w

eaUy a Subject

avoided in hopes it would seen be erased from their thoughts.
Even Steinbeck, seemingly a maW.Of tough nature, was not immune t'o this
o

desire to forget.

The illness and eventual death of his mothen baused-him

great deal of 'pain and unhappiness.
,

,o

.
1

0

,
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. t-

.

.

-

"Two things I really want and I 'can' t have eithei of, them and
they.are bath negative. I want to 'forget my toothex lyinis-fol: .
a year with .a frightful question in her eyes and I want to vs,,

10.

.

.

forget and lose the pain in my heart'that is et), father."
(Steinbeck and Wallsten, .I975, p. 93).

.

.

.

One might say that Steinbeck wa caught between his degre. to forget and
.

e \.

i.11

c

,

.

.

c

his desire to accept unpleasant
and often traumatic occuirences., .l.lth'ough
,

,

he felt it best to always concern himself with. what.] "is," his <human 'character-

6

-

isties woUld,never free him from at least a trace of longing'for, what "could
be." Basically, though, SleinbeClqwas a man of acceptance. Inccounplefs

Oituations he revealed his ability to live mutually with thtrlth. ..In`fact,

9

.

.

Steinbeck 'Anis
otten so brusque that he ,almost seeMed insensit e, ..
In spenk.
1,

ing about
his mother, he said:,
. -

.

.

0

,

-.

4

'

.

'' is
"Mother ' s ,mind aets farther and farther ftoin its base., ,She
pretty much _surrounded bLdead- relatives now.," (eteinbeek and

.Wallsten, 1975, p. 85)

.
,

-

'

.

4.

,

Another interesting example occurred when he spoke ab'Out the illnesses of
his morher and father as capua'lly 4.9 he did hls own work.

0. I

1

..

"My father collapsed a week ago under the six montlfs strain
and very nearly landed in the saute position as my Inother. It
was very close. ParadoXically, I have started another "...release

.0

and Wallaten,- 1975,

(Tortilla Flat), and it is going iike wildfire." (Steinbeck
88)

Apparently, SteinbecIt felt the acceptance ot d ath extremely important. . In
.

-

The Gralies of Wrath, le,again stressed ttis p int through Sairy's acceptince
of her own SeNth

,

"I want to go. I knewecl I wouldn live to the other side',
but 0he'd,be acrost anyway's.. . . Ln Just pain covered with
skin. I know what it is, "but I on' t tell him. . .*Ne

wouldn' know what to do anyway

Maybe in the nisht, wheh
*
he's a-s,leeihn--when he waked up, -it won'rbe so bad."' (Steinbeck, 1939, p. 240)
'
z

Steinberk desoribed' Sairy favorably.* She accepted her fate and did noe

dwell on selfrity, something that he dislikdd greltly.

o''

e'

6

1.

.
,
*)

,
v

*

Or

;
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Maintaining a

So Steinbeck appeara to have been a very strong man.

scientifiC outlook, he managed 'to'see only the trutht.Which is, in

'

At

'

gravest of circumstances, death. But.one can:t help question the sincerity

Was'Steinbec1 reallithat strong?

oe phis image.

Or, being the independedt

4

man he%Was, was he merely

'af

id to reveal weakness?

,"Lastly, IAo not find illness an eminence, and I do not understand how people can use it to draw attention to themselves
since the attention they draw is nearly always reluctantly
I dislike helplessness in
. given and unpleasantly carried out.
other people and in myself, andlthis is by far my-greatest fear
of illness." (Steinbecg and Wallsten, 1975, p. 857).

.
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Instructor's Comments

1.

Strengths:

The 1.4iter has tackled a strong position that obviously dis-

turbs her: if not all of us.

She knovs her Ricketts and her sources,

both fictional and nonfictional.

While she may not approve of Stein-

beck's "truth," she establishes her position with the introductory quotation.

The tone of,her paper parallels the theme.

Her documentation

is exemplary.
2.

Weaknesses:

Perhaps the backgrounds on the quotations and the characters

could be morp clarified in context of the stdries and biography.

One

wonders if Steinbeck's theory was formed around the time of his mother's ,
death.

Also the writer needs to reconsider active vs. passive voice in

A

2 SJ
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the,paragraph about the death of Rose of Sharon's baby.

Finally, one

must be cautious about unsupported claims ("In countless situations

A

.

tea

PAPER VI: PAPER OF CHOICE
DAYS 67-80

Books: Fiction

DAY 67: CONSIDERING READING CHOICES
FOR PAPER VI

Cup of Gold: A Life of Henry Morgan,
Buccaneer (1929): A tale which traces the
life of Henry Morgan ? from his boyhood in
Wales to his death as lieutenant 'governor

G9ls
I.

To suggest topics for Paper VI, the paper

of Jamaica.

of choice.
2.

To note writing problems special to this
paper.

,

Materials
I.

A class library of books for Paper VI,

including The Portable Steinbeck.
Handout 20: Suggestions fOr Paper VI.
3. Handout 2,1: Student Model for Paper VI.
2.

In Dubious Battle (1936). A controversial
novel abouf a strike in the fruit country of
California, as seen through the eyes of a
radical labor sympathizer.

The Moon Is Down (1942). A short novel,
written during 'World War II to encourage
the resistance against the Nazi occupation,
which is set in, a small unnamed (though
suggests Norway) mining town occupied
by an unidentified army.

Assignm en t

I.

Ask students to note the DUE date for the

2.

sixth paper on the Schedule, Day 81,
Remind students that the defenses of Paper
V (The Profile Paper) will begin on Day 72.

Procedure
1..

Spend the, first few minutes of the period
asking students to make a final proofreading'
of Paper V, The Profile. Then collect these
papers.

2.

This time students may select any book (or
story, if time is pressing), that has not been
studied `in class. Assess the time remaining
and reading skills of individual students in
suggesting whether a student should read

another book or short selections in The
Portable Steinbeck.
3. Briefly reviev* the foIlowing materials,
giving plot summaries. (Note: You may wish
to hold to chronology and only allow books
after The Grapes of Wrath.)
fo.

Cannery Row (1945). Steinbeck takes the
reader to the row of shacks along the Monterey shoreline in California; the characters
and atmosphere remind us of Tortilla Flat
and Ed Ricketts.

-

, . The Pearl (1947). A short novel about a
Mexican . fisherman whO discovers a large
pearl , and
parable.
Eae

then pays the price for. ita

Wayward Bus (1947). A group of

r

strangers are itranded overnight at a roadside
gas station and lunchroom in California.

st of\Eden (1952). This is a long novel,
only, for the gifted reader. It is the story of
merican families (obviously related to
eck). The 'Trasks and the Hamiltons.
The major focus is thg Salinas area around
the turn of the century and extending
through World War II.
two
Stei

,Sweet Thursday (1954). This is Cannery
Row II, comic and bawdy, after World
War II.

Steinbeck Seminar: Paper VI
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The. Short Reign of Pippin IV (1957). The
critics were not impressed. But you may like
this satire, the story of a modern descendent
of Charlemagne who tries to revive monarchy
in modern France.

The Winter of Our Discontent (1961). A
New England setting, the last novel, around

2. To prepare for Defense Day on Paper V.
Materials
1. Class library and The Portable Steinbeck:
2. Copies of the profile papers chosen for
Defense Days.

the time of the Nobel Prize. Steinbeck's
story

revolves around his concern

that

American society corrupts even the most
virtuous of men, even one whose roots go

Procedure

Days 68-70 give students time to. read the

1.

book or story of their choice and the in-

deep into the New England past.

structor time to correct the profile papers.

Books': Nonfiction
Travels with Charle. y: In Search of America

2. On Day 71, hand out the profile papers to
be used on, the first Defense Day, Day 72.

(1962). Steinbeck and his French poodle

Students may continue reading or study the
two profile papers.

travel across America and back in Rocinante
(the idealistic Don Quixote's horsel, his
truck-trailer.
America and Americans (1966). -§teinbeck
(with photographs of America) considers the
beauty and character of his native land.
Stories
"The 'Murder" (1934). The story of murder,

DAYS 72-74: PARTICIPATING IN DEFENSE
DAYS AND FOLLOW-UP
Goals

1, To allow student's to defend the positions

Monterey, a marital trianglewith a twist.

"St. Katy, .the Virgin" (936). The tory of

taken in the Steinbeck Profile Paper.

2. To consider biographical insights of major
Steinbeck critics.

a pig who becomes a saint.

"How Mr. Hogan Robbed a Bank" (1956).
The genesis of The Winter of Our Discontent.
4. Distribute arid discuss Handout 20: Sugges-

tions for Paper VI.
5.

Stress that this paper should be especially
clear about the basic, plot and characters
since most readers will not have read the
material.

6. You may distribute Handout 21:"Student
Model for Paper VI now or reserve it for

Materials

1. Again, extra copies of the papers for Defense Days may be needed.
2. Corrected p.apers should be returned on
Day 73.

Procedure
1.

Days 72-73 will follow the usual Defense

2.

Day system of evaluation.
Day 74 is follow-up, and again you have the

discussion later.

DAYS 68-71: READING STEINBECK
MATERIAL OF CHOICE AND PREPARING
FOR DEFENSE DAYS
Goals
1.

To provide time for students to read the
Steinbeck material of choice.

options of drscussing the papers of other
,

students, the student model paper (Handout
19), or the observations, of critics. Sugges-

tions for the latter: "The Man Behind the
Booles" by Warren French in John Steinbeck,

19-30. Or: - "Philosophy on Cannery
Row" by Joel Hedgpath in Steinbeck: Man
and His Works, pp. 89-123.
pp.

2') )

Day 75

DAY 75: JOHN STEINBECK AND THE
NOBEL PRIZE

3. Background stories on Steinbeck's Nobel

Prize may be covered during*Anecdote Day;
nei,ertheless, review is advisable. Steinbeck

had. been nominated in 1945, when 'his
weer was at a high point with both public
and critics. His books of the 1930s and
1940s about California had made their
impact. Hpwever, by 1962, many critics
had fost interest in him and felt his recent
work second rate. When the 'wjnner was

Goal

TOprovide background information on Steinbeck's winning of the Nobel Prize.
Materials

The Portable Steinbeck, which includes the
Nobel Acceptance Speech.
2. You.,may wish to refer to Americarfhlinners
of the Nobel Literary Prize edited by Warren
G. Frenchand Walter E. Kidd, specifically 'to
the chapter "John Steinbeck" by Warren G.
1French, pp. 193-223.

announced,

1.

1.

Ask a student to read Steinbeck's acceptance
speech aloud.

2.

Then, review 'The Nobel Prize. The Nobel

for Literature was ode of the' five
international awards established in the
Prize

c.

Foundation; the annual award includes a
large cash gift (from the accrued interest oT
Nobel's original gift), a gold medal,s- and a
diploma bearing the winner's name and field
of achievement. The winner must be alive
and actively writing. The Nobel judtes may
decide not to give an award for a partiCular

Steinbeck- became the seventh winner on the
American- list, which has since increased to
nine: Sinclair Lewis (1930), Eugene O'Neill
(1936), Pearl Buck (193$), T. S. Eliot
(1948, then a ,British citipn), William
Faulkner (1949), Ernest Hemingway (1954),
John Steinbeck (1962), Saul Bellow (1976),
Issac Bashevis Singer (1978).

such as

beck A Life in Letters, pp. 742-750. He
worried about his acceptance speech, asked
advice of friehds, went to Stockholm with
Elaine,' and later became afraid. See Steinbeck: A Life in Letters, p'. 757-764.
4. It is ieresting to di uss awards at this
point, since many writei both, want and fear
them. Fame, recogn,$6n, sudden popularity

can be time-consuming, distracting from

: one's work, the kiss of death. Steinbeck
believed that little good material was written

by Nobel winners after they received their
,

-awards. 'Some writers, have even been driven

to suicide after winning tip Pulitzer. (See;
Johnteggett, Ross and Tom: Two American
.Tragedies.) Why does a writer write? Why
did Steinbeck write? Does the public de-

mand too much of such shy writers as
S teinbeck? '

Nobel Prize Committee Recognition
Citation:

year.

The first awards were given in 1901,
but no American received one until 1930.

literary rnag zines re-

.Time were unfavorably impressed with the
choice. $teinbeck, who learned of his award
While watching television news at his home
in Sag Harbor, was surprised and honored;
'he called it a "kind of fantasy." See Stein-

1895 will of Swedish industrialist Alfred

Nobel, the inventor of dynamite. The prize
"to the. person who shall have produced in
the field of Literature the most distinguished
work of at idealistic tendency" (French and
Kidd, eds., American Wiimers of the Nobel
Literary Prize, p. 6) is directed by the Nobel

few

sponded and popular mfgazin

4

Procedure

20'

d

1-lis sympa thies always go out to the opin.essed,

the misfits 1and the distressed; he likes to con,.

trast

the simple joy of life with brutal and

cynical craving f6r money. [Nobel Committee
Recognition]

For his at one and the same'realistic and imaginative writings, distinguished as ey are by a
perception.
sympathetic humor and soci
[Nobel Prize Citation by the Swed sh cademy
pp. 221---'1French and Kidd, American
222)1

2
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Prior to S einbeck's acceptance speech, R.
Sandler, a member of the Royal Academy
of Sciences, said,
Mr. SteinbeckIn your writings, crowned with
popular stfccess in many countries, you have
been a bold observer of human behavior in both
tragic and coniic situations. This you have

described to the reading public of the entire
world with vigour and realism. [Frenz, Horst
(ed.), Nobel Lectures: Literature, 1901-1967,
New York: Else'vier Publishing Company, 1969,
p. 577.]

DAYS 76-80: COMPLETING PAPER VI-;
REVIEWING SKILLS
Goals
1.

To provide time to complete reading and
writing.

2. To discuss skills for Paper VI.
Procedure
1.

Day 76 should be given to students for
final in-class reading time,

2.

On Day 77, remind students that their
basic plots must be ,dear. Their classmates

may have not rad their book or story; if
they come up for Defense Day, the): should
not have to explain tpeir books orally to the
class. Encourage comparison/contrast papers,
using the familiar in-common readings
with the choice selection. Discuss possible
structures for such papers: (a) Introduction,
establishing position; Body, beginning with
in-common reading and discussing both

plot and comparison position idea; then
moving to choice reading with same procedure; Conclusion, summary of--position
in both works. (b) Introduction, establishing

position; Body, beginning with basic plot
summary paragrap,h or paragraphs of both
books; then defining sub-topics of comparison position and discussing examples

from both books to support each point;
Conclusion, surrimarizing the
and position.

sub-topicp

3. Days 78-80 should be given over to writing

and proofreading Pa-per VI. Remind students
of due date, Day 81.

NI\

Handout 20

HANDOUT 20
SUGGESTIONS FOR PAPER VI: eAPER OF CHOICE

Books: Fiction

I. Cup of Gold (1929)
a. Is this a novel advocating the free life'of adventure or criticizing civilization which destroys innocence?
b. Relate how this book fits into Steinbeck's interest jKi

Arthur,

'In Dubious Battle (1936)*
a. Critic Warren French believes this book is not evep primarily about,a
strike. po you agree?
b. COnsider the title. Who is "in" battle? What is a "dubious" battle?
3. The Moon Is Down (1942)
a. Is this just a propaganda novel of World War'II?
., b. Focus on Mayor Orden. What is his function in the book?

4: Cannery Rqu, (1945)

a. Contrast this book to Tortilla Flat What do they have in common?
b. Is Doc a Steinbeck hero?

5. The Pearl (1947)
a. There is general

what?

agreement that the pearl is a symbol. A syintiol of

.

b. What is a "fable"? Is this novel a fable?
6. The Wa)ward Bus (1947)
a. Critt3 Peter Lisca calls Nis book "a pitiless examination of the world."
Do you agree? If so, define one aspect which is studied closely.
b. Consider the idea,of people with various personalities on a wayward bus
as an allegory of the journey through life.
7. East of Eden (1952)
Steinbeck.said this book was what he had been "practicing to write" all
his life. What idea, already familiar, is repeated in this long novel?
b... Study the biblical story of Cainoid Abel. How might this apply to this
book?
.

8. Smieet Thur:sday (1954)
a. What is the function

of the inter-chapters in this novel? Does, this
functiOn differ from their use in The Grapes of Wrath?
b. Concentrate on the chafacterpfJoe Elegant. This character was dropped

when the book was made into a musical corne(Pipe Dream). Any t"

theories?'
9. The Short Reign of Pippin IV (1957)
a. Some critics felt that this bero-k was evidence of Steinbeck's decline.

Concentrate on one aspect that you feel supports or contradicti this
*criticism.
b. There is much of Steinbeck himself in Pippin. Demonstrat4,

10. The Winter of Our Discontent (1961)
a. bishonesty. What is the meaning of this word in Steinbeck's last novel?
b. Some readers were disturbed with theesetting of the novel, not the typical California landscape. What is the function of this setting?
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...

Books: Ninfiction

..

Travels with Charley (1962)
a. Steinback loved dogs. What is the meaning of Charley in this book?
N
b. Concentrate on one sectibn. Define it in terms of one typical Steinbeck
,

er"

..,
.
America and Jlrnericans (1966)
a. Onejclitic finds this book as one largely of disapproval of dontemporary
Am rica. D9 you agree? What one thing does Steinbeck like?
:). Can you fin one definition ofo"America" in this book?

Stdries

.

'

.

."The Murder" (1934): Is this story about a double standard?
"St. Katy, the Virgin" (1936): What is Steinbeck saying about religion?
"How Mr. HogatiiRobbed a Bank" (1956): Biographer Thomas K. an calls this
story "an almost perfect realization of the narrative effectiveness of t e RickettsSteinbeck tbeory of nontpleological writing.," Can you illustrate this?
I.

:'

,

r

,

11
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Handout 21

HANDOUt 21
STUDENT MODEL FOR PAPER VI
4
a

PROMOTING UNDERSTANDING
by Seth/Meisel

John Steinbeck once said, "My whole myrk drive has been aimed at making
people understand each other."

This Motive is clearly evident in The Moon

Is Down where Steinbeck details the tragedy of misunderstanding between
conquerors and the conquered.

He shows in this novel that the,conquerors

ar,p doomed to fail because they fail to comprehend the inherent need for
freedom in'man.

While this point is'revealed in the plot, it is Steinbeck's

'stylistic devices that make it a universal statement.

The novel begins as a small European town is invaded and half its
militia, six men, is killed.

The story then follows the Inverted situation

of the victors and the vanquished.

The invaders initially feel proud and

victorious, but this feeling quickly chariges to anxiety and paranoia.

The

villagers progress from 'Shock to resentment to finally sensing an inevitable
sucdess.

The invadeis insist that order be maintained in the town and that

the mayor remain in his post.

However, when a local miner, Alex, kills one.'

a the invading soldiers, the start of a revolt has begun.
The v.illagers then leave their normal roles and become saboteurs,
snipers, *and spies.

The embattled feeling among the soldiers grows to.the

point, where one of the conquerors remarks that theirs is merely a victory

where "the flied have conquered the flypaper.", As the resistence continues,
with each side making reprisals, thousands of dynamite,sticks are parachuted
in.

Threatening to'execute the mayor if' any of the dynamite is used, the

2 `)
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;

cothmanding officer, Collonel Lanswer, ,takes Mayor Oilen hostige., Soon after

the arrest, however, explpsions are heard and the Maior is shot.
Apparently written about the German occupation of a Norwegian village
in horld War II, the novel achieves universality tbrough Steinbecks refusal

4

to be,;pecific.

It is this stylistic vagueness that makes the thebe of the
The setting is in a small, snow-covered town'

"free" spirit in man universal.
in the mountains.

Unlike his descriptions of his own Salinas Valley, Stein-

beck gives'the town none of the usual colloquial flavor/ nor does he develop
description of the people, the houses, the land, or the weather.

The,names

of the villagers--Alexander Morden, Annie, Joseph, Doc Winter, and Mayor'
Orden--and of the invaders--Colonel Lanser, Captains Loft and Bentick, Lieu)

tenants Prackle and Tonder and Major Hunter--also do little to suggest the
nationality of either group.

,Much like the old ma

in Ernest Hemingway's

"The Old Man and the Sea" who'symbolized the displace

in wartime, Steinbeck's

people are not imporkant as individuals, but rathef a

symbols"of the spirit

in man.

This stylistic device shows how Steiniwork i

not co cerned with the

French, Dutch or Norwegian occupation, but rather see s

onstrate man's

need to be free, regardless of nationality.

John Steinbeck also uses the character of'Alex Morden to

how' basic

1

When Alex is brought to the mayor to explain

the need forreedorn is in man.

why he killed .the Captain, he confesses, "I was Mad.
temper.

He said I must work.

I am a free man.

.I guess I hit him pretty hard."

I have a pretty bad

I got mad and I hit him.

Here Steinbeck stylistically shows through

Alex's short and simple prose how simple and basic Alex is.

Thia adept

characterization demonstrlites bwIreedom is not an esoteric idea solely for
an idealistic elite but a basic concept in man.
The last technique is Steinbeck's use of a.speech, 'the one where Mayor

Orden recites before he is executed.

Mayor Orden is reminiscing with his

,

4

Hatidout21
AN.

3

friend Doc Winter and begins to deliver the reading'he gave on the night of
their high school graduation.

The speech is an excerpt from the.Apology,
0

Socrates' final statement before he was given a cup of hemlock.

Condemned

to death,for practicing and preaching ideas that were not accepted by the
Greeks, Socrates condemned the court for abridging bis freedom:

"I prophesy

to you who are my mUrderer's that immediately after my departure punishment

far heavier than you have fnflicted on me will surely await you."

This .pro-

nouncement, which parallels Mayor Orden's prediction of the fate for the
0

A

town't invaders, also shows the universal nature of freedom--not merely a
modern concept but a need that springs frdt: ancient civijization.

Through these stylistic devices of vagueness pf locattOn and time, the
charactdrization of Alex, 'and

toctes' speech, John Steinbeck reveals that

man's need for freedom is a need that transcends nationality, mental capacity,
4.%

.

,

and time.

And by doing this) hymments on all thon who conquer and deny

freedom, as weli as on all those who seek freedom.

Instructor's Comments
4
1.

Strengths:

The writer makes a good case, by defining Steinbeck's styl-

istic devices, that this is not just a World War II propaganda piece.
His organization is clear, he cites concrete exampldh, and he largely
achieves the position paper hkill of clarifying the plot.
2.

Weaknesses:

The Lirst Steinbeck quotation could use a footnote, and the)

book could use a publication date.

The point about the villagers' "sens-

ing an inevitairsuccess" needs to be clarified in terms of the plot's

actual conclusion.

The writer needs.to be reminded of his overwOrking

such verbs as "shows." .

,
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PAPER VI4.THE §UMMING' UP
DAYS 8140
a

c.

DAYS 81-83: BEGINNING THE PINAL pAPER
AND PRVARING FOR DEFENSE DAY
Goals
I. To help students select a topic for Paper VII.

2. To provide class time to begin final paper.
3: To prepare for Defense Day.
4

Materials
1.

2.

Handout 21: Suggestions for Paper VII.
Handout 22: Student Model for Paper VII.

4.

3. Copies of Paper VI (Choice Paper) to' be

used on Days 84-85.
Assignment

Ask students to insert DUE dates for Paper VII
on the Schedule.
'Procedure
1.

Give students a 'few minute`s at the beginning

of Day 81 to proofread. Then collect Paper
VI (Paper of-Choice).

2. As soon as possible, select and reproduce the
papers to be used for the final pefense.,Day
discussions.

3.. Orient students to fhe ginal paper by suggestling that it offers a number of alternatives:
.
If time allows, you May wish to aSsign
.
,`

two papersa serious summation ofJohn

5

Another possibility that h s worked very
well: dgree.to give a grade of A to any
final paper that is read'aloud to the seminar: These presentations May take tWo
days, but they release final tengions.
There is, tIwn, no,Defense Pay for Paper
VII; instead, there is a chance for creativ, ity and an opportunity to sUmmarize. In
addition, everyone is justifiabl rewarded for having cooperated throughout the
course. Note: Still require that Paper VII
be typed.

Reter to one of the Chronology handouts,
such as Handout 3°. Note Steinbeck's death
and posthnmous publications. You also may
wish to refer to what has happened to people
Who knew Steinbeck. See Kiernans- Intricate
Music, pp. 316-317.
Using Handouts 21 and 22, refer to this as-

simnent as a point of departure:Encourage
students to review materials by Steinbeck,
6.
7.

position papers.
Day 82 is for research and -writing.
Hand out on Day 83 copies of the first papers

to be defended,. Students may study these
papers in class' or continue to work on Paper
VII.

DAYS 8446: PARTICIPATING IN DEFENSE
DAYS AND4FOLLOW-UP

Goal

Steinbeck and his work and a parody

To complete the Defense Days and follow-up

a'ssignment.

discussion.

flexible. Students may elect to write
either a serious dr a humorous paper.
Even the length may be shortened to

Materials

b. Mdst likely, you may wish to be more

three or fewer pages.

Extra 'copies' of position papers for students who
haye forgotten theni.
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Procedure
1.

2.

Follow the established prpcedures for Defense Day. Return all papers at the end of

DAY 90: FINAL DISCUSSION, READINGS,
EVALUATION
tip&

the period on Day 85.

Goals

The final follow-up day (Day 86) can be
spent discussing other papers, the student

1.

models; or the insights of critics. Suggestion: ,
"Cannery Row: Steinbeck's Pastoral Poem"
by Stanley Alexander in Steinbeck: A Collec-

2. To share a final Steinbeck experience.

tion of Critical Essays, edited by Robert

Materials

To encourage students to evaluate the seminar.

Murray Davis, pp:139-148.
1

-DAYS 87-89: COMPLETING THE FINAL
PAPERS AND SHARING THEM IN CLASS

2

ment/graduation address written but never
spoken by Steinbeck, See Steinbeck: A Life
in Letters, 16 May 1956, pp. 528-533.

.; Goals
1.

To provide in-class time to complete Paper
VII.

2. To encourage students to share their final
paper with the class and to respond to the
papers of fellow students.
Procedure
1.

Day 87 should be given over to completing
Paper VII.

Handout 23: Seminar Evaluation (see Appendix G).
You may wish to use a humorous commence-

Procedure
1.

2.

Without. comment, ,ask students to complete
the evalUation anonymously. Collect.

You may wish to ask seminar studentS to
give their final impressions of the course, of
Stv.iftisretk, of what they have learned. My
classes have elected for a kind of fun day,
such as a Twenty-Questions Day and a Char-

2. Pays 88-89 can be set aside for all students
to readaloud--theirfinaf papersAf you eleet---- '----c,-ades Day based ory,Ste-inte--ekTltits and characiers. Onç seminar evertplannecl a Steinbeck
to cut off ihe final pressure by granting a
party, and adi student dressed as a character
uniform grade of A on Paper VII, the experience will be even more enjoyable, and the
from a story or novel.
students may elect a humorous approach. 3. Some instructors may wish to read Steinbeak's humorous graduation speech. This is
Experience has shown that these papers are
great full if the course ends in the spring. .
of high quality. Although these readings do
not constitute a Defense Day, the class should
4. Some instructors: may wish to give a tidal

attempt to respond to each paperand so
'should the instructor.

examination, as ,well as make a final summary
Ond personal reflection on the course.

-

HANDOUT 22
SUGGESTIONS FOR' PAPER VII

The Summing Up
I. Did Steinbeck deserve the Nobel Prize?

2. How did Steinbeck treat nature?
Examine his Nobel Acceptance Speech. Can this lead to a...position?
4. Consider his titles. Can you develop a theory about his choices?
5. How does Steinbeck treat women in his books?
3.

6. Steinbeck was obviously not religious in the conventional sense of the word.'
How would you.describe his "religion"?
7. Why do you thihk that Salinas has now accepted theiinative son?
8. Which work was your favorite?
9. Is'Steinbeck a topical Or regional writer, but not a universal writey?
Creative Suggestions
I. Try -a parody of a wark by Steinbeck. Take a short story or a passage from a

novel and distort his style and plot.

/. Try a parody of Steinbeck by taking a simple plot and riting it in the famous Steinbeck style. For example, take a childien's fory such as "The
Three Little Pigs."
3. Wiite a recently-discovered work of Jahn Steinbeck.

4Wite-an-imaginary-in terviewirteMbeck5. //Write a newspaper arficle abou a professOr who has found a piece of infor/ mation that reveals a new side of Steinbeck (for example, he really hated
7

dogs).

/6. Write a first draft of Steinbeck's Nobel Prize address which he threw away
/

because, Elaine didn't like it.
7. Write a personal essay on the agonies that you experienced while studying
John'Steinbeck or preparing for Defense Day.
'Develop d series of letters between Steinbeck and a member of this class.
, Write a series of so-called samples of Ste'inbeck's writing, from kindergarten

to collegeall with teacher comments.

Handout 2-2
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HANDOUT 23
STIMENT MODEL FORPAPER VII

IN'THE BEGANING,'JOHN SAID .

.

.

by John Corbett

It was late afternoon and the cars buzzed westward down Route 80.

The

brightly colored vehicles creatdd a sharp contrast to the vivid greenness of
the farmland.

From the interstate arteries shot capillary ramps, connecting

them with veiny rurar roads.
meshy lung of suburbia.

These were interrupted sporadically.with a

The circulation of traffic flowed in a;cd out of the

suburbs and passed identical houses row on row and concluded at their equally

0
similar driveways.

At the end of one of these driveways sat a small boy.

Leaning Igainst

t b_e_gg_tagre,_11e_a_tAxe_d_strs_gal_y_, almost mesmerized.
"Whatcha doin', son?" asked a middle-aged man straining with a large
'box as he passed the boy.
"It's okay.

"Yi like the new house?"

Sorta like our second house," said the boy.

"i'm gonna

go 'round back and look around, okay?".

"Yeah, jus'be back in about ten minutes,

We've gotta get some fried

'

chicken of something.'%
A thud sounded from yithin the htouse, followed by refrained cursing.

The boy,got up and slowly turned the corner4of the garage past a small, unattended garden.

A bright blue bus passed behind him and a steamy.sound

appeared as its driver applied his air brakesslowing for a corner. Startled
at this new sound, the boy turned and watched the bus drive away.

Scanning

the dirty red bricks strewn randomly in his path, he resumed his exploration.,

3

.)

Handout 23

12

The back yard was small and weed infested.

Dandelions had assumed rule over

the grass, giving a thicker, more lumpy appearance to the lawn.
"yuck" came from the boy, and he spun around towards the street.

A muttered
.

.

Instructor's Comments

The writer'knows Steinbeck beginnings, the careful setting of the Scene
and mood.

He pours on the biological refvences to parody the writer's

naturalistic 'style, then comes down to earth with a charactei who speaks a
down-home colloquial tongue.

The modern Okie ha's joined suburbia.

The short

e, contrasting nature and man-Made, actually departs from parody and
invites and intrigues us.

^er

_
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,APPENDIX A

l'HE LIFE AND TIMES OF
JOHN STEINBECK

John Steiribeck

The Times

THE ASPIRING CALIFORNIAN, 1902-1934
1902

Born, February 27 in Salinas, California, the third child
of John Ernst and Olive Hamilton Steinbeck. His father
was the county treasurer; his mother had been a school

Theodore Roosevelt's administration (1901-1909).

teaCher.

1911-1912
His Aunt Molly gives hun a copy of Thomas Malory's
Morte d'Arthur; his father gives him a chestnut pony.

U.S. population now around 92 million; Titanic disaster.

1919
President 'of senior classtt Salinas High School. Grlduates
and begins irregular attendance at Stanford University.

Treaty of Versailles. Volstead Amendment. Winesburg,
Ohio by Sherwood Anderson.

1924

4Adventures in Arcademy"satirical,Riece published in
Stanford Spectator.

flow to Write Short Stories, Ring Lardner.

1925

Leaves Stanford without a degree.yisits sister in New
York, works as assistant bricklayer on Madison Square

The Great Gatthy, Fitzgerald. Scopes Monkey Trial.

Garden. Works as cub reporter for N.Y . American. Fails
to find publisher for stories.
1926

Returns to California. Finishes first novel while a winter
caretaker of a Lake Tahoe estate.

Byrd flies over North 'Pole. NBC is, organized. The Sun
4Iso Rises, Hemingwax.

1927-1928

Works at Lake Tahoe City Hatchery where he meets
Carol Henning. Moves to San Francisco to work on

Charles Lindbergh flies from New York to Paris in
*Spirit of St. Louis.

.

novel.

1929

First novelCup o Goldabout Henry Morgan, a

buccaneer from Wales; father offers Johh$25 a month
so he can be. a full-time writer.

Stock Market cragh. William Faulkiyer, The Sound and
the Fury. Hoover administration (1929-1933).
41k
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1930

Marries Carol Henning, moves to , family cottage at
Pacific Grove. Meets Ed Ricketts, a marine biologist
and lifetime friend. Acquires a -Nf. literary agent:

U.S. population approaches 123 million. Sinclair Lewis,
first U.S. writer to win Nobel Prize.

Mcjntosh and Otis.
1.931.

Depressed by *rejections, working oii a manuscript
calisd "Dissonant Symphony."

Ford's 20 millionth car.

1932

Pastures of Heaven, a short story collection built around
one familcf. Moves to Los Angeles.

War veterans' bonus march on Washington. FDR pledges
a "New Deal."

1933

To a God Unknown and first two parts crf The Red
Pony.

FDR's administration (1933-1%945). Depression. CCC,
TVA, NRA, AAA. Hitler, German Chancellor.
.

1934

Olive Hamilton Steinbeck dies. Short stOry "The Murder" wins 0. Henry Prize.

Nationwide strikes. Dillinger shot by FBI.

THE CALIFORNIA CELEBRITY, 1935-1943
1935

Tortilla Flat, Seeinbeck's first commercial success. After

WPA. Wagner Mt declares collective bargaining. Waiting

making. $870 in seven years of writing, Steinbeck receives $4000 for film rights alone. Father John Ernst

for Lefty, Odets. WPA. Federal Writers, project. Proletarian literature.

Steinbeck dies.
1.

1936

In Dubious Battle, published ana controversial. Buys

Spanish Civil War, Ramo vs. Loyalists. REA. Sand-

'new home in Los Gatos, California.

burg's The People, Yei

1937
Of Mice and Men (novel) published,,while play version

CIO sitdown strike:Japan invades China. Golden Gate

wins N.Y. Drama Critics' Circle Award. Travels with

Bridge dedicated.
I

Okies from Oklahoma to California.
1938.

The Long Valley and fourth part of Red Pony published.

Pearl`Buck 'wins Nobel Prize.

1939

fte Grapes of Wrath. 500,000 sold of first edition:
Elected to National Institute of Arts and Letters.

Regular transatlantic air service. World War II begins;
Germany attacks Poland.

1940
U.S. pOpulatiori 151 million. N.Y. Worlrs Fair closes.
Steinbeck and Ed Rioicetts visit Gulf of California. The
Grapes of Wrath, wins Pulitzer. Film of The Grapes of ' Nazis borfili Britain.
Wrath big hit.
1941

Sea of Cortez. Separates from Carol Steinbeck and,

De.cember 7, Japanese bomb Pearl Harbor. U.S. enters

moves to New York.

World War IL?

j

.
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The Moon Is Do , novel published, play produced.
Divorced 9Om Car. $200,000 settlement. Meets FDR.

U.S. Air Force bombs Europe, naval battles ill Pacific.

THE NEW YORKER, 1943-4960
1943
Marries Gwyndolyn (Gwen) C6nger. Visits war zone in
Africa and Italy for N.Y. Herald Tribune.

General Eisenhower leads forces in ifrica. and Italy, then
made Supreme Allied Commander in Europe.

1944
Film: Lifeboat. Son Thom born

D-Day landing at Normand

\

1945

i

Cannery Row, The Red Pony in foil; parts publishe,d.
Buys two brownstones on East 78th St. in New York

V-E, V-j Days. Ato ic Age begins. UN Charter. Death
of FDR; Truman ad inistration (1945-1952).

City.
1946

Son John born. Travels to Denmark.

Hiroshima, John Hersey. Atomic tests in Pacific.

1947

The Wayward Bus and The Pearl (book and film).

Marshall Plan, Truman Doctrine.

Trayels to Russia

1948

A Russian Journa I orce from Gwen. Elected to
American Academy of A ts and Letters. Returns to

Norman Mailer, The Naked and the Dead. Berlin Airlift.

California. Death of Ed Ricketth.
1949

4.

Film of The Red Pony. Steinbeck comes back to East

U.S. signs NATO pact.

Coast. Meets Elaine Scott.

1950

Marries Elaine Scott. Burning Bright, novel and play.

Korean War begins.1CAcCarthy era.

Viva Zapata!, filth.
1951

The Log from the Sea of Cortez.
1952
East of Eden. Correspondent in Europe for Collier'&

J.D. Salinger, Catcher in the Rye.

Eisenhower administration (1952-1960). Ralph Ellison,
Invisible Man.

1953

Rents

cottage in Sag Harbor, Long Island. Works on a

Korean War armistice.

manuscript called Bear Raglater to be called Sweet
Thursday.

1954
Sweet Thursday. LiVes in Pai;lis for nine months.

Supreme Court rules,racial segregation unconstitutional.
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1955

Broadway musical Pipe Dream flops: Buyg home in

Faulkner's A Fable winsTulitzer.'

Sag Harbor.
1956
political conventions for Louisville
Courier-Journal and syndicate.

Covers national

Israeli-Egyptian War.

1957

The Short Reign of Pippin IV. Steinbeck begins re-

Russia launches Sputnik. On the Road, Jack Kerouac.

'search on Malory and Morte d 'Arthur.

1958

Lolita, Nabokov.

Once There Was a War.

1959

Spends most of a year in Bruton, Somerset) England,

Kruschey visits the U.S. Cuban Revolution and Castro.

worklpg on his version of Malory.
1960

Travels throughoui the US. with his poodle Charley

U.S. populapon over 170 million. Nixon-Kennedy TV

collecting material for a book.

debate..

THE NOBEL WINNER AND DECLINE, 1961-1968

/3

1961

Winter of Our Discontent, last novel. First heart attack,
in Europe.

Kennedy administration (1961-190).

1962

John Glenn first American in orbit. 5000 Americans in
Viet Nam.

Travels with Charley. Wins Nobel Rrize for Literature.
63

,

Ta es cultural exchange trip behind Iron Curtain with
s
Edward Albee.

Kennedy assassinated in Dallas. Lyndon Johnsoir administration (1963-1968).

1964

Death of Steinbeck's editor and good friend, Pascal

Rise of the Beatles.

Covici. Trip to Ireland.
1965

:Trips to Israel and S.E. Asia for Newsday.

Malcolm X shot in Rew York City. Keepers-of the House
by Shirley Ann Grau wins Pulitzer.

1966

America and Americans.

U.S. bombs Hanoi. College protests.

1967

Steinbeck undergoes surgery for a spinal.fusion.

Summer riots in 127 cities.

3 J.)
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Robert Kennedy and Martin Luther King are assassi-

John Steinbeck dies December 20 of a heart attack.
His ashes are buried in Gaiden of Memories, Salinas,

nated. 550,000 in Viet Nam.

California.
1969

Journal of a Novel: The East of Eden Letters.
I

1975

,.

Wife Elaine and Robert Wallsten edit Steinbeck: A Life
-

in Letters.

.

1976

v

,.

Me Acts of King Arthur and His Noble Knights.
-.1.4

,

(

s
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,

,
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APPENDIX B
LETTER-TO JOHN MURPHY/
KING ARTHUR
C.

Sag Harbor

JuT 12, 1961
Dear John:

All my life has been aimed at one book and I haven't starteht yet. The rest
has all been practice. Do you remember the Arthurian legend well enough to
raise in your mind the symbols of Launcelot and his son Galahad? You see,
Launcelot was imperfect and so he never got to see the Holy Grail. So it is with
all of us. The Grail is always one generation ahead of us. But it is there and so we
can go on blaring sons who will bear sons who may see the Grail. This is a most
profound set of syMbols.

The setting down of words is only the final process. It is possible, through
accident,. that the words for my book may never be set down but I have been
working and studying 'toward it for (Per forty years. Only the lastof the process
waits to be doneand kt scares the hell out of me.-Once the wordego down
you are alone and commi\tted: It's as final as a plea in court from which there is
no retracting. That's the lonely time. Nine tenths of a writer's life do not admit
of any companion nor friend nor associate. And until one makes peace with
loneliness and accepts it as a part of the profession, as celibacy is a part of priest-

hood, until then there are times of dreadful dread. I am just as terrified of my
next book as I was of my first. It doesn't get easier. It gets harder and more
heartbreaking and finally, it mnst be that one must accept the failure which is
the end of every writer's life no atter what stir he may have made. In himself
he must fail as Launcelot failed or the Grail is not a cup. It's a promise that
skips aheadit's a carrot on a stic and it never fails to draw us on. So it is that
I would greatly prefer to die in the 1iddle of a sentence in the middle of a book
and so leave it as all life must beun inished. That's the law, the great law. Principles of notoriety or publicity orvè public acceptance do not apply. Greatness is not shared by a man who is greet. And by the mine tokenif he should
want ithe can't possibly get near it.
Yours,

John

SOURCE: Steinbeck, Elaine, and Robert Wallsten, eds., St inbeck: A Life in Letters (New
York: Viking Press, 1975), p. 802.
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APPENDIX C
IN SEARCH OF JOHN STEINBECK

Carmel, California is just a telephone call from Iowa
City. But our American literature seminar at West High
Schorknew that this was to be more 1an just a telephone call. This was an important last Jthk in our search
for John Steinbeck.
Actually it all begari eight years a o when our-English

department offered .an in-depth spring seminal on F.
Scott Fitzgerald. The idea behind this elective for juniors
and seniors was simple: we wanted to thare with our students Me satisfaction of knowing something well. And
we knew that chronolligical exploration of a single author
could provide an opening,wedge to all of literature.
Of nurse, we knew that this class would be demand-

ing. Students would be asked to write (and type!)
seven position papers in twelve weeksl. Every student
would have to defend two of these papers before the entire classpapers based on one short "story, three novels,
100 pages of biography or autobiography, a story or
book of choice, and final summation. All this, plus class-

room oral reading, discussion, films, and resource persons was pretty heavy stuff for high school students.
But by last spring, our experiment had grown to three
sections. Two of them were On John Steinbeck. By late
April, our students had read and discussed much of The
Long Valley and The Red Pony, as well as written papers.
on "The Harness," Tortilla Flat, and .Of Mice and Men.
They knew their California map; they knew about Steinbeck's love of the King Arthur legends; they knew about
his good friend _Ed Ricketts. And now they were into
The- Grapes of Wrath, reviewing the Great Depression,
arid examining Steinbeck's letters that were collected by
his wife Elaine and Robert Wallsten around 1975.
In fact, many of the seniors were already thinking
about the fifth paper, the profile. of Steinbeck. They
were getting edgY with their research. Knowing how
Steinbeck resisted biographers, they Vieren't satisfied
with either Nelson yaljean's John Steinbeck: The Errant
ijnight or the more.recent Thomas Kiernan's The Intri''cate Music. One of them expressed their dissatisfaction.
; {{There are so many questions I'd like to ask him," he
said. "His letters are really good, and yet I wish we could
at least talk to somebody who knew him."
hsympathized. After all, the Hemingway seminar had
made good use of our school's telephone interview kit

last year when they called-Papa's youngest son, Dr.

Gregory Hemingway, in Jordan, Montana. But I alsoknew how previous Steinbeck seminarsbad been politely

refused by Elaine. Steinbeck and Elizabeth Otis, the
Nobel Prize winner's New York agent. Nevertheless, r
had done 'some research myself and come up with
another address.
"Shall we- try Toby Street?" I asked.
So we did. ()r rather, we fitst wrote to his law office

in Monterey, California. He answered promptly: "I
accept your invitation almost as a matter of ;purse."
Then we mailed him fourteen- questions sigested by
individual students and refined by consensus.

Finally, we reviewed what we knew about,Toby
Street: Mr. Webster F. Street, first met Steinbeck when
they were students at Stanford in the early 1920s. Later,
abandoned a literary career for law, even gave one of his
plays to Steinbeck who turned it into the 1933 novel To
a God Unknown. The author's lawyer and lifetime
correspondent ("a very nice guy"), he still lived in
Steinbeck country, his home in Carmel, his law office of
Hudson, Martin, Ferrante & Street not far away. And his
letter suggested that he was more than "alert": "Did.it

ever oceur to you that Pepys must have known and
dozens of people who knew Shakespeare?
talke
And yet in all the thousands of Words of his diary he
speaks no word of any biographic significance about
him."

By the time of our May 16 interview, the students
had not only completed The Grapes of Wrath but also
.were in the last stages of their research about the life.of
,Steinbeck. They had just completed AnecdOte bay, a
sharing of stories about the author. Naturally, they were
excited when we gathered in a conference room of the
West High library that Friday morning.

The interview began with a question that took
Mr. Street back to the 1920s. Mary asked, "What attract-

ed you to John Steinbeck and caused you to become a
lifelong friend?" His answer was immediate. "Vitality!"

he said. "John Steinbeck was. a `here person'not
wandering around in the woods," Toby Street went on
to describe how they had shared similar interests in
literature and writing. He said that Steinbeck was not
satisfied with just completing a 'limiting degree program; instead, John was always reading, auditing classes,
haunting the library, drawing out people.
309
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When Seth and Pam and Van asked him questions
based on their reading of biography and literary criticism, Toby Street sided with those skeptical seniors.
Like them, he didn't buy Kiernan's theory -about Steinbeck's childhoOd ugliness influencing hi writing, nor
was he impressed with biologist Ed Rickett's philosoph-

ical influenob. He told Pam that he just couldn't see
John in any of his fictional characters.

But when Seth asked about Steinbeck's Apersonar
\tastes, he felt right at home. Cars: "John was always
interested in how perfect'a car could run, but not in how

it looked." Dogs: "He always had a dog, but head no
feeling Tor fancy dogs." Food: "Johb .was indifferent to

foodnot a gourmet." Music: "He seemed to like
ballads, fifteenth-century music, but -there was no
definite lure for him." Sports: "Absolutely indifferent,
except maybe for polo when he was young." Clothing:
"Indifferent. He couldn't pick out clOthes."
,As Toby Street began to flesh in the man Steinbeck
with these bits and pieces, he also wds defining what we had discussed in classthe many fictional dogs, his
knowledge of cars in The Grapes of Wrath, arid his
descriptive indifference to other subjects so common

with authors. And for the next twenty minutes, this
tying of life to literature continued:

.

Tom Joad says, "Well,
maybe like Casy says, a fella ain't got a soul of his
own, but on'y a piece of a big one."
Toby Street: Steinbeck came from devout ancestors,
but he was not tied to onerchur h.
In The Grapes of Wrath,

the house of Danny and his poor
paisano friends is said-to be "Not unlike the Round
In 'Tortilla Flat,

.Table."

Toby Street: John's favorite book was Malory's
Morte d'Arthur. In fact, he never had a favorite of his

own, he wouldn't discuss any of his books after they
were published.

.

,

Why was Stembeck so interested in subnormal characters like,Lennie in Of Mice and Men?
Toby Street: Lennie nay have been based on a man
that John. and I saw-iA a 190s speakeasy in Cafroville, a town hear his home. But Lennie isn't so much
subnormal as tie is part of an ideethat people like he
and George can get trapped by society.
4.

.

Near the end of the interview, the discussion shifted
to Steinbeck and the public, then and now. Toby Street
said, "John was a distinctly private person. He was so shy

that he would even blush When he said something
clever," Thus Steinbeck avoided public recognition. But

when Debbie asked about how John's home ,town of
Salinas felt about him, he laughed. "At firr they regarded him as a scourge. They didn't like the publicity of his

writing about the life of migrant workers near their
town. But now they honor him." He then described how

they had recently celebrated the Steinbeck postage
stamp.

Though the students knew about Steinbeck's,public
acclaimhis Pulitzer and Nobel priz the plans now for
a commemorative gold medal, they o knew about the
censorship controversy in*Iovia ove The, Grapes of
Wrath. When. the Iowa situation was described, Toby
Street laughed, "Why don't-they ban the Riad?" Then he
reflected, "I suppose a lot of school boards don't care
too much for realism, and that makes it tough for teachers who are trying to give their pupils an overall view of
an))thing."
Toby Street knew our last question. We had framed it
just for him, though it posed the burden of reexamining
- over forty years of friendship with John Steinbeck: "Is
there something you think we should know about Steinbeck?"
"Read eyerythini you can. To understand him, read
everything, even his `turkeys'." Then he asked us a question, "Do you know anything in the English language
that equals Of Mice and Men?"

..
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'APPENDIX
ANECDOTES FROM
THE STEINBECK BIOGRAPHY'
4
The following six anecdotes are included in this handbook
to initiate the profile discussion. For those teachers and
students who have difficulty locating reference materials
in their schobl or community, these anecdotes are offered
as moslels, resources, alternates for a large group discussion, or whatever seems most useful.
ANECDOTE 1

On June 3,1928, John Steinbeck arrived for work at the

Tahoe city fish haty.hery in an ancient Dodge. He carried
with him some baltei'ed luggage, k typewriter, and some
manilla enIlopes. The job only lasted for about three

months, but his coworkers and associates never forgot
him. They remembered that he had a sense of humor,
liked girls, and was intent on becoming a successful
writer.
His humor was noticed right away. Steinbeck began
to joke about being a "midwife to a fish." He called
himself "Dr. Steinbeck" and posted a sign: "PISCATORIAL OBSTETRICIAN." As for the girls, he worked
them into his schedule _when he wasn't writing. When he
wasn't writing, he invited them up to his bachelor's

cottage. One night a co-worker found him holding a
young lady by'her ankles as she hung downward frZri
outside his upstairs window. Steinbeck just explained

that he was.trying to get her to be more friendly. ',
one of his friend's favorite stories is about the niggt
he and a young man named Allan Pollett had.gone on a
double date. As they drove along, John would engage in
some passionate love-making, then stop. and write on a
memo pad. When his female companion asked him what

he was doing, he said, "Some day I'll sort out these
memos and write another book." Then the girl asked,
'Wou mean, you get ideas for a book when you'rewell,
when you're making love?" "That's right," said 'Steinbeck. [Source: Nelson Valjean, Jahn Steinbeck: The
Errant Knigh t , pp. 111-113.]
ANECDOTE 2

When John Steinbeck was nine years old, his Aunt Mcklly

gave him a copy of Morte d'Arthur by Sir Thonias
Malory. Aithough the book wis written in fifteenthcentary Middle English, young Steinbeck was fascinated
by the legend of Kin&Arthur an1 his Round Table. This\
fascination lasted for a lifetime.

Though Steinbecn famous- novels or ,the Great
riepmssion in California seem a long way from the tales
of Launcelot and Guinevere, Tortilla Flat (1935) opens
on page orie with mention4f the Round Table. Steinbeck, the so-called realist, was intrigued by the stories of
myth, and pride, and even victory. He felt that the modern world was a world of lossof heroes, gods, /and(
Authority. This affection for the ancient past kept him
reading and rereading the Arthurian legends,.consulting
scholars, and even naming his Sag Harbor, Long Island
work-house his "Joyous Garde," a reference to the castle
where Launcelot took Guinevere.
In 1959, Steinbeck and his wife Elaine spent nearly a
year in SomersetEnglind, trying to write his'version of
Malory while living in the middle of Arthurian country.
By 1961, he confessed that he might never achieve his
goal of a book about King Arthur. In a letter to a friend,.
Steinbeck summarized his oswn forty-year quest: "All
mylife has been aimed at one book ... Tlie rest is practice. The Grail is always one generation ahead of ds

the Grail is not a cup. It's a prdinise that skips ahead
it's a carrot on a. stick and it never fails to drams on.
So it is that I would greatly prefer to die in.thelfiiddle
of a' sentence in the middle of a boolvnd so leave it as
all life must beunfinished."
John Steinbeck never wrote that book. [Source:
Elaine Steinbeck and Robert Wailsten eds., Steinbeck:
A Life in Letters, pp. 740-741,802.1

ANECDOltEl
After a long dry° spell of rejection-slips and books that
made no financial or literary dent, John Steinbeck and
his wife began to have pen nuore trOubles. Added to his
bleak outlook was the poor health of his parents which
troubled him as he was trying to write. Then he got an

idea for a Short amusing book about some California,,
paisanos. Though he thought the book light, even secondrate, the writing went like.wildfire which took his mind

from his worries. He wrote d friend about how he felt:
tfI need something to help me over this last ditdh. Our
, house is gumbIi rapidly and wcien it is gone there
.
will be nothing le . . .."
When the w book, Tortilla Rat was issued in 1935,
Steinbeck discovered that his story of Danny and his
' friends aild his two houses pleased both the public and
.
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the critics. He was maidng so much money and the re
ers were making such a fuss that he became frightene
by his sudden 'popularity. He and his wife Carol decided
to escape to Mexic for a vacation around the time they
heard that Hollywo d was interested in the novel. They
piled into their old 4rd and headed south.
In September, his agent wired Steinbeck in Mexico

that the movie rights for Tortilla Flat would earn him
$4000, a lot of money in 1955. Steinbeck was-delighted
With the telegram, especially how it affected the local
telegraph operator. He replied to his agent: "It is rather
amusing what the Mexican operator must have thought

of your wire: 14000 dollars for Tortilla.' Probably
thought it was either a code word or a race horse."
[Source: Elaine Steinbeck and Robert Wallsten, eds.,
Steinbeck: A Life in Letters, pp. 83, 104,,105*, 108.]
ANECDOTE 4

The Grapes of Wrath (1939), the novel about the Okla,

homa Joads who came to California in seaA of the
Promised Land, did not just winSteinbeck the Pulitzer
Prize. The best-seller also won him a great deal of controversy. He discovered that the book he thought not
-too many people would read was literary dynamite.
While he was doing his research in the migrant camps
and then searching for a title (later.suggested by his first
wife Carol), Steinbeck believed that the long novel would

not be popular. But when his Viking Press editors read
the book, they were emotionally exhausted and wrote
him of its greatness. After publicatio4,, Steinbeck and his
agent received a flow of money, huhdreds of telegrams

and telePhone calls of congratulation (and pleas for
money), and an offer to write Hollywood scripts at
$5000 a week.
The Grapes of Wrath with its story Of economic and
social injusticermade the California Associated Farmers

by sending a letter or two to friends, relatives, Or his
.New Ilfot.4" agent. His lettersswere always personal, con-

crete,',ant affectionate, Often they were very amusing,
especially when he wrote his boys.

On November 6, 1958, the father wrote John IV,
who was in prep sclrool. The letter, which was in response

to one sent ty his son, illustrates Steinbeck the man, the
writer, and especially the father:
Dear eat,

Of course I was terribly pleased to get your lat
letter and to hear thigu had the second highest Mark
in `Bugly: I 'didn't
!snow you were taking it. It
sounds fascinating. That and your triumph in mathematics seem to have sdt yoUr handwriting back a little
bit, but we can't have everything. I have ,often told you
that spelling was fairly unimportant, except that sometimes it cin be a little confusing. You said, fdr instance,
that the 'we le up there is cold. A wether is a castrated
sheep and I' sorry, he's cold but there is nOthing I -can
do,about it fm here. I am also sorry that Lwill not see
your crew cutin full,flower, burmaybe it will be rather
pretty when it leafs ou,k,,, .. [signed] Fa
..
[Source: Elaine Steinbeck and Robert Wallsten, .etts,,
Steinbeck: A Life in Letters, pp. 563-564.]
.

,4

ANECDOTE 6,
,

,

','
N--,

John Sthinbecieleart that he had won the 1962 Nobel
Prize for literature w ile he was watching television. fie
had turned on ,the set one morning during the tense period of the Cuban misile crisis. His first reaction was disbelief. Then lie had a cup of coffee.
Winning the Nobel Prize proved to be "a monster in

some . ways." Congratulatory messagesfrom four to
five hundred eacli daypoured in and Steinbeck felt it
imperative to answer each one. When he took a short

trip to New York City, he was besieged by seventy-five
news reporters and photbgraphers. Then too, he began
to have fears about iting' and giving an acceptance
.
speech. Largely a privat man; Steinbeck asked his good
friend' Adlai Stevenson for advice, confessing that he was
"literally scared to death. ."
However, Mtn Stembeck reached Stockholm, every. thingfwent weit, especially his acceptance speech. Yet,
my neck out but the boys got a rape case set.up for
. , soon reflected that the Nobel Prize was some
yoó You get alone in a OW and a dame will come in; - the author
thing
like
the kiss ot deatl. He noted tliat Sinclair Lewis,
tea dff her clothes, scratch her face and scream and you
Ernest
Hemingway,
and William Faulkner had produced
try to talk yourself out of that one. They won't touch

hopping mad. Then things got iough.-The undersheriff
of Santa Clara County warned Steinbeck that he should
not be alone in a hotel room, that he should keep records
of his travels when not on his Los Gatos ranch, and that
he must travel with one or two friends.
Steinbeck was curious about why he Must not be in a
liotel room alone. His friend said, "Maybe I'm sticking

.

,

your book but there's easier ways." [Source: Elaine
Steinbeck and Robert %listen, eds., Steinbeck: A Life
Letters, pp. 165, 171, 1751
ANECDOTES

John Steinbeck was a loving father to his two sons,
John IV and Thom. He also was a great letter writer.
Each morning, he would warm up for the day's writing

little of merit after they won their prizes. He also was
aware that many Ameritan critics were not excited that
he had won the award. Time magazine didn't even give
him a cover story. Steinbeck knew that now returning to
the kind ,of anonymous life that he preferred as a writer
was an immense problem. And indeed his last years were
largely unproductive. [Source: Stars & Stripes, 8 November 1962, p. 11; Elaine Steinbeck and Robert Wallsten,
eds., Steinbeck: A Life in Letters, pp. 694-711.1
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TO A MOUSE
.

On Turning Her Up in Her Nest
With the Plough, November, ,1 785

Wee, sleekit, cow'rire, tim'rous beastie,
0 what a panic's in thy breastie!
Thou need na start awa sae hasty,
Wi' bickering brattle!
I wad be laith to rin an' chase thee
Wi' murd'ring pattle!

I'm truly sorry man's dominion
Has broken Nature's social union,
An' justifies that ill opinion
Which makes thee startle
At me, thy poor earth-born companion,
An' fellow-mortal!
I doubt na, whiles, but thou may thieve;
What then? poor beastie, thou maun live!
A daimen-icker in a thrave
'S a sma' request:
I'll get a b essin' wi' the lave,
And never miss 't!
Thy wee bit housie, too, in ruin!
Its silly, wa's the win's are strewinl
An' naething, now, to big a new ane,
0' foggage green!
An' bleak December's winds ensuin'
Baith snell an', keen!

Thou saw the fields laid bare and waste.
An' weary winter cornin' fast,
An' cozie here, beneath the blast,
Thou thought to dwell,
Till crasli the cruel coulter past
Out-thro' thy cell.
That wee bit heap o' leaves an' stibble
Has cost thee mony a weary nibble!
Now thou's turri'd out, for a' thy trouble,
But house or hald,
To thole the winter's sleety dribble,
An' cranreuch
But, MOusie, thou art no thy lane,
In proving foresight may be vain:
The best laid schemes o' mice an' men
Gang aft a-gley,
An' lea'e us nought but grief an' pain
For promis'd joy.

Still thou art blest compar'd wi' me!
The present only toucheth thee:
But oh! I backward cast my e'e
.
On prospects drear!
An' forward tho',I canna see,
I guess An' fear!

Robert Burns (1759-1796)

-
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APPENDIX G.

HANDOUT
SEMINAR EVALUATION

When you first began this course, what did you think it would be about?

1.

2. Now that you have finished takilig this course, how would you describe it
to students who are interested in taking it?

3. This course has be_gn described as a process course, not just a course
,

aline

a single adthor. Do you agree with this statement? If you do, explain what
this means for students beginning the coursg.

4.

What did you enjoy most in this course?

5. What did you enjoy least in this course?

tei

6. Write any suggestions or comments that would be useful to the instructor
and to students who may take a course of this nature in the. future.
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AITENDIX H
TWELVE WEEK TRIMESTER/
SIXTY DAY SCHEDULE,
.9

TENTATIVE SCHEDULE FOR SEMINAR )11 AMERICAN LITERATURE:
JOHN STEINBECK

'Orientation to the Seminar
Day I. Getting acquainted with the course and each other
Introducing Steinbeck and the Position Paper
Day 2.

Paper I<The Harness" (1938)
'Reading aloud and discussion of "The Chrysanthemums'?
ASSIGNMENT: Position Paper on "The Harness"
Due:
Teacher Reading "The White Quail" (1935)
Day 4.
Day 5.. Reading aloud an discussion of "The Snake" (1935)
Suggestions for Position Paper and in-class writing
Dany 6.
In-class writing
Day 7.
Reading aloud and discussion of The Red Pony
Day 8.
Reading alOud and discussion of The Red Pony
Day 9.
Day 10. Reading aloud or film
Day 3.

Paper II: Tortilla Flat (1935)
Day 11. Position Paper on "The Harness" due; introduction to Tortilla Flat
ASSIGNMENT: Position Paper on Tortilla Flat
Due:
Day 12. Reading
Day 13. Discussion: Thomas Malory and Ed Ricketti'.
Day 14. Reading
Day 15. Reading and/or distribution of Defense Day papers
Day 16. Defense bay
Day 17., The prewriting process
Day 18! Writing
DaY 19. Readingaloud of `.1'ularecito", (1932)
Day 20. Teaching reading and discussion Of "Johnny Bear" (1937)

Paper III; 'OfMicNnd Men (1937)
Day 21. Position Paper 9n Tortilla FIcit due; introduction to Of Mice and Men
ASSIGNMENT: Position Paper,on Of Miceattd Men
Due:
I.
Day 22. Reading
Day 23. Review and instruction: transitiobs,and sentence variety
Day 24. Suggestions for Position Papers a9tidistribution.of papers for.Deferise .6;3,
Day 25. Defense Day
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Day 26.
Day 27.
Day 28.

Writing or reading of the play version
Writing; discussion of Roget's Thesaurus
Writing and discussion/in-class reading of "Breakfast" (1938)

Paper IV: The Grapes of Wrath (1939)
The Grapes of Wrath
Day 29. Position Papers on Of Mice and Men due; introduction to
ASSIGNMENT; Position Paper on The Grapes of Wrath
Due:
Day 30. Reading'
Day 31. Reading
Day 32. Examining the geography of the novel; review of the Great Depression
Day 33. Audio-visual material about the 1930s
Day 34, Reading and distribution of Defense Day papers
Day 35; ilefense Day
Day 36: Reading
Day 37. Suggestions for POsition Papers; aiscussiOn of Pulitzer Prize and Phalanx theory
Day 38. Reading and writing
Day 39. Writing
Day 40. Writing

Paper V: A Profile of John Steinbeck
,Day 41. Poiition Papei on The Grapes of MI:1th due; review of Steinbedk biography
Suggestions for paper. ASSIGNMENT: Profile Paper on John'Steinbeck
Due:`
Day 42. Reading and research; reviewing Steinbeck with*A-V materials
Day 43.. Reading and'research
Day 44. Anecdote Day*,
Day 45. Discussion of documentation skills; distribution of Defense Day papers
Day 46. Defense Day
Day 47:. Defense Day
Day 48. Writing

Paper VI: Paper of Choice
Day 49. Position Paper on Profile due;Consideration of choices ait-suggestions
ASSIGNMENT: Position Paper on a Steinbeck work of a student's choice
Due:
Day 50. Reading
Day 51. Discussion of Writing Skill and John Steinbetk and the Nobel Prize
Day 52. Reading and writing; distribution Of Defense Day papers
Day ,s3. Defense-Day
Day 54. Writing

Paper VII: The Summing Up
Day 55. Position Paper of Choice due; suggestions for final paper
ASSIGNMENT: A srmation or creatiye paper od steinbeck and the seminar
Due:
-

Writing-

Day 57. riting and distribution of paperi forDefense Day
Defense Day, Day 59, Reading final papersalou'd

-Day 5B.

and evaluation
Day,66: ,Reactirifinatpapers aloud. FiradiscUssion
,
-
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"A Medal for Benny" in Best Film Plays-1945, edited
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Crown, 1946.
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Viva Zapata [film script] , abridged in Argosy, February, 1952.
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EDUCATIONAL FILMS

America and Americans. McGrawell. 52 mM., color.
Life in the Thirties. NBC. 52 mM., b/w.
The Dust Bowl. National Science. 23 min:

The Great American Novel: The Grapes of Wrath.
BFkEducational Media. 25 mM., color.

The Lapd. National Audio Visual Center, 1941. 44
min., b/w. [This film portrays the grim agricultiiral
life of the 1930s, accenting eroded firms, unemployment, migrants.]
The Okies- Uprooted Farmers. Films, hic. 24 mM., b/w.

[This film includes cuttings from the 1940 film of
The Grapes of Wrath.]

The Rect,Pony. Phoenix. 101 mM., color. [This film
version; made in 1973, stars an aging Henry Fonda.
Teachers should be warned that this film does some
interesting distorting of the Steinbeck work.]
FILMSTRIP-RECORD/CASSETTES

John Steinbeck [Filmstrip] . Educational Dimensions
Corporation, 707, 1 full color sound filmstrip, 15
minutes, LP.or cassette. Reviews his life during the
most fruitful period, the 1930s, For information,
write Educational Dimensions Corporation, Box 488,
Great Neck, NY 11022.

John Steinbeck: Antaeus East of Eden [Filmstrip] .
Listening Library,- Inc. N 155 CFX, with cassette.
Emphasis on Steinbeck country, Cannery Row to the
Long Valley, quotations from le ters and speeches.
Of Mice and Men [Filmstrip] . Liste g Library, Inc.
N 149-1 CFX includes three rolls/ sette/book and
uses the Hollywood film. N 150 CF is one filmstrip
with cassette, analyzes the novel.

SCRIPTS, PLAYS, MUSICALS
.1

Of 11114g and Men. A Play in Three Acts. NeW York:
Covici, Friedd, 1937.

:44

The Grapes of Wrath [Filmst p] . Films Incorporated,
MovieStrip Division. Three filmstrips with cassettes,
e plot, discusses De40 minutes, summarizes
pression, explores Ma Joad. rite: Films Incorporated,
1144 Wilmette Ave., Wilmet e, I 60091.

Bibliography,

The Pearl [Filmstrip] . Listening Library, Inc. N 152

"

CFX incluaes three rolls and cassqttes, using the
Hpllywood film. N 133 CFX has one roll and cassette
and analyzes the novel.

he Rea Pony [Filmstrip] . *Listening Library, Inc.
N 147-1 CFX includes three rolls and cassettes and
uses the film version. N 148 CFX has one roll/cassette
and analyzes the novel.
RECORDS AND CASSETTES

The only commercial, recording of Steinbeck readingis

now out of print. On'this single Columbia (ML-4756)
disc, he reads "The iSnake" and "Johnny Bear." Check
local libraries or university library for copies.'

John Steinbeck. The rapes of Wrath. A reading by
Henry Fonda, Ca drnon, 1995 ° Broadway, New
York, NY 10023. Li or cassette.
John Steinbeck The ed Pony. A reading by Eli Wallach, Caedmon, LP/c ssette.

The Twentieth Centu American Novel. A Listening
Library serieswith I tures by professors of literature.
The Grapes of Wr ii discussed by Warren French.
Cassette. Of Mice nd Men discussed by Warren
French. Cassette.
The Grapes of Wrath. LP (N 145 R) or, cassette (N, 145
CX). Listening Library, Inc. Henry Fonda reading.
The Red Pony. LP (N 147 R) or cassette (N 147 CX).
Listening Library, Inc. Eli Wallach reading.

For information on above listings, write Listening
Library, Inc., 1 Park Avenue, Old Greenwich, CT 06810.
PICTURES AND POSTERS

John Steinbeck [Poster] . Eight Masters of Modern

Fiction series. Includes Fitzgerald, Hemingway,
Wolfe, Baldwin, Salinger, McCullers, Faulkner, and
Stembeck. Scholastic Book Services, set of 8 pictures,
15 x 20 in..For information, write Scholastic nook
Services, 50 West 44th Street, New York, NY 10036.

John Steinbeck [Posters, Jumbo Crossword Puzzle

Posters, Perma-Notes, Muralettes] . Write Perfection
Form Company, 1000 North Second Avenue, Logan,
*IA 51546.
John Steinbeck [Pictures] . 81/2 x 11 in. SN95979. P.erfection Form Company.
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HOLLYWOOD FILMS

Most of the Hollywood films of Steinbeck's writing
are still available through loan libraries. Check with
your A-V director for catalogs and prices. Also check
with your local city or university libraries.

Of Mice and Men. 1939, United, Artists. Lon Chaney,
J. (Lennie); Burgess Meredith (George); music by

Aaron Copland. Director: Frank Ross. B/W, 107
minutes.
Grapes of Wrath. 1.940, Twentieth Century-Fox. Henry
Fonda (Tom Joad); Jane Darwell (Ma); John Carradine
(Casy). Director: John Ford. B/W, 129 minutes.
Forgotten Village. 1941, MGM. Director: Herbert
Kline. B/W. =

Tortilla Flat. 1942, MGM. Spencer Tracy (Pion); John
Garfield (Danny); Hedy Lamarr (Dolores). Director:
Victory Fleming. il/W, 105 minutes.

The Moon Is Down. 1943, Twentieth Century-Fox.
Lee J. Cobb (Dr. Winter); Sir Cedric Hardwicke (Col.

Lanser); Henry Tiavers (Mayor Orden). Director:
Irving Pichel. B/W, 90 minutes.

Lifeboat. 1944, Twentieth Century-Fox. Tallulah Bankhead (Connie Porter); William Bendix (Gus); Walter
Slezak (The German). Director: Alfred Hitchcock.
B/W, 96 minutes.

A Medal for Benny. 1945, Paramount. Dorothy Lamour
(Lolita Sierra); J. Carrol Nash (Charley Martild).
Director: Irving Pichel. B/W.
The Pearl. 1948, RKO. Pedro Armendariz (Kino); Maria

Elena Marques (Juana). Director: Emilio Fernandez.
B/W, 77 minutes.

The Red Pony. 1949, Republic. Robert Mitchum (Billy
Buck); Peter Miles (Tom); Sheppard Stru wick (Fred

Tiflin); Myrna Loy (Alice Tiflin). Dire&Eewis
Mileston. Color, 89 minutes.

Viva Zapata! 1952, Twentieth Century-Fox. Marlon
Brando (Zapata); Jean Peters (Josefa); Anthony
Quinn (Eufemio). Director: Elia Kazan. B/W, 113
minu tes.

East of Eden. 1955, Warner Brothers. James Dean
(Cal); Julie Harris (Abra); Raymond Massey (Adam).
Director: Elia Kazan. Color, 73 minutes.
The Wayward 11145.1957, Twentieth Century-Fox. Joan
Collins (Alice); Jayne Mansfield (Camille); rtan
Dailey (Ernest Horton). Director; Victor Vicas.
B/W,, 89 minutes.
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